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When this man walks into your plant, some mighty important 
things can happen. Things that will help you get more and better 
production — at lower cost per part. 

That's not because he knows more about your business than you 
do. He doesn't, of course. It's because he knows more about his 
business. For this man is your Heald representative —a skilled spe- 
cialist in precision finishing. He's experienced in actual machine 
operation — demonstration — engineering —tooling and fixture de- 
sign. In fact he is well equipped to give you the inside story on FLANGES FINISHED 50°/, FASTER 
every phase of this highly specialized subject with New Heald Bore-Matic 

Whatever your problem, chances are it’s not a new one to the 
This Heald Model 221 Bore-Matic upped pro- Heald man. For he has helped scores of other manufacturers to 
duction of automotive parts 50% —with better in r ion, and multipl t i cut costs, increase precision, and multiply production on all types auilens Cult, too. The ont, © cons Genie 

of products—from delicate watch mechanisms to diesel engine shaft, is turned and faced on the flange end 
in one, high-speed, automatic cycle. Held in a 
double form block fixture, the pilot diameter is 
first turned—after which the face is generated 
by crossfeeding of the tool block on the 
boringhead. 

equipment. 
To start tomorrow's savings today, get in touch with your nearest 

Heald representative. Remember—when it comes to precision fin- 
ishing, it pays to come to Heald. ceeeeeeeeeee esse 5503 Em 

trae HEALD macuine comPANY 

WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 

Branch Offices Chicago Cleveland Dayton Indianapolis 



Turn out MORE WORK 

between grinds with 

Your die costs go down... ana you can 
raise the feed... using T-] Die Sinking 
Milling Cutters! Because of their ad- 
vanced design, these cutters help you get 
the utmost in accuracy, speed and efficiency 
from your machines. T-] builds these 
sturdy cutters from a standard, extremely 
high grade steel... properly machined 
... scientifically heat-treated and accu- 
rately ground, They're extra rugged... 

T-] Cuwer at work on 2 Ciacianati 16” ge hold a sharp edge longer .. . less break- 
Vertical Hydrotel, latest design Die Sinker. age! Wide range of T-J standard styles 
A cutter of the right design and heat treat- . § and sizes saves time and money for you! 
ment for this high speed work in tough die By ats Send for new catalog 150. The Tomkins- 
steels, makin ssible the maximum . i on pr apr pA penn tt Johnson Co., Jackson, Michigan. 

33 YEARS EXPERIENCE (ibbbedibbateeshdetsdbbit bide 
DIE SINKING MILLING CUTTERS 

TD 
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oil assure? 

HE job was machining a small pinion gear. 
The most important operation was drilling 
a .040” hole, which had to be reamed and 

held to a plus or minus .0002”’. Rejects were running 
high until, on the recommendation of a Texaco 
Lubrication Engineer, Texaco Cleartex Cutting Oil 
replaced the competitive oil formerly used. 

An immediate improvement in finish was noted 
(as shown by smoother operation of the finished 
part) and rejects dropped off 30©,. Further savings 
resulted from the fact that Texaco Cleartex Cutting 
Oil serves a dual purpose—being machine lubricant 

as well as cutting coolant. 
Texaco Cleartex Cutting Oil is only one of a com- 

plete line of Texaco Cutting, Grinding and Soluble 
Oils that can help you do all your machining jobs— 
small or large—better, faster, and at lower cost... 
increase production and reduce unit costs. 

A Texaco Lubrication Engineer — a specialist in 
metal working — will gladly work with you. Just 
call the nearest of the more than 2,000 Texaco 
Wholesale Distributing Plants in the 48 States, or 
write The Texas Company, 135 East 42nd Street, 
New York 17, N. Y. 

*Nan 

CUTTING, GRINDING AND 

SOLUBLE OILS [foORtASTEE 
MACHINING 

TEXACO 

TEXACO STAR THEATER starring MILTON BERLE on television every Tuesday night. See newspaper for time and station TUNE IN.. 
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lier’s that the effects of 
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that the idea of 
describing 
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The three insist 
producing an AM issue 
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One Type Not Mentioned We 
have not mentioned in this issue the 
ever-present danger of business 
disaste! Our normal contest in 
every issue is devoted to preventing 
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manuals loaned from English 
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in fact, anyone we 
Associate Editors 

burn and Linsley wrote 

some 
libraries insur- 

armament produc- 
could 
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Editors 
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the manuscript have 
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will continue our series of Arma- 

ment Reports with a universal positioner for aircraft fixture ele- 

ments that considerably reduces tooling time for major assembly 

fixtures of new aircraft. Other articles in this issue will cover cutoff 

die design, die-life tests, 
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INTERCHANGEABLE 

COUPLINGS 

GROUND FROM THE SOLID 

e The Gleason No. 19 Curvie Coupling Grinder 

produces ground Curvic and Zerol face couplings 

automatically with a uniformity of machin- 

ing which makes each part interchangeable. 

Replacement costs of large units can be mate- 

rially reduced by using built-up units employing 

the principle of the permanent couplings. 

Builders of Bevel Gear Machinery for Over 85 Years 
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Machine, equipped tic wheel bal- 
encing and profile grinding wheel truing. Also 
avuilable in plain and gap table styles. Catalog 
No. G-600. 

TO BETTER SERVE 

YOUR PRECISION GRINDING REQUIREMENTS 

THREE ADDITIONAL SIZES OF 

CINCINNATI FILMATIC PLAIN GRINDING MACHINES 

NEW 16° HD, 20; 24” 

4: 6; 10°L, 10; 14°L, 14; 16; 20° HD, 24° HD, 28° HD 

i—_ 

i)  CINCIN 



iw 
FULMATIC bearings sup 
port the grinding wheel 
spindle on high pressure 
wedge shaped oil films. . 
no metal-to-metal contact. 

eee 

You now have a wider choice of the finest machines 
available for precision grinding operations... three 
sizes have been added to the cincinnati FILMATIC 
line of centertype. grinders, in plain, gap, and roll 
grinder styles. Cost reducing features include: 

FILMATIC grinding wheel spindle bearings — they 
eliminate bearing trouble; self-adjusting for every 
grinding condition. 

Electronic control of table traverse—finger-tip selec- 
tion of an infinite number of table traverse rates 
within 40 to 1 ratio. 

Simple table drive—only a few parts from the motor 
to the table rack’ 

N
A
T
I
 

CINCINNATI 
CINCINNATI 

GRINDERS 

Electronic selection of 
table traverse rates is just 
@s easy as turning a radio 
dial. Power taken from oan 
AC source. 

Pressure, filtered lubrication of ways 

Tilting wheelhead cambering unit-—for the roll 
grinder style of these machines...double eccentric 

selection of infinite number of cambers 

Automatic wheel balancing—this timesaving feature 
will quickly pay for itself. (An extra cost item.) 

These fine machines can be a cost reducing factor 
in your shop today and ten years from today. So 
choose CINCINNATI FILMATICS to give your precision 
ground work an extra measure of quality at a lower 
cost. Write for literature, or consult Sweet's Mechan- 
ical Catalog for brief specifications 

INCORPORATED 
9, OHIO 

CENTERTYPE GRINDING MACHINES @ CENTERLESS GRINDING MACHINES 

CENTERLESS LAPPING MACHINES © MICRO-CENTRIC GRINDING MACHINES 
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GEAR SHAPERS 

SHAVING MACHINES 

THREAD GENERATORS 

CUTTERS AND SHAVING TOOLS 

GEAR INSPECTION INSTRUMENTS 

PLASTICS MOLDING MACHINES 



3 to Stimes FASTER 

with the THREAD GENERATOR 

Threaded work on a production basis is possible through the high-speed 

cutting and flexibility of the Fellows Thread Generator. Here is a machine 

that is truly a cost saving specialist” in the production of threads and worms. 

Here is a typical performance: 

Material. coldrolledsteel Outside dia. 1.775 Diametral pitch 24/48 

Face width ... 0.875” Straight worm, 20° pressure angle. 

Five blanks mounted on arbor are cut at one time. One man runs 4 machines. 

PRODUCTION: 59 WORMS PER HOUR! PER MACHINE 

While producing worms at such high rates of speed, the finish is extremely 

smooth; accuracy of thread shape is inherent in the Fellows thread generator 

cutter, resharpened by simple face grinding. 

Single, double, trip/ 
Nb Sa Stee teagllbved Machines are built for work up to 4” O.D., 

multiple thread “straight 
12” length. For more information on worms’’...cut in one 
the production possibilities of the 

Fellows Thread Generator con- 

tact our nearest office. 

operation. 

THE FELLOWS GEAR SHAPER COMPANY - Head Office and Export Department - 78 River Street, Springfield, Vermont 

Branch Offices: 616 Fisher Bidg., Detroit 2 * 640 West Town Office Bidg., Chicago 12 - Empire Stote Bidg., New York |. 
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PRODUCTION GRINDERS 

Are Designed to Give 

Top Production Output... 

Save Costs on Grinding 

Special Van Norman Production Grinder with two Bowgage Wheetheads. Grinding wheels 
feed simult ly from opposite directions. A typical Van Norman Production Grinder 
designed to cut costs and increase production. 
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When it comes to mass production grinding, 

you can’t beat Van Norman specialized Pro- 

duction Grinders for lowest-cost-per-piece 

production grinding. By taking one or more 

Van Norman Bowgage Wheelheads and 

mounting them on a suitable base, there is 

practically no limit to the work that can be 

ground automatically . . . diameters, tapers, 

shoulders, etc. These Bowgage Wheel- 

heads are individual automatic integral grind- 

ing units. They are complete 

with rough and finish feeds, 

automatic cycling with rapid 

traverse. 

Illustrated at the left is a typical example 

of a special Van Norman double Bowgage 

Production Grinder, especially designed 

for an intricate grinding job. In this appli- 

cation both grinding wheels feed simul- 

taneously from opposite directions. All the 

operator has to do is load the work-piece, 

push the button and the machine does the 

rest, and stops automatically for removal of 

the workpiece. Result — maximum produc- 

tion is obtained at lowest possible cost. 

It will pay you to investigate the possi- 

bilities offered by Van Norman Production 

Grinders. Write for information, today. 

VAN NORMAN COMPANY 

Springfield 7, Massachusetts, U. S. A. 

= 
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SAVE 5 WAYS ON 

/ Fewer Machines ¥ 

"A Lower Tool Cost 

/ Lower Tool Inventory 

V Less Set-up Time 

/ Higher Production 
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In tightening markets, Landis Pipe Threading Machines 
offer wide-open opportunities to cut production costs of 
pipe threads. 

Three sizes of Pipe Machines will handle all diameters of 
pipe from |/," to 18". Each die head is constructed to 
handle a wide range of pipe sizes—for example the 6" 
machine will thread all diameters from |" to 6". Universal 
size adjustment allows quick set-up. Thus, a few machines 
will handle the complete range. 

Die heads employ Landis Tangential Pipe Chasers. Inter- 
changeability of the chasers further increases the ver- 
satility of these machines. The same chasers may be used 
for all diameters of threads within the range of a given 
die head providing that the pitch, form, and taper remain 
the same, thus reducing tool inventory. Chasers need be 
replaced only one at a time as needed. Chasers last 

m= LANDIS 

WAYNES BO 
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PENNS YLVAN 

longer since 80°/, of their length may be reground as the 
cutting edge dulls. Line contact with the work reduces 
friction and chaser wear, allows use of higher cutting 
speeds, and reduces chaser breakage. 

A separate type of machine, the Receding Chaser Pipe 
Machine, is especially designed to handle A.P.I. Ta- 
pered Pipe Threads. Chasers recede into the head at a 
rate equal to the taper of the thread, ensuring accurate 
and uniform taper along the full thread length. This 
mechanism allows the use of smaller chasers, lowering 
tool cost and dollar tool inventories. Leave-off marks are 
eliminated by this receding action. 

Investigate how Landis Pipe Machines can reduce direct 
tool cost, increase daily production, and reduce invest- 
ment in tool inventory and heavy machinery. Write for 
specifications and further information. 

e U. S.A. 1A 

13 



EQUIPPED With 

ERE 

wicROSe 

BEARINGS 

No. 12 Centerless 
Catalog T-47 

If you have a precision grinding problem, LANDIS 
TOOL will make recommendations and production 

. estimates on the basis of your blueprints. 

P 



these setup TIME SAVERS 

exclusive 

with 
LANDIS 

Too. 
Qyetammnes 

dressing regulating wheel 

A turn of the selector switch changes the regulat- 
ing wheel to the higher dressing speed without 
disturbing the work setup. 

ti 

TIME SAVERS 

Ty) 

Regulating Wheel 

Dressing 

exclusive with LANDIS TOOL 

Dress at Point of Work Contact Without “Cut and Try” 

Diamond is permanently mounted on work rest 
in correct position for dressing along line of 
work contact. Arrows show location of diamond. 

Overhead Dresser For Infeed Form Grinding 

Hydraulically-operated dresser rigidly mounted 
on regulating wheel base. Profile bars readily 
changed. 

LANDIS TOOL COMPANY / WAYNESBORO, PENNA., U. 



Many machine tool build- 
ers now depend upon their 
G. & L. horizontal boring 
machines to perform bor- 
ing operations such as this. 
Accuracy of the G. &L. 
and simplicity of work set- 
up solves many difficult 
problems. 

Close up of the boring 
head showing the 
bearing seat bores for 
a rotating machine 
table. Three bores are 
easily held to .001"’ 
using this table type 
G. & L. machine. 

ON THESE TWO IMPORTANT 

MACHINE TOOL COMPONENTS 

GIDDINGS & LEWIS 

FOND DU LAC 

a, Ss ¥ : | 
a co = 

G. &L. Table Type G.&L. Floor Type G.&L. Planer Type 
Horizontal Boring Machine Horizontal Boring Machine Horizontal Boring Machine 
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This G.&L. Floor Type 
Machine is used by a 
leading machine tool 
manufacturer to perform 
precision operations on a 
large way machine base 
where overall machining 
accuracy must be closely 
held. 

Boring a series of locating 
pin holes for mounting unit 
heads on a way machine 
These holes must be par- 
allel within .001” of the 
base sides and provide the 
same tolerance for unit 
location both horizontally 
and vertically. 

Machine Scales and Vernier 

Used to Locate Precision 

Bearing Bores 

Another typical example of the built-in accuracy of 
G. & L. machines is the precision boring of a large 
machine tool base on which a machine table will be 
mounted. Three finish bores, 22.500'’ — 20.000" — 
20.000", are made with a special boring head and 
held to a tolerance of .001"’. Machine scales and 
verniers are used to locate these bores. The depend- 
ability of G. & L. horizontal boring machines in pro- 

MACHINE TOOL COMPANY 

WISCONSIN, U.S.A. = 

Cincinnati Hyproe Vertical 
Boring and Turning Mill 

Cincinnati Hypro 
Double Housing Planer 

American Machinist November 13, 1950 

Cincinnati Hypro Planer 
Type Milling Machine 

ducing important machine tool components makes it 
possible to produce more accurate units at less cost. 

Manufacturers Rely on the Accuracy 

of Giddings & Lewis Machines to Bore 

Vital Locating Pin Holes 

Rigid accuracy requirements are readily maintained 
with a G. & L. floor type horizontal boring machine in 
boring locating pin holes on a way machine base. 
Two way units are mounted on the opposing wings of 
the base and pin holes must be held parallel to +.001” 
with the side of the strip for unit location vertically as 
well as horizontally. In addition to the precision bor- 
ing on the wing, other machining operations are per- 
formed in the same work setting insuring accurate re- 
lationship of the machined surfaces, bores, drilled and 
tapped holes, etc., for final assembly. 

If you wish to lowez your production costs and 
meet urgent delivery demands, G. & L. engineers will 
gladly study your machining problems and submit 
recommendations on simpler methods using hori- 
zontal boring, drilling and milling machines. 

opis 

*@ 

G. &L. Vertical 
Plastics Injection Press 



Link-Belt Silverstreak Silent 
Chain Drives combine the ability to 
carry heavy overloads with the resili- 
ence that sustains and absorbs 
shock. 

DEPENDA
BLE 

Silverstreak Silent Chain 
Drives cost practically nothing for up- 
keep—run 10, 20 or more years with- 
out attention beyond occasional 
oiling. 

Operating efficiently on 
short centers, they save valuable 
space. Ratios as high as 10 to | are 
commonly used. 

98.2% efficiency main- 
tained throughout the life of the 
drive. 

As the chain, in the form 
of a flexible rack, meshes with the 
teeth of the sprocket, the drive can- 
not slip. 

: Two Link-Belt Silverstreak Silent Chain Drives, driven by a single 125 
is horsepower motor, each employed to operate one end of a 6 inch Resistance 

> 

»” 
ae 

ie Weld Tube Mill, manufactured by Etna Machine Company, Toledo, Ohio 

Because Link-Belt Silverstreak Silent Chain Drives are low 

in first cost, low in upkeep and long in life, they represent 

extra value and economy in power transmission. Because 

they allow no slippage, they assure driven machines operat- 

ing at rated speed, insuring full production. Easy and quick 

to install because no dismantling of bearings or machine 

parts is required. Modernize your drives, for efficiency and 

economy, with Link-Belt Silverstreak Silent Chain. 

LINK-BELT COMPANY 
ndianapolis 6, Philadelphia 40, Atianta, Houston 1, Minnear s 5, Son F 

Los Angeles 33, Seattle 4, Toronto 8, Johannesburg. Offices, Factory Bronch Stores 
in Principol Cities 

; Ke link-Belt Pre-selected stock Silent Chain Li N 4 ‘): me E LT 
Drives are easily selected, quickly available, re 
Taper-lock bushings make them easy to in- 
stoll— easy to remove. Hardened teeth give 
pinions extra long life. Link-Belt stock silent 
chain and sprockets are interchangeable 
with silent chain sprockets and chain cut to 
the same tooth form. 

| 

Fa 

SILENT CHAIN DRIVES 
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SOMEONE 1S INVESTING MONEY 

RIGHT NOW 10 CUT MANUFACTURING COSTS 

It may be your competitor! 

When any one of your competitors 
invests in new machinery to increase 
output and cut his manufacturing costs, 
your profit outlook grows darker. 
Unless your production costs are at 
rock bottom he can undersell you, 
take orders away from you—and do 
it profitably! 

Don’t invite lost orders by standing 
pat with old equipment. A replace- 
ment program for your shop can 
result in savings like those shown by 
actual experience in machine shops all 

COMPANY A replaced two old turret lathes with one new Warner & 
Swasey No. 4 Universal. Output went up over 100%. Savings of over 
$3,400 a year were realized. 

over the country. 

COMPANY B invested $130,000 in new Warner & Swasey COMPANY C invested in a new Warner & Swasey Single 
5-Spindle Automatics. Savings—$90,000 a year on the cost Spindle Automatic for the roughing of gear blanks. 
of the screw machine products the company uses. Production went up over 200%! 

If you would like results like these, call in your nearest Warner 
& Swasey representative. He’ll make a thorough, sound analysis 
—show you how, by replacing old machine tools, you can 
cut manufacturing costs... increase output... make 
a greater profit on your investment. WARNER 

& 

S . WARNER & SWASEY SELLS ONE THING SWASEY 

-+- INCREASED PRODUCTION Machine Tools 
Cleveland 

\ x’ 4 . ue, 
TURRET LATHES, MULTIPLE AND SINGLE SPINDLE AUTOMATICS, PRECISION TAPPING AND THREADING MACHINES» 

} — , : Ph. tae | 
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O matter what combination of cutting action and length of wheel life 

you require for maximum economy on your particular snagging jobs, 

Norton Company, with its research facilities, engineering skill and wide 

product variety, can fill your requirements. 

FAST CUT 

If “fast cut” is the primary requirement which spells economy on 
your snagging operations, you'll find a Norton wheel with exactly 
the right abrasive and bond combination to fill the bill. 

LONG LIFE 

If ‘“‘long life’’ is your particular requirement for economy, 
Norton abrasive know-how can help you to select exactly the right 
grinding wheels. 

PRODUCT VAR:ETY 

Norton wheels for snagging operations are available with 
ALUNDUM, 15 ALUNDUM, 57 ALUNDUM and CRYSTOLON 

abrasives; with B-5, B-7 and BH resinoid 
bonds and vitrified bond. 

@ VWNortTony 

ABRASIVES 
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A new line of Knee-Type Milling Machines {Kf ARNE 21805) 
Ker? 

THERE’S one big production l 
feature on Kearney & 
Trecker’s new CK milling machines that gets the “yes” vote of 
cost-minded production executives and shop men every time. It’s 
Kearney & Trecker’s famous Mono-Lever Control — one lever 
that controls all table movements! These men like it because it 
reduces idle cutter time — shortens floor-to-floor time. (Past 
performance facts have shown savings as high as 96% on some 
milling operations!) For you this means greater productivity 
and lower costs on your jobs. What’s more, operators like Mono- 
Lever Control because it provides greater operating convenience 
— a simpler, faster method with less fatiguing work for them. 
Investigate Kearney & Trecker’s new CK line of milling ma- 
chines. See how Mono-Lever Control combined with all the other 
big CK machine features make them the most productive and the 
most profitable milling machines you can buy today — anywhere! 

Replacement of obsolete machine tools is an 
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GREATER RIGIDITY -~ Yes, these new CK 
columns are the most rigid milling ma- 
chine columns we've ever designed! 
They give you 1000 pounds more metal 
scientifically distributed in heavier rib- 
bing, box section, sponson construction 

. to effectively absorb vibration from 
heaviest cutting loads. 

NON-GLARE RAPID-SET DIALS—You'll avoid 
costly errors in reading and setting 
these new micrometer dials. They’re va- 
por blasted to give you a satin surface 
with high contrast markings. They’re 
easy and quick to set and provide 
positive lock at every setting. 

GREATER CUTTING EFFICIENCY — Added 
momentum of spindle-mounted fly- 
wheel assures longer cutter life and 
greater efficiency, through smoother, 
more positive drive — a key to most 
efficient use of modern cutting tools. 
Spindle rigidly supported by Kearney- 
& Trecker's original 3-bearing design. 

SMOOTHER FEED PERFORMANCE — with a 
new design 2” diam. heavy-duty, table 
feed screw that affords greater bearing 
contact and runs through an extra-long 
table feed nut. These new CK machines 
are equipped with a backlash elimi- 
nator for more effective climb milling, 
more accuracy and longer screw life. 

> 

GREATER ADAPTABILITY — No, 60 Heavy 
Duty drive flange on Nos. 4, 5 and 6 
machines enables use of heavy duty ar- 
bors with flange drive for large single 
or multiple cutter setups; or bolting 
large face-milling cutters directly to 
spindle nose. Average setups use stand- 
ard arbors with No. 50 spindle drive. 

FEEDS AND SPEEDS TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF MODERN CUTTING TOOLS — 
and you really can do it with the broad feed and speed ranges on Kearney 
& Trecker’s new CK milling machines. You get 24 spindle speeds (15 to 
1500 rpm on Nos. 2 and 3, 13 to 1300 rpm on Nos. 4, 5 and 6) with 
Kearney & Trecker’s automatic protecto-mesh shift to eliminate gear 
clashing. And there’s the extra-wide feed range — 32 changes from %" 
to 90” per minute—with separate 3 or 5 hp feed and rapid traverse drive. 

GREATER HORSEPOWER — where you need 
it. That’s what you get with new 
CK independent motor drives for spin- 
dle and for feed and rapid traverse. De- 
pending on machine size (Nos. 2, 3, 4, 
5 or 6), machines range from 10 to 25 
hp for spindle drive and 3 to 5 hp for 
feed and rapid traverse. 

GREATER MACHINE LIFE — through auto- 
matic lubrication and generously pro- 
portioned gears and shafts throughout 
for overload conditions. There's a 
forced flood system in the column and 
knee, and a positive metered, pressure 
pump system for table, saddle and knee 
ways, and table feed assembly. 

Kearney & Trecker’s new CK line of knee- “ype machines is designed to 
meet every demand of present-day milling . . . making them more ac- 
curate, and MORE PRODUCTIVE for you. Contact your Kearney & 
Trecker representative or write direct to obtain their complete specifica- 
tions. Find out how CK machines easily replace obsolete machines at 
substantial savings to you. Kearney & Trecker Corp., 6784 W. National 
Ave., Milwaukee 14, Wis. 

KEARNEY STRECKER gry 

MACHine Tools @ 

investment that makes Dollars and Sense. 
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Turning Production 

Increased 70%... 

On 50 H.P. Model 12A 

SUNDSTRAND 

Automatic Lathe 

The new Model 12A Sundstrand Automatic 
Lathe is setting production records in many 
plants. There are specific reasons for this. For 
instance, it is adaptable to a countless variety of 
turning Operations on parts with a maximum 
swing (over cross slide) up to 15-1 4” diameter. 

It has an unusually heavy pre- 
cision bearing spindle, high rapid 
traverse rate and automatic 

cycling. Consequently, multiple tooling and 
carbide tools can be used to full advantage on 
high production or long run jobs. In addition, 
these same production advantages can be ap- 
plied to short run work because of the quick 
cycle changeover feature of this machine. 

Like all Sundstrand machine tool installations, 
this is a result of an “engineered production” 
analysis of a specific turning problem. It may 
pay you to call in a Sundstrand engineer. He 
has actual shop experience with all kinds of 
applications in practically every type of manu- 

facturing plant. He is acquainted with the prob- 
lems of production men and may be of help to 
you. You can call on him without obligation. 

RIGIDMILS ¢ FLUID SCREW RIGIDMILS * AUTOMATIC LATHES ¢ HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
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Ample Horsepower, 

Quick Cycle Changeover 

and Improved Tooling 

Increase Production 

Over Former Method 

a 

‘Before’ and ‘‘after’’ 
illustrations at right 
show how part is turned, 
faced, chamfered and 
formed in one operation 
with eleven tool set-up 
shown above. 

These parts and tooling set-ups represent just three of twelve 
different jobs for one manufacturer. Production increase 
averages from 65% to 70%. 

FREE Additional Data 

This new booklet will give you com- 
plete engineering data on the new 
Sundstrand Model 12A Automatic 
Lathe. Typical turning jobs and physical 
dimensions are included. Write for 
your copy today. Ask for Bulletin 101. 

hide 
DRILLING AND CENTERING MACHINES 

Another operation per- 
formed onthe Sundstrand 
Model 12-A Automatic 
Lathe. Fast tool and ma- 
chine cycle changeover 
make it possible to set-up 
quickly any of the 12 dif- 
ferent jobs run over this 
machine. 

Another operation per- 
formed onthe Sundstrand 
Model 12-A Automatic 
Lathe is illustrated in the 
“before” and “after” pic- 
tures at the right. Tool- 
ing is illustrated above 

KY SUNDSTRAND 

MACHINE TOOL COMPANY 

2533 Eleventh St. * Rockford, Ill., U.S.A. 

LAT LT A TT TE TL LENE IB IE RBIS 
SPECIAL MILLING AND TURNING MACHINES 
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means material savings 

on many materials 

Here's a No. 77A-12” Gardner Double Grinder, parallel-surface 

grinding both ends of plastic plungers at the rate of 30 to 40 a minute. 

Gardner Double Grinders can help you reduce your production costs on 

almost any type of material — from plastics to stainless steel; from as- 

bestos to the toughest steel forgings. 

Let us provide you with complete information 

Ask for our DOUBLE-GRINDING Bulletin! 

GARDNER MACHINE COMPANY 

410 EAST GARDNER STREET... . BELOIT, WISCONSIN, U.S.A. 
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LONG ON QUALITY 2. 

By any standard of comparison, the proven fact is: you pay 
far less in dollars and get far more in performance when you 
insist on a KRW Hydraulic Press. The specifications prove 
it’s true, so do performance records, and so do the expert 
opinions of KRW owners. The price tag tells you one thing 
the dollars you save. The unexcelled quality standards tell 

4 \ you another the dollars you'll make! You should get both 
when you buy! Write or wire for the full facts and prices! 

BRIEFED SPECIFICATIONS 

. 4 ~~ presses are self-contained and fabri 
; ' cated of steel for maximum strength, mini- 

; 

mum weight, and space conservation. Preci 
sion honed cylinders. Adjustable limit switch 
for top return position of ram. Adjustable 
tonnage pressure control. Safety by-pass 
prevents over-loading beyond maximum 
rated capacity. Large self-contained oil 

i a 

servoir. Direct connected motor drive 
pumps through easily serviced flexible « 
lings. Safety controls prevent accidents. L 
bronze faced gibs adjustable for wear insure 
accurate travel of slide. Quiet and vibration 
less in operation. Presses can be custom built 
to meet your manulacturing requir 

TWO CYLINDER TYPE Tons capacity: 60, 85, 
100. Platen and bolster, maximum usable 
size: F to B, R to L, 36” x 60’. Stroke: 6”, 
11”. Bed, fixed. Controls: Manual, Semi 
Automatic, Fully Automatic for cycled 
operation 

Write or wire for 
the full facts and 

prices. 

K. R. WILSON 
215 MAIN STREET 

s — BUFFALO 3, N. Y. 
Dept. 11 

Automatic, Fully Au- 
tomatic for cycled 
operation. 
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CARD 

Ground Thread 

TAPS 

Standardized Accuracy... 

At Ordinary Tap Cost! 

Card's extreme care in maintaining utmost accuracy is 

a plus that lifts Card Certified* Taps away above the 

ordinary. Costing no more than run-of-the-mill taps, 

they’re your best possible buy for dependability and long, 

economical use. 

Card Taps are available in both commercial 

ground and precision ground threads. 

When precision ground is required, be sure to specify 

the limit number. 

Your nearby Card Distributor will 

be glad to supply you with these ac- 

curate, top quality taps — and to 

cooperate with you in every way. 

Contact him for prompt, helpful 

service. 

““wwwwewwwyvvr vy TTT, 

@R D 

rTrAaAPS 

Tie wees \\$.W. CARD 

sup the Pinnsburgh Testing LoberoterF MANUFACTURING COMPANY $ ‘ screw PLATE 
pve meters of DUES ° SEL nes Mansfield, Massachusetts 
pie STOCKS DIVISION OF UNION TWIST DRILL COMPANY 
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Sweet's File 
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reach for Sweet's... aii these manufactur- 
ers’ catalogs —containing comprehensive information 

on machine tools, attachments, and accessories, are 
instantly available in Section No. 1 of your Sweet's File 
for the Mechanical Industries. 

The other sections of this Sweet's File contain additional 

catalogs covering a wide range of materials and 

equipment ...useful and up-to-date information on 

product forms, characteristics, performance and use. 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 

This grouping of manufacturers’ catalogs, in sections 

according to products or use of products, is made for 

your convenience, so that you can more readily com- 

pare one product with another. Indexes of manufac- 

turers, products and trade names lead you quickly and 

easily to the catalogs you are looking for. 

Sweet's is working constantly to get more manufacturers 

to send you their catalogs in this easy-to-use form. If 

you fail to find what you want, please tell us. 

catalog 

service 

DIVISION OF 
F. W. DODGE CORPORATION 

119 WEST 40th STREET 
NEW YORK 18, N. Y. 



Increased Shop Efficiency through 
Replacement of Economically tired ma- 
chines. 

Initiative in applying machines to the 
job. 

Development of short cuts and tooling 
arranged to improve time savings since 
increased machine efficiency as well 
as shop efficiency pay more on the In- 
vested Dollar. 

Investment in machines of complete flex- 
ibility having the potential facilities to 
adapt themselves to present and future 
changes of tooling and machining me- 
thods-——— 

Bullard Cut Master meets these con- 
ditions and one customer states: ‘You 
can do more with a Bullard than you 
can with ; 

In this same customer's plant, a 
Bullard installation is showing a nice 
40% savings over the previous me- 
thod. 

This is only one of many instances where 
Cut Master lives up to its name. 

These machines provide maximum shop 
efficiency and answer the question, ‘How 
to make the Invested Dollar Pay More?” 

On request we will be pleated to 

furnish you with a copy of Mapi 

Renlacement Manual. 

e the Invested 

2 

It you have hidden costs 
which are paying for a Cut 
Master, why not investigate and 
then have a Cut Master in 30”, 
36”, 42”, 54”, 64", or 74” size. 
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* Does “YEARS” rhyme with “GEARS” for you? 

THE HAPPY COINCIDES SCE of these rhyming words 
tempts us to write an adve rtisement in 

to produce low installed « 
economically and dependably on the 
you buy them 

It to last for and 
require [tre 

» poetry 
sf 

cold business sense sounds better In prose 

} rob But 
and to do credit 

your reputation The gears vou buy should be 

to your 

vears. If they don’t iT 

product 

but 

they quent sery Speaking further of years—*‘Double+ Diamonds” 
ie OF Te placement the \ these standards 

We would he ple ased to enter our 
gears for. you. Why 

“Double Diamond’ gears are built to last for 

have a treme ndously 
high tinal cost, no matter what hgures were 

have been made to 

| purchase order 

since 1914 
on the 37th vear making 

not write tor more entirel 
non-poetic information? 

Automotive Gear Works, Inc. 
RICHMOND, INDIANA 

eeese#e e FOR AUTOMOTIVE FARM EQUIPMENT AND GENERAL INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS ee eae 

Wz 

4 



do our BEST advertising 

Standard Pressed 
Steel Co., Jenkin- 
town, Pa., use No. 25 
Grand Rapids Hy- 
draulic Feed Surface 
Grinders in making 
the tools and dies 
that produce Un 
brako Socket Screw 
Products, Flexloc 
Self-Locking Nuts 
and Hallowell Shop 
Equipment 

You will appreciate the micro-inch finish 
produced at production speeds on Grand Rapids 
Grinders. All Grand Rapids Hydraulic Feed 
Surface Grinders have these outstanding features: 

1. One-piece column and base casting 
for vibrationless rigidity 

2. Precision ball-bearing spindle 
which is greased for life 

. Bijur one-shot lubrication system 
eliminating hand oiling 

. Patented vertical movement of wheel head 
for quick, accurate adjustments 

. Portable coolant tank for ease of coolant replacement 

. Vane type hydraulic pump for fast 
longitudinal table travel 

GALLMEYER & 

LIVINGSTON 

GRAV) RAPLOS GRINDERS , 

330 Straight, S. W., Grand Rapids 4, Mich. 



Replacing 4140 alloy steel with STRESSPROOF 

REDUCED ine COST ot wis sot 20 / 

QUENCHING 

TEMPERING AIT AT | 

STRAIGHTENING 

MACHINING TIME... cut 33% 

QUALITY OF SHAFT IMPROVED 

| splined drive shaft was originally made from 4140 hot-rolled, 
normalized, and machine-straightened alloy steel. After cutting to length, 
the bar was quenched and tempered to a machinable hardness and restraight- 
ened. By changing to STRESSPROOFP, these quenching, tempering, and 
straightening operations were eliminated, steel cost was reduced, machining 
time was cut 33%, and the quality of the part was improved. Over-all reduc- 
tions in cost afforded a net saving of 25°. 

Cost-conscious manufacturers all over the country are realizing savings 
such as this, and higher . . . because of STRESSPROOF’s unique combina- SEND for FREE tion of four important qualities in-the-bar. STRESSPROOF is twice as strong 
as ordinary cold-finished shafting and does not require heat treating. Its wear- 
ability — without case-hardening—is sufficient = replace many heat-treated ENGINEERING BULLETIN 
or carburized steels. In addition, it machines fully 50°% better than heat- “New Economies in the 
treated alloys of the same hardness, and, being stress-relieved, it has a mini- Use of Steel Bars” 
mum of distortion. Yet, with all these advantages, STRESSPROOF costs 
little more than ordinary cold-finished shafting. It is available in cold-drawn ORB ME ae we 
or ground and polished finish. 

LaSalle Steel Co. Trt 
1416 150th Street 
Hammond, Indiana 
Please send me your STRESSPROOF 
Bulletin. 

Stocked by Leading Steel Warehouses 

S
T
R
E
S
S
P
R
O
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F
 

|= 

SEVERELY COLD-WORKED FURNACE-TREATED STEEL BARS cme came oe aes cae tee ee 
* Manufacturer of the Most Complete Line of Cerbon and Alloy Celd-Finished and Ground and Polished Bers in Americe 

Name 

Title 

Company 
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TO PUT “TEETH” IN STEERING ARMS 

FASTER ... AT LOWER COST 

Two station fixture on a standard American broaching machine enables this manu- 

tere 

facturer to broach 10 serrations in a segment of the steering arm hole and finish broach 
the hole in one pass. Location of the 10 serrations are maintained by index flats on the 
broach shanks. An economical, high-production rate of over 250 per hour was attained 
on an American T-10-36 vertical hydraulic broaching machine, with hydraulically 
operated, manually controlled broach retriever . . . arranged for two station pull- 
down broaching. The fixture holds one part at each station completing two parts at 
each stroke of the ram. Two hand manual control assures absolute operator safety. 

Versatile Three-way Machines Achieve Overall Economy 

Economical, high-production rates arc easily attained on American type T, three-way 
broaching machines. Designed for inexpensive adaptation to push, pull or surface 
broaching, with single or multiple tooling of the ram, these three 
way machines provide for low-cost conversion as production 
requirements change. American Engineers will be glad to make 
their recommendations for your broaching production. Write giv- 
ing hourly requirements and part sample or drawing. Circular 100 
gives full information on three-way machines. Address Dept. A 8 ee 

| 

= 

2 
i 

E 
z 
3 
3 

| 

MERI 

(|| 77 eee BROACH & MACHINE CO. 
SUNDSTRAND MACHINE TOOL CO. 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

See -Emerican First—for the Best in Broaching Tools, Broaching Machines, Special Machinery 
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you can 6€ SURE.. ie irs 

Westinghouse 

Only one moving element — 

a seesaw balanced on a knife-edge 

No complex linkages in the contact closing mechan- 
ism of the new Westinghouse Life-Linestarter, which 
is years ahead in its principle of operation. No slid- 
ing surfaces to bend. No lubrication needed. Nothing 
to stick or jam. The new principle, backed by 40 
years of experience and perfected by more than 
6 years of laboratory and field tests, opens the 
way to fewer outages, increased production, lower 
Operating costs. 
Compare this operating principle with that of other 

starters. Compare, too, for positive protection—com- 
pare the positive kickout spring which provides the 
force needed to open the contacts—for rapid, uniform 
action, independent of gravity. Also compare Life- 
Linestarter for uniformity and completeness of line, 

*Trade Mark 

American Machinist November 13, 1950 

NEMA sizes 0 through 4, ease of installation and 
other key advantages. 

Get the facts. Your local Westinghouse representa- 
tive is ready to show you “the inside story” by 
Trans-Vision. Or write for 20-page booklet B-4677. 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., P. O. Box 868, 
Pittsburgh 30, Penna. J-30021 

TOMORROW'S STARTER—TODAY! 
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What every good production man 

should know about— 

Production Advantages of 

Magnesium Extrusions 

Magnesium extrusions can simplify many a 
uction man’s job. When y lightweight 

pv gordi is required, = w magnesium extru- 
sions frequently the most economical 
cr har 

Magnesiam is rad extruded into an almost 
infinite variety of Ses oye Bar, rod, tubing and 
structural sha rming closely to Ameri- 
can Standard ns are available from stock 
in many different sizes. The cost of these 
versatile lightweight extrusions is surprisingly 
low. This makes it economically feasible to 
design extrusions to special job requirements, 
even when quantities are small. 

The use of magnesium extrusions tailored to 
job requirements eliminates costly forming or 
rolling from standard shapes. Assembly is also 
speeded because in many cases fewer parts are 

MAGNESIUM CAN 

ALSO BE ECONOMICALLY 

FABRICATED INTO 

needed when magnesium extrusions are used. 

of magnesium extrusions, The machinability 
‘ i a. of other forms of magnesium, is 

ied. When extensive machining is 
on the use of i 

possible significant 

sible sible and excellent surface finish is obtained 
there is no tendency for the metal to tear 

or hicek: 

Magnesium extrusions can be welded by arc, 
gas and electric resistance methods. In a 
structural assembly, jum extrusions offer 
the best possible combination of light weight, 
good strength, easy weldability and low cost. 

For additional information about magnesium, 
write Dept. MG-43 in Midland. 

New Yoh © Sesten 



Tes Readily 

Boined by All 

Common Methods 

American Machinist 

The joining of magnesium presents no unusual 
production problems. All common joining 
methods including riveting, gas, arc, and spot 
welding, brazing, and adhesive bonding are 
applicable to magnesium. 

Riveting is commonly used for joining mag- 
nesium alloys. Essentially the same procedures 
used to rivet other metals are used for mag- 
nesium. Aluminum alloy rivets are recom- 
mended. 2S, 53S and 56S rivets are acceptable, 
with the 56S composition in a soft temper pre- 
ferred. Rivet holes may be punched or drilled 
in sheet up to 0.040" in thickness. Above that, 
drilling is preferred. While pneumatic hammers 
can be used, squeeze riveters generally give 
better control. 

* November 13, 1950 

Welding is another method frequently used in 
joining magnesium. Arc welding with an inert 
gas shielded arc gives excellent results and 
requires no flux. Welds should be stress relieved 
when completed to insure strong, durable 
joints. Gas welding is also used to join mag- 
nesium. The technique is similar to. that 
required by other metals. Oxyacetylene is a 
suitable gas, but oxycarbohydrogen will give 
better results in most cases. Electric resistance 
spot welding is employed frequently for mildly 
stressed jvints in wrought mignesium. Con- 
ventional, alternating and direct current spot 
welding machines can be used, 

Write to Midland, Dept. MG-43, for detailed 
information on joining methods for magnesium. 



NO RUSTING 

It is not necessary to check your water supply 
continuously for hardness when you use 
Sinclair EMULSICOOL for making your cutting 
emulsion. This specially-developed soluble oil mixes E EMULSIONS 
readily into a stable emulsion even under FORMS STABL 
the most severe hard water conditions. In fact it is 
an “‘all-water” soluble oil. 

Sinclair EMULSICOOL forms an emulsion that does 
not foam or separate. It helps produce a 
fine finish in cutting and grinding operations. 
It will not cause rust, is harmless to the skin, and does 
away with troublesome gumming of the machine. 
You'll find EMULSICOOL is economical to use. For lubrication counsel, — 

nearest Sinclair representative or write 
Let EMULSICOOL* demonstrate its merits on one of direct to Sinclair Refining Company, 
your precision jobs. *Reg. U.S. Pat. Of. 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. 

S ERIC EAR RR roi metat workine FOR METAL WORKING 
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THERE’S A UNION REAMER FOR 

Th ey C 0 S f VO Uu 
PRACTICALLY EVERY 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 

Hand Reamers 
€Sss to Uu Sé Fluted Shell Reamers 

Expansion Reamers 
Morse Taper Reamers 

Jobbers’ Reamers 
Fluted Chucking Reamers 

Taper Pin Reamers 
Helical Flute Taper Pin Reamers 

Rose Chucking Reamers 
Bit Stock Taper Reamers 
Bridge & Boiler Reamers 

reamers, 

standard or special, last longer 

on every type of job 

Whether you're removing a lot of metal or a 

few thousandths, on run-of-the-mill or high 

precision work, Union Reamers are your best 

bet for the long life and accurate performance 

that save time and cut production costs. 

Chances are your reaming jobs can all be 

handled by proper selections from the broad 
2 eRe eee oe 

range of Union Reamers made to top-quality 

standards. 

See your Union Distributor for all standard 

or special needs. If your applications are un- 

usual, he’ll arrange to get all necessary in- 

formation, including sketches. Look for his 

name in THOMAS’ REGISTER on Union’s 

insert in the “Drills, Twist’’ section. 

no other reamer UNION 

will outperform a 

» 7 eal 

contact your local distributor 

His name is listed in Union’s THOMAS’ REGISTER insert under “Drills, Twist.” 

UNION TWIST DRILL COMPANY, ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS We own ond operate S. W. CARD MANUFACTURING CO. 
“> Division, Mansfield, Mas. Tops, Dies, Screw Plotes ») >» dhe : . 

Milling Cutters iS Gear Cutters ap Twist Drills SS Hobs Dees BUTTERFIELD DIVISION, Derby Line, Vt., Tops, Dies, Screw P Plates, Reamers . . . BUTTERFIELD DIVISION, Rock isdend, Qve., 2 —— \ A Carbide Tools - A , Milling Cutters, Twist Orills, Hobs, Reomers, Tops, Dies, Serew 
Plotes. 
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ACCURACY the EASY WAY... 

with the ; >>> GEAR 

Vi MEASURING SYSTEM 

Spurs, Helicals, Splines, Serrations 

HE Van Keuren Gear Measuring System is generally accepted as 
the easiest and most accurate method of checking tooth thickness 

of gears, 30° involute splines and 90° involute serrations. A meas- 
urement is made over two opposing wires and this actual measure- 
ment is compared with the theoretical measurement over wires for 
a perfect gear as computed from the Van Keuren tables for 1 di- 
ametral pitch gears. 

The only equipment required is a set of 2 wires of the proper size 
for each diametral pitch. 

Standard sizes of wires available from stock are: 
1.728" 

ain fea for external spurs and helicals 

1.44" 
Set No. 26 EX. External DP 

Measuring Wires 1.92" 
0 : for enlarged pinions, 30° involute splines and 90° involute 

OP serrations 

1.68" 
DP 

for internal spurs and splines. 

Alternate series for special requirements 

SIMPLE For spur gears, involute splines and serrations, the only calculation is one 
eee of simple division. For helical gears use the simplified computation forms 

VK-103, VK-104 or VK-105 
RELIABLE The 1.728" /DP System is used by over 90% of American gear producers and 

oes users. The 1.44"/DP and 1.92”/D® systems have been incorporated in stand- 
ards for involute splines and serrations 
The Van Keuren Gear Tables are nen for gears from 5 to 500 teeth 

Sa ACCURATE "eS and for pressure angles of 14)2°, 17)2°, 20°, 25° and 30°. If the measure- 
EXTERNAL SPUR GEAR ment over the wires is greater than the value calculated from the tables, 

the tooth is too thick and the cutter must 
be fed further into the gear blank. Constants 
for controlling tooth thickness and backlash 
to .0001"' are given for all pressure angles 

CATALOG AND HANDBOOK No. 34 

This 208 page volume represents 2 years of re- 
search sponsored by the Van Keuren Co 

It presents for the first time in history a simple 
and exact method of measuring screws and worms 
with wires. 

It tells how to measure gears, splines and in- 
«MBER volute serrations. It is an accepted reference book 

-> O, INTERNAL SPUR GEAR for measuring problems and methods 

Copies now free upon request. 

CO., 173 WALTHAM STREET, WATERTOWN, MASS. 
Light Wave Equipment « Light Wave Micrometers * Gage Blocks « 
Taper Insert Plug Gages * Wire Type Plug Gages * Measuring Wires 
¢ Thread Measuring Wires *« Gear Measuring System «* Shop Trian- 
gles * Carboloy Plug Gages +* Carboloy Measuring Wires se 
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Could you use savings like these ? 

Material: C-1117 Steel 
Acme-Gridley Model M Time: 36 sec. 
Time by Previous Method: 3-1/2 min. 

Material: C-1022 Steel 
Acme-Gridley Model M Time: 58 sec. 
Time by Previous Method: 5-1/2 min. 

Material: C-1117 Seamless Tubing 
Acme-Gridley Model M Time: 24 sec. 
Time by Previous Method: 1-1/2 min. 

Material: B-1112 Stee! 
Acme-Gridley Model M Time: 1 min. 33 sec. 
Time by Previous Methed: 6 min. 

These four jobs, done with an average saving of tooling methods. You can get the right surface 
more than 75% of former machining time, are speed for a wide range of diameters through utili- 
typical of the new Acme-Gridley Model M Single zation of the three automatic spindle speed ranges. 
Spindle Automatic’s performance. These are but two of the basic design advantages 

Eight independently operated slides permit use that make this new Model M Acme-Gridley Automat- 
of the speeds and feeds best suited to each cut, ic your best bet forincreased production and lowered 
taking full advantage of the latest carbide-tipped costs. For complete details ask for Bulletin M-50. 

A metal-working manufacturer must look upon re-equipment as a continuing function. Otherwise, he's 
on the defensive, competitively speaking and that doesn’t score any touchdowns, goals or runs. 

The NATIONAL ACME CO. 

170 EAST 13st STREET . CLEVELAND 8, OHIO 
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GANG-MILL 

With 

BARBER-COLMAN 

CARBIDE-TIPPED GANG CUTTERS 

A good way to beat today’s high costs of produc- 
tion is to combine several operations into one. 
This job is a good example. 10 different dimen- 
sions are machined on tough steel forgings, 4 
pieces per load, in 4 minutes, using Barber- 
Colman special carbide-tipped gang cutters. 

Rigid workpiece and cutter mounting permits a 
fast feed of 11” per minute and 187 cutter r.p.m. 
— with no sacrifice in tool life. An average of 
1500 parts are machined per gang sharpening. 

Check your milling operations for possible combi- 
nation cuts, and then let a Barber-Colman Cutter 
Engineer recommend the best tools for the job. 

Get this complete catalog of Standard 
and Special Milling Cutters and Reamers 
Write for File No 8146 

1.() sunr
aces AT one TIME! 

PER 

1500 AFARPERING 

408 FACTS 
Operation — Gone Mill Pressure Levers, 

O Surfaces 
Material —Sae 4615 Forgings, 180 Br. 
Cutters—B-C Job- Engineered Half -Side 

Mills and Full. Side Mills, 
Carbide - Tipped, Negative Rake 

Feed — 11°/minute, climb cut 
Speed — 187 RPM 
Fl-to-Fl — 4 minutes per load 
Tool Life — 1500 pieces per gang 

sharpening 

Barber-Colman Company 

GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 8146 LOOMIS ST, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, US A 

BARBER 

COLMAN 

VVVAAA 
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17" Multiple-Spindle (8) 
Drill Press - $1804.50 

_ 

Single-spindle Anil presses 

Or batteries a block long! 

ALK about selection! There are 144 differ- 
ent drill presses in the big Delta line. Every 

one is tops when it comes to drilling — and 
. b Pres wil “ie! versatile enough to do over 36 different ad- 

$118.50 ditional jobs, besides! 
Naturally you can find the exact machine 

your job calls for in such a complete line — 
with the right number of spindles, the right 

q chuck capacity, the right speed — and at 
the right cost! 

There are 14” and 17” models . 
and bench types single spindles 
multiple-spindle batteries . . . individual heads 

14” Super-Hi® for special set-ups . . . power-feed and foot- 
Drill Press feed machines . . . high-speed, super-sensitive 
— models. Speeds range from 80 to 12,000 r.p.m. 

capacities from .023” diameter to 4,” 
in cast iron. And, as you know, Delta quality 
is always the best. 

What's more, you get this same wide 

. floor 

SAD SS oe en S 1 & for the name of your Delta Sua 
dealer under Tools’ in the classified ‘ 
section of your telephone directory. 

withou 

Uy, 

: -| 
plete selection 0f+) 3 Bond ‘ 2 3 Cut-Off 2 Abrasive 

Machines Finishers Grinders 
Deburring 
Machine Sows a com 

6 Circular Sows... 4 Jointers . . . Scroll Saw. 
...2 Saw-Jointer Combinations 

erie tate 53 Machines — 246 Varieties 

November 13, 1950 

. » 4 Radial Arm Saws... 2 Shapers 

American Machinist ° 

selection in 42 other machines besides drill 
presses. Altogether, they make Delta the in- 
dustry’s most complete line of metalworking 
and woodworking machines. It's the only 
line with complete accessories to make every 
tool do more jobs — and often save you an 
investment in other machines, 

That's why it pays to look to Delta first 
— for the right machine to do your job right. 
Send coupon for catalogs and bulletins on 
the entire Delta line 

DELTA POWER TOOL DIVISION 

@ Rockwell 
Manufacturing Company 

MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN 

DELTA © MULTIPLEX © CRESCENT © HOMECRAFT 
Sold only through authorized dealers 

Easy time-payments! 
wenn mw 8 REN 
he 
— Tear ovt coupon 

and mail today! 

ee oe 
Delta Power Tool Division 
ROCKWELL MANUFACTURING CO 
608M E. Vienna Ave., Milwaukee |, Wis 

Send me free catalogs and bulletins 
on the complete Delta line. 

! 
| 

| 
Name............ = = | 

Title..... = | 
Company . | 
Address ; — | 
Cc 
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FOSDICK 

RADIAL 

@ In all types of industry there are 

small holes required in various kinds 

of metal parts. For instance the job 

shown — this Fosdick Sensitive Radial 

is installed in the machine shop of a 

well known paper manufacturer. 

The view shown is a typical Sensitive 

Radial installation and indicative of 

the wide application of this relatively 

new type of drill for sensitive drilling. 

Note the arm at fixed height—adjust- 

able table enabling operator to set 

table at proper position for every job 

both table and arm swing in an arc 

of 360 . This design permits the table 

to be swung out of the way and tall 

jobs to be mounted on the conven- 

tional radial type base. 

Because of its unique design and mod- 

erate price the Fosdick Sensitive Ra- 

dial is rapidly finding a place through- 

out shops all over the country. 

If you have jobs requiring holes up to 

1% inch diameter it will pay you to 

investigate this Fosdick Sensitive Ra- 

dial. Contact a nearby representa- 

tive or write for the full descriptive 

bulletin Fosdick Sensitive Radial S.R.A, 

P@QSIDISAY Gree 
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Your kefnest 

competit mows... that no matter how well estab- 

lished his business may be, nothing 

can damage it more than better 

equipment and better methods in 

the hands of an aggressive rival! 

He also knows that unless YOUR 

equipment and methods are “up-to- 

the-minute”, YOU cannot continue 

to sell YOUR products at competitive 

prices. 

Saco-Lowell Shops — prominent builders of up- 
to-the-minute textile machinery —are lowering 
shop costs and improving their competitive posi- 
tion by using pace-setting Jones & Lamson turn- 
ing equipment. 

Take the big 10” x 5” ROVING FRAME textile 
machine shown here. Featured among its many 
improvements are cut-tooth bobbin gears which 
are completely turned, formed and bored at the 
rate of 70 pieces per hour on a bank of three 
J&L 8” Fay Automatic Lathes, tooled with carbide 
throughout, and operated by one man. 

These improved gears greatly reduce operat- 
ing noise, last longer than cast tooth gears —and, 
thanks to top-flight methods, they can be pro- 
duced at a competitive cost. 

ARE YOU EQUIPPED TO YOUR BEST ADVAN- 
TAGE? Write to our Production Research Depart- 
ment for a free check-up on your present turning 
operations. 

Photos courtesy Saco-Lowell Shops 

Turret Lathes—Fay Automatic Lathes— Thread JONES & «: f 

Grinders— Optical Comparators— Threading Dies LAMSON ~ x I} 

MACHINE COMPANY 
Springfield, Vermont, U.S.A 
MACHINE TOOL CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1835 
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ARMSTRONG 

<i ' Modern Tooling Calls for the Correct 

ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS 

. < for each operation 

In the old days it was a matter of pride with tool- 
makers to be able to do the work at hand with the tools at 
hand. It’s a credit to their skill that they could devise to 
cut threads, do cutting-off and facing, as well as many 
other operations with one ARMSTRONG TURNING TOOL, 
but, at today’s labor cost, this would be an expensive prac- 
tice. The maximum of productive work and true machin- 
ing efficiency can only be obtained by providing the cor- 
rect ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS for each operation. 

The Armstrong System of Tool Holders provides spe- 
cially designed ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS for every 
operation on lathes, planers, slotters, and shapers . . . 
Turning Tools, Boring Tools, Threading Tools, Knurling 
Tools, Cutting-Oft Tools; tool holders with straight shanks, 
with off-set shanks, rigid tools and “spring” tools . . . special 
tool holders for high speed steel bits or blades, for ARMIDE 
(carbide-tipped) Cutters, for ARMALOY (cast alloy) Bits 
and Blades. 

These modern efficient ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS are 
as available as your telephone for they are carried in 
stock by your local ARMSTRONG Distributor. 

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO. 

“THE TOOL HOLDER PEOPLE” 

5215 W. ARMSTRONG AVENUE CHICAGO 30, ILL. 
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TOOLING AREA 
WALL OF 
GEAR BOX 

TAKE 
CARRIER uP 
ia. NUT 

A 

ENDWORKING SPINOLE 
MOUNTED TO MAIN 
END SLIDE INTER. 

CHANGEABLE HOLDER 

SPLINED 
BOX 

; ‘ acs hes el in8s SSP. AY Py ey Ne os Sn hog) 

BEWARE OF THE 

With manufacturing costs much the same the 

country over, the purchase prices of various 

brands of a given type of machine tool should 

be about equal for equal value. Healthy com- 

petition tends to level out prices. 

All of the best facilities of the highest priced 

machine may not be needed, and should not be 

expected of the lowest priced machine. The 

As, rer Sey Ae 

ACCESSIBLE WORK SPINDLE OPEN END 
DRIVE OF 

GEAR BOX 
SL lag SPROCKET 

FEED TRAIN 
DRIVE 

SPROCKET 

ROLLER 
BEARING 

DRIVE 
GEAR 

MOUNTING 

DRIVEN 
GEAR 

mE MOUNTING BEARING 

ATTACHMENT 
DRIVE 

SPINDLE 
ROLLER 
BEARING 

ROLLER 
BEARING 

value of any brand depends on how well its 

facilities meet the particular needs of the in- 

dividual plant. 

Of all required facilities, those of low-cost 

operation and maintenance are universally 

considered important. A machine without them 

is a BARcnyGAIN any PRICE. 

An example of LOW-COST OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE FACILITY is the EXCLUSIVE 

Conomatic “ALL POSITION” END ATTACHMENT, which has: 

Tool, in ANY or ALL SIX, Main 
End Slide Positions. Solid Tap- 
ping in ANY THREE Positions on 
ONE Set-up. Die Head Swing, 
D, clears COLLET CAPACITY in 
ANY Position. 

1. Direct Drive to ANY Rotating | 

2. Accessible OPEN-END Applica- 
tion and INTERCHANGEABLE 
Attachment HOLDERS. Selective 
Speeds and Feeds. 

The above drawing shows Endworking Spindle, A, in a Main End Slide 
Position of a 144"" SIX SPINDLE Conomatic. Its splined shaft is 
rotated by the Attachment Drive Spindle, B. The drive from the Work 
Spindle Drive Shaft, C, is indicated. The Spindle, A, rotates in its bear- 
ing in an interchangeable Holder mounted to the Main End Slide, whose 
travel it may take. Three levers and cams offer independent travel to any 
three Endworking Spindles per single set-up. aaa 

Six Attachment Drive Spindles may be applied to one set-up. Two are 
machine equipment. There is drive facility for 168 Speeds between 132 and 
6158 RPM for drilling, boring, etc. Std. Drive Gears offer 10 Threading 
Speed Ratios. 

Buyer's Comparison Chart will guide you to full information 

A Comparison of ALL Automatics is in Favor of Cone 

fp Nee eS? 
ie 

Conomatie 
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CONE AUTOMATIC 

WINDSOR, VT, U.S.A. 
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MACHINE COMPANY, INC. 
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. +. with longer life, at sustained original accuracy, preserved by 
totally-enclosed gearbox and end gearing. This Monarch design “plus” 
permits the use of automatic pressure lubrication to both. The result is 
years of attention-free operation, with factory-fresh precision and efficiency. 

Total enclosure of these vital 
parts reduces normal servicing re- 
quirements to a minimum, and 
equally important, prevents acci- 
dental introduction of foreign mat- 
ter of all kinds. 

Only the Monarch Series 60 
engine and toolmakers’ lathes have 
this exclusive combination of en- 
closed gearing—and this is just one 
of many design and construction 
features that mean more savings 
with Monarch’s Series 60 Machines 

available in 14”, 16’ and 20” 
sizes. You'll save on operation, 
you'll save on maintenance. Like 
more facts? Ask for Booklet 1113. 

American Machinist * November 13, 1 

You'll Save on Maintenance and Operating 

Expense With These Series 60 Features: 

1. Totally-enclosed gearbox and end 
fearing preserves accuracy. 
2. Automatic pressure lubrication— 
insures long life at original efficiency. 
3. All anti-friction 
peak power and less maintenance. 
4. Hardened, ground or shaved, 
wide helical sin headstock —for 
precision power, easier shifting. 
5. American Standard Camlock 
spindle Nose—for quick, rigid chuck 
and fixture mounting 
6. Flame-Hardened and Ground 
Bedways—preserves accuracy 
pen on over 25.000 Monarch 
athes. 

7. Induction hardening of many crit- 
ical parts—for long, trouble-free life. 

7 
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DESIGN | } 
FEATURES fi 
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At left, small helix angle, used for 
teeth of Two-Flute Spiral End Mills, 

Hollow faces and rake are for milling slots where accuracy 
produced by o generating is essential. At right, fast spiral process which tends to angle, used for teeth of both 
maintain the angle of rake regular and Two-Flute End Mills, 

as mill is resharpened affords smooth, fast cutting action 
for most end mill requirements 

No matter when you buy Brown & Sharpe Cutters— 
today or six months from today—they’ll give you the same 
top performance .. . high production rate, high 
accuracy and maximum service between sharpenings. 
This valuable production advantage is the result of rigi 
maintaining uniformly high standards of quality 
through modern methods and equipment. 

Brown & Sharpe offers a broad range of end mills in many 
styles and sizes for efficient milling on a wide variety 
of work and materials. Styles include Brown & Sharpe 
Taper, Morse Taper and Straight Shanks—single and 
double-end . . . as well as those for use in the Brown & 
Sharpe Patented Cam Lock which provides a positive 
drive and the maximum in convenience and speed 
in changing mills. 

Many design features of Brown & Sharpe End Mills 
assure greater production, greater economy and longer 
end mill life. Get complete details in descriptive 
Catalog on End Mills. Write, Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., 
Providence 1, R.1., U.S.A. 

We urge buying through the Distributor 

BROWN & SHARPE CUTTERS 



Bespaarde Productie Tijd 43°% 

LODGE & SHIPLEY COPYMATIC LATHE 

in Enkes N. V. Plant, Voorburg, Holland 

A lathe built in the United States has to be 
good to justify the much higher delivered 
prices in Holland or elsewhere abroad. But, 
even figuring the higher price due to unfavor- 
able dollar exchange, crating and shipping, 
duty and other costs, this Lodge & Shipley 
COPYMATIC paid off... production time 
saved 43%! 
Remarkable production is obtained with 

every COPY MATIC, here and abroad, proved 
by case histories showing increases of over 
200%. 

This Dutch manufacturer, making small 
“petrol engines for bicycles,” says, “produc- 
tion is very high for this small precision 
work.” The photos show the COPYMATIC 
automatically duplicating several forged steel 
shafts which are rough and finish turned to 
close limits. 

Even smaller shops can profit from the 
COPYMATIC’S more and better production. 

It offers all the speed and convenience of hy- 
draulic duplication, plus the outstanding versa- 
tility of the Lodge & Shipley ““Model X”’ Lathe 

. with instant changeover. 
Write for Bulletin 675. 

ve lodge Shipley 

COMPANY 
MACHINE TOOL DIVISION * 3055 COLERAIN 

CHOREMASTER DIVISION « 800EVANS ST 

CINCINNATI 25, OHIO 
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Best Buy 

in Variable Speed! 

OMPARE THESE FEATURES of Vari- 7, Cushioned start. poecwececeesessce 
: Pitch Automatic sheave with any other | Sold... 

variable speed drive and see why Vari- ' Applied 
Pitch Automatic drive gives you more for : ; rhs 
your drive dollar. 9. Occupies no more space than ordinary | Serviced... 
: sheave. : 

! 
! 
| 
! 
! 
| 
i 
' 
| 

—_ on 5p Oe ee St Cte 
Simple design and easy installation 
make cost low 

by Allis-Chalmers Authorized Deolers, 
Certified Service Shops and Soles Offices 
throvghout the country 

1, Changes speeds with one hand while ‘in 
machine is running. Vari-Pitch Automatic drive will pay for 

itself very quickly in increased production, 
improved quality and more flexible opera- 
tion on many machines in your plant. Ask 

Ample capacity and safety factor of your Allis-Chalmers Authorized Dealer or 
multipl Its. S ) 02 Ie ultiple belts Sales Office representative to give you sav | CONTROL — Monvel, 
Full range of sizes from 1 to 40 hp. ings and cost hgures on your operations, : mognetic end combine- 

: , Or write for bulletin 20B7223. tion storters; push but. 
Top speed is 100% higher than low ftom stations and com- 
speed ALLIS-CHALMERS, 999A SO. 70 ST. ponents for complete con- 
seen MILWAUKEE, WIS. trol systems, 

_ All mechanism is inside one sheave ac- 
_ MOTORS — \) to tuated by movement of the motor base. KGa 25,000 hp end vp. 

All types. 

. Quiet operation. f PUMPS — Integral ‘ 06 vers trademarks A-3063 motor ond coupled Vari-Pitch and Texrope are Allis-Chalm 
types from % in 

“ 
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with the new 

GISHOLT NO. 24 

HYDRAULIC 

AUTOMATIC LATHE 

When it comes to fast production of top 
quality spherical roller bearing races, SKF 
doesn't fool. 

These new Gisholt No. 24 Hydraulics re- 
move 34 lbs. of metal in two operations in First Operation: Chucked on OD with 3-jaw 

a total of only 2.80 minutes’ machining hydraulic chuck, part is turned up to the jaws, faced, 
time on each of two machines. All cutting chamfered, bored and bore radius formed. 

Cam relief on rear tool block turns boring bit is on 52100 bearing steel and done at 4q7 abe 
clear of workpiece as it is withdrawn. 

speeds of 325 to 350 f.p.m. 

Speed is important, of course. But pre- 
cision is the governing factor. How the 
Gisholt No. 24 does the job is a story that 
might mean real savings for you, too. 

The No. 24 Hydraulic Automatic Lathe 
is a larger version of the famous No. 12 
that has an outstanding success record on 
hundreds of jobs. If you have large volume 
precision work up to 24” diameter, the 
Gisholt No. 24 is the machine to investi- 
gate. Write for full information. 

GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY 
Medison 10, Wisconsin 

s . 
Second Operation: Part held on expanding arbor 

the collective experience of special by hydraulic pressure is finish turned, faced, chamfered 
ists in machining, surface-finish- and bore radius formed. Special rocker arm type 

. ing and balancing of round and . ‘ace » , . f ‘ é ie & ’ ’ g ; rn carriage at rear tips in shaving tools to form both 
‘ partly round paris our prob- 

lems are u elk omed here. 

THE GISHOLT ROUND TABLE represents 

roller grooves with feed of .003” to .0045.” 

TURRET LATHES «© AUTOMATIC LATHES 

SUPERFINISHERS «© BALANCERS e SPECIAL MACHINES 
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take to every type 

Yes... whether you work with steel, cast iron, plastic, 
aluminum, magnesium or any other metal, you can rely on 

Butterfield for a clean-cut tapping job. Butterfield taps are 
available in designs best suited for each of these materials. 
Like all Butterfield tools, the taps are individually inspected. 

— ene tA Ra ee They are also ground thread assuring you maximum accuracy 
and savings by fewer wasted parts. 

Insist on Butterfield Taps for dependable performance. 

Prompt delivery from your nearby Butterfield Distributor. 

Union Twist Drill Company, BUTTERFIELD DIVISION, 

Derby Line, Vermont. Jn Canada: Rock Island, Quebec. 

BUTTERFIELD 

THE 100% INSPECTED TOOLS 

Every Tool Individually Inspected 

TAPS + DIES + REAMERS + SCREW PLATES 

OPERATOR HERE CHECKS threod form and lead 
on a Hartness Comparator — magnification 62'/2 
diameters. 
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ANC s 

BPOD..9188 

PAT. APPL 

PRATT & WHITNEY 
HARTFORD, CONN.S.A. 

..»FOR LOW-COST (© ...FOR WORK HAVING 

PRODUCTION GAGING CLOSE TOLERANCES 



TOOL ROOM and PRODUCTION LATHE 
A RESULT OF SIXTY YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN MANUFACTURING MACHINE TOOLS 

tel } 

Write for Bulletin HLV for full details 

HARDINGE BROTHERS, INC., ELMIRA, N. Y. 

PERFORMANCE HAS ESTABLISHED LEADERSHIP FOR HARDINGE 
Offices in principal cities. Export office 269 Lafayette St., New York 12, N.Y 
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for roughing and finishing parts such as these 

Pu mp bodies are typical of a wide variety of jobs requiring one opera- 
tion to remove stock from the rough casting, then a finishing opera- 
tion for extreme flatness and close size tolerances. 

For heavy roughing, use the Blanchard No. 18. On this job, 22 
pump bodies are rough ground in one chuck load. .100” is removed 
per side. 

For accurate finishing, use the Blanchard No. 18. 16 pump bodies 
are finished in one chuck load to a tolerance of + .0003” and flat to 
.0003” to assure a tight joint. 

For fast heavy roughing or accurate finishing, use the Blanchard 
No. 18. These parts are produced at the rate of 38 pieces (76 surfaces) 
per hour. 

Send for your free copies 
of “Work Done on the 
Blanchard,” third edition, 
and “Art of Blanchard 
Surface Grinding.” 

PUT IT ON THE THULE! 

THE BLANCHARD MACHINE COMPANY 64 STATE ST., CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS., U.S.A. 
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NATCO High-Speed Sensitive 2-way Driller 

machines holes from .098 to .199 in plastic cash register drawers 

Drills 1600 holes in 6 faces automatically 

to complete 50 drawers per hour 
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- NATCO DRILLING, BORING, 
4 TAPPING AND FACING MACHINES 

Send us your drilling, boring, tapping or facing problems... Vig 
our engineers have the solution. Also be sure to ask for 
NATCO ‘Success Story’ No. 5. a / 

tbilel Lae titel Tilemiele Gide) (71 kame lem ta a oe ee 
¢ WA 

s 
Detroit * 1807 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo * 2902 Commerce Bldg, New York City CA a flo Fil Eng cucer ; 

nme 

Branch Offices: 1809 Engineering Bldg. Chicago * 409 New Center Bidg 



THIS IS AGOOD PLACE TO WORK.| RED SHIELD: 

| HAVEN'T HAD A SHUT DOWN | SURE -THIS SHOP STANDARDIZES 

BECAUSE OF TOOL FAILURE / ON SHIELD BRAND CUTTING TOOLS. 

FOR WEEKS. THATS WHY WE HAVE SO LITTLE 

PRODUCTION INTERRUPTION, THAT HELPS 

OUR PRODUCTION BONUS, TOO. 

IT SURE IS A GOOD 

PLACE TO WORK. 

a 

: OA IN 

| To0b Quah] tno gives 

uninterrupted production 

iy interrupted pre »duction because of tool failure 

is taking a nick at your profits—try Standard 

Shicld Brand Tools. 

They are Foremost Quality in design—work- 

manship— material. Qualities that in themselves 

give you assurance of continuous performance. 

Then, too, our service staff is trained and 

expericnced—more than 69 years of accumulated 

knowledge of cutting tools is available to you 

through these Standard Men. 

Standardize —and save. Call your Industrial 

Supply Distributor for prompt delivery of 

Standard Shield Brand Tools. 

\TAN DAR DIOOL (0. CLEVELAND 4, OHIO 

New York - Detroit - Chicago - San Francisco 

THE STANDARD LINE: Drills - Reamers + Taps - Dies + Milling Cutters + End Mills » Hobs + Counterbores + Special Tools 
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They have the SPEED and ENDURANCE for 

utomotve lPoducton 

Among the factors which permit long and severe working 
performance of Bickford Super Service High Production 
Upright Drills are the direct drive motors, positive type 
clutch, sturdy gearing, integral keying of all spline shafts, 
and complete protective enclosure of all mechanism 

Speeds and feeds are easily obtained by the operator 
Control levers are at operator's finger tips, and bring rapid 
and easy operational control. 

The close-up shows a Cincinnati Bickford Super Service 
Upright Drill at work in the automotive industry where 
production is a must. 

Write for Booklet U-27—a complete description of the 
construction features and capacities of Cincinnati Bickford 
Super Service Single and Multiple Upright Drills 

dia 
Genera! purpose | 
Production Up: ike . on" Courtesy—The Kaiser-Frazer Willow Run Plant 

J 3 Borers P At loll Mmleldbaeuil iit 
S n 1 t 1 hin 7 . ~ ’ : eee Equal Efficiency of Every Unit 

Makes the Balanced Machine 

THE CINCINNATI BICKFORD TOOL CO. cincinnati 0. onic u.s.n 
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you can BE SURE.. ie is 

Westinghouse 

Something NEW has been added 

to SK DEPENDABILITY 

You know the SK motor as the most dependable 
d-c motor in the business. Thirty-nine years of 
tough, rugged service have proved it. Now, 
retaining all the basic features of the old SK, 
we've added something new to bring new value 
to d-c motor users. 
CAST BRASS BRUSHHOLDERS... are non- 
corroding. May be removed individually through 
spacious front openings. Stainless steel spring 
retains constant tension on brush. 
MELAMINE ROCKER RING... is noncarbonizing 
when arcs occur across its surface. There's no 
tracking effect...no “burned in” paths to cause 
shorts that reduce motor efficiency. 
PRE-LUBRICATED BALL BEARINGS... need no 
lubrication. Eliminate trouble and cost of greas- 
ing attention. Dirt stays out... grease stays in. 
REINFORCED END BRACKETS... provide maxi- 
mum rigidity, strength and correct bearing 
alignment. . . stand up to the shocking, jarring 
blows so often encountered in rugged d-c service. 
SNAP-ON COVERS ... eliminate screws and 
bolts. Stainless steel spring clips allow covers 
to be snapped on easily. To remove, just pry 
off with a screw driver. 

TUFVAR WIRE... adds life to armature. 
Tougher, more flexible than conventional enam- 
el, it stands up to long heat exposure... shows 
no tendency to crack or become brittle. 
TAKE A MOTOR APART AND SEE. Ask your 
Westinghouse representative to show the Life- 
Line D-C Motor “Transvision”’. It takes a motor 
apart and puts it together again on your own 
desk top. You'll see the inside story of SK 
dependability ...see why something new 
has been added. Call your local representative 
today. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 
P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. J-21550 
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_BETTS-BRIDGEFORD 

ALL MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF THIS 
MODERN LATHE ARE CONTROLLED 
FROM THE OPERATOR'S POSITION 

chine AT THE CARRIAGE. Among Heavy Ma 

Tools built by 

Consolidated
 ore.--* 

LATHES 

BORING MILLS 

DRILL PRESSES 

MILLING MACHINES 

BORING MACHINES 

saw MACHINES 

G, DRILLING AND 

MILLING MACHI
NES 

pri AND TOOL 
GRINDERS 
PLANERS 
SLOTTERS 

RAILROAD SHOP TOOLS 

AUTOMOTIVE TOOLS 

AND OTHER 

SPECIAL MACHINES 

BUILDERS OF HEAVY DUTY MACHINE TOOLS SINCE 1848 

BETTS » BETTS-BRIDGEFORD » COLBURN * HILLES & JONES * MODERN * NEWTON © SELLERS 

CONSOLIDATED 

MACHINE TOOL CORPORATION 

ROCHESTER 10,NEW YORK 



Tops in... 

PRODUCTION ZZ2/NG/ 

All over the world, Avey Sensitive and Upright Drill- 

ing and Tapping Machines are setting new records 

for cost cutting and production boosting. Avey’s 

records speak for themselves ... and men-in-the- 

know are listening! 

Whatever your production problem, Avey’'s Sensitive 

and Upright Drilling and Tapping Machines—whether 

Standard Models or of Special Design—will solve 

that problem for you . . . efficiently and economically! 

You can't buy better machines . . . for less! 

YOUR DRILLING AND TAPPING PROBLEMS 

GET IMMEDIATE ATTENTION FROM AVEY'S 
#3 AVEY BMA-6 

EXPERIENCED SALES ENGINEERING STAFF! A sensitive and upright machine com- 
bined! Wider speed and feed ranges for 
holes up to 12” in cast iron. Complete 
with Standard Frame Reversing Motor 
& Control for Tapping. Hand or Avto- 
matic Feed. Write for Bulletin 847 

DRILLING 

MACHINES 

Write for free Engineering Bulletin 749 
“THE BEST AGENTS EVERYWHERE SELL AVEY”’ 

DRILLING MACHINE COMPANY « CINCINNATI 1, OHIO 

Deep Hole Drilling Machines Drilling and Tapping Units 
Automatic Index Tables Special Drilling and Tapping Machines 
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SPRINGFIELD 

\GFeared freak 

LATHES 

Springfield builds a complete line of precision, 

gh quality, geared head lathes. Every type of lathe 

built by Springfield is especialiy designed and 

constructed to meet all the requirements of modern 

tooling, and to retain extreme accuracy through 

many years of full capacity production. 

Write for catalogs and detailed specifications. 

ACCURATE CONTOUR PROFILING 
—evailable on 16°, 20° and 24° lathes; 
exactly duplicates curves, flots, tpirals, cams 

MANUFACTURING LATHE 
— with unusually wide applications; capable IPER DUTY LATHES 
of occurotely turning, boring and facing. —méde in 20° end 22” sizes; equipped 

with 16-speed geared heads. 

TOOL ROOM LATHES 
—made in all sizes including 24°; equipped 
with lead screw reversing mechanisms. 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 



(1000 PCS. PER HOUR... 

FF, 

automatically fed, 

countersunk & 

ejected on this 

Hartford Special 

Automatic Drilling 

& Tapping Machine 

HARTFORD 

Write for New Gulletin Joecial 

THE HARTFORD SPECIAL MACHINERY CO. 

HARTFORD 5, CONNECTICUT 

American Machinist + November 13, 1950 
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BRING out BUILT-IN PERFORMANCE oF motors AND MACHINERY 

: J Z Ae 

E bs =) 4 ve 
> ‘i XN 2 fo a 

MAGNETIC 

NEW TYPE RA STARTERS 

JUST “2 THE SPACE 

4. EXCLUSIVE NEW "RA" seaeg 

id BALANCED MECHANISM | 

To get the best from your equipment — to bring out its built-in perform- 
ance, specify Arrow-Hart Magnetic Starters. These new starters, available 
in sizes 0-1-2-3-4, feature the amazing new “RA” Right Angle Balanced 
mechanism, exclusive with Arrow-Hart. This mechanism has a knee-action 
belicrank fulcrum, which transfers the leverage from a vertical to a 
horizontal plane, multiplying leverage and increasing contact pressure. 
Superior contact alignment is achieved through GUIDED parallel closure 
of contacts. The revolutionary design of the “RA” cuts conventional starter 
size in half, giving you a new freedom in engineering, new compactness. 
The extra safe, extra dependable “RA” has new, larger contacts, improved 
magnet and coil. And it’s easy to wire and service. These are only a few of 
the many features that add up to outstanding performance in Arrow-Hart 
“RA” Magnetic Starters — features that “bring out built-in performance.” 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE PROFIT BY PERFORMANCE 

THE ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A. 
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MAKE YOUR SELECTION FROM 

THE COMPLETE LINE 

ARROW-HART TYPE “RA’”’ 

MAGNETIC STARTERS 

For original equipment designers and manufacturers the Arrow-Hart line 
of “RA” Magnetic Starters means an overall reduction in the size of the 
control panel, smaller control equipment cavities, lower material costs. For 
installation and maintenance men it means a job done easily, quickly, at 
lower cost. A space-saver, a time-saver, a work-saver, it’s the most versa- 
tile line on the market, in application and in performance. Investigate it. 
Specify it. Buy it. 

PUSH-PULL-SELECTOR SWITCH 

Provides a single point of control for a multiple-operation machine. Any 
combination of momentary contact elements can be arranged. Up to 16 
dial positions. Stop or start in any position — move to any point without 
activating intervening points. 

2-SPEED AND REVERSING CONTACTOR 

Provides full protection to operator, machine and work. Same features as 
A-H Magnetic Starters described on these pages. Positive mechanical 
interlock. Reverse contacts do not start to close until forward contacts are 
completely open. Switches are coupled by roller-type, free-floating link- 
age. Free-release transfer action. 

DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON REQUEST 

Write today for literature and required engineering data on Arrow-Hart 

type “RA” Magnetic Starters and Contactors. Available in local and 

remote control or selector switch types in sizes 0-1-2-3-4. There is an 

Arrow-Hart field engineer in your territory to assist you with your indus- 

trial motor control requirements. Consult your local electrical distributor 

or write the factory for engineering service. 

ARROW-HART 

i 



Switch to Cimcool® and watch pro- 
duction figures in your metal working 
shop go rocketing up, hitting new 
highs. And no wonder! This radically 
new and different cutting fluid—this 
chemical emulsion— permits faster 
speeds because it combines friction 
reduction and cooling capacity in a 
degree never before attained by old- 
fashioned cutting fluids. 

You get longer tool life because of 
its chemical lubricity. And Cimcool 
costs less because it’s longer lasting in 
machines. It also reduces down-time 

A Production-Proved 

Product of 

HE CINCINNAT ILLIN 
MACHINE co . 

and cuts labor costs for cleaning and 
changing. 
We honestly believe that one week's 

run will convince you. And we'll be 
glad to provide a demonstration in one 
of your own machines. Just write us 
and we'll have one of our Cincinnati 
Milling-trained machinists call on you 
—without cost or obligation. Or write 
for our free booklet, ““Cimcool Gives 
the Answers.” Address, Sales Manager, 
Cincinnati Milling Products Division, 
The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio. 

OF ALL METAL CUTTING JOBS 



NIAGARA 

RING AND CIRCLE 

SHEAR 

ens 

— 

PU GS icatirtalet) <eelm eicloltreerrtelacaat tere) 

thicknesses are quickly and accurately 

cut. 

yan Cotlerima@eriartivemrrtiiicairtelecke) mol rtel iets Wise tetctase to the Dutisia Whee 
or in % dies is eliminated 

of American Machine & Foundry 
*& Wide range of sizes can be produced in 

the circle shear with less set up time Company a NIAGARA Ring and 

than is required for setung-up a blank- Circle Shear is teamed upin econom- 

ical production with a NIAGARA 
*® Sturdy construction insures minimum 

maintenance costs. Double Crank Press making alumi- 

ing die. 

& The size of the blank can be easily num restaurant equipment. 

changed to accomplish the results re 

quired in the drawing Operation. No 

development work on blanking dies is 

necessary. 

Cutting 22” diameter blanks out 
of 1/8" aluminum on Niagara 
Ring and Circle Shear 

NIAGARA MACHINE & TOOL WORKS ° BUFFALO 11,N. Y. 
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“4 NIAGARA 

ic nes | DOUBLE CRANK 

PRESS 

gx A » The use of Niagara pneumatic cush- 

(0 if Sul ion permits drawing operations ina 

y single action press 

Less set-up trme is required than in 

Production Requirements © =<‘ nen sacs siides must 
thickness 

* Simple drawing dies are used. The 
initral cost and maintenance are i 
held to a minimum | 

* Rigid frame construction and prop- 
er gibbing insure accurate align- 
ment resulting in maximum die life 

* Push button operation promotes 
operator satety and gives Maximum 
produc von 

« Straight side presses can be tur- 
nished by Niagara in a wide range 
of: sizes . one piece trames for 
smaller machines and four piece 
tie rod frames on the larger ones. 
They are made in both, single and 
double crank styles with air sleeve 
and air friction clutches 

Blanks drawn into flanged y 
shells about 4° deep in Niagara 
Single Action Press with 
Niagara Cushion 

DISTRICT OFFICES: DETROIT + CLEVELAND «+ NEW YORK 

America’s Most Complete Line Presses, Shears, Machines and Tools for Sheet Metal Work 



A Shot in the Ar 

THIS NEW STEEL PEPS UP PROFIT CURVES, TOO! 
It's Union Drawn's new Bessemer Steel B-1113-X. If your 
equipment and the design of your parts will accept higher 
speeds—if longer tool life is practical-B-1113-X may be 
just what you're looking for. A Union Drawn Field Service 
Man can give you the answer in a burry. Why not now? 
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FOR SAGGING PROFIT CURVES 

..» Unuen lrawns lngrwed 

MACHINABILITY 

Is your profit curve sagging under a heavy load 
of fixed operating costs? Is it growing weaker 
—even though your production curve grows 
stronger, continues to climb? 

Why not give it the same kind of stimulant that 
has hastened profit curve recuperation for other 
steel parts manufacturers? 

We mean Union Drawn’s improved MACHIN- 
ABILITY. It frequently gives parts production 
the “shot in the arm” that helps cut unit costs 
while stepping up efficiency. It puts backbone 
back into limp profit curves. 

For more than 60 years, Union Drawn metal- 
lurgists and engineers have conducted relentless 
research in laboratory, in mill and in customers’ 
plants. They’ve been searching for new ways to 
improve MACHINABILITY—and time after 
time they have found them. 

That's what has made it possible to step up the 

American Machinist * November 13, 

MACHINABILITY of Union Cold Drawn Steels 
so many times. 

That’s why you may expect uniformity of cutting 
characteristics and structure—and by uniformity 
we mean steel bars that machine equally well 
whether shipped today, next week or next year. 

That's why you get remarkable freedom from 
tool-wearing abrasives . smooth, bright ma- 
chined surfaces .. . high output... low unit costs. 

Here’s what to do! Just ask us to send a Union 
Drawn metallurgist to your plant. He is ready 
to work with you—to help select the right steel 
—to see that it is used to produce best results— 
to give a husky boost to a sagging profit curve. 
Call your nearest Republic District Sales Office 
—or write us. 

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION 
Union Drawn Steel Division + Massillor., Ohio 
GENERAL OFFICES «© «© CLEVELAND 1, OHIO 
Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, New York 



Here is a premium tool which makes it pos- 
sible to saw holes in one short operation 
... large holes which heretofore had to be 
laboriously machined “‘a-chip-at-a-time.”’ 

MARVEL High-Speed-Edge Hole Saws have strength to 
withstand the terrific peripheral strains of heavy duty opera- 
tion in lathes, drill presses or portable power tools. They have 
a high speed steel cutting edge which is electrically welded 
to a tough, alloy steel body, high speed steel pilot drills, 
heavy hexagonal shanked arbors and sufficient set for deep 
drilling. They are self-aligning, as the larger diameter saws 
float on their arbors and are driven by double drive pins. They 
will saw round holes accurately in any machineable material. 

MARVEL High Speed-Edge Hole Saws come in 35 sizes, 
from °«”" to 414". They are carried in stock by leading indus- 
trial distributors. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN ST-49 

"MARVEL" 4ae Always had the edge! 

y 
MAR

V E
leaW

 

ARMSTRONG-BLUM MFG. CO. 
“The Hack Saw People” 

5700 Bloomingdale Avenue Chicago 39, U. S. A. p* 
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~\, A Lubricant that Works 

~ from sub 0 to 3000 plus 

“ RDINARY lubricants gum up at extremely low temperatures or break down at 
extremely high temperatures ... but not Acheson’s specially processed “dag” 

colloidal graphite! 
This versatile material is dispersed in organic and inorganic carriers for positive 

transmission to the zone of lubrication . .. for effective concentration at those points 
... for friction-fighting that can’t be beat! 

~~ 

“dag” colloidal graphite is unique in its combination of properties and uses. It is 
very slippery and extremely durable, anti-corrosive, gas adsorbent, chemically inert 
and, of course, highly resistant to heat. 

In deep piercing you get smooth forgings, close tolerances and reduced wear on 
dies. In casting and mold stripping you get smooth surfaces, clean parting, fewer 
rejects; and additional mold life. 

In forging you minimize scaling and sticking, improve finish, lengthen die life 

In stretch-forming you reduce tearing and rippling. In wire-drawing you get 
uniform diameter, better finish and greatly extended die life. 

Brass, bronze, aluminum, magnesium, carbon steel and stainless steel] wher 
ever your fabrication problems are friction and heat . “dag” colloidal graphite 
reduces the one and resists the other. 

The New Acheson Bulletin #426 on the Use of “dag” Colloidal Graphite hl 
Metalworking operations is just off the press ...a copy is ready for you if you will 
fill in and mail the coupon. 

ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION 
Huron, Michigan 

dl ag Acheson (Polloids (forporation, Port Huron, Michigan 

DISPERSION ... alse Acheson Colloids Limited, London, England 

American Machinist - November 13, 1950 
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THE YARDSTICK OF 

RASS ROD 

MUELLER BRASS CO. 

The constant uniformity of Mueller Brass Co. 
“Red Tip" brass rod is the secret ingredient that 
keeps your manufacturing costs low. 

The chemical composition, structure, temper, and 
mechanical properties, are so closely controlled 
that no perceptible variation in machinability can 
be detected from one lot to another. A true, all- 
purpose, free cutting rod for knurling, deep drill- 
ing, thread rolling and bending, the perfect 
answer to more efficient production. 

Order c supply of Mueller Brass Co. “Red Tip” 
rod today—shipment con be made at once from 
our lorge factory stocks. 

LLER BRASS CO. Steading 

HURON, MICHIGAN PRODUCTS 
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CONTROL 

PANEL... 

2 
ra 

Bulletin 709, 
Size 0, open 
type solenoid 
starter. Simple 
design assures 
trouble free 
operation 

Bulletin 700 
solenoid relay 

.. dependable 
«Consistent... 
in closing and 
opening time. 

Bulletin 709, 
Size 2, open 
type solenoid 
starter. A-B 
control is known 
for its reliable 
motor overload 
protection 

...integrates the operating sequence 

of this huge production machine... 

This marvel of complete automatic 
operation...is the Cross Transfer- 
Matic Machine for machining auto- 
mobile transmission cases. 

Over one hundred individual opera- 
tions are co-ordinated into an auto- 
matic machining sequence. Obviously, 
split second, trouble free operation of 
the control is essential to justify the 
cost of such a machine. 

All Allen-Bradley solenoid con- 

tactors on this control board have but 
one moving part. There are no links, 
levers, pins, pivots, or bearings to 
corrode, stick, or affect the time of 
operation. Such simplicity guarantees 
trouble free performance. 

The overwhelming preference of 
machine tool builders for Allen-Bradley 
controls is easy to explain. No other con- 
trols are so trouble free. Descriptive 
bulletin will be mailed on request 

Allen-Bradley Co., 1316 S. Second St., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 

ALLEN-BRADLEY 
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FOR SIMPLE OR COMPLEX SEQUENCE OPERATIONS 

‘ < Ne Aa, BE 

OINCIANA, “A Keen machinery designers take full advantage of the 
precision performance and dependability of Allen-Bradley 
motor controls. The consistent timing of opening and clos- 
ing provides precision co-ordination of machining oper- 
ations. The result is increased output without loss of safety, 

Let us show you, without obligation, how to use solenoid 
controls on your machines to best advantage. 

@@& SINGLE MOTOR DRIVES—The Cincinnati 
Shaper Company furnishes, as standard factory 
equipment on these machines, an Allen-Bradley 
solenoid starter with a Start and Stop push button 
station near the operator. While this is a simple, one 
motor drive, the Allen-Bradley Bulletin 709 starter 
does more than merely start and stop the motor. 

Accurate and dependable overload protection 
is provided by two Resistotherm overload relays in 
the starter. White interior makes inspection easier. 

The “no voltage” protective feature of these 
starters prevents the motor and machine from re- 
starting accidentally after line or fuse failure. 

Complete protection is assured for man, motor, 
and machine at all times. 

Ne nN ty, PI NS PEELE EAL TEI ALLELE ELLA, 

Allen-Bradley motor 
starters are available in 
various enclosures such as > MULTI-MOTOR DRIVES—Lees-Bradner Company of Cleve- 
general purpose, water- land, Ohio, designed this 8-spindie gear hobbing machine with 27 
tight, dust tight. electric motors. This automatic rotary tool required a complex system 

of automatic sequence controls. In the illustration, above, are shown 
some of the control panels around the top of the machine. The total 
control system required 118 Allen-Bradley starters, relays, limit 

Allen-Bradley switches switches, and push buttons. 
and starters are self insu- Leading machine tool builders have standardized on Allen-Bradley 
lated, and can be grouped solenoid controls, because they are so dependable and trouble free. closely in gangs on metal 
panels or in machine bases. Allen-Bradley Co., 1316 S. Second St., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 

ALLEN-BRADLEY 
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From the standpoint of filing production, a 
file is only as good as the tips of its teeth. And 
thereby hangs a tale! .. . a story of research and 
experiment that takes in 86 years of file-making 
experience. 

How can you tell when file teeth are in tip-top 
shape? You can’t see file-tooth quality. The surest 
way is to look for the trademark. If it’s a Nicholson 
or Black Diamond, you're on the right track. For 

these world-famous files are made with great care 

in selecting steel of the right grain and quality; and 
with special attention to the hardening of their 
“business ends’’—the tips of teeth that do the cutting. 

soto, NICHOLSON FILE CO. * 29 ACORN ST. 
U.S. a. 

November 13, 1950 American Machinist 
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Highly magnified cross-section 
view of the teeth of a typical 
Nicholson file. 

Measure the stretch of your file dollars by the 

number of efficient file strokes you get out of a file 
—and your choice will inevitably be Nicholson or 
Black Diamond brand. Industrial distributors who 
value your patronage know they can hold it under 
the Nicholson guarantee of Twelve perfect files in 
every dozen. 

FREE—"FILE FILOSOPHY”— 1 6th edition of 
this famous book on manufacture, kinds, 
use and care of files available to executive, 
purchasing and production heads, shop fore- 
men, key mechanics. Send for it. 

© PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND 
(In Canada, Port Hope, Ont.) 



Lower cost Jig Grinding 

proved by Vulcanaire for over 4 years 

HOW? You place the Vulcanaire quickly in the spindle 

of your jig borer or mill. 

NOW! You can locate—finish grind holes in hardened 

steel to “tenths” at controlled speeds up to 65,000 

R.P.M....grind dowel holes—square with a ground 

base ... move location of holes in hardened steel 

blocks... grind interchangeable holes in hardened 

sections... grind .032 to Ye” holes with diamond im- 

pregnated laps... grind contours and relief with tung- 

sten carbide burrs... grind radii in die sections... 

grind contours in gages...jig grind large and awk- 

wardly shaped components... eliminate jig bushings 

in tools where close spacing is essential. 

PRECISION! Jig ground requirements are being de- 

signed into tools by the most enlightened engineering 

departments... Jig ground the hardened die, stripper 

plate, and die holder all fit together... uniform clear- 

ance means longer runs. 

ADVANTAGES! The investment is less than for many 
Jig Boring accessories such as a rotary table... the 

Vulcanaire can be put on and taken from the machine 

in a few seconds...the Vulcanaire is completely 

portable (all accessories are platform mounted)... 

the system can be used between several machines of 

various capacities...employing both the 10,000 and 

20,000 series, components with various sized holes 

from the very smallest to 4” in diameter can be Jig 

Ground ...the average Jig Borer operator becomes COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDES 

proficient at Jig Grinding after very little experience. DUST ELIMINATION 

TOPS IN PRECISION!...the Vulcanaire is precision 

built throughout and is constructed of alloy and tool 

steel. Super precision bearings, preloaded with our 

special fixtures are used, with all traces of radial and a 
end clearances removed, resulting in Vulcanaire Jig 

Grinding to “tenths”. Nephi 

For quotation and literature please {// 

mention machine tool application. BUILT BY TOOLMAKERS 

FOR TOOLMAKERS 

, ;? 

VULCAN TOOL CO., HIGHLAND AVENUE, DAYTON, OHIO 
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BAVFLEX SCORES 

Grinding welds on rockets may not be your particular prob- 

lem but if you BLEND WELDS . .. REMOVE RUST AND SCALE 

. or have PORTABLE CUT-OFF problems, Bayflex Disc- 74. problem of grinding 

Wheels are the answer. They are fast, safe, economical, easy welds on rockets was solved 

on the operator (cushioned grinding action). The side as well 4y these resilient abrasive 

as edge is used. They fit all standard right angle portable disc-wheels. 

grinders and sanders. 

ORDER TODAY FOR A TRIAL. 7" xa" x He" o xh" x %" 
7" Ke" xg | OKs x He 

. 7 : , xn" x IH" W x" x Hy" 
Sizes available for immediate shipment: Grit sizes: 16, 24, 36, 54, 80 

(Aluminum Oxide abrasive) 
Specify Silicon Carbide abrasive for 
rust and scale removal. Stocked only in 
16 grit, 9’ xe" x %" size. 

BAY STATE ABRASIVE PRODUCTS CO., Westboro, Mass. 

@-., Performauce Consistently Duplicated 
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Hold It, Please —May We Remind You Of Something? 

Something unusual about that bar of dependability above the ordinary “ he Cone Test—One of many 
ter quality controls 

And it is paying off a hundredfold in lusive with Carpenter, - é and controls harden- 
your every step from toolmaking bilicy of water - hardening 

tool steel you are about to use. Labeled 
Carpenter’, it contains a “plus ali 
that holds remarkable promise for y ps 

through actual production! ; tched 1ool steeis—assures ¢ 1 of the same size 
It's an ‘‘alloy’’ that has pr 

, that bar to work. And ps ly orgs — 
give you a new free I i vill shipment after I f 

f vat “plus alloy” will con 
failures new highs u 7 

work for you help you get New usetul booklet cells =} grind far fewer di ‘ : I 5 
‘ . P oiht 4 production trom present equip- 

how to get more output : 

Strangely enough, 1 , cond gs cbgiatioie ES 

alloy. But our Mill men it a ugh better tools and dies through simplified tool git NEBR 

Carpenter Steel Co.. 109 W. Bern steel selectior ; 
there. They can prove | n : , copy, drop u 1e on your Company 

letcerhead 

a) 

patience ind human care 
backed by prod 

j in the indust t re resul Export Department: Woolworth Bidg., New York 7, N.Y. —  ‘CARSTEELCO 
of our decision years ag ron t 

wie demand rl es hat a arbenter 

—containing the one “alloy” that has no price tag! 

To get started now, just call Carpenter. Warehouse stocks in principal cities throughout the country. 
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when you standardize on 

BOSTON GEAR 

HEAVY DUTY 

REDUCTORS, 

You Get It Right From 

Nearby Stock 

— from one of eighty experienced, compe- 
tent Authorized Boston Gear Distributors. 

You Get the One Best Unit ee 
imply consult the new . 

For the Job Boston Gear Catalog No. 55 
(copy mailed on request). It 
contains ready reference 
charts for quick selection of 

, : : ’ the one best Reductor for 
The widest selection of types and sizes. Pictured 

: "s ; each and every purpose. 
above is but one (T Series, Horizontal 

Right Angle Drive) of eight types 
7 A ; : Ten U Series BOSTON Heavy Duty Reductors 

—_ each in a range of sizes. q f provide the right angle drive and speed 
- reduction for the bling berrels 

in this pleating tenk. 
More trouble-free horsepower per 

dollar. Heavy gearing of BOSTONY 

Gear quality — worm integral with 

shaft-housings of Boston Gear iron — 

rugged steel shafts. 

More trouble-free hours per dollar—the assured 

result of Boston Gear design, quality of ma- 

terials, workmanship and quality control. 
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HOW A J&S Juidmetion WHEEL DRESSER 

FOR THE ADAMAS CARBIDE CORPORATION 

Paul C. Boniti, Shaping and Forming Supervisor of the Adamas Carbide Corporation, 

Harrison, N. J., reports that his standard Medel “E” J & S$ “Fluidmotion” Wheel Dresser has 

To set-up for convex radius, first mike dist from di d point 
to micrometer plate, then add radius desired. (For concave radius, 
subtract). 

Slide dresser in dust-proof channel till mike slips over pins as 
shown and lock with socket wrench. Dresser is now ready for action. 

Bring diamond point up to center line ef wheel, rotate dresser on 
swivel base in one continuous motion. A clean, accurate radius 
results! 

OTHER “Machine Shop TIME SAVERS” by J & S$ 

J & S$ “All-Perpose” Jaw Clamps, KOALA Circular Cotting Tool, 
“Down-Hold” Vise Jaws, and “Attachable” Parallels. Write for 
“Time Savers” Booklet. 

84 

® Cut set-up time 

® Cut dressing time 

and, for 4 years, has 

Me Taeh date -¥-Migel!)]-)(-tia-)-mcla dls: 

OW “Fluidmotion” saves time is demon- 
strated at left. Photos taken at Adamas 

Carbide show how a convex radius—accurate to 
.0001”—can be obtained in three simple steps. 
Mr. Boniti says that in 10 minutes, he can teach 
a man of average experience how to dress such a 
radius. 

On a tougher job—dressing two angles tangent 
to a radius—only one more step is necessary. 
After a radius is set (steps 1 and 2 at left), the 
dresser is swung on its graduated base to first 
one angle, then the other, and both locked in 
with a turn of the knurled knob. Actual dressing 
is again accomplished in one continuous motion 
— it is mot necessary to move the dresser on 
dove-tails to form the angles. 

The dresser previously used by Adamas Carbide 
was difficult to apply, set-up, and use. In addi 
tion, it frequently required new parts due to 
excessive wear from abrasive carbide dust. 

Now, for 414 years the company has enjoyed the 
lower production costs made possible by ‘‘Fluid- 
motion’s’’ unique abilities. Application to any 
surface or cylindrical grinder is quick, simple— 
set-up and dressing time are lowest to be found— 
and wear is negligible, as indicated by Adamas’ 
4% years of use with never a new part required. 

Adamas Carbide, well known for its high quality, 
low cost carbide blanks, attributes a fair share of 
its success in attaining more efficient production 
to its J & S “Fluidmotion” Wheel Dresser. The 
chances are that with ‘“Fluidmotion”’, you can 
also cut production cgsts. For details, write to 

“Reg. U. S. Pat. Of. 

Ys S200 
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Three-coordinate 

JIG BORING AND MILLING MACHINE 

of exceptionally large capacity 

with optical settings 

is ensured on this machine built for heavy duty work by exceptionally robust 
construction throughout, extra-rigid vertical and horizontal spindles running 
in special SIP reinforced taper roller bearings, wide range of spindle speeds 
and feeds adapted to fast rates of production, outstanding flexibility of 
operation due to automatic control of most movements, and hydraulic table 
drive providing stepless range of milling feeds and rapid traverse motion. 

: 
} d 
4 
| 

) 

: 
The standard scales 

built into the machine and on which settings are made by means of micrometer 
microscopes are guaranteed accurate to within .00005 in. Fully enclosed and 
free from wear and mechanical stress, they give full assurance that their inherent 
accuracy will remain absolutely permanent, whatever the working conditions. 

st 

THE LARGEST JIG BORING AND MILLING MACHINE EVER BUILT 
Table longitudinal travel ee Vertical spindle speeds 40 to 2000 r.p.m. 
Vertical spindie head travel 40 in. Horizontal spindle speeds 40 to 1000 r.p.m. 
Horizontal spindle head travel. 28'/, in. Spindle quill travel (both spindles) 12 in, 
Distance between uprights . . 57 in Net weight of machine . 16 tons 

Gaara ntecetl Aefting accMraty: « GLO? tnt, 

AMERICAN SIP CORPORATION 

HIGH PRECISION MACHINE TOOLS AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT 

100 East 42nd Street NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

BORING 
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A Divisi of Air R 7 ( 
60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y 
Please send me a copy of Airco’s NEW Hand Torch 
Catalog No. 2 

Firm 
Address 
City Zone State an en pemenenanananal 

| 
| 
| 
| 
! 
| Name 
l 
| 
I 
= mmm ccm ae ee ee — 
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Free... 

aAirco’s NEW 

HAND TORCH 

CATALOG 

—COMPLETE, AUTHORITATIVE INFORMATION . . . EVERYTHING 

YOU NEED KNOW ABOUT AIRCO TORCHES 

Just fill in the coupon below and mail it to us today. Upon 
receipt, we will send you— ENTIRELY FREE — Airco’s 
new 36-page guide showing the right torch for light, 
medium or heavy welding, cutting, heating, brazing, 
descaling and flame hardening. 

Here is the booklet that gives you complete data on 
all Airco torches— nationally famous for their ease of 
operation, durability and dependability. Divided into 
easy-to-read sections, the booklet quickly helps you select 
the torch best suited to your particular production or 
maintenance problem. 

The booklet is handy, useful, bringing you a wealth of 
information covering design, specifications, tip require- 
ments for special operations, and operating characteristics 
of each torch in the Airco line. 

To give you a brief idea of the material covered, here 
are a few of the sections the booklet contains: 

e 1414 pages of detailed easy-to-read charts covering 
every welding, cutting and special purpose tip in 
Airco’s complete line ... these charts are not available 
from any other source, and they show you how to 
select the RIGHT torch, tip, mixer and extension for 
any job. 

e All-purpose and moderately priced welding and cut- 
ting outfits for heavy-duty or light day-to-day welding 
and occasional cutting are shown in an illustrated 
4-page section. 

e Invaluable data on the right accessory—guide roller 
attachment, flash circle burner, hose connections, 
couplings, and so on—for the job at hand. 

But see the booklet yourself—send for it now. Just fill in 
and mail the coupon for your free copy. 

=) = 

Air REDUCTION 
Air Reduction Sales Company - Air Reduction Magr : 

Company - Air Reduction Pacific Company 
Represented Internationally by Airco Company Internationa 

Divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated 

Offices in Principal Cities 

Headquarters for Oxygen, Acetylene and Other Gases... Caicium Carbide... Gas Cutting Machines 
Gas Welding and Cutting Apparatus, and Supplies... Arc Welders, Electrodes and Accessories. 
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OVER 500 

UNITS PER HOUR 

18 Solder Joints—1 

Call your nearby Allis-Chalmers 
Sales Office and find out what In- 
duction Heat — the A-C way — can 
do to Jour production costs. 

ae EXAMPLE is typical of users’ 
reports on hundreds of jobs us- 

ing Allis-Chalmers Induction Heat- 
ers. In case after case, production 
proved faster and cheaper with Allis- 
Chalmers Induction Heaters, 

Best of all, these units are highly 
versatile! The same heater can braze, 
solder, anneal, case and through 
harden by simply changing the work 
coil. Work coils are easy to install. 
When coils are changed, there’s no 
need for additional output trans- 
formers (needed on most units) 
which require special shielding and 
skilled help to install. 

Cost per part processed is amaz- 
ingly low on high production items 
as shown in the example above. But 
even where production is fairly low, 

cost is surprisingly low because the 
cost per hour to own and operate an 
Allis-Chalmers Induction Heater is 
probably less than you realized. This 
low cost plus versatility makes the 
unit a welcome addition in many 
job shops. 

COST PER HOUR 
to own and operate an Allis-Chalmers 
Induction Heater: 

10 kw 20 kw 
unit unit 

Tube replacement 0.070 0.110 
(5,000 hes) 

Fixed energy .020 .034 
load energy 50% cycle .140 .200 
Water .010 -032 
Amortization20,000hrs .244 

Total cost $0.484 

Send Coupon Now! 

ALLIS-CHALMERS, 999A SO. 70 ST. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS, 

Please send me induction Heater booklet 6430A 

City Stote 

ALLIS-CHALMERS ” 

‘ 
4 
f A-3195 
‘ 
Lemewwnmeennaeeeeaeaseesned 
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KNIGHT EQUIPMENT 

.. to Boost Output 

and Lower Costs 

” 
No. 50 PRECISION 
BORING AND VERTICAL 
MILLING MACHINE 
Adaptable to on extr variety of 
difficult jobs. Eliminates work transfers, 
reduces set-up time fo a minimum. 
Combines advantages of both a solid 
bose precision boring machine and 
rigid vertical miller. Unusual copacity. 
Fost ond simple operation. 

20” ROTARY TABLE 
A self-contained motor-driven unit which odaopts 
any milling machine for rotary milling or indexing. 
Eliminates set-up time. No installation — just plug 
into electric outiet. 18 Feed changes, 1/2” to 54” 
or 3” to 108” per minute. 

i) 

eeeoocooaooaoooooooooo oo go0n0e02e000e0020086080909090 

ELECTROMILL 

o 

® 

9 Efficiently, economically handles 
e large capacity work of many 

types: jigs, metal patterns, multi- 
o f cavity molds, jig boring with dial 
© ‘ indicator, drilling, milling, ma- 

| ‘ chining light metals, etc. Infinitely 
© voriable range of speeds and 
@ feeds. Any combination of speeds 

and feed controls can be sup- 
& plied or eliminated subject to 

ray customers requirements 

9 

e 

HOLE GRINDING 
ATTACHMENT 

Accurately and quickly finishes 
holes and bores up to 6” diameter Cr) 
in hardened parts. Simplifies han- 
dling work too large to swing in 9 
stondard machines. Special adap- 
tors permit easy installation on any 
milling machine. 

for details and 
specifications 

tours 8 MISSOURI! 
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COOPER-BESSEMER DIESELS 

ELLIOTT-BUCHI TURBOCHARGERS 

MEEHANITE, CASTINGS 

rl = EFFICIENCY 

179 ASSURE (DEP
ENDABILITY 

L---~~" QUALITY 

The Cooper-Bessemer 16-cylinder gas Diesel engine equipped 
with Elliott-Buchi Turbochargers provides a power combina- 
tion which results in the last word in efficiency and dependa- 
bility. The unit delivers more horsepower per square foot of 
floorspace than any known comparable engine 

As manufacturers of this type of quality equipment the 
designers and engineers of both the Elliott Company, Jeannette, 
Pa. and The Cooper-Bessemer Corporation, Mt Vernon, Ohio, 
recognize the importance of component materials ;—materials 
which can provide superior and dependable engineering char- 
acteristics and uniformity. For these reasons both companies 
manufacture Meehanite castings and use them for such im- 
portant parts as follows 

COOPER-BESSEMER DIESEL 
Pistons 
Cylinder Liners 
Cylinder Heads 
Blocks, Centerframes, Bases 

ELLIOTT-BUCHI TURBOCHARGER 
Turbine Casings 
Back Plates 
Biower Casings 

Those listed represent the more important castings upon 
which performance and quality depend. Many others, less 
vital parts,—in fact all iron castings are Meehanite metal 

— Take Your Casting Problems 

to a MEEHANITE Foundry! 

Americon Broke Shoe Co 
The Americon Loundry Machinery Co 
Atles Foundry Co. ‘ 
Bonner tron Works 
Barnett Foundry & Machine Co 
E. W. Bliss Co 
Builders tron Foundry 
Continental Gin Co 
Crawford & Doherty Foundry Co 
The Cooper-Bessemer Corp 
Forre!-Birminghom Co 
Fiorence Pipe Foundry & Machine Co 
Fulton Foundry & Machine Co., Inc 
General Foundry & Monufocturing Co 
Greenlee Foundry Co 
The Hamilton Foundry & Machine Co 
Johnstone Foundries, 

mt 
Inc 

Inc 
Konowho Manufacturing Co 
Koehring Co 
Lincoln Foundry Corp 
E. Long itd 
Otis Elevator Co., Ltd 
The Henry Perkins Co 
Pohiman Foundry Co., 
The Prescott Co 
Rosedale Foundry & Machine Co 
Ross-Meehan Foundries 
Shenango-Penn Mold Co 
Sonith industries, Inc 
Standard Foundry Co 
The Stearns-Roger Monufacturing Co 
Traylor Engineering & Mfg. Co 
Valley tron Works 
Vulcon Foundry Co 
Weorren Foundry & Pipe Corporation 

Inc 

inc 

Vernon, 

Mohwoh, New Jersey 
Rochester, New York 

Detroit, Michigen 
St. Lovis, Missouri 

Irvington, New Jersey 
Hastings, Mich. and Toledo, O 

Providence, Rhode Island 
Birminghom, Alabema 

Portiond, Oregon 
Ohie and Grove City, Po 

Ansonia, Connecticut 
Florence, New Jersey 

Clevelend, Obie 
Flint, Michigen 

Chicago, Hilineis 
Homilton, Ohio 

Grove City, Pennsylvenia 
Charleston, West Virginie 

Milwovkee, Wisconsin 
los Angeles, Colifornie 

Orillia, Onterio 
Hemilten, Ontario 

Bridgewater, Massachusetts 
Buffalo, New York 

Menominee, Michigon 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvenio 
Chettencoge, Tennessee 

Dover, Ohie 
Indienapolis, ind 

Worcester, Massachusetts 
Denver, Colorede 

Allentown, Pennsylvenic 
St. Paul, Minnesote 
Ockiend, California 

Phillipsburg, New Jersey 
“This advertisement sponsored by foundries tisted ebove.”’ 

WEEMANITE, produced under Meehanite controlled processes. i 
Study your designs and requirements and when you want 

New Rochelle, N. Y to be sure—specify Mechanite castings. 
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Because the Nazel Hammer can be operated 
by one man with the conveniently located 
foot treadle control, a helper is unnecessary 
for most forging operations, therefore, you 
save DOLLARS every day—pay for the ham- 
mer from savings in a few years. And, the 
maintenance and repair costs are extremely 
low. For example: American Smelting and 
Refining Company have used a Nazel six days 
a week for 20 years without any repair costs; 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, East Pitts- 
burgh, have been using a Nazel for 34 years 
at an average cost for maintenance of less 
than $.027 per month. Write for the Nazel 
Hammer Book today. 
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WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE 

1836 A SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED ENGINEERING AND FOUNDRY COMPANY 
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no more GAMBLING on 

[Vs actual size; Selector is in 3 colors) 

Here's how it works: 
To use the Selector, all you need know is the 
characteristics that come with the job: type and 
condition of material to be worked, the number 
of pieces to be produced, the method of working, 
and the condition of the equipment to be used. 
FOUR STEPS—and you've got the right answer! 

1. Move arrow to major class covering appli- 
cation 

2. Select sub-group which best fits applica- 
tion 

3. Note major tool characteristics (under ar- 
row) and other characteristics in cut-outs 
for each grade in sub-group 

4. Select tool steel indicated 
That’s all there is to it! 

CRUCIBLE 

thy yours of 

tool 
steel

 selec
tion 

Here's an example: 
Application—Deep 

drawing die for steel 
Major Class — Metal 

Forming—Cold 
Sub-Group — Special 

Purpose 
Tool Characteristics — 

Wear Resistance 
Tool Steel—Airdi 150 
One turn of the dial 
does it! 
And you're sure you're 
rightil 

u 

Since the first announcement, hundreds of tool steel 
users have received their CRUCIBLE TOOL STEEL SE- 
LecTors. The comments received indicate that this 
handy method of picking the right tool steel right 
from the start is going over big. 

“Handiest selector I’ve ever seen” 
“No more gambling on tool steel selection” 

“You're right, the application should dictate 
the choice of the tool steel”... 
favorable comments. 

and many, many more 

You'll want your CRUCIBLE TOOL STEEL SELECTOR, It 
uses the only logical method of tool steel selection 
begin with the application to pick the right steel! And 
the answer you get with one turn of the Selector dial 
will prove satisfactory in every case, for the CRUCIBLE 
TOOL STEEL SELECTOR covers 22 tool steels which fit 
98% of all Tool Steel applications. ALL the tool steels 
on the Selector are in Warehouse Stock . . . that means 
when you get the answer, you can get the steel. . . fast! 

Write for your Selector today! We want you to have 
it, because we know you've never seen anything that 
approaches your tool steel problems so simply and 
logically. Just fill out the coupon and mail. Act now! 
CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, Chrysler 
Building, New York 17, N. Y. 

Crucible Steel Company of America 
Dept. A, Chrysler Building 
New York 17, N. Y. 
Gentlemen 
Sure! | want my CRUCIBLE TOOL STEEL SELECTOR! 

Name Title 

Company 

Street 

first name in special purpose steels 

TOOL STEELS 

BAine steelmaking 

Branch Offices and Warehouses: ATLANTA * BALTIMORE * BOSTON * BUFFALO + CHARLOTTE * CHICAGO + CINCINNATI + CLEVELAND + DENVER * DETROIT 
HOUSTON, TEXAS * INDIANAPOLIS * LOS ANGELES + MILWAUKEE * NEWARK * NEW HAVEN * NEW YORK * PHILADELPHIA * PITTSBURGH * PROVIDENCE 

ROCKFORD * SAN FRANCISCO * SEATTLE * SPRINGFIELD, MASS. * ST. LOUIS * SYRACUSE * TORONTO, ONT. * WASHINGTON, D. C 
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New Toolroom Aces 

Jig Borer of the Carbide Era—For boring, drilling, ream- 
ing and spotting holes in dies, jigs and production parts, 
the speed and accuracy of the Moore Jig Borer cannot be 
equaled. More than 1,100 users of the No. 1 model will 
verify that. Now with this larger No. 2 model specially 
engineered for the Carbide Era, holes from .0135” (or 
smaller) up to 7” can be accurately located and produced 
in a fraction of the time required by other means. Hard- 
ened, ground and lapped lead screws, permitting table set- 
tings within .0001” by coordinate location, eliminate the 
need for end measures—reduce set-up time! Sensitive, cen- 
tralized controls for spindle speeds and feeds, quick tool 
changing and easy lubrication add up to more time and 

A 

MOORE y 
so? Is GS 

Jig Grinder of the Fifties—The originators of the Jig 
Grinder have done it again! With this completely new and 
larger Moore Jig Grinder, regular and irregular contours 
are ground to size and location after hardening. This ex- 
tends the Jig Grinder’s traditional function of relocating 
straight and tapered holes. The same quickly set precision 
lead screws, as in the Moore Jig Borer, simplify the finish- 

1 grinding process. Holes from '\;4” to 8” can be relocated 
and ground within .0001’—by power or hand feed. The 
infinitely variable spindle speeds, up and down feeds, and 
special stops and scales built into the machine permit fast, 
accurate grinding of contours. Complete punches and dies 
can be ground to figures, with no stoning or fitting required 

effort saved—more accurate work produced for pertect alignment of mating parts, 

In the Toolroom and on the Production Line, the Moore Jig Borer and Jig Grinder team 
up for speed and accuracy. Write for descriptive literature on both machines today. 
Moore Special Tool Company, Inc., 740 Union Avenue, Bridgeport 7, Connecticut 

HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR COPY OF PRECISION HOLE 
LOCATION? More than 7,000 copies of this valuable 
book on jig-boring and jig-grinding practices have 
been sold to date. Available at special price of $3 in 
U.S. A.; $3.50 outside U.S. A. 48 pages, over 400 
illustrations. 184 pages of Woodworth Coordinate 
Location Tables from 3 to 100 '. les. Send check or 
money order to Moore Special ‘iool Company, Inc., 
Bridgeport 7, Connecticut. 

TO YOUR TOOLROOM ADD cw 

PANTO.CRUSH WHEEL DRESSERS - DIE FLIPPERS - MOTORIZED CENTERS - HOLE LOCATION ACCESSORIES JIG BORERS - JIG GRINDERS 
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(OIL RESISTANT 

SYNTHETIC RUBBER 

COATED FABRIC) 

“PATENT APPLIED FOR 

For the Product Designer 
and Product Manufac- 
turer, an important new 
addition to the NICE line. 

memati Field tested and proven 
or Without Plate Shields highly successful, the 

NICE COMPOSITION SEAL 
design effectively retains 
lubricant and excludes 
foreign material. 

NICETOWN PHILADELPHIA: PENNSYLVANIA 
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MILLING MACHINE VISE 
This improved vise provides greater grip- 
ping power. it is stream-lined for appear- 
ance and is furnished with a large diam eter serew for rigid holding. A_ coolant trough is alse provided. Two sizes are 
available: 0 x 3%" and 6 x 5” jaw open- ings 

RIGHT ANGLE ATTACHMENTS 
These attachments are available in two types, heavy 
duty and light duty. The heavy duty type, made in 
two sizes, will mill and drill at right angles and fits 
both the Master and the | H.P. Gridgepert Milling 
Heads. The light duty type is specially designed to 
mill and drill narrow, deep molds and cavities. 

No. 2 BORING HEAD 
Boring tools and holder make this attach 
ment capable of boring holes up to 6 
diameter. It is available for use on the 
Bridgeport | H.P. Milling, Drilling and 
Boring Attachment. 

TURRET MILLING MACHINE 

versatility and capacity 

are even greater than 

ever before...through 

ATTACHMENTS AND 1 H.P. HEAD 

~~ 

Many more operations can now be performed with 

speed, convenience and accuracy through the use 

to these attachments, specially designed for the 

“Bridgeport”. With the step up in capacity pro- 

vided by the 1 H. P. head, a wider variety of 

heavier work can now be handled on this 

universally accepted machine, more than 

12,000 of which are busy today in tool room 

and production line service. 

May we suggest that you get full information 

immediately on this machine and its at- 

tachments. 

Bridgeport 

Manufacturers of High Speed Milling Attachments and Turret Milling Machines 

Complete details on any and all at- 
tachments and machines available 
promptly on request. 

MACHINES, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 
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replaced 3 other oils for gear hobbing 

— and does a better job” 

“We formerly used three different cutting oils in 

our gear hobbing department,” says this Fore- 

man. “Now we use only one on all machines— 

Gulf L.S. Cutting Base. It’s doing an excellent job 

—we’'re getting better finishes and in some cases 

have been able to increase production. And of 

course our storage and handling problem has 

been simplified by elimination of two cutting oils 

from our inventory.” 

A typical report from the scores of plants which 

have made some improvement in machining prac- 

tice through the use of Gulf L.S. Cutting Base, the 

outstanding multi-purpose cutting fluid. 

Call in a Gulf Lubrication Engineer today and 

let him help you find opportunities for greater 

production at lower cost through the use of one 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 

says this Foreman 

or more of the quality cutting oils in Gulf’s com- 

plete line. Write, wire, or phone your nearest 

Gulf office. 

Gulf Oil Corporation - Gulf Refining Company 
GULF BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA 

Sales Offices - Warehouses 
Located in principal cities and towns throughout 

Gulf’s marketing territory 



Available in sizes 
from 

3 to 105-ton capacity 

LONG SLIDE 

won 

, POWER PRESSES 

Many press men, aware of the production 
advantages and economies afforded by 
V & O Long Slide Precision Power Presses in 
the blanking . . . drawing . . . forming . . . 
and perforating of all types of regular ports, 
also make full use of this highly versatile 
power press in the high-accuracy production 
of an infinite variety of irregular-shoped 
pieces. 

The reason is: V & O power presses have all 
the advanced engineering features — in 
cluding the exclusive V & O long slide for 
accurate guiding — that add-up to provide 
the advantages of higher accuracy . . . faster 
production . . . longer die life . . . and lower 
costs. Ask your V & O sales engineer to give 
you further details relative to your specific 
press work requirements. 

Ve O mes conpanr 

DIVISION OF HARTFORD-EMPIRE COMPANY 

Builders of Precision 

POWER PRESSES and FEEDS 

Since 1889 Pe LUTIAY eB N.Y. 
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wiring space «°° simple contact 

easy coil remov
al --- additional

 

Write for BULL 

Square D Company,
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Announcing 

RAV-I-FLO PROCESS 

and equipment for tumbling 

25% 
FASTER! 

30% 
MORE 

VOLUME! 

Than Comparable Ma- 
chines Occupying the 
Same Square Feet of 
Floor Space. 

30% 
LARGER 

WORK LOAD! Soe cs RIE BC 

5/8” width x $'4” depth x 5'8” height. 
Two 24” x 40° LD. compartments, fur- 

| nished '/,” plate unlined or '/,” plate rub- 
) ber lined, Cam lock doors have manual 

release safety stops. Reduced voltage 
) control on magnetic starter, Lever or 
| push-button switch. Limit switch on 

safety guard. 220-440 volt, 3 phase, 60 
cycle motor with magnetic brake, Water 
attachment with hose. Counterbalanced 
safety guard. Variable speed drive and 
timer controls optional. Hoist pan has 

‘tubular yoke with manually operated 
lock. All standard equipment. 

Cam locks on doors have manually re- 
leased safety stops for pressure relief. 

Distributors: 
Crown Rheestat and Supply Co 

3465 WN. Kimball St. Chicago 18, Ii, 
W. M. Fotheringham 

977 Niagera St, Buffalo 13, New York 
Semmers Brothers Mfg. Co 

3439 No. Broadway, St. Lovis 7, Mo 
A. J. Lynch ond Co. 

2424 Enterprise St. Los Angeles 21, Calif 
R. W. Renton and Co. 

877 Addison Road, Cleveland 3, Ohio. 
Enthone, Inc. 

442 Elm Street, New Haven, Conn. 
Feotheringham Platers Supplies, Ltd. 

6 Frank St, St. Catharines, Ontario, 

98 

MODEL 48-2 

GRAV-I-FLO is an entirely new and 
improved process for tumbling metal 
parts—grinding, de-burring and finish- 
ing—employing newly developed mate- 
rials and specially designed equipment 
to produce desired finishes faster and in 
larger volume. Giving a smoother sur- 
face and higher lustre, Grav-i-Flo Super- 
Brite finishing chips will cut 25% faster 
on non-ferrous metals, and eliminate the 
need for subsequent operations such as 
ball burnishing. Grav-i-Flo compounds 

change chip surface from finishing to 
cutting in minutes. Parts need not be 
transferred from cylinder. Grav-i-Flo 
natural and synthetic de-burring chips 
are obtainable for all de-burring needs 
on various alloys. Added savings are 
made with Grav-i-Flo Machines which 
have 30% more capacity than compar- 
able equipment. Check with Grav-i-Flo 
for all tumbling needs—machinery, ac- 
cessories, grinding chips, and grinding, 
finishing and burnishing compounds. 

Samples Processed Free! Grav-i-Flo Sample Processing Department will gladly 
tell you how to attain a better finish at lower costs. Send samples tw distribu- 
tors or direct to Gray-i-Flo Corporation 

THE GRAV-I1-FLO CORPORATION 
Dept. AM-11, 400 Norwood Ave. « Sturgis, Michigan 
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OK Carbide Cutters mill vital 
“Thunderjet” forgings — II 

As reported previously, Liberty Products 
Corporation, Farmingdale, L.I., produces the 
forged-steel bulkhead for Republic Avia- 
tion’s F-84 “Thunderjet.” This vital assem- 
bly provides the connection point for the 
wing spars, and hence every milling opera- 
tion must be . . . properly performed — yet at 
minimum cost. 

‘properly 

SECOND OPERATION on these tough, heat-treated forgings involves milling the spar- 
connection bosses to proper thickness. To do this, the piece is clamped to a box-section 
fixture set up on a Kearney & Trecker No. D-11 duplex milling machine. The two 
bosses are milled with a 7-in. dia OK face mill having negative axial and radial rakes 
and fitted with carbide-tipped blades. Spindle speed is 200 rpm.; table feed 5.3 in. per 
min. This figures out to a cutting speed of 360 surface ft. per min., and a chip load of 
0.0022 in. per tooth. 

It is importent that these bosses be smoothly milled to a thickness tolerance of 0.005 
in. (actually 0.004 in. is easily maintained). Production amounts to three pieces per 
hour, both sides of two bosses being milled. Nine pieces are obtained per cutter grind. 

Economical milling is realized throughout the Liberty Products plant by standard- 
izing on OK cutters. Basic reasons for this choice are: OK cutters are designed and 
made so that each tooth takes its share of the load, resulting in smooth finishes and 
high metal-removal rates. The wedge-shaped blades require no locking devices. They 
can’t pull out or twist to spoil the cut, but they can be removed quickly for replacement 
By making blades interchangeable in several sizes of a specific type of cutter body, 
economy in stocking of blades is promoted. 

You may not be machining aircraft forgings to exacting specifications, but OK cut- 
ters will serve you just as efficiently regardless of material. We offer tools designed for 
negative or positive rakes, and supply high-speed steel, cast-alloy or cemented carbide 
blades. 
When you get our complete story, you will see the logic of standardization on OK 

milling cutters, counterbores, facing heads, hollow mills, and reamers. Write for Cata- 
log “Modern Milling Cutters for Modern Milling Machines.” 

for 

modern milling machines 

THE OK TOOL COMPANY, WILTON, N. H. 
Division Williams and Hussey Machine Company, Inc. 
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DIFFERENT 

TYPES 
to fit different 

jobs. Dimensions 
above 1” 

) ‘ 
VERTICAL \ .o4® 

° e 

ee 

WAY 

PISTOL- 

GRIP 

TYPE 

DIAL BORE GAGES 

The favorite with men who know precision work 

... and here are the ‘“‘Reasons Why” 

COMPACT DESIGN - iis ettniteen 

design and research methods have produced a 
gage that’s easier to handle. No cumbersome 
head in the STANDARD Dial Bore Gage. 

REPEATABILITY and ACCURACY Renests com 

sistently within 20 millionths of an inch. The 
2-point measuring principle and 3-point align- 
ment of these gages assure accuracy. 

POSITIVE CENTRALIZING MECHANISM Cc ‘ 
entraliz- 

ing plungers work together: keep line of meas- 
urement through center of bore at all times. 
Sizes 2 through 6 have centralizing plungers 
which are approximately radial. 

The LOING 

and SHORT ®*™: OF IT! 

We have been highly successful in developing 
special gages to solve tough problems, such 
as extra long bores or jobs with limited free 4 
working space. 

Indicator graduations Contact points may 
available in .001”, be had in hardened 
.0005”, 0001", .0lmm., steel, tungsten car- 
005mm, .002mm. bide, Norbide or 

diamond. 

- STANDARD GAGE CO.) Inc. Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
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Unusual machines for a wide 

variety of industrial applications 

1. 150-Ton 
Electdraulic Press 

Motor driven heavy duty 

trolled 
12” down, 13" wp per min- 
ute; rom trevel 12"; bolster 
trovel 28"; work con be 
fed from side or front; one 

2. Reamers, Dual Spiral 
Dual spiral cutting action, one dual spiral 
reamer replaces five stondord expansion 
reamers, straight or tapered shonks. 

3. Tool Post Grinders 
Attochment! for lathes, shapers, planers and 
millers; Applications: internal, external, foce 
and taper grinding. 

4. Presses 

For purpose, sixes: 2 ton, 3 ton, 10 every 
fon, 25 ton, 40 ton and 60 ton, hond, 
hydrovlic, cir of motor driven. 

5. Ball Bearing Die Sets 
Features ball bearing bushing, long die lite. 
perfect alignment, cleaner cutting. 

Not just (@ .. but GY operations 

TURNING, GRINDING, BORING 

plus a 

53” swing 

LEMPCO DU-ALL 

DU-ALL HGX combines work of 
grinder, lathe and borer yet costs 
a fraction of a one purpose ma- 
chine of similar capacity. It is 
particularly adapted for turning, 
grinding, boring and facing large 
work pieces plus wide versatility 
as a maintenance tool for repair 
of machinery, equipment, tools, 
dies, jigs and fixtures. Has auto- 
matic cross feeds in both direc- 
tions with a hollow work spindle 

and face place for mounting of 
chuck and fixtures. 

Small parts may be ground 
flat on a production basis by 
ganging them up on a magnetic 
chuck. 

Also turns and grinds a wide 
variety of internal and external 
tapers. Write for DU-ALL folder 
HGX, it has complete specifica- 
tions and description. 

LEMPCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
Industrial Division 

5490 DUNHAM ROAD 
BEDFORD, OHIO 

6. Hypermatic 
Punch Presses 

Revoluti Y. recip 
ing action, High speed 
blanking press capable of 
1800 strokes per minute. 

7. HGX—Grinder—tathe 
Combines work of 
grinder, tathe and 
borer; 53” swing; 
ovtomotic cross feeds! 
hollow work spindle; 

ReamORhone 

Wet ream ond wet hone on one machine, 
quickly interchangeable from reaming to 
honing. 

9. Mobilcrane 
Eliminates need for overhead hoists ond 
roils, capacity up to 2 tons, boom trove! to 
to 68" (Boom extension ovailable) Portable. 

10. Diesel Engine 
Crankshaft Grinders 

Resizes and reconditions large railroad en- 
gine crankshofts up to 224 inches length, 40 
inch swing; other models up to 382 inches 
length 60° swing. Also cylindrical grinding 
operations. All of the accuracy ond features 
of the smoller world-fomous lempco avio- 
mobile and truck cronkshoft grinders. 

11. Disc Surface Grinder 
Tilt-table, spring floated disc grinder with 
coupled cir suction ond waterfall grit re- 
mover. For fiat grinding of castings or other 
metollic surfotes up to 19” wide. Lorger 
wet grinding fully ovtomatic models olso 
available. 

SEND COUPON FOR DETAILS 

LEMPCO PRODUCTS INC. [Sasecstet 
Division 

5490 DUNHAM ROAD ° BEDFORD, OHIO 
Gentlemen 
Kindly send additiono!l details on the following equipment of machines 

Ton Press 2. Reame 31 
nders 4. Prewe 5. Dre Set 

Ream( mati« 7. HGXK Dy-A 
[) 9. Mobilcrane ry Too 
] 11. Surtoce Grinder 

COMPANY 
NAME 
ADORESS 
city 
STATE For 35 Years—a leading builder of machine tools q 
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Jigs in Jigtime! 

Whenever you are tooling up for a new model . 
wherever speed is essential... Take it to Taft- 
Peirce. We are specialists in contract work... 
accustomed to designing and building the widest 
variety of jigs, tools, and fixtures in a hurry. What's 
more, your job will be made exact/y to blueprints 
-+.MO grooming or reworking before using. 

This big plant... 450,000 square feet of work- 
ing area...1500 machine tools...75 years of 
experience ... is ready to go to work for you right 
now. Our 82 page illustrated booklet, entitled 
“Take It to Taft-Peirce,” will show you these facili- 
ties. Send for your copy today. The Taft-Peirce 
Manufacturing Company, Woonsocket, R. I. 

For Engineering, Tooling, Contract Manufacturing 

TAKE IT TO TAFT-PEIRCE 
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So Easy to Handle 

Compact. Portable. ¥2-ton model weighs only 

37 ibs.! High strength aluminum alloy castings and 

alloy steels, fewer parts—these factors provide the 

“carry-around” lightness of the Load King in all 

capacities. 

So Fast to Operate 

Efficiency up to 95%! It takes only 20 seconds to hoist a 1,000-Ib. 

load 3 feet. Two tons can be lifted 2.1 feet in 60 seconds. All 

rotating shafts have ball bearings, parts are precision machined, 

and the powerful, revolutionary new Synchro-matic load brake 

acts quick as a wink, 

So Easy on Muscles 

One-half or 2-ton capacity—the Load King is a one-man hoist! 

Hand pull force to lift the load is maintained at minimum by its 

high efficiency. Load King operators aren’t droopy and dragged 

out after a few lifts. Hoisting costs drop. 
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b | 1561—A crude, manually operated 
* bellows like this was used in an 

attempt to pump fresh air into a mine 
in Switzerland. And man’s quest for 
comfort, by putting air to work, was 
under way. 

1700—This age-old method of mov- 
ing air for its cooling effect was 

used in many parts of the world. 
Needed was a form of low-cost power 
that would move air mechanically, 
automatically, and efficiently. 

1873—This steam-operated, forced 
3 draft fan promoted efficient burn- 
ing of fuel in boilers. By 1915, Howell 
Electric Motors arrived. The era of 
electrical power put the handling of 
air on a paying basis. 

NOW...AIR IS PUT TO PROFITABLE USE! 

Free enterprise encourages 

Howell Protected-Type Motor 

mass production, supplies 

_ 

HOWELL MOTORS 

HOWELL ELECTRIC MOTORS CO., HOWELL, MICH. 
Precision-built Industrial Motors Since 1915 

more jobs 

Today—air is universally 
4G used for comfort — for 
profit! 
For example, more heat, more 
steam is obtained on these 
two modern steam generators 
with automatically controlled 
blowers, powered by Howell 
Motors. Fuel costs are cut, 
efficiency increased. 
You'll find Howell Motors 
putting air to profitable use in 
many ways—driving fans, 
blowers, exhausters, air wash- 
ers, compressors, and other 
important equipment. 
Every user has a good word 
for Howell. Because Howell 
Motors are industrial motors 
precision-built for the tough 
applications in industry. 
Specify Howell next time you 
buy motors. 

Equipment courtesy L. J. Wing Mfg. Co. 

provides more goods for more people at less cost 
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Dumping a Probl — 

with this RIVETT Unloading Valve! 

The output of both the low pressure 
high volume pump (2) and the high 
pressure small volume pump (1) is 
directed to the hydraulic cylinder at 
a low operating pressure. When suf- 
ficient work load builds up, pres- 
sure in the system increases and the 
Model 8826 pilot operated unload- 
ing valve unloads the output of 
ump (2) while the output of pum 
sin 'ay aleaieneddl Seis clea ANY unloading difficulty you might en- 
Sweeties of piston wovel 10 ose counter in planning a high and low 
trolled by Medel 5170 hand operated pressure circuit can be solved by use of the Rivett Model 8826 

Unloading Valve. It is employed in oil hydraulic circuits to 
unload one part of the circuit at no back pressure to the tank, 
and is operated by pilot pressure from some other part of the 
circuit. Free flow to tank continues as long as the pilot pressure 
is higher than the setting of the valve. Available in sizes 44" to 

. 2", in two pressure ranges, adjustable from minimum to maxi- 
wo.202 1s 4 must ae mum in each range. RIVETT LATHE & GRINDER, INC., Dept. 

FOR YOUR FILE! AM-11, Brighton 35, Boston, Massachusetts. 
52 pages illustrate 
ond describe all types 
of hydraulic valves. 

4-way control valve. 

Alr and Hydraulic 
WHEN YOU APPLY HYDRAULIC Valves ond Cylinders, 

OR AIR rower Than with 
Hydraulic Power Units. 
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skill to design . . . facilities to produce HAPES 

and metal tubing 

Designing and building tools and dies, as well as forming shapes and 
tubing in our own modern plant assures you of rigid control throughout the 
various phases of manufacture. This “under one roof” procedure, super- 
vised by engineers whose knowledge of the uses which rolled shapes and 
tubing can serve, eliminates guesswork and delay in overall production. 

Perhaps you can use Van Huffel “know-how” and facilities to advantage. 

It costs nothing to find out. Write for illustrated brochure which shows the 
wide range and diversified application of Van Huffel Shapes and Tubing. 

centinucus nolled 

METAL) SHAPES + TUBING 

: 
: 7 

| 
' 
a 
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from 

ALO Minutes 

down 

to 

4 Fe with the 

GISHOLT FASTERMATIC 

The cost of machining these gear blanks at 
the Falk Corp. took a sharp drop when the 
Fastermatics took over. Time was cut near- 
ly two-thirds. Moreover, human errors 
were eliminated, thanks to Fastermatic’s 
ability to hold close tolerances. 
One operator tends 2 Fastermatics and 

a honing machine. Simple tooling makes 
it possible to handle 9 different sizes of 
gear blanks. 

These modern automatic turret lathes 
sanalaniens oP ap ome suranaar”’ sizes enable you to handle a larger number of 

operations in one chucking—and cut costs 
to the bone on a wide variety of work, 

THE GISHOLT ROUND TABLE 
Ask for facts about them. represents the collective 

experience of specialists in the 
machining, surface-finishing 
and balancing of round and GI S H O Kg MAC H I N E 

partly round parts. Your 
problems are welcomed bere. eS O M PA N Y 

Madison 10, Wisconsin 

TURRET LATHES « AUTOMATIC LATHES « SUPERFINISHERS + BALANCERS + SPECIAL MACHINES 
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for CARBIDE GRINDING 

Wickman Steel-Bonded 
Diamond Wheels 
practically indestructible 

with extra long life. Diamond particles stay 
in place until completely worn. Finish tools 
better for longer tool life 

Bonded Diamond Wheels 
for faster and freer carbide 

cutting and less frequent wheel dressing 

Wickman Resinoid- 

Wickman Chip-Breaker 
Diamond Wheels 
steel-bonded for much 

longer life than other chip-breaker dia- 
mond wheels. Reduce wheel and tool costs 
materially and speed grinding 3-4 times. 

Complete facts in free 
52-page catalog 

e 

Grinding with Diamond 

or Abrasive Wheels is 

past! HECONOMICg:, 

on the Wickman GF-2-A 

With 1 HP reversible motor and 
impeller-type 12 gph coolant pump, this 
heavy bench grinder delivers fast, econom- 
ical grinding with both silicon carbide 
abrasive wheels and Wickman steel- 
bonded diamond wheels. Wheel guards 
and splash protectors, three position table 
for wheel wear adjustment, plus a protrac- 
tor slot for angular grinding, make this 
the ideal grinder for all off-hand grinding 
around the shop 

Send for bulletin 

EXTRACTS FROM CURRENT LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 

25:1 Odds 

I think the inch should be made 
convertible with the millimeter on 
the basis of 1:25. I am well aware 
of the difficulties involved, but I do 
think that this must be done, and 
the sooner we open discussion on it, 
the better for us. 

K. W. Moszoro 
Supt., Tool Room 

Fabr. Mil. de Arm 
Port Rosario, Argentina 

Present conversion, by agreement, is 
1:25.4, which is quite close. Convert 
ing arbitrarily to a_ less-accurate 
standard is, in our opinion, roughly 
the equivalent of making pi equal 3. 
That's more convenient, but it doesn’t 
work. The answer would be to 
change all measurement to one sys 
tem, and we believe this is what 
Mr. Moszoro has in mind. Any 
opinion? 

Who Made It? 

One of our customers has a second 
hand lumber stacker which is a 
combination of several machines. 
Two gears in the reduction gearbox 
have gone bad, and he would like 
to replace them. The only identifica 
tion is the letters IP, or possibly NP, 
on the gearbox and on one gear. As 
far as we know, the machine was 
built on the West Coast. Could you 
give us any information as to who 
the manufacturer might be‘ 

W. C. Morrow, Jr 
Morrow Machine Co 
Johnson City, Tenn 

) 

Upside-Down Drill 

Dr. Frazer is quite right (AM July 
24, p 147). 
Some years ago at Columbus Bolt 

& Forging, Columbus, Ohio, we had a 
project of drilling a 3/16-in.-dia hole 
axially and concentrically, through 
the 5/16-in. dia, approximately 2 in 
long, shank of drop-forged clevis 
cable ends in large quantities for 
American Chain & Cable Co. Pro 
duction requirements were too great 
to employ any conventional means 
of producing these holes in view of 
the several problems encountered 
We processed the job successfully by 
building a drill fixture resembling 
a center-post dieset (see sketch) 
wherein the drill was chucked and 
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MICROHONING* is the only produc- 
tion, stock-removing process that can be 
used on any length bore without loss of 
accuracy. Bores from .006 in. to 40 ft. in 
length are being MICROHONED with 
MICROMATIC equipment. 

MICROHONED accuracy is not depend- 
ent on rigid alignment of the quill. Cut- 
ting pressures are balanced and act 
radially from the center of the tool. The 

“Registered U.S. Patent Office 

District Field Offices: 1323 So. Santa Fe, Los Angeles 2 
55 George St, Brantford, Ontario, Canado . id 

November 13, 1950 

Muzromatia Hore Comore tion 52205. o ae ene 

romold Manufacturing Div, Boston Post 

This drawing shows a hydraulic 
Gylinder 30 in. in diameter and 
33.f. long and the tool used te 
MICROHONE it. This cylinder 
is held to a .001 in. tolerance 
fox straight and reund for its 
tull length. 

TF tlie on 

*MICROHONING = STOCK REMOVAL + GEOMETRY + SIZE CONTROL + 

large contact area stabilizes the tool in 
the bore. Tool construction isolates the 
cutting edges from machine vibration, 
and permits tool to align itself. The long 
plane-like abrasive levels off surface 
waviness and generates a round, straight 
bore. Any amount of stock can be re- 
moved, and size held to close tolerances. 
Surface finish may be held to any 
degree of uniform roughness, and dupli- 
cated in every bore. 

3, 206 So. M 
Road, Guilford, Conn 

SURFACE FINISH 

nin St., Rockford 
ecticut 

| 

| 

| 

| 
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Why not a MODERN 

GRINDING ROOM? 

HERE’S 

REAL 

PRODUCTION 

EFFICIENCY! 

. 

SAVE TIME 

SAVE ON WHEELS 

HANDLE THOSE ODD-SHAPED PIECES 

Here’s the Standard Type HM Multi-speed Heavy Duty Snag- 

ging Grinder with its overhanging base (72 extension from 

body of base). Overhanging base gives more room for grind- 

ing. You can reach those surfaces which are inaccessible for 

straight front base machines! Two operators can work con- 

TYPE HM 

veniently! 

Maximum wheel life. Single or multiple speeds. 3 H.P. to 7% 

H.P. for 14” to 20” vitrified or high speed resinoid bond wheels. 

Multiple speed units have interlocking arrangement to prevent 

overspeeding of wheels. 

Get the facts on this ideal grinder today! Write for Catalog 44. 

ALSO: 
GRINDERS—ALL KINDS! UP TO 100 H.P. 
BUFFERS—POLISHERS UP TO 60 H.?P. 
ABRASIVE BELT MACHINERY 
SPECIAL MACHINERY 

THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL TOOL CO. 

2480 WEST SIXTH ST. CINCINNATI 4, OHIO 

driven in the inverted position, and 
the workpiece, revolving slowly in 
a ball-bearing socket in the top plate, 
was fed down over the drill. Chip 
disposal was no problem here and 
the work was rapidly and success 
fully produced to specification 

Edward C. Hanna 
Asst. to Works Manager 

Landis Machine Company 
Waynesboro, Pa. 

Another example of an upside-down 
drill was reported Sept. 18, p 74 

IF Y 
N 

HIN, 
Fie the 
BLIND] | 

When Safety Glasses? 

I have just enjoyed looking through 
your August 7 issue of American Ma 
chinist and have found it very inter 
esting. There is one thing however 
that seemed to impress me to the 
extent that it led me to write you 
this letter. In a good many of your 
illustrations showing the use and op 
eration of machine tools, many of the 
operators are not shown wearing 
safety glasses. One illustration in 
particular is that on Page 21 by the 
American Tool Works Co 

I hope you do not take this as a 
criticism of your publication for I 
can assure vou that I enjoy reading 
it very much 

F. A. Cuomo 
Turbine Division 

General Electric Co 
Schenectady, N. Y 

The illustration Mr. Cuomo mentions 
is of an operator at a large radial 
drill, apparently enlarging a large- 
diameter hole—a relatively slow 
speed operation. In most plants 
safety glasses would not be required 
except for grinding, chipping, and 
the like, although safety engineers 
in large plants us ly insist that 
everyone wear safety glasses. The 
idea is to protect workmen from ad 
jacent operations as well. Th sa 
pornt frequently brought to our at 
tention; although we actually retouch 
a number of pictures to show safety 
glasses where none were actually 
worn—but should have been 
When do readers feel safety glasses 

should be worn? 
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USE FEDERAL 

INDICATING GAGES > 

AT PRODUCTION 

If your machine operators wear that “guess- 
gaging” look, it’s time to take a new look at your 
dimensional control gages. Old-type gages don’t 
give your men a fair break. Ordinary snap gages, 
for instance, can’t possibly warn machine opera- 
tors when their machines are about to produce 
scrap. On the other hand, Federal Indicating 
Gages give your men the complete dimensional 
control they need to prevent scrap. 

““GUESS-GAGING”’ 

Checking parts coming off the machine with a “go, not- 
go” gage, the operator has to guess on borderline cases — 
that’s to be expected with this type of gage. He simply 
knows each part measures within tolerances. No indica- 
tion is given of tool wear, machine adjustment changes, 
or other conditions which will cause scrap. 

HIGH 
i umit +5 
> (9 ° 
Ba. (| 

>» 
~ 

j 

LIMIT 

If the operator finds too many parts are over or under 
size, he resets his machine or regrinds his tools, bringing 
roduction back within tolerances. But the damage has 
en done. The operator has produced scrap because he 

was penalized by “guess-gaging” dimensional control 
equipment. 

INDICATING GAGING 

When you put a Federal Indicating Gage in the hands of 
this same operator, he doesn't guess-gage because he sees 
exactly what each workpiece measures. In this case he 
sees a trend, 

Obviously something definite 
is happening, because the 
Indicating Gage shows the 
diameter is steadily becom- 
ing larger. Something has 
to be done about it. The 
operator makes his machine 
and tool adjustments sou 
.. » before it’s too late... 
before scrap is produced. 

There's no guess-work about 
it with the Federal Indicat- 
ing Gage. The operator 
knows his production is 

right —he can see it clearly on the Dial, beyond the 
shadow of a doubt. 

Federal has pioneered in the development, design, and manufacture of Indicating Gages of all types 
—— mechanical, electrical, electronic, and air. If you are modernizing your dimensional control 
equipment, be sure to consult Federal. No obligation. FEDERAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 
1211 Eddy Street, Providence 1, R. I. 

FEDERAL 

Largest manufacturer devoted exclusively to designing and 

manufacturing all types of DIMENSIONAL INDICATING GAGES 
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amore than 8,000,000 parts 

they built the die in a 

Danly precision makes every Danly 
Die Set a reliable base for the finest 

die work. Time is saved in the die 
shop because Danly Die Sets are 

square and true . . . they assure longer 
production runs in the press because 
precision closure protects die parts 
Standard Danly Die Sets are quickly 
available from a nationwide system 

of completely stocked assembly 
branches.” Just phone for fast de- 

livery, and for the finest in die set 
precision, always specify Danly. 

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC. 
2100 South Laramie Ave., Chicago 50, Illinois 



SPOT NEWS of Metalworking 

® rien ags huge presses, one of 75,000-ton capacity. v » built by group of press mam 
cturers for Air Force at cost of $200 million. All but tw asses (mostly forging presse: 

e used in uit tion of 1luminum and magnesium plan arts by such firms as 
olds, Alcoa, Kaiser an Wy rman-Gordon, but will be owned by rernment. The largest 
which will take two years to build, will be 2% times size of biggest ] 
Germany by Russia after the war 

wy French reconversion to military production has started. Renault 
near Pc iris and is < I ng tractor factory for light-tank m« maser ce 

I -tracks and self Pr slled automatic guns. Somua is turning out |! 
oduci ng automat > weap and military vehicles. a itil is assemblin 

md diesel trucks. Delahaye is making a French jeep. 

} w steel propeller blades are being extruded successfully at 
ian, Mich., experimental plant of Air Force. Extrusion saves 
third in material and much machining work. Previously 
and back sections have been assembled and brazed or made 

in sections and flash-welded. 

Over $800,000 in steel reconversion charges was paid last month by independent aut 
nobile company to get steel required to meet its production schedules. 

45-hour week urged by C. E. Wilson of General Motors got as cold ¢ a } seaction in a 
is from UAW-CIO and other unions. “Fair Dealers’ won't give up time-and-c-half 
after 40 hours. They didn’t during the wartime 48-hour week. 

5-year buying contract and accelerated amortization are most the government 
offer now,to expand aluminum production 1-billion pounds. idea is for compa 
take this deal and see how much money they can raise on their own, with 
] or even a government guarantee of a private bank loan. 

All ee machines at new Ford engine plant at Cleveland wil! 
controls, which shut down machine when tool fails or is off-size, 
to or rat r any other tools needing to be changed during shutdown 

Nine etnenee plants will be partly reopened shortly, 
re: Elwood plant at Joliet, Ill.; Kansas pla 

Tex 7 reveport, La., plant; Wahoo, Ne 
1t Radford, Va.; Ravenna plant at Ay 

@ One midwest maker of household appliances, 
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Operator placing pistons on loading 
pins. Movement of the loading lever 
controls the automatic machine cycle. 

Two Style 112-C Ex-Cell-O Precision 
Boring Machines finish eighteen sur- 
faces of the parts shown in the drawings 
at right below. One machine finishes 8 
surfaces at the net rate of 1046 pieces 
per hour; the companion machine fin- 
ishes 10 surfaces at the net rate of 640 
pieces per hour. The parts are auto- 
motive shock absorber pistons, approxi- 
mately one inch in diameter. 

The spindles, four on each machine, 
operate continuously. Work loading 
equipment and automatic ejection of 
finished parts contribute to the 
extremely fast machine cycles. 

Whether your work involves precision 
machining in large volume or in small 
lots you'll find that it’s economical to 
use standard machines whenever pos- 
sible. Ask your Ex-Cell-O representative 
for complete information on standard 
Ex-Cell-O Precision Boring Machines. 

50-20 

EX-CELL-O CORPORATION wenc.: 

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION MACHINE 
DRILL JIG BUSHINGS + AIRCRAFT AND M 



Unless the appearance of Red Chinese troops in 
Korean fighting means a full-scale war or a 
long-drawn out campaign 

Look for a cut-back in the speed and extent of U.S 
mobilization plans 

The decision now is for a slower, but steadier build- 
up of the West’s armed might 

It results from economists’ fears over the letdown 
bound to follow the $60-billion-a-year peak 
rate in defense spending to have been hit in 
June 1952 

Another reason: the sudden realization by top mili- 
leaders that (with initial planning) “Un- 
we go to war before 1955, our whole fi 

ng machine will be obsolete by the time 
sally need it.” 

There’s also the very real political problem of talk- 
ing the voters into supporting a high level of 
mobilization over long periods of relative peace 

e 7 . 

A good example of the sort of thing that’s going on: 
four weeks ago, Administration leaders were 
talking about a $36-billion-a-year rate of de- 
fense expenditures by next June. Now the 
figure you hear mentioned is $25 billion 

It's not so much the “after-Korea” letdown as it 
the result of taking a second, saner look 
where we're going. Right after June 25 
real need was simply to do something 
thing 

The full effect on business won't be felt immediately. 
There won't be too many changes in contracts 
already let. It would take continued pressure 
from military procurement officers to get mili- 
tary contractors to meet specified delivery 
schedules anyhow. That pressure won't be 
applied. 

There will be some—but not many—cut-backs in 
delivery schedules already in force. 

There'll be considerable easing up in delivery sched- 
ules that are still to be written into future 
contracts. 

e . - 

It will still mean a 3-to-3.5-million man fighting 
force 

But there'll be a lot less buying for storage. For in- 
stance, Air Force was planning to buy a 
considerable number of aircraft first—for stor- 
age in case of war. Many would have become 
obsolete without ever having been flown, un- 
less we got into a major war 

More emphasis will! be placed on keeping the force 
modern and mobile, and on a stable, healthy, 
expanding industrial economy 
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Washington 

Less will be placed on the volume of military ma- 
teriel on hand at any particular point 

It will mean, sooner or later, an easing of contro! 
both of those already imposed and of thos« 
still to come 

Both NSRB and NPA are way behind the ideas « 
lined above 

~ - ” 

German snorkel submarines—under construction it 
both the U.S. and Russia—have made World 
War II's 15-18 knot cargo ships o 
ting ducks 

They're the main reason the Administration is toy 
ing with the idea of building 50, 22-knot ocea! 
freighters at $250 million a year for the next 
four vears 

Look for the Administration to ask Congress [ 
money to at least start the program 

Odds are Government will have to build them o: 
their own without industry help. I 
operators aren't interested, due to ! 
ing costs at the speeds indicated 

Shortage of steel would be no problem. Defens: 
chiefs would rather have three high-spec¢ 

slower World War II ships than ten of the 
models 

Almost 9 million tons of high-grade steel wou 
result from scrapping the 1500-odd War II 
merchant ships now in the laid-up reserv« 

A woman's privilege—NSRB changed its mind at 
the last minute on procedures for applying 
for 5-year amortization. Final word is: appl 
to NSRB first, not to the mobilization agen 
concerned with your particular industry 

e s o 

More hope for shipbuilding: Great Lak« 
interests want to build five more 
speed—610 feet long, 19 knot 
They would be in addition to 
ore carriers already on order o1 
truction; would be built somewhe1 

East Coast and would be in operation in 1951 
Right now big problem of the Great Lakes ore car- 

riers is talking Washington into letting 
houldn't 

trouble; transportation for ore 
have enough steel. They 

short-term worry 
Moore-McCormack Lines has agreed to build tw 

$25-million, 23,000-gross ton, 23-knot, 647-ft 
passenger liners for the South American rur 

And, Government is trying to get private operators 
interested in building some high-speed tanke 
that would be convertible to fleet oiler 



Shettield Bank 

u 

“Withdrawals without waiting—and at a cost of little 
more than handling charge.’ 

That's the Sheffield Crushtrue Roll Bank service on rolls 
for crush-dressing grinding wheels for threaded and 
other profiled work. 

Crushtrue Rolls for any standard U.S. thread form 8 to 32 
pitch are always “on deposit” awaiting your “withdrawal”. 
Identical service can be arranged for any special thread 
or other profile. 

Only once do you pay the full price for any NEW specific 
roll. Thereafter, merely return your roll requiring regrind- 
ing, a replacement will be shipped usually within 24 
hours at a nominal price much lower than the cost of a 
new roll. This can go on indefinitely, as long as the 
“depositor” desires, 

To enjoy savings and dividends by “opening an account” 
at Sheffield, let us know of your requirements. Call, wire 
or write for data on cylindrical and surface Crushtrue 
grinding equipment. 

NA ¢ 1] / ie of ad corporation 

Dayton 1, Ohio, U. S. A. 

GAGES + MEASURING INSTRUMENTS + MACHINE TOOLS + CONTACT SERVICES « THREADING TOOLS 
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Detroit 

You can see the automobile market withering be- 
fore your eyes. The near-fall of Korea started 
the slowdown. The oncoming of cooler weather 
exaggerated the downgoing—the second year 
in a row that seasonal influences manifested 

More notable, end-product curtailment would leave 
a sour taste in the mouths of those planning 
substantial model change. Their view would 
be: Why put out more attractive goods when 
we can’t build all we can sell? 

themselves since the war. The stiffer credit months ahead, therefore, can be critical so far 
restrictions was the coup de grace in mid- as new model planning goes. If cutbacks are 
October. ordered early in 1951 (or before that), year- 

Good dealers are still delivering all the cars they can to-year tooling may be shortened 
get. But there are more weak ones than good an early clue, watch Washington. If the muni- 
ones. The weak ones began to wail. The statis- tions bill is big, you can expect curtailments 
tics were on their side: In Wayne county, for 
example, the daily average of deliveries fell 
to 457 new and 185 used cars, after the credit automobile output will improve 
tightening, against 706 and 349 immediately e e e 
before. 

and the progression of events above. If it’s 
passed in more modest size, the chances for 

the time being, though, machinery shops get 
more heavily loaded by the week. As yet 
there’s little military work—civilian goods 

absorb all the cars that can be built between makers seem to be figuring that completed 
now and the end of the 1950 model runs—which 
means through this calendar year. Further, 
the manufacturing schedules for the first quar- 
ter are at the same rate as today’s swollen 
volume of 175,000 jobs or so a week 

Those kinds of numbers didn’t change factory opin- 
ion. The company view: The market can amply 

tools (whenever they can use them) are bet 
ter than money in the bank. 

Delivery schedules of leading tool and die shops in 
the Detroit area are lengthening. As of Octo- 
ber, jigs and fixtures were being quoted for de 

o e . livery on an average 5-week basis—about 
week longer than last spring’s promise 

Gages were being offered somewhat under 3-week 
delivery, slightly longer than last spring. The 

While schedules stay high for January-February- 
March, inward hopes are somewhat lowe! 
Steel companies are telling auto men that they 
have no cause to push for first quarter steel average sheet metal die promised was five 
that they'll be on allocation by then. The auto weeks, against less than four weeks six months 

companies see no actual proof at hand, so they ago. Forging dies are available between six 
are going ahead with full-blown plans. But and seven weeks, slightly longer than last 

they know that NPA is thinking in terms of SPtsng 
an end-product curtailment order, on top of e © ° 
the recent credit shortenings The organism which was the Tank-Automotive Cen 

End-product curtailment would have the effect of 
stiffening prices, perhaps even beyond the tags now the Ordnance Tank-Automotive Cente: 

ter during the war has been reactivated. It’ 

first set out for 1951 models. Reason: Amortiza- Address: the one-time International Detrola 
tion of fixed costs over shorter runs. That plant, 1501 Beard, Detroit 9, Mich. There is 
would restore, in turn, the sagging used car being concentrated procurement, development 
prices engineering, et 

BUICK DYNAFLOW TRANSMIS 
SION parts were produced on the Cin 
cinnati Flamatic Hardening Machine 
No. 2, exhibited at the Chicago Metal 
Show (see pl176). Some 3000 primary 
pump hubs were processed during the 
show. Here, John Stout (left) Buick 
metallurgist, Phil Hewett, Engineering 
Dept. manager of Cincinnati Milling 
Machine Co., and two of the many 
visitors watch Ken Youngdahl! operate 
the machine. The Flamatic setup was 
a duplicate of the actual setup at 
Buick In the process, high temper 
ature flames heat the part rapidly 
confining heat to desired area and 
electronic temperature contro) holds 
surface temperature within such close 
limits that distortion is reduced t i 
minimum, and subsequent corrective 
operations are usually unnecessary 
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ALLISON STEEL MFG. CO., 
zona, relies on one track-type Carlton 3-A 
Radial Drill for its structural steel drilling. 
Allison officials tell us that with their Carl- 
ton they are ‘now contracting for work 
which in the past we were not in a posi- 
tion to do competitively." 

And a Carlton Radial .. . either with track- 
type or stationary base ... can improve 

Phoenix, Ari- 

E CARLTON RADIAL 

" loed the got at ALLISON STEEL 

your competitive position, too... because 
Carltons give you easier, faster and more 
profitable radial operation. 

Carlton Radial Drills are manufactured with 
standard bases and standard equipment in 
sizes from 3-ft. arm 9-in. column to 12-ft. 
arm 26-in column. For complete informa- 
tion, get the ‘hole’ story, 
send today for bulletin 3-A. 

TWE CARLTON MACHINE TOOL CO 

THE CARLTON MACHINE TOOL CO. 

CINCINNATI 25, OHIO 
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Machine tool orders continue to pour in so fast that 
delivery dates are lengthening still further 
This trend will not be halted the next few 
months. 

The ratio of defense business to the total is growing 
slowly. But most defense tooling is yet to be 
placed. Huge programs loom in the aircraft 
field. To name only a few: increase in jet 
engine facilities at Westinghouse’s Kansas City 
plant; expansion of General Electric’s jet pro- 
duction, probably at Lockland, Ohio; Ford's 
tooling for Pratt & Whitney engine output at 
Chicago 

A substantial guided-missiles tooling program wil! 
go along with aircraft expansion. General Elec- 
tric, for one, has a guided missiles contract 
which has been kept under wraps up to now 
t will take large numbers of machine tools 

With heavy pressure to produce as many machine 
tools as quickly as possible, builders are run- 
ning second and third shifts. In some cases, the 
work-week has been pushed up to 55 to 60 
hours. Employees of a few companies, how- 
ever, are rebelling at working on Saturdays 
Added manpower is very hard to get, almost 
impossible in certain machine tool centers 

Worried over materials supplies, the industry's ad- 
visory committee to NPA has asked for a 

+ blanket priority to enable builders to secure 
steel, copper and component parts. A_ task 
force of this committee has prepared a brief 
for NPA forth 
priority should be granted 

setting reasons why such 

DO orders are a source of trouble for machine tool 
builders because many of these orders have no 
legal status. They are used in error by buyers 
or perhaps deliberately to speed up deliveries 
of machines intended for civilian-goods pro- 
duction 

Result is that builders are being advised in self- 
defense to get in touch with purchasers who 
place DO orders to find out what contracting 
officer in armed services authorized them 
Machine tool orders given out directly by 
services or AEC carry a DO-21 rating. Those 
assigned to prime contractors to get specific 
tools needed to fill defense-contract require- 
ments call for a DO-98 form 
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New Tooling 

Washington has set up lately an almost complet« 
road block so far as machine tool export 
licenses to western Europe are concerned 
Large numbers are reported to have been held 
up until Washington is satisfied that European 
buyers will not use them to make goods fo 
shipment to eastern Europe 

Assurances have been given the machine too! i: 
dustry by Department of Commerce, howeve 
that license applications long pending will be 
acted upon very soon. Some of these app! 
tions go back months 

om - ” 

Testimony on excess-profits tax will be presented 
for machine tool industry before Congressiona 
committee on Nov. 21 by Frederick Blackall 
Jr., president Taft-Peirce and first vice presi 
dent NMTBA. Base period in pending tax bill 
(1946-1949) would put machine tool 
at grave disadvantage. Their profits in those 
years were low compared with most industrie 
because of the postwar recession which |! 
machine tool sales 

e e e 

French machine-tool production this year will equal 
1949 volume, which was double prewar total 
Industry numbers 200 companies, but only few 
employ as many as 1000 men. Poland, Argen 
tina, Hungary and Benelux are best export 
customers 

British machine tool industry has turned down 
proposal by builders in other European coun 

} ? we ries to stage a joint annual show rotated 
tween Paris, London, Hanover and Liege. First 
of cycle will be at Paris next spring 

British have decided to stick by plan to hold own 
show at Olympia (London) every four year 
next in 1952. No foreign machine is shown at 
Olympia except through British agent as « 
hibitor 

Japan as a possible market for U.S. machine tool 
during coming years will be surveyed soon by 
representative of Amertoo] Services, Inc., ex 
port selling agency for group of machine 
builders. 

Feeling is that Japanese industry may be rehabil 
tated to some extent after peace treaty né 
gotiated. At least one American builder 
said to have a Japanese order on his books a 
present 
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E CARLTON RADIAL 

does The got at MAISON STEEL 

ALLISON STEEL MFG. CO., Phoenix, Ari 
zona, relies on one track-type Carlton 3-A 
Radial Drill for its structural steel drilling. 
Allison officials tell us that with their Carl- 
ton they are ‘‘now contracting for work 
which in the past we were not in a posi- 
tion to do competitively." 

And a Carlton Radial .. . either with track- 
type or stationary base ... can improve 

your competitive position, too... because 
Carltons give you easier, faster and more 
profitable radial operation. 

Carlton Radial Drills are manufactured with 
standard bases and standard equipment in 
sizes from 3-ft. arm 9-in. column to 12-ft. 
arm 26-in column. For complete informa- 
tion, get the ‘‘hole’’ story, 
send today for bulletin 3-A. 

TWE CARLTON MACHINE TOOL CO 

THE CARLTON MACHINE TOOL CO. 
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Machine tool orders continue to pour in so fast that 
delivery dates are lengthening still further 
This trend will not be halted the next few 
months 

The ratio of defense business to the total is growing 
slowly. But most defense tooling is yet to be 
placed. Huge programs loom in the aircraft 
field. To name only a few: increase in jet 
engine facilities at Westinghouse’s Kansas City 
plant; expansion of General Electric’s jet pro- 
duction, probably at Lockland, Ohio; Ford’s 
tooling for Pratt & Whitney engine output at 
Chicago 

A substantial guided-missiles tooling program wil! 
go along with aircraft expansion. General Elec- 
tric, for one, has a guided missiles contract 
which has been kept under wraps up to now. 
It will take large numbers of machine tools 

With heavy pressure to produce as many machine 
tools as quickly as possible, builders are run- 
ning second and third shifts. In some cases, the 
work-week has been pushed up to 55 to 60 
hours. Employees of a few companies, how- 
ever, are rebelling at working on Saturdays 
Added manpower is very hard to get, almost 
impossible in certain machine tool centers 

Worried over materials supplies, the industry's ad- 
visory committee to NPA has asked for a 
blanket priority to enable builders to secure 
steel, copper and component parts. A task 
force of this committee has prepared a brief 
for NPA setting forth reasons why such 
priority should be granted 

a aa . 

DO orders are a source of trouble for machine too] 
builders because many of these orders have no 
legal status. They are used in error by buyers, 
or perhaps deliberately to speed up deliveries 
of machines intended for civilian-goods pro- 
duction 

Result is that builders are being advised in self- 
defense to get in touch with purchasers who 
place DO orders to find out what contracting 
officer in armed services authorized them 
Machine tool orders given out directly by 
services or AEC carry a DO-21 rating. Those 
assigned to prime contractors to get specific 
tools needed to fill defense-contract require- 
ments call for a DO-98 form 
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New Tooling 

Washington has set up lately an almost complete 
road block so far as machine tool export 
licenses to western Europe are concerned 
Large numbers are reported to have been held 
up until Washington is satisfied that European 
buyers will not use them to make goods fo1 
shipment to eastern Europe 

Assurances have been given the machine too! in- 
dustry by Department of Commerce, howeve! 
that license applications long pending will be 
acted upon very soon. Some of these applica 
tions go back months 

Testimony on excess-profits tax will be presented 
for machine tool industry before Congressional 
committee on Nov. 21 by Frederick Blackall 
Jr., president Taft-Peirce and first vice presi 
dent NMTBA. Base period in pending tax bill 
(1946-1949) would put machine tool build 
at grave disadvantage. Their profits in thos 
years were low compared with most industries 
because of the postwar recession which |} 
machine tool sales 

. * * 

French machine-tool production this year will equa! 
1949 volume, which was double prewar tota 
Industry numbers 200 companies, but only few 
employ as many as 1000 men. Poland, Argen 
tina, Hungary and Benelux are best export 
customers 

British machine tool industry has turned down 
proposal by builders in other European coun- 
tries to stage a joint annual show rotated be- 
tween Paris, London, Hanover and Liege. First 
of cycle will be at Paris next spring 

British have decided to stick by plan to hold owr 
show at Olympia (London) every four year 
next in 1952. No foreign machine is shown at 
Olympia except through British agent as « 
hibitor 

Japan as a possible market for U.S. machine tool 
during coming years will be surveyed soon by 
representative of Amertool Services, Inc., ex- 
port selling agency for group of machine tool 
builders. 

Feeling is that Japanese industry may be 
tated to some extent after peace treaty is ne- 

rehabili- 

gotiated. At least one American builde1 
said to have a Japanese order on his books at 
present 
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Look at these test results: 

@ 90° at 98 below! The sample here was flame-cut from 
1’ plate. Then it was chilled to -98°F, and bent to a full 
90° angle. Even though the raw, flame-cut edge made up 
the outer radius of the bend, there was no sign of failure! 

Ww 100% WELD STRENGTH—Tensile tests on welded specimens 
like these prove that welds on CaRILLoY T-SrTeev are 100 
efficient. Welds develop the full strength of the parent 
metal. Note that breaks occur outside the heat-affected zon 

) Spex ial pre-heating or post heating treatments are fr 
quired beyond those used with ordinary structural steels 

is 
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THIS REMARKABLE COMBINATION OF PROPERTIES 

7. High yield strength of 100,000 psi minimum. 

Z. Strong and ductile even at 100 below zero! 

3. Readily weldable - - without loss of strength or ductility. 

HEE is a new alloy steel developed espe- 
cially for heavy-duty equipment that 

must withstand a lot of abuse in all sorts of 
in the scorching heat of summer 

yet with all 
climates 
and the bitter cold of winter 
this, it’s a steel that can be easily gas-cut and 
readily welded. 

U'S’S CartLLoy T-STEEL was developed 
by Carnegie-Illinois research. It provides a 
unique combination of superior strength and 
unusual ductility. This low carbon alloy steel 
can actually be welded and gas-cut as readily 
as structural carbon steel. 

Plates of CARILLOY T-STEEL from 14“ up 
to 2” in thickness have a minimum yield 
strength of 100,000 psi even after welding and 
gas-cutting. Despite this very high strength, 
T-Steel will remain tough and ductile at any 
climatic temperature. That’s why CARILLOY 
T-STEEL is made to order for heavy-duty 
equipment that must operate out-in-the-open 
under high impact loads and without danger 
of failure. 

CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL 
COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO - 

The full strength of CartLLtoy T-STEEL 
can be utilized in designing welded construc- 
tion because the high physical properties are 
not affected by welding or gas-cutting. 

U-S'S CariLtoy T-STEEL has been devel- 
oped for use in the form of plates and bars. Its 
nominal hardness is 250 Brinell. For abrasive 
conditions, where high hardness and toughness 
and weldability are essential, hardness up to 
320 Brinell minimum can be furnished. 

SEND THE COUPON 

Carnegie-Ilinois Steel Corporation 
Room 4207, Carnegie Building 
Pittsburgh 30, Pa 

Please send me a copy « 

Name 

CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 
TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY, BIRMINGHAM 

UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY, WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS, COAST-TO-COAST « UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK 

@ Carillo Steels 

ELECTRIC FURNACE OR OPEN HEARTH * COMPLE PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN CHICAGO AND PITTSBURGH 
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Gaging Metalworking 
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140-— of Metalworking Production 
ducted 1020 =I , 4. 
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Metalworking at Postwar Peak; Trend Still Up 

Metalworking is at a new peak except for World el with many comp 
War II. It is likely to go up higher. Only one ation is particularly bad 

or is causing concern. That is chance of is taking about 40% of act 
itbacks in civilian-goods output before de- its stockpile. Government 

fense work can take up the slack to continue indefinitely 
It's a safe bet that Metalworking will continue to Some users involved in defense work 

run at limit of available materials and n lan- rific increase 1n copper requirement 
power. Durable goods makers are swamped half of 1951. They don’t see wh 
with orders. Backlogs have expanded almost sibly can get all the tonnage 
miraculously. And no letdown is in sight sion deals are helping 

e e ° problem for certain 
New credit curbs are hitting auto sales hard. Hou n steel 

ing applications were high before credit 1 ° 
housing starts Nickel promises to become th 

may run contra-seasonal in November and te! 
December! 

trictions were applied. Thus 
ial of all. Management 

working companies are ad\ 
on officials to find nickel substit 

consumers got under wire before excise tax took 
Television sales were up at end of October. Rea 

effect 
ae Military Need for Metals Up 

But downturn in autos and appliances, for example Threefold from Last Year 
will be more than offset by gains in other prod 
icts, including defense items STEEL ALUMINUM -OPPER 

. . * a ‘ Best illustration of trend: one large steel uss = mamma Te. 
fourth quarter requirements are 

— §_————— 

substantially 
eater than in third quarter. And first quar- 

needed tonnage will be even bigge: 
— _ _ 

Demand for almost all kinds of steel is in exces 
supply. Conversion arrangements and import 

from Britain and western Europe 
somewhat. All sorts of devices 

used. For one, some customers are 
ing sheet allotments in form of l cous 

NTAGE litting them into strip widths 
Large steel mills are expected to follow small n 

PER few months 
High scrap prices and current wage demand | 
are blamed ) JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE 

Copper, nickel, zinc and aluminum are more critical 1950 195! 1950 1950 195! 

in general price increases the next 
+} 
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IN DE X 

oct. SEPT. 
‘50 ‘50(p) 

281* 279 

Machinery 248 
Electrical Manufacturing 312 
Automobiles, Trucks 265 264 203 
Transportation Equipment 286 279 
Other Metalworking 303 303 230 

AMERICAN MACHINIST'S INDEX OF METALWORKING PRODUCTION is | 
based on manhours worked in the five components above 

(r) Revised 

Zinc is in much the same fix as copper, with Wash- 
ington insisting upon stockpiling around 30% 
of the monthly output. Stocks in hands of 
producers are at a 25-year low. 

e rs e 
Speed of price inflation has slowed. Average of 

wholesale prices, which went up 4% in first 
month after Korea, hasn’t moved up in last 
month. Altogether, it is up about 7.5% since 
Korean invasion. 

Heavy pressures will be exerted in months ahead 
An extra $17 billion of defense spending will 
be poured into the economy, which’'won’t have 
any offset in goods for consumers. At same 
time, more billions are going into workers’ 
hands as result of fifth-round wage increases 
Workers, too, will be on the job longer hours 
with much overtime involved 

me . oo 
What’s worrying many metalworking companies 

most is manpower. That is especially true of 
machinery-building companies. They have lost 
many people to consumer goods industries the 

last few years, and now can’t get them back 
Cities which have new automotive plants are having 

the worst headaches. In general, automobile 
companies are paying higher wages than 
those prevailing in community and draw work- 
ers from other plants 

. ” . 
Automobile industry should turn out about 5 mil- 

lion cars and trucks next year, according to 
latest calculations, as against 74%-8 million 
this year. Cut is likely to be solely in pas- 
senger Cars. 

Motor trucks will be stimulated by military pro- 
gram, with total output equal to 1950. Big 
increase is assured in heavy-duty trucks for 
defense program 

« . . 
Some automotive suppliers, thanks to big-truck pro- 

duction next year, don’t expect to suffer at all 
in 1951 compared with '50. Example: bearing 
manufacturers. 

ie ° - 
Screw machine products makers have 25% more 

business than anticipated this year. Backlogs 
have doubled since Jan 1, and shipments to- 
day are twice those in May on monthly basis 

Government orders have appeared only within last 
30 days. Heavy buying since Korea, therefor« 
is looked upon as partly inventory-building by 
customers. A lag may come in purchases by 
civilian-goods makers. Whether it will be off 
set by war orders is debatable. Most of such 
orders are for materials destroyed in bi 
shooting war, now non-existent 

e . 7. 
NPA’s new aluminum order follows closely t! 

of its earlier steel order (AM, Oct. 30 
Fabricators are not required to accept 
orders for shipment in any one month 
excess of 25% of average monthly shipmer 
during first eight months of 1950 

WEEKLY BUSINESS INDICATORS 

Business Week Index of Activity (1923-1925 
Steel ingot operations (% of capacity) 
Electric power output (million kilowatt hours) 
Production of automobiles and trucks 
Engineering construction awards (Eng. News-Rec 

NTHLY BUSINESS NDICATORS 

Index of industrial production* (1935-1939 100) 

Preceding Year 
Weer Ago 
223.5 159.3 
102.6 8.8 
6,503 5,433 

187,52! 188,323 137,651 
lion) $199.7 $245.1 $169.9 

Latest Preceding 
Quorter Quarter 
209 196 

Index of durable manufacturers’ production* (1935-1939 ] 247 236 
(millions) Durable goods manufacturers’ sales 

Electrical machinery manufacturers’ sales 

Durable goods manufacturers’ sales* (millions) 
Electrical machinery manufacturers’ new orders 
Other machinery m p 
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(millions) 
Other machinery manufacturers’ sales* (millions) 

facturer new orders (mil 

$9,975 $8,670r 7,38 
$1,168 $929r $713: 
$1,515 $1,374 $1,126r 

$13,342 $6,831r $10,5531 
(millic ) $1,597 $9341 $6561 

S$) $2,155 $1,764: $9601 
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SIX STATION AUTOMATIC INDEX 

MORRIS Mor-Speed MACHINE 

PERFORMS 28 MACHINING STEPS IN 2 CYCLES! 

Drilling, countersinking 

and reaming transmission 
torque converter primary 
pump hubs for a noted auto- 
motive manufacturer, this 

MOR-SPEED has a produc- 
tion rate of 200 pieces per 
hour at 80% efficiency. Load 4 holes 

Drill three 11/6 , — 
Drilt six 161 Roles And its accuracy is just as 

ersink six 7 - 
orsiets tree ‘Vo ROIS) automatic, since no human element is involved. 

1770] 1765 he 
Count 
Count 
Ream si* 

Multiple drilling, reaming, tapping or similar operations 

on mass production work usually mean multiple handling 

Ye hole and multiplied costs. Not so with Morris MOR-SPEED Ma- ‘ 
¥, hole 
¥% hole 
Ya hole complete parts—in less time—at lower cost—to highest 

standards. 

Drill one 
Drill one 
Drill one 

6 —Drill one 

chines, designed for specific jobs ... to produce more 

If you must meet rigid production and cost figures, con- 
sult Morris Engineers. 

“A better product 

at less cost — 

with MORRIS 

ENGINEERED PRODUCTION” 

933 HARRIET STREET CINCINNATI 3, OHIO 
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American 

Machinist 

MAGAZINE COF METALWORKING PRODUCTION * ESTABLISHED 

if Your Plant Were Bombed 

Much attention is being given to prospective 

production of war goods. But little or nothing is 

being done to protect the men and machines in 

our shops and the expanded industrial facilities 

now contemplated. 

What would you do if your plant were bombed 

tomorrow? If you have an effective plan which 

can be carried out smoothly, you are strictly in 

the minority. 

Yet our industrial centers are extremely vul- 

nerable to attack by air. What possibly could 

cripple our war potential faster than to knock 

out our factories? 

BECAUSE METALWORKING MAN- 

AGEMENT has not yet awakened to the importance 

of having ready a protection program for men 

and machines, we are taking an unusual course 

in this issue of AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

We are devoting the entire feature section of 

our editorial content to disaster control. For the 

first time, all available facts on this subject are 

gathered into a handbook for your guidance 

We urge you to study these facts carefully and 

use them to set up a workable disaster-control 

plan 

Such a plan should cover more than bombing 

and other wartime attacks. It should be a pro- 

tection against natural disasters too—fire, flood, 

earthquake and hurricane. 

AN EFFECTIVE PLAN goes far be- 

yond measures to be taken after disaster strikes 

It incorporates steps that should be taken be- 

forehand. 

To illustrate: defense measures can be em- 

bodied in new buildings, new tooling projects, 

new shop layouts. And don’t forget that efficient 

training of personnel is vital. 

A disaster-control program will cost money 

to be sure. And it will consume a lot of manage- 

ment’s time 

But its true benefits cannot be measured in 

dollars (though certain expenses will be deduc- 

tible taxwise, and some insurance premiums 

will be less). 

It’s a valuable safeguard against trouble at 

its worst. It will protect you and your employ- 

ees and your plant. It is in the national interest 

It also is in your own selfish interest 

You MAY NEVER have to make 

use of the program. But if disaster should come 

tomorrow, and you are not prepared for it, you 

may wish fervently that you had taken out such 

protective insurance today 

November 13, 1950 



blue Chios 

Cincinnati Shapers cut blue chips that are profitable 
chips. Blue chips come from tough die steels that 
present unusually tough machining problems. 

The machine must be accurate in performance, must 
deliver unusual power at the cutting tool, and must 
have great stamina. On these things hinges the 
profitable handling of these tough steels. 

Cincinnati Shapers, with their outstanding per- 
formance, are found in large numbers in tool and die 
plants everywhere. 

Our representative in your neighborhood will gladly 
consult with you on increasing accuracy and profit 
in your shop. 

Our Engineering Department is at your service. 
Ask their advice on your shaping problems. 

Write for Catalog N-3 

STEELS 

snseu:eamaeis commana 

e THREE TIMES AS TOUGH. 
By test, die steels are often three times as tough as mild 
steel—and machining demands are cornespondingly more 
severe. 

THE CINCINNATI SHAPER CO. 

CINCINNATI 25.0HIO U.S.A. 

SHAPERS - SHEARS BRAKES 



%, on b's 
4 A MENT REPORT 

A HANDBOOK FOR METALWORKING 

Disaster may strike a metalworking plant at any time. War 

would increase the chance, but peace does not eliminate it. Enemy 

attack, sabotage, carelessness, or Nature may be the cause; blast, 

fire, flood, panic, and disease may be the results. But disaster need 

not be catastrophe. Careful planning, proper preventive action, and 

training all personnel in their emergency jobs, will avert many 

disasters and limit the effects of many others. Here the editors of 

AMERICAN MACHINIST present a handbook dealing with the prin- 

cipal disasters that may befall your plant. It tells what you can do 

now, what you can do during an emergency, and how you can speed 

the task of getting back into production. The groundwork for effec- 

tive control should be laid now; when disaster strikes, it is too late. 

A SPECIAL American Machinist REPORT TO THE METALWORKING INDUSTRIES  °OPyRIcHT tw1e 8 meomaw-nut pus. co. 
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O:: Y by planning can anything construc- 
tive be achieved in combating The first 
step is to establish a smoothly working organization. 

its own staff as an inde- 
arrying out all functions 

control. But there must be a 
at least among all plants in a 

because each called upon 
to assist its It is not important that you 
use 4-ft 3-ft 
ones, but it is essential that his hose fit your hydrants. 

and function of the 
important 

proper 
disaster. 

Each plant should organize 
pendent unit capable of c 
involved in disaster 
certain uniformity, 
particular area, may be 

neighbor 
neighbor uses ax handles while your 

Uniformity of title various pro- 
tective If the 
individual in charge of the over-all scheme is desig- 
nated as Plant Defense Coordinator (the usual title) 
in one plant, the title should be in all, or 
there is bound to be confusion when plants 

groups is always highly 

same used 
combine 

for mutual assistance. 
This job demands immediate attention. It is use- 

less to wait for a declaration of war before adopting 
a protection plan. Our annual national loss from 
fire is 75% greater than the estimated property dam- 
age in Great Britain during two years of the Ger- 
man blitz. This factor alone is sufficient reason to 
justify whatever cost and trouble may be involved 
in self protection, without considering the damage 
that might be caused by enemy action 

L The Organization 

The first step is to designate one, person, the Plant 
Defense Coordinator, to take full charge of all pro- 
tective activities. He should be of executive rank 
with power to make decisions, and should, more- 
over, be sufficiently robust to stand the arduous 
duties that will devolve upon him if an emergency 

should be exempt from 
also be appointed 

arises. As far as possible, he 
military service. A deputy must 
with power to assume full command if his chief is 
absent or becomes a casualty. It is particularly im- 
portant that the PDC’s regular duties keep him at 
the plant for the greater part of his time. If the 
plant operates on more than one shift, a deputy 
and must be appointed for shift. 
These need not necessarily be executives, as they 
will report to the PDC, but it is advisable that they 
be accustomed to taking charge of men. The logi- 
cal choice would be the shift superintendents. 

Because any protective scheme is doomed to fail- 
ure unless it has the whole-hearted cooperation of 
the entire plant personnel, it is absolutely necessary 
that shop stewards or other representatives of labor 
take a part in the planning. They must be made to 
see that measures are taken are for the 
protection of the workers 

And if 
inspecting lunch 

assistant each 

whatever 
lives and jobs of the 

of the 
like 

not for saving the property > owners 
ome of these prove irksome 

ORGANIZATION CHART FOR PLANT PROTECTION 

—— 
MANAGEMENT 

LIAISON— CIVIL AUTHORITY __ 
COMMUNICATIONS — TRANSPORTATION l i = — 

PLANT DEFENSE COORDINATOR 

i & NEARBY PLANTS 

| | I Sica ics) 

FIRE CHIEF | | ou 
= k 

POLICE CHIEF MEDICAL DIRECTOR RESCUE & 

I 

SALVAGE CHIEF AIR RAID WARDEN 

1 

| PLANT INSPECTION 
| 
| AIR RAID WARDENS 

r } | 
| = 

PLANT GUARDS HOSPITAL & PROTECTION OF PLANT 
FIRST AID STATIONS | & EQUIPMENT 

i I I : I if | 
FIRE BRIGADE | EMPLOYEE CONTROL TRAFFIC CONTROL GAS & 

DECONTAMINATION 
| PLANT INSPECTION 
| & REPAIR 

1 1 a be IGE 
INCENDIARY BOMB FIGHTING UNITS PROCESS SHUTDOWN 

{ 
UNEXPLODED MISSILES | BLACKOUT | 

| AMBULANCE SERVICE & CAMOUFLAGE 

I eee 

RESCUE UNITS 

FIRE TRAINING 
FOR EMPLOYEES 

128 

I L 
EMPLOYEE ANITATION CONTROL BLAST PROTECTION 

I ae 
| CLEAN-UP, PLANT & | FIRST AID TRAINING pent yng 
i. 
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pails or cleaning up dark corners—they are an es- 
sential part of the entire national security program 

Directly responsible to the PDC will be the chiefs 
of the fire dep’t, police, medical operations, main- 
tenance squads, and the chief air-raid warden. Each 
of these men should be selected with great care, 
and should also have a deputy. As far as possible, 
each should be fully familiar with all parts of the 
plant and should have some knowledge of the field 
in which he is to serve. He must also possess quali- 
ties of leadership, moral and physical courage, and 
good common sense 

A rigger or ex-sailor might be a good choice to 
head the rescue group; the plant doctor or a former 
medical corpsman would be the logical head of the 
first-aid group. The master mechanic or machine 
repair foreman could take charge of the salvag« 

In the largest plants it may be necessary to ap- 
point a director of training, but in most cases the 
PDC would take care of this phase as far as con- 
cerns making arrangements and general supervision 
However, each group chief should be made re- 
sponsible for selecting his own personnel from the 
available volunteers, and for supervising thei 
training and equipment 

Cooperation Is All-lmportant 

One of the first tasks of the PDC is to establish 
liaison with the local civilian defense organization. 
Nation-wide plans are now being made for civil 
defense, and are already in operation in many 
localities. Under the setup in many states, the 
civilian defense director is given the broadest pow- 
ers, and it is essential that plant protection plans 
be coordinated with those of the municipality. Even 
if a particular area is not attacked, there still re- 
mains the problem of evacuation from damaged 
areas, and plants may be required to furnish trans- 
portation, to house refugees in warehouses or other 
available space, and possibly to feed them from 
plant cafeterias. Plant defense groups may also be 
required to go to the assistance of those in other 
areas, and it may even be advisable for neighboring 
plants to effect a temporary interchange of person- 
nel so each may become somewhat familiar with the 
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physical layout of the other’s plant, including loca- 
tion of shelters, fire hydrants and first-aid posts. 

Where a civil defense plan is in operation, arrange- 
ments can usually be made for training the plant 
groups with the civic groups. Otherwise, the assist- 
ance of the Red Cross should be sought for a course 
in first aid. If this is not available, a local physician 
may be induced to give the necessary instruction 
In a major catastrophe, such as an atomic bombing, 
here will not be sufficient hospital space available, 

or even means of transporting casualties to hospitals, 
and it may be necessary to hold the wounded in 
temporary shelters for a considerable time. Hence, 
rst-aid instruction should go beyond mere splints 

and bandages, as the corpsman may be required to 
give plasma injections, sedatives, and treatment for 
major injuries 

Firemen may be instructed by the local fire com- 
missioner or fire chief, and arrangements might be 
made with a construction or wrecking company to 
show the salvage and rescue men how to handle 
heavy weights and work safely amid debris 

As concerns radioactivity, it has been pointed out 
that danger from this source is virtually over 10 

the blast. However, there may be danger- 
ously contaminated areas to be investigated. This 
is not a job with which the individual plant owner: 
needs concern himself. Under present plans it is ar- 
ranged that the civil defense authorities will handle 
this phase. However, it is advisable that the PDC 
ave some knowledge of the hazards involved 

It desirable that as many as possible in each 
oup receive full training, but where group train- 

ing is not possible, the leaders should receive the 
instruction and pass it on to their rank and file 
It is recommended that all training be on company 
time, or that compensation be made for personal 
time devoted to training, provided attendance at 
classes is regular and progress satisfactory 

It might be well to mention here that under Sec. 
XXIII (A)2 of the tax laws, the expense of training 
and equipping plant protection personnel is a de- 
ductible item. It may also effect a substantial reduc- 
tion in insurance rates. 

Duties of Groups 

The number of working parties in each division 
will vary with the size of the plant, its vulnerability, 

; proximity to a natural target area, the nature of 
the work performed, and other factor sritish ex- 
perience during the last war indicated that for every 
1000 employees in an average plant, 1 party of 7 
ire hgn ters would provide adequate protection. For 

first aid there should be 2 parties of 6 for on-the-spot 
work, and 1 of 6 to work in the first-aid room. For 
rescue and salvage 1 group of 6 can take care of res- 
cuing persons trapped within wreckage, and can also 
help with the salvage operations after the disaster 

In large plants, or where debris may be unusu- 
ally heavy, it may be advisable to have one heavy 
rescue party and one or more light parties. In smalle: 
plants (500 employees or less) first aid, rescue and 
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THE ORGANIZATION .. . continues 

alvage may be performed by the same squads, but 
t is important to keep the fire squad separate so 
they can devote their entire efforts to extinguishing 
fires 

For every 50 employees there should be a warden 
whose duties consist of shepherding his group to 
designated shelter areas and taking charge of the 
helter. Wardens should have first-aid training, but 
hould not be attached to a first-aid squad 

If air raids occur, other than with atomic bombs, it 
will be necessary to appoint fire-bomb squads, as a 
part of the fire dept to deal with incendiary 
bombs before they can cause serious damage. They 
will be posted on the roof, and shelter should be 
provided against exposure to severe cold 

In the case of poison gas or atomic bomb attacks, 
a decontamination squad will be required. These 
workers will remove contaminated clothing and, if 
necessary, clean the persons of casualties before 
they are taken into the first-aid center 

Clearly defined are: 
to each squad by the respective chiefs, and no squad 

of action should be assigned 

hould leave its particular area except on direct 
orders from its chief. Squads incapacitated by cas- 
ualties or loss of equipment will report to their chief 
for reassignment 

Communications 

To insure proper functioning of all parts of the 
protective system, it is essential that headquarters 
be in constant touch with each division. The tele- 
phone is the obvious means, but this may be put 
out of service by blast, fire or falling debris, and it 
is necessary to organize a messenger service. Gener- 
ally, the younger members of the staff will be 
assigned to th 
upon them that they are not to take part in any 

work, and it should be impressed 

activities. Their job is to deliver the message 
urn for further orders. In large plants the 

se of bicycles may help to speed messenger service 
Telephone operator hould be instructed to remain 
on duty throughout the emergency unless relieved 

the PDC, and special precautions must be taken 
their safety 

‘neral alarm is usually given by gong, 
or siren, and the system should be so 

is clearly audible in all parts of 
regardless of operating noise level. It 

10uld sound long enough to give adequate warning, 
but should not * continuous. The raucous tone 

necessary to ittention but is extremely 
irritating to nerve impending danger 
and may induce hysteria mi o drown out 

] verbal instructions given by wardens 
The general alarm should be entirely separate 

from all other regular communication systems, and 
hould never be used for any purpose other than for 
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giving an actual or practice alarm. It should have 
an entirely different sound from the starting and 
quitting signal, the fire alarm, or the plant call 
system 

The control button must be readily accessible, bur 
must be protected against any possibility of acci- 
dental operation. The telephone room is usually 
considered a good location, as there is always a 
responsible person on duty, and it is not accessible 
to unauthorized personnel. Alternate switches may 
be installed in the office of the PDC and in the 
disaster headquarters room. Because a sudden ex- 
plosion frequently causes interruption of the elec- 
trical service, the alarm system should be rigged 
with emergency batteries. Should these fail, the 
alarm may be given by messengers with manual 
horns or bells. 

Despite the speed of modern aircraft, there is 
every probability that some preliminary warning 
will be given of an impending attack. This may be 
given by telephone, and the message must be trans- 
mitted immediately to the PDC. Telephone operators 
should be instructed to interrupt any other calls 
to get this one through. The general alarm will not 
be given by the operator, unless instructed by the 
PDC, or unless immediate contact cannot be made 
with him or his deputy 

PREPARATIONS FOR ATTACK... 

Once a defense organization has been set up, the 
next step is to make the physical preparations to 
render it effective. Because there must be at all 
times an active head to direct operations, one of the 
first steps must be to establish a headquarters room. 
This may be the regular office of the PDC, provided 
this is not on an upper foor exposed to local 
hazards which might quickly render it uninhabitable 
One of the greatest dangers is that of flying glass 
Glass partitions should be replaced by metal, elabo- 
rate glass lighting fixtures taken down, and windows 
protected by heavy wire mesh on the inside 

room equipped with 
facilities, 

and an emergency exit. The amount space re- 

The best place is a cellar 
emergency lighting, telephone, 

quired will depend on the size of tl lant. In small 
plants the fire chief and othe: heads will 
usually take an active part in their work and will 
report to HQ by phone or messenger. In large 
plants with many protection squads, the respective 
leaders may be required to direct operations from 
HQ, and will need desk space and telephone 
facilities. If for any reason HQ must be evacuated, 
word must be sent immediately to the heads of the 
various services, giving the new location 

Protection of personnel immediate requires 
attention. Sufficient shelters should be provided to 
house all employees, including any anticipated in- 

Not more than 
50 persons should be assigned to any one 2 
crease brought about by w 

and each person should know 
should go, and the quickest way t 
ground reinforced concrete 
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their construction does not necessarily involve lost 
capital, as they may be utilized for storage space 
when no longer needed. Under no circumstances, 
however, must they be used for any other purpose 
during the emergency period. 

An immediate survey should be made of the 
entire plant by the fire chief. Danger spots should 
be noted and steps taken to eliminate all special 
hazards. All fire protection equipment should be 
checked, and a system set up whereby all such 
equipment is inspected at regular intervals. 

Provision for blackout must be considered. No 
official announcement has been made on this sub- 
ject, but present opinion seems to be that blackout 
will not be imposed, as the efficiency of electronic 
detection devices would appear to make it inef- 
fectual. However, some thought should be given to 
the problem. Emergency lighting must also be con- 
sidered, either with a standby generator set or with 
some form of battery hookup. 

Preservation of records is also of vital importance. 
Engineering drawings, capital stock records, min- 
ute books, property deeds, ledgers, tax and inventory 
records are but a few of the many papers without 
which a company cannot hope to continue in busi- 
ness. They should be stored in a fireproof vault and, 
as an additional precaution, copied on Microfilm, or 
by some other photographic process. 

It must be remembered that in wartime a high 
percentage of the employees will be women. It is not 
advisable to segregate them from the men, but 
separate sanitary facilities must be provided in 
shelters, and a women’s section may be necessary in 
the first-aid room 
Women should be accepted for service with first- 

aid squads, as wardens, and in other emergency 
service posts. They would not normally be employed 
in rescue squads, as the work usually demands 
severe physical effort, but they could be used in 
light salvage operations. In fire fighting, they may 
not be used at first, but when manpower becomes 
depleted they may well carry on this work. British 
experience has shown that women fire fighters are 
capable of performing all the duties involved in this 
normally male service 

Above all, it is essential that there be frequent 
practice alerts at irregular intervals and without 
warning. Even the most carefully prepared plans 
will develop flaws when put into practice, and only 
rehearsals can show them up. The first one or two 
practices should be announced—lest there be a 
panic—but there should be no warning of succeed- 
ing ones. Don’t be discouraged if the first few trials 
are utter failures. Only repeated rehearsals can 
weld the entire organization into a smoothly work- 
ing unit. But if, when the disaster strikes, your 
forces snap into position, your workers file quietly 
into their shelters, your firemen are ready with 
hose and equipment, and your first-aid squads 
tanding by, ready to aid the wounded, the time, 

the energy and the money you have spent in prep- 
aration will be repaid a thousand fold 
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RADIO OPERATOR 

.»» POR LARGE PLANTS 
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BOMBING 

j, BOMBING were an unknown technique, and mar 
was put to it to develop an ideal disaste he 
could hardly invent a better way to do the job 
3ombing produces explosions, which rip walls down 

better than a hurricane, destroy dams quicker than 
rainstorms to produce flash floods, ignite stored fuels, 
gases, and chemicals which produce terrific fires, 
burst water and sewage mains to cause pestilence 
and disease, and dig craters that often compare with 
nature’s chasms. On top of all this, bombs throw 
fragments that can penetrate steel, smash intricate 
and expensive machines and instruments, and cut 
down any human within a reasonable range. T! 
pecial byproducts of the newer means of destruction 
the atom bomb—are radiation and heat flash 

these, too, add considerable damage t 
property. 

Fortunately, even in total war 
going to be bombed: nor is every square 
every industrial plant going to receive a dir 
This slight inefficiency in the technique of bombing 
provides considerable room for reducing and 

inating much of the bad effects of any bombing 
attack. As results of the bombing of England during 
he heavy raids prove, loss of property and life can 

: reduced much below the level desired by those 
who bomb; and if reasonably careful and well- 
planned precautions are taken, production by our 
ndustrial machine can be rapidly resumed 
The preventive measures described in the follow- 

sections are maximum steps that could be taken 
t is impractical and unnecessary for every 

to go to such extremes. The extent to which 
measures are followed depends on your loca- 
and the probable enemy capabilities. Right 

is unlikely that we would face anything but 
bs dropped on a few primary target areas 

-explosive and chemical attacks are hardly 
without enemy bases within say a 2500- 

idius from your plant plus enemy possession of 
long-range bombers. However, maximum 
are included should developing conditions 

advisable. You can afford to take more 
an necessary. You car afford less 

HIGH EXPLOSIVES 

Conventional bombing, with ‘block busters’ and 
similar missiles, depends on blast to do the damage 
Bomb castings made of steel do some damage, too, 

and jagged pieces spread out in all direc- 
tions. But the blast effect does the most harm by 
causing heavy air pressure to first force out, then 

as splinte: 

come back to refill the partial vacuum. This picks 
up anything in the way that is not bolted down into 
six feet of reinforced concrete or : mashes it 
about. Thus, aside from the crater by the bomb, 
most danger is from and to objects 
blast 

Fly ing debri dangerou to I 
and anything in the buildings 
self collapses building wall: 
ment, and even 
resistance 

WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW... 

Damage from blast and splinters almost com- 
pletely a function of the distance between t} 
of detonation and yo influence of 
ever is in between. Although controlling 
of-impact location ot mally ef! 
cause infra-red and photogray 
camouflage le 
day’s radar wo 
the bombees), 
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ictures bet 
point of detonation 

Personnel 

First, t protect personnel, y ‘an ild bomb 
Base them on the expe 

*p, and fit them 
necessities as 
assigned to each 

and whoeve 
emical disposa 

and game time-wasters to 
rom going a radio with 

reception to receive new ! ‘nal devices 
Emer 

fairly 
are recommer! 
protection I s sandb: 

walls ; ind One door 
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clear. After an alarm, he should be the only one 
allowed to run—not walk—to the nearest entrance 
to open it and direct traffic. He would also count 
heads so all assigned to the shelter would be in be- 
fore it was closed up. Make sure good air-raid plans 
are made, and routine drills are practiced before 
they are necessary. Getting your personnel into 
thinking along the right lines, following orders 
quickly, and doing routine emergency jobs without 
hesitation can save time, lives, and money 

A dug shelter is not essential if good under- 
ground shelter is already available at the plant 
and this means right in the plant, not across the 

rooms, storage road Underground generator 
rooms, furnace rooms, and the like can be con- 
verted into shelters by bracing them and adding 
protective walls around the doors. Even depressed 
areas in the plant—not rooms in themselves—can 
be fixed up with low walls, heavy beam ceilings, 
and sandbags or sheet steel on top. These shelters 
must be fitted out like regular dug shelters, but 
they can provide enough protection and may mean 
the difference between minor injuries and death 
for most of the working force 

Equipment 

Second, to protect equipment, you can start brac- 
ing, building, and training right now. Concentrated 
bombing, as practiced on European cities, can level 
industry to all appearances. Yet, despite the dam- 
age, it has been found that machine tools and other 
heavy equipment with a high weight-and-strength- 
to-size ratio are not seriously hurt except for direct 
hits. Take advantage of this and let the machines 
be part of the bulwark that wards off blast and 
fragment penetration 

Direct damage to machines can be sharply re- 
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duced if blasts are deflected, so build reinforced- 
concrete or brick walls around and between ma- 
chines. Locate heavy, solid, but not-too-high stacks 
of raw materials around them. Pile flat stock hor- 
izontally, and stack round and rectangular stock 
vertically—but well-braced. Avoid high piles of 
material, and especially keep stacks of small cast- 
ings low. Disperse stores and materials so a hit on 
one pile will destroy only a small percentage of 
your total supply. If possible, locate duplicate as- 
sembly and work lines in different sections of the 
plant. Organize a second toolroom, or split up the 
one you have and separate the divisions, Lay down 
duplicate or triplicate rail feeders, and run them 
into different or separated main rail lines. Decentral- 
ize, instead of centralize. It means less efficiency until 
you get adjusted to it, but it also means thinner tar- 
gets and reduced dange! 

If machines are relatively safe from ordinary 
high-explosives, the vital feeder services that make 
them work are not. Air lines, gas lines, pipelines 
of any sort, electrical systems, and conveyors are 
open to complete destruction if a bomb hits close 
The answer is to bury what you can and sectionalize 
the rest for quick repair. Duplicate lines, too, will 
help; and duplicate contro] panels, junction boxes, 
valves and accumulators, transformers, power lines 
and switches will cut lost time. Spare instruments, 
controls, motors, pumps, and machine-tool compo- 
nents like chucks, tables, tools, fixtures and stand- 
ardized fixture parts, gears and the like must be 
tored safely so they can be broken out quickly 
fter a raid. This means a long-range plan for tool- 

room work, but it may pay off handsomely 

The Plant 
Third, to protect the plant as a whole, organize 
re-fighting squads, air-raid watchers, first-aid men 

volunteer emergency squads to do dangerous work 
juring an attack, and train everyone to do fast, 
simple jobs that will save equipment and lives 
Although little can be done to protect the plant 
building—aside from bracing to strengthen walls 
ind ceilings, little things in the plant must 
saved. First-aid kits and fire extinguishers must 
be located all over the plant—and should be pro- 
tected behind wall shields, or heavy equipment 

upplies must be established Emergency wate! I 
either with underground lines or with reservoirs 
within the plant buildings 

Protection of glass, most easily broken structural 
material, is not easy. Heavy %-in. wire mesh should 
be mounted on the inside of windows to catch 
flying particles. To brace window panels firmly is 
not good practice, because a solid wall offers much 
more resistance to blast and is more likely to be 
blown over than if the windows are allowed to 
shatter to let most of the blast pass by. One source 
of flying glass to be carefully taped or surrounded 
by wire is light fixtures. These, being normally 
small in area, may be saved by strengthening the 
metal frames and supports. Glass and lamps may 
be lost, but these can be replaced easily 
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BOMBING eee continued 

WHEN THE SIREN SOUNDS... 

Complete organization for an attack will, in most 
cases, result in what normally would be considered 
confusion, bad industrial practice, and sloppy work 
Train machine operators to stop machines, grab 
valuable tools out of holders, and carry them or toss 
them into a protected corner. Train truck operators 
to leave their trucks between two valuable ma- 
chines or fixtures—which might save one, or might 
save the truck itself. Train crane operators to move 
their cranes to the center of their bays—to brace 
the rails and building. Train shop men to push 
over smal] stacks of precision castings (to get 
them to the floor), dump workpieces around tools 
that cannot be removed in a hurry, throw raw 
stock against a motor housing, and anything else 
no matter how foolish it sounds, to cover valuable 
material and equipment 

All this must be done in a few seconds, before 
everyone takes off for the shelters. As for per- 
sonnel who get caught in the plant during a raid, 
get them to learn how to pick a safe spot, get there 
fast, and stay there until the raid is over. Under a 
layout table, against a machine tool, inside a fore- 
man’s office and under the table, against any low 
obstruction would be fairly safe places. Inside 
walls are better protec itside ones, but 
all walls are dangerous an collapse 

Without good protect he best bet for per- 
sonnel is to lie flat with arm ing the head 
or back of the neck. Any hol I ‘pression is 
better than the flat floor because ast and frag- 
ments are directed out and I Good protection 
for a man can be found behind a low pile of heavy 
stock or the like. Places t ncl » racks of 
light-weight fixture ’ window 
(there is more danger from aE han any 
other single sources 
small casting 
walls and ceiling 

BACK INTO HIGH GEAR... 
The obvious thing 

the mes is not the 
time. Have machine oper: 
on machines, assembly lu 
and then start 
cleaning wait 
through the lin 
tween setup 

Equipment 
A gang 

lot toward re 
cants In dirt 
on machine way 
electrical conduit 
of on-off switchs 
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PRESSURE VS TIME AT 50 FT 

FROM IMPACT OF 500 LB HE BOMB 

Equivalent Resistance to Bomb Fragments 

MS plate 
Reinforced concrete 12 
Brick or masonry 13 
Concrete alone 15 
Ballast or broken stone 24 
Earth or sand 30 

Britiah recorda of war-tim bingas, i n Y plate was 
erforated about 15 times per 100 from the impact 

point, and about 3 times t 

controls if the 
men know what they are doing. Alternate manual 
pipe can substitute for complicate 

controls on some machines car instead of 
power feeds, until the powe 

The Plant 
To put la tructu ack workable shape 

have lars 1d-powered 
nes, crow- 

well trained, can 
manually—even i 
power tool anda 
how the most 

and put them i: hars f definite 
things Argument about aut y, ideas, and 
methods are a sure way to double lost time and 
tart Dad pe! 

for repair gang 
1e obviou 

be enough 

Personnel 
Leave the repairing of mer 

ind plant medical personn 
them draw manpower w 

to waste 

allow youl! 

intelli 
attack; courageous 

to stand up under it; 
aftermat} » OvVerco! 

oduct 
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ATOM BOMBS 

Js AN AIR BUST, the atom bomb produces a ball of 
fire which at a distance of 5.7 miles, is about 
100 times as brilliant as the sun viewed from the 
earth’s surface. Looking at this intense light, which 
lasts about 10 sec, will cause temporary blindness 
(usually half an hour, but sometimes much longer) 
The shock wave that moves out is the most destruc- 
tive result of an air burst. It will produce virtually 
complete destruction of buildings for a radius of 
about % mile from a point on the ground directly 
under the burst (ground zero). Beyond this area 
damage may be serious, but can be reduced by the 
measures for reducing blast damage described in the 
previous section. In fact, beyond the initial area of 
total destruction, the effects of the shock wave are 
essentially the same as the blast effect of high- 
explosive bombs 

Starting behind the shock wave, but soon passing 
it, are the waves of thermal and nuclear radiation 
which travel with the speed of light 

Heat Radiation 

The heat flash (thermal wave) last ly about 
3 sec. but is intense enough to start fir in com- 
bustible material for more than a mi 
cause skin burns for nearly two miles. It 
ably cause 20 to 30% of the fatalities 

Because the waves of the heat flash travel only 
in straight lines and are of such short duration, 
relatively little protection is required. Light-colored, 
loose clothing or any intervening object will provide 
adequate protection except near the point of burst 

Heat-flash burns are medically somewhat dif- 
ferent from the more familiar flame or contact burns, 
but they are treated in the same way 

Nuclear Radiation 

Four types of radiation result from the explosion 
of an atom bomb: gamma ra} rons, beta parti- 
cles, and alpha particles 
Gamma radiation and neut! are the initial 

radiation. Unlike the heat flash, they have great 
penetrating power. At distances below 2100 feet 
from the explosion (not from ground zero), all per- 
sons not protected will be killed by blast or heat fla 
before the gamma radiation can have any effect. At 
this point, 3 in. of lead, 20 in. of concrete, or 30 
of soil will pr a lethal dose of gamma 
Unprotected personnel may get a lethal dose (vari 
with individuals) a mile or more from the explo- 
sion. But at distances greater than 3000 feet, the 
conventional blast shelter with 20 in. of packed 

‘ in 7 . y | soil or 12 in. of concrete would protection 
about half of the do received 

he first second, the other half during the first 
nute. Thus if an exposed person about 4000 ft from 

the explosion can take shelter in t first second, he 
an cut the dose in half—wtl mean the 
lifference between life and death 
Neutrons have a shorter leth 
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penetrating power but they are not limited, as are 
gamma rays, to straight lines. In an air burst, they 
do not provide a significant extra hazard. They may 
cause slight residual radiation 

Residual Radiation 
The radiation beyond one minute after the explo- 

ion consists primarily of beta and alpha particles 
and is called residual radiation. In an air burst more 
than 500 ft above the ground (necessary for max- 
imum blast damage), the residual radiation on the 
ground will be negligible 

In an burst below 500 ft, a small area near 
ground zero would be uninhabitable and the air 
would be filled with radioactive dust. This dust can 
travel long distances but as it is dispersed, drops 
rapidly below lethal concentrations 

It is estimated that a ground burst would pro- 
duce serious residual radiation downwind from the 
point of explosion 

In an underwater burst there is no initial radiation 
hazard, but 
the area rece! ig “radioactive rain This is 

rious residual radiation in 

most dangerous r about 4 after the explosion, 
but may constit 1 hazard for a long time 

is the possibility that radiological poisons 
an industrial area to make it un- 

yuld ( b in the form 
I rotective clothing 

wouk ineffective. The conse- 
iological poisons are not likely to be 

1e plant is unprepared for them 

WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW... 
One person in the disaster-control organization 

hould be placed in charge of radiological control 
He should make a study of the types of radiation 
that may be encountered, the instruments for detect- 
ing and measuring radiation, the means of protec- 
tion, and the methods of decontamination 

Instruments should be procured and personnel 
trained in their use to determine the presence and 
extent of radioactive contamination 

When n l erected, if their construc- 
protection, they will be 

" i beyond a half mile 

al to remodel existing building 
shelter areas should be selected and reinforced. Base- 
ment areas will usually be the best, but may require 
additional protection overhead 

Covering windows with white material 
the danger of heat flash inside the 

before the shock wave arrives so 
ial would serve its purpose before 

yed. This material will provide no pro- 
from the shock wave and glass areas should 

ted with 42-in. wire mesh to reduce the 
from flying gla If coveralls are ordinarily 

plant, considerable protection will come 
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BOMBING... continued 

from wearing white ones rather than dark green or 
dark blue 

Medical stores to treat large quantities of burns 
should be procured and stored in the plant. These 
stores must be protected from blast and radiation 

Housekeeping should be carefully reviewed in an 
effort to reduce fires started by heat flash. Flammable 
material should be kept in covered containers 

If possible, an auxiliary water supply should be 
developed in the plant. A deep well is likely to be 
safe from radioactive contamination and will provide 
both drinking water and a supply for fire fighting 
if other sources fail. 

A great deal can be done to reduce the problems 
of residual radiation that will be faced if a plant is 
located near a body of water. In general, a smooth 
non-porous surface resists contamination more than 
a rough or porous one and is easier to free of any 
radioactivity it does acquire. Equipment should be 
painted with gloss finish paint whenever possible 

When You Get No Warning 

If an atom bomb is dropped without warning with- 
in a few miles of your plant, the first indication will 
be a sudden increase in illumination. Every employes 

@ DISTANCE FROM EXPLOSION (ft.) 
20,000 

4 ; } " * 
bean RATE SKIN BURNS 

’~ (CLEAR DAY 
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(2.7 psi) 
= , 

ENERGY OF HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAK! BOMBS 

— nd, — ew, 

10,000 

“> =e 

120 
tons TNT Equivolent 

\ 
Effects 
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should be trained in the action he is to take. It must 
be so immediate as to be almost instinctive if it 

to be effective: 
1. Don’t look at the source of light. It lasts about 

; + 10 sec.—long enough for a man to turn, look at 1 
and be blinded. The natural reaction will be to look 
at the flash. Intensive training will be necessary to 
»vercome this tendency. 

2. Take cover. If out of doors, and a building, a 
doorway, a tree, or other object is within two steps 
get behind it and crouch with your back to the 
light. Otherwise drop to the ground and curl up 

» shade your face, neck, hands, and other exposed 
areas as much as possible with your clothing. The 
first measure will protect you from both heat flash 
and gamma rays, the second from heat flash only 
But any attempt to go more than a step or two to 
shelter will prove fatal. 

Indoors, drop to the floor with back to windows or 
doors. Crawl behind a machine or under a desk if 
possible 

WHEN THE SIREN SOUNDS... 

If there is even a few minutes warning, and prope! 
advance measures have been taken, the situation is 
much better. All machinery and equipment should 
be immediately shut down if it is possible to do so 
In metalworking plants there will be few exceptions 

the rule. All persons should then proceed im- 
mediately to designated shelters 

In England during World War 
air attacks made it necessary to continue working 

II, the frequency of 

until bombs actually started dropping before tak- 
ing shelter. The possibility that atom bombs might 
be used in a future war would seem to change this, 
so that plans should be made to stop operations and 
take shelter immediately when the siren sounds 

About one minute after the explosion of an atom 
bomb, it is safe for fire fighters, wardens, rescue 
workers, and others with jobs in the disaster-control 
rganization to leave their pla f shelter and be- 

gin their assigned duties 
If the plant was far enough xplosion 

center to avoid broken glass, close windows, 
doors, and outside ventilation systems to reduce the 
chance of radioactive dust entering the plaz 

Immediate checks should be made of the extent of 
residual radiation. There should be no smoking, eat- 
ing, or drinking. Personnel should be checked im- 
mediately and decontaminated if necessary 

There is at present no practical means of decon- 
ting food or tobacco ntaminated 

available, it can be procured by distillation 
no help. Contaminated are f the plant 
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must be plainly marked and evacuated immediately 
The danger of radioactive contamination is mini- 

mized in three ways: (1) disposal by deep burial; 
(2) removal to a safe distance until activity has 
decayed to a safe level; (3) removal of the conta- 
minate. 

First attention should be given to personnel. Con- 
taminated clothing should be removed and buried 
to prevent spread of the radioactivity to unconta- 
minated areas. Exposed surfaces of the body should 
be scrubbed vigorously with water and synthetic 
detergents or soap. Pay particular attention to hair, 
nails, skin folds, and areas around body openings 
Although the scrubbing should be vigorous, be care- 
ful to avoid abrasion which would permit radio- 
active particles to enter the body. After cleaning, 
the person should be checked for contamination 
with a Geiger counter or other instrument 

Persons engaged in decontamination work should 
wear protective clothing (rubber if they a 
water), canvas or rubber boots, gloves 
fitting caps. If there is spray or dust, tl 
wear masks 

CHEMICAL 

Gas attack by bombing or spray of an industrial 
plant is possible. That it was not used in World War 
II by the Axis was probably fear of retaliation, plus 
the fact that the entire population of England and 
all the armed forces of the United Nations were sup- 
plied with respirators 

War gases, in the order of importance, are nerve 
and blister gases (which are persistent), and chok- 
ing, tear, and nose gases (which are non-persistent) 

Persistent gases are more likely to be encountered 
in industrial areas because they make the area unin- 
habitable for some time. They are liquids which 
give off invisible vapors. Both liquid and vapor a1 
dangerous. Duration of persistent ga lepends o1 
wind, temperature, and rain. They evaporate faste: 
in high winds and at high temperatures. Hard rain 
tend to wash them away 

Detection 
Development of the odorless nerve 

nated smell as a means of detection 
sible to see wet patches and splash 
It may be possible to detect the difference in sound 
when a gas bomb explodes (a duller sound than 
high-explosive bombs), but this 
liable. 

Detector paint is the rest f recognizing 
nerve and blister gases usually yellowish- 
green or brown in color and turns red in contact with 
these gases. If gas attacks should ever seem immi- 
nent, the disaster-control officer should procure some 
of this paint and place small panels painted with it 
at a slight slope (so the liquid will run down and « 
pose the red sections) in the plant yard 
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First step in decontaminating equipment is a 
thorough vacuum cleaning. Next, remove the “in- 
lustrial film” of grease and dirt. This may remove 
most of the contamination. If the radiation level is 
till dangerous, further cleaning can be done with 
1wdust, steel wool, live steam, or soap and water 
Buildings may be cleaned with soap and water 

or live steam and detergent. They may require wet 
sandblasting. Decontamination of porous surfaces 
ich as brick or concrete is virtually impossible 
Chemical agents show possibilities for decon- 

tamination but a reliable agent for general use can- 
not yet be recommended. Strongly acidified citric 
acid solutions are effective in some cases. The 
adiological control officer should keep in touch with 
new developments in this field 

It is important to remember that radioactivity 
cannot be destroyed. In all decontamination work it 

merely transferred from one object to another 
All cleaning material used must be disposed of in 
such a way as not to be itself a hazard. Cleaning 
rag hould never be burned as this would cause 

moke. They should be buried adioactive 

ATTACK 

If it becomes necessary to supply civilians with 
as masks, these will provide protection from the in- 

ternal effects of the gases. In such an event, various 
types would be made available with instructions 

their use 
ulldings, with doors and windows closed, pro- 
protection from the persistent gases. Persons 

vho are caught outside should immediately go in- 
ioors and dab (not wipe) off the liquid with a swab 
»f any available material. Then clothing should be 
emoved and the skin scrubbed with soap and wate! 
Ointment should be applied to skin exposed to bliste: 

Always treat any cuts or wounds first in each 
‘f these steps 

Decontamination 

Areas exposed persistent gas should be roped 
lowed to clear up by weathering if the } i and a 

‘ not needed and the vapors blowing from the 
a hazard 

be removed by hosing if the contami- 
can be disposed of safely Or the area 

mopped up with rags or cotton waste (which 
buried) 

Bleach cream or 
Chloride of lime will 

alkaline 

Toxic Agents 

logical or other toxic warfare is a pos- 
That such methods of attack would be suc- 
doubtful. At present it is not practical to 
preventive measures. Future development 

ite the degree of hazard involved and 
iny preventive steps should be taken 



P asi: is a far greater threat to our defense effort 
than any other weapon, greater even than the atom 
bomb. And it is a weapon; will certainly be used to 
our detriment whenever we offer the opportunity. It 

being used right now! For this single one of many 
asons, Psychological Defense plays a major role in 

any disaster-control project. All other measures, 
every effort, and each protective step ties in directly 

ith this factor. If protective psychological condi- 
tioning is not active in your plant, Start Now! Only 
time and careful, sensible training can build the 
mental attitude so necessary to withstand the threats 

d actualities of disaster, accidental or deliberat 
Panic is the result of fear, and unreasoning fear 
usually a result of insufficient knowledge or a dis- 

t in leadership. Fear has many forms, the first of 
which is actually beneficial. It alerts our senses, tone 
our responses, and keys us for action—protects us in 
time of danger. But if this fails to thwart the threat, 
defeatism may take over. Then men are either frozen 
with fear or run, mad with frenzy, in all directions 
thus stampeding into what may be even greater 
danger. They might quite easily save themselves but 
are blinded by panic 

Not limited to war by any means, this reaction 
frequently with victims of fire, flood, 

Even the 
erious danger can be sufficient cause—be- 

occu! quite 
and industrial explosions 

aster strikes 

WHAT TO DO NOW... 

Psychological defense may be achieved in three 
major steps: (1) preparation, (2) information, and 
(3), action. It is a problem, first, of building morale 
(AM—Sept. 18 '50, p122), but it goes much deepe1 
than just good morale. People may enjoy tremen- 
dously both their job and their place of work but still 
panic in the face of danger. Morale is essential as a 
first condition. Beyond that people must be told what 
dangers threaten, how they may be recognized, what 
protective measures are available, and how defense 

Together with this, they must have faith 
, and their leader 

faithful find great 
rength in the knowledge that there is a spiritual 

place prepared for them in Heaven. Why not give the 

. themsel ve 
of dire trouble, God’ 

people in your plant the strengthening knowledge 
, that they are not forgotten; that there is a physical 

plan and a place to protect each one of them if disas- 
rikes? P gical conditioning is one phase 
ster cont all of the measures taken in the 

other phases of control play a tremendous part in 
haping the worker’s mental attitude 

, fact: If we do not prog 
roll backward; world condi- 

Facing us squarely thi 
> shall certainly 

tions will no longer permit us the choice of standing 
still. To be effective, every plant-defense program 

a positive chain 
chosen for the 

must have capable leadership and 
of command for control, The person 
top position is called “Plant Defense Coordinator,” 
as described under “The Organization.” This job re- 
quires familiarity with all phases of defense activity 
In large plants, the Defense Coordinator will have a 
Chief Warden” in charge of each phase whose duty 

it will be to organize, administer, and expedite the 
functioning of that phase. He will report regularly 
to the Defense Coordinator for guidance and for 
inter-phase coordination. Smaller plants will not re- 
quire as great detail for control. Probably the Plant 
Defense Coordinator, with the assistance of two aides 
can direct the entire program or, at least, a group of 
its phases. In either case the program will be fai 
more effective if, through capable leadership, effort 
and interest are spontaneous rather than forced. Em- 
ployees must be willing to work with, and follow, 
the people in charge 

Psychological defense starts with the person at the 
top, the Plant Defense Coordinator. He must under- 
tand all of the problems which exist, even though 

his Chief Air-Raid Warden, and this warden’s depu- 
ty for psychological control, have the greater respon- 

bility for coping with these problems. The latter 
may be directed by one of many people such as, ar 
,individual with training in psychology, a personnel 
manager, a public relations director, or a respected 
shop steward. Direction, in this position, is a twofold 
function. In addition to administering his own psy- 
chological phase of the program, this deputy should 
also serve as an advisor to the coordinator on prob- 
lems of psychology as they affect other phases 

Of course, most of the personnel the plant 
defense program will have to spen major por- 
tion of their time with their regu manufacturing 

yy business duties. Defense measures must not inter- 
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ere unnecessarily with production. Don’t ever let 
the tail wag the dog. For this reason, no one individ- 
ual should attempt to take on too many duties. It is 
far better to provide a staff of sufficient size to handle 
each phase with competence and with minimum 
strain. Also, any program is weakened if a leader 
with wide direct responsibility becomes a casualty 
Panic moves in when morale and leadership fail. 

Training and Conditioning 

Correction of pessimism is probably the most diffi- 
cult task facing the persons responsible for control. 
People who have been under fire, war veterans, 
earthquake and flood victims, refugees from war- 
torn countries, know that it is possible to absorb a 
great deal of hammering and still survive. If you 
have employees such as these in your plant, now is 
the time to have them talk to all of the others. Ask 
them to stress that organization and control will save 
many lives 

The next step is to impress upon all employees the 
importance of taking their questions, fears, and 
problems to someone in the plant who can give them 
a sound and honest answer. This person must never 
guess, never refuse information, should always give 
a straight and reassuring reply. If he is once caught 
in a lie, confidence in him will be destroyed. If he 
does not know the answer, he should say so, then 
attempt to find it quickly. When the answer to a 
question about a supposed hazard involves confiden- 
tial information, the answer should be that it is a 
confidential subject, and the questioner should be 
told how he is protected from the hazard 

There are still a great many people who believe 
that there is no defense against the atom bomb and 
ts by-products. An over abundance of sensational- 
ism and mystery, rather than truth and training, are 
responsible for this. Now, double the effort is needed 
to educate the world to the true facts, to draw men 
yut of the lethargy of fear. Year after year, earth- 
quakes, hurricanes and devastating floods destroy 
countless homes and factories; claim scores of lives 
Most of these do more damage—over a wider area— 
+ han any atom bomb yet there are many survivors 
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and they go right back to rebuilding their homes in 
the original location! Defenses are strengthened, 
disaster control is a recognized community project, 
and the people settle down to their daily occupation 
Why? Because, even though they are quite certain to 
be struck again, this is something everyone under- 
stands. 

If destruction cannot be offset, it can be minimized 
The atom bomb, though it may cause greater de- 
struction in a more confined area, is no different. For 
those who take this mental attitude, an atom blast 
loses a lot of its menace—provided they use available 
knowledge to establish an effective defense. Priot 
planning can reduce casualties by more than 50‘ 

“Conditioning” is the term applied to the training 
that exposes people (or animals) to the warnings of 
danger, thus acquainting them with these signs 
raining their reflexes and reactions. It is one of the 
reasons for military maneuvers and infiltration 
courses under fire, also for civilian air-raid and fire 
drills. Some of this may be accomplished in indus- 
trial plants, but probably not as much as is needed 
American civilians in general, never having been 
exposed to bombing or attack, are not conditioned to 
it as are Europeans and Asiatics. Nothing, short of 
the real thing, will change this very much. Danger 
is unreal until it is faced. But something can be done 
to help—and minimize panic. 

TRAINING DrRILLS—Fire and Air-Raid Drills must 
be given to all employees to familiarize them with 
warning signals and to establish procedure in the 
event of actual danger. With practice, movement 
should be as orderly as a shut-down for lunch 

Flash danger is new as a result of the atom 
bomb. Man’s natural impulse is to do something 
when danger threatens. Usually he will turn first to 
face the danger—as with the atomic flash. In the 
event of an atom blast, this is extremely dangerous 
you must not look at the light. Therefore, all person- 
nel should be asked to train themselves out of thi 
habit as much as possible. At home, on the street, or 
in the plant, they should practice looking away from 
any suddenly flashing light 

Fire-fighting also requires conditioning. Regula! 
training drills should be provided, with fire and res- 
cue crews going to a vacant field where fires of the 
various classes are deliberately set. By attacking 
these fires with the equipment provided, they learn 

Rescue 
training on obstacle courses, and even in “‘saf dam- 
what to expect of both fire and apparatu 

aged buildings, can be planned to simulate actual 
rescue conditions. 

Rescue crews and fire fighters should be chosen, if 
possible, from among those who have previously 
seen or handled the bodies of persons dead by vio- 
lence. If such personnel are not available, and if the 
city is not too large, a few days of working with the 
local police on accident duty may help. This may 
sound macabre, but disaster is, and by planning 
ahead the possibility of having a rescue worker 
knocked out of action by shock at the sight of a torn 
body is forestalled. Hence there are two casualties in 
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PANIC... continued 

place of one 
Various methods of conditioning may be used 

vantageously for specific purposes and according to 
expected hazards. However, NEVER “spring” early 
conditioning drills on personnel without previou 
warning. An unannounced act of this kind has been 
known to start a dangerous stampede. Also, neve! 
plan “drills” to a standard pattern. For semi-spon- 
taneity with the preliminary 2 or 3 alerts, announce 
that there will be an Air-Raid Drill today between 
1:00 and 3:00 PM. No further ahead than today; no 
more than a 2-hr span. Otherwise you are left open 
to an actual attack warning being mistaken for a 
routine drill. After the plan is working smoothly, 
practice alerts should come without warning 

Communication 
Get your story across straight! That is the most 

important job in psychological defense. Of course it 
is vital to the effort that practical measures for disas- 
ter protection be taken, but the most thorough plan 
possible will be ineffective without efficient com- 
munication. Lines must be established, by one mean 
or another, to everyone in the plant, bar none. Three 
particular forms of message are important: protec- 
tive, directive, and definitive. Fear, you will remem- 
ber, results from either a lack of knowledge, distrust 
of leaders, or overwhelming danger. Through 
tective messages you provide the assurance of 
and security. Directive information is the guide : 
go-ahead that gets things done; here is where t 
leadership shines brightest. Definitive messages wi 
give your people a true picture of events in proce 
clarify otherwise puzzling acts, and dispel rumors 
hence make plant personnel understand the prob- 
lems at hand. No condition should exist without ex- 
planation simply because you feel that the an 
too elementary to bother with. Take the time to have 
each employee get as much information important to 
him as security regulations permit. Try to make 
every message positive—it is far better, 
to tell a man that he has the right to be scared and 
explain the precautions he should take, than to avoid 
the subject, be evasive, or say, “be brave 

There is a common belief that a man is a 
ora if he snows fear when threatened t 
ger. This is nonsense. Fear is a very definite mental] 
reaction transmitted into physical action when bodily 
harm seems apparent. It heightened by anxiety 
and poor morale, but its Tect on each 
widely varied. Some le x while ot} 
meanwhile, a third become painfu 
methodical as danger looms. One m: 
with greater sense and alertness wh 

No more all control of his actions 
to this condition than 
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Thorough training and organization, to- 
with intelligent information distribution, will 

mprove this condition just as good health habits will 
olong physical well-being 
During World War II, German laborers were forced 
SS guards to work during the bombings While 

»ther conditions were good there was no panic, but 
vhen morale broke down, not even armed guards and 
,0otings could make the people produce 
Five important mediums of communication are 

person-to-person conversation, public-address sys- 
em, bulletin board, plant newspaper, and personal 
tter. The personal touch of individual contact is 
obably most effective. However, it is time-consum- 

hence can be accomplished to only a limited de- 
ee. But don’t neglect this method altogether, top 
anagement, especially, should make it a point to 
e every person in the plant as often as available 
me permits. Other than this, supervisors and fore- 

men should keep employees personally aware of 
heir importance to the plant and of the conditions 
vhich may affect operation. All of these will increase 

1e employee’s sense of security 
Personal letters sent at regular intervals, by the 

ompany President or General Manager to each em- 
yloyee, are also effective. Through these manage- 
ment can explain its position on important matters or 
ibjects of special concern. This genuine “straight 

horse’s mouth” approach has considerable 
to most employees. It should never be scold- 

yr threatening, but rather guiding and informa- 
Disciplinary messages should be conveyed by 

r’s immediate superior only. The top- 
nt letters should be I to each em- 

} yme, rather than delivered at the plant 
read at home; shared wit h the family 

member realizes that he, or $s recognized as 
lividual and that his welfare is important to the 

lant management 
Bulletin board, public address system, and house 

general distribution 
they are extremely effec for main- 

good morale, for psychological control, and 
imor to a minimum. Everything said 

» honest and presentation 
wspapers, partici ly, must be kep e of 
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company propaganda. No announcement or bulletin 
should be released until all of management including 
supervisors and foremen are fully aware of the mes- 
sage. Never leave them in the dark before the people 
they supervise. This, of course, does not apply to 
emergency messages, although even with these, if 
time permits, it is better to forewarn leaders first 
This may be done by telephone, using a prearranged 
signal code to maintain confidence and order. 

PA systems have multiple value to psychological 
control. In addition to delivering general messages, 
they may also be used to assemble special groups, 
provide warning, direct evacuation or rescue, and 
deliver, carefully selected—soothing or invigorating 
music, as may be required. Certain types of training 
are also possible through this medium. 

Sirens or whistles used as a signal for starting, 
stopping, announcing lunch and rest periods, and as 
protective warning are a special means of communi- 
cation. The warning message must be kept distinct— 
used such that there is never any question of the 
meaning. It is especially important to coordinate 
with other plants in the vicinity having similar de- 
vices. Two sirens with a similar sound may cause 
considerable confusion — particularly when nerves 
are taut. Be certain that the device can be heard 
clearly in every part of the plant, but is not overdone 

Noise level in the plant should be reduced to the 
smallest practicable figure; each individual and un- 
necessary contribution to clamor weeded out. People, 
as a rule, become accustomed to the routine noises 
associated with their work. Strange or high-pitched 
sounds are distracting and wear heavily on the nerv- 
ous system. Sometimes unrecognized, they do con- 
tribute to morale breakdown. Slapping belts, hissing 
safety valves, overdone lift-truck horns, cutting tools 
screaming without real need, slamming overhead 
conveyors, and constantly clanging call-signals are 
just a few of the sources you may find in a real noise 
reduction campaign. The rule for call-signals should 
be—three times and off. 

Effective and invulnerable lines of communication 
(including messengers) are a key factor in the entire 
disaster control program, necessary during prepara- 
tion, at time of disaster, and for reorganization 

Signs of Danger 

Mental health is similar to physical health in that, 
if you know the symptoms, danger may be averted 
before it becomes serious (AM—Dec. 15 °49, p80) 
This applies to known mental disease as well as the 
apparently normal but panic-prone mind, also to 
both individuals and groups. Nowhere else is the 
story of that “one bad apple” more true. For this 
general purpose, the analyst need not, necessarily, be 
a psychiatrist. A foreman, or plant doctor, who 
knows each employee well may be best suited to de- 
tect the first signs of weakness. A confidential record 
of each employee’s mental health should be kept by 
the plant doctor. Thus, trends may be established, 
remedies prescribed, and action taken before morale 
is seriously weakened. If the problem is deep-seated 
a psychiatrist or psychologist should be consulted. 
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Dismissal is seldom warranted; usually the problem 
can be solved by eliminating the cause or condition. 
Doctors, personnel managers, and foremen should 
work this out as a team—with the aid and endorse- 
ment of top management 

THINGS TO LOOK FOR: | 
MARKED INCREASE MARKED DROP 

; Cheerfulness 
Dexterity 
Enthusiasm 
Food purchases 

Absenteeism 
Accident rate 
Alcoholism 
Anxiety 
Arguments General efficiency 
Arrogance Job interest 
Carelessness Judgment 
Complaints Personal cleanliness 

Plant housekeeping 
Production rate 
Product quality 

Dissatisfaction 
Loud talking 
Mental vagueness 
“Quits” 
Resentment 
Rumor, and belief 
Scrap rate 
Soldiering 
Suspicion 
Theft 
Tool damage 

Some of these conditions may result, temporarily, 
from sudden demands for greatly increased produc- 
tion; others can be deliberate sabotage. In any case, 
in investigation is certainly called for 

Public apathy and ridicule (unbelievable as it may 
sound) are extremely dangerous threats to civil de- 
fense. When danger is snapping at our heels, as 
with the outbreak of trouble in Korea, everyone is 
defense conscious. If the threat continues, people 
take an active interest in self- and community pro- 
tection; plan and organize with enthusiasm. But, if 
the danger becomes less apparent, if bombs don’t 
fall or a disaster doesn’t happen, if we revert to cold 
war, then enthusiasm dies; training is ignored and 
defensive installations crumble. When this happens 
we are placed in double jeopardy. Collapsed organi- 
vations are much more difficult to revive. Volunteers 
who have been ridiculed or feel that their initial ef- 
fort was wasted will not come forward again. Fund 
will not be as freely forthcoming, nor will materials 
All activity is seriously hampered when strength is 
most necessary. That is part of the Russian psychol- 
gy behind the small and intermittent “jabs” now so 

familiar to all of us. 
What can be done? Organize and build carefully 

Stress the functions, such as psychology, safety, fire 
protection, first aid, and plant housekeeping, that 
always have value under any circumstances. Do not 
overenlist volunteer help with nothing to offer them 
Plan regular social functions to bolster and cement 
volunteer unit relations. Show people that defense 
effort is like accident insurance—we hope we neve! 
collect it but keep right on paying premiums in case 
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SAB
OTA

GE 

_— sabotage is the most effective weapon 
that can be applied against an American war effort 
Detection demands the utmost vigilance. The sabo- 
teur is not necessarily a foreign national, or even of 
foreign parentage. He may be a highly trained pro- 
fessional or a rank amateur. He may be a laborer, a 
iachinist, a foreman, a top-flight engineer, or even 

a member of management. He may be anyone. But 
one thing is certain—he is likely to be one of the 
least-suspected members of the organization. 

His motives may be as varied as his personality 
He may work for love for his native land; for pay; 
for hatred; for sincere, if misguided, devotion to a 
cause; for revenge; to settle a real or imaginary 
grievance; or under threat of blackmail or fear of 
reprisal against relatives, in the enemy country 

Physical sabotage is essentially an inside job, or 
requires the assistance, knowingly or unknowingly, 
of someone inside. Hence, the principal measures of 
defense must be against entry or continued presence 
of the saboteur or his assistant 

Keep Them Out 

Closing all possible means of illegal entry is the 
first step. This will include the protection of doors, 
transoms, outside fire escapes, skylights, coal chutes, 
sidewalk elevators, basement and first-floor windows, 
storm and sanitary sewers, ad emergency exits 
Watch out for tunnels being driven from adjoining 
buildings. 

Where possible, surround the property with man- 
‘ proof fences; patrol and inspect them at frequent 

intervals. Keep the number of gates to a minimum 
Unused gates must be kept locked, and the locks 
changed from time to time. Those in use must be 
well lighted at night to permit easy identification of 
persons and vehicles using them. 

Locate parking lots outside the main fence, and 
don't allow vehicles to park within 25 ft of any im- 
portant building. Where cars must be driven through 
the gates, each individual must be separately identi- 
fied. The parking area, whether inside or outside the 
gates, should be included in the regular guard patrol 

Check delivery trucks in and out, and inspect the 
contents of each truck before entry, except on rou- 
tine deliveries. Require drivers and helpers to fur- 
nish personal identification and instruct them to re- 
main with their vehicle at all times. Furnish drivers 
of service trucks, and those making 
with a special plant identification « 

Close railroad entrances | , and pro- 
vide a guard at ich tin they are opened 
Inspect cars entering and lea the premises, and 
see that railroad crew tification 
Do not permit trai a 
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If the plant has its own docks, fence them off so 
entry to the plant is possible only through properly 
guarded gates. This applies also to the banks of 
streams bordering the plant 

Restricted areas inside the plant, and those par- 
ticularly vulnerable to sabotage, must be closed to 
all but properly assigned personnel. Admission of 
others is permitted only on presentation of a pass 
signed by a duly authorized person. Visitors, when 
permitted to enter such areas, should be provided 
with a distinctive badge. All personnel working in 
such areas must be instructed to challenge unauthor- 
ized persons and to report any undue interest o1 
ispicious behavior 

Protect Your Papers 

Keep confidential documents and material in well- 
guarded offices, and store them in fire-resistant and 
tamper-proof cabinets or vaults, not easily transport- 
able. Install a careful charge-out system for the 
issuance of such material. Specially valuable preci- 
ion instruments and tools must be kept in a locked 

tool crib and issued only on a charge-out ticket 
All damage to such tools is to be reported immedia- 
ately and investigated carefully, as a possible act of 
sabotage. 

Guard mail with great care + outgoing until it is 
in the hands of the post office, incoming until it is in 
the hands of the addressee. If marked “Personal” or 
‘Confidential,” it must not be opened by mailing- 
department employees. Examine packages carefully, 
and if they appear in any way suspicious, handle with 

+ extreme care, and summon the plant guards 
Wastepaper from engineering and executive offices, 

and from any department in which confidential work 
is done, must be burned daily, or passed through a 
hredder. Under no circumstances must it be passed 

to a junk dealer in readable form 
Store and guard danger hemicals carefully, as 
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well as any particularly scarce or valuable ma- 
terials and explosives, and inform guards of their 
locations. Purchase food supplies from reliable deal- 
ers only, and investigate all cases of food poisoning 
within the plant. Protect water supplies against 
pollution, or interruption in case of fire. Prohibit 
the use of liquor anywhere on plant premises, and 
see that smoking rules are rigorously enforced. 
Where smoking is permitted, it is suggested that 
it be forbidden during the last half-hour of work, 
so a butt cannot act as a delayed-action fuse 

Adequate 
and parking lots must be well lighted. Direct the 

} lighting is important. All fences, yards 

light so the fence illuminated, while patrolling 
guards walk in shadow. Light all dark corners to 
prevent a saboteur from hiding 

Guards Are Important 

Guards must be of excellent physique and good 
moral character. Investigate them thoroughly before 
hiring and, as far as possible, keep a check on their 
associates. They should be deputized, uniformed and 
armed, and must be well schooled in the use of thei 
weapons and in offensive and defensive tactics. They 
must be taught to combine tact with firmness, and to 
insist on strict adherence to security regulations. 

Employ a sufficient number of guards to provide 
for hourly rounds to cover every part of the plant 
No single patrol should take more than 40 min of un- 
hurried inspection. If it cannot be completed within 
that time, shorten the round and employ additional 
guards. Rounds are to be performed on a 24-hr basis, 
and starting times must be staggered. If a saboteur 
can time the patrol, he can easily commit his act just 
after the guard pas a given spot at a regular 
time, knowing that he has a clear half hour before 
the next round is due. Be careful to avoid the stag- 
gering from falling into a regular pattern which a 
few days of observation can detect. 

The entire plant area, inside and out, must be com- 
pletely covered, and check points established for 
recording on the guard’s clock. Locate these so short 
cuts cannot be taken. Pay particular attention to the 
inspection of engineeri! g offices and storage areas for 

7 } r valuable tools and equipment Keep these areas 
ighted all night so prowlers potted quickly 
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Guards must examine fences on each patrol, and 
report and investigate any suspicious object lying 
near them. Failure of a guard to report on schedule 
at the end of his patrol calls for immediate investi- 
gation by his squad leader 

Key Control 
Areas in which confidential work is performed 

will normally be kept locked, and a certain number 
of keys will be issued to responsible persons. These 
must be charged to, and signed for, by the persons to 
whom they are issued, and a lost key must be report- 
ed instantly. If even one key is lost, all keys for that 
particular lock must be called in, the lock changed, 
and the new keys issued. Keys must never be taken 
off the premises, but turned in at the guard house 
when the employee leaves, and picked up again on 
his return 

Many doors inside the buildings, necessarily left 
open during the day, could well be locked at night to 
hinder the free passage of an intruder. The guards, 
of course, must be supplied with keys to all such 
doors. If a guard, or any worker employed in a re- 
stricted area, is discharged or quits under suspicious 
circumstances, change all locks to which he had keys. 

Employee Identification 

Provide every employee with positive identifica- 
tion, preferably in the form of a tamper-proof badge 
to be worn on the clothing at all times when inside 
the plant. This should show, either by its shape or by 
a color scheme, the shift on which he works and the 
departments which he is permitted to enter. It is ad- 
visable that the company name not appear on the 
badge, so an unauthorized person who may find a 
badge will not know to which plant it applies. In ad- 
dition, give each employee an identification card 
carrying his photograph, fingerprint, and a descrip- 
tion of his physical appearance 

Insist that employees entering the plant show both 
badge and card. If the badge is lost or forgotten, the 
man can be routed through the guard house, his 
identity checked against his card, and a temporary 
badge—clearly identifiable as a one-day badge—can 
be issued. This will cause a minimum of delay. If the 
badge is definitely lost, a new one may be issued after 
proper investigation. If the identity card is lost or 
forgotten, the employee should be held at the guard 
house until identified by his foreman. A temporary 
card may then be issued. New permanent cards are 
to be issued only after proper investigation. Lami- 
nated or coated paper is recommended for the cards 
to protect against alteration or counterfeiting, and 
they should be suitably embossed with a company 
eal on the photograph. The signature of the issuing 

official and of the holder must appear on the card 
In plants with many employees it will not be prac- 

ticable to investigate everyone as to loyalty, char- 
acter and background, but this must be done with 
those who are in a position to commit serious sabo- 
tage. Such investigations must be carried out with 
the utmost discretion, and any action taken must be 
olidly based on fact. Rumor, idle talk, or anony- 
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SABOTAGE oe econtinued 

; mously made charges are not sufficient evidence to 
warrant dismissal or demotion. An employee who fo- 
ments a strike is not necessarily engaged in sabotage 

he may have a legitimate grievance—but one who 
deliberately spreads false rumors designed to slow 
production or frighten the workers, is seriously sus- 
yect and should be checked immediately. Investigat 

all new employees before employment, and make a 
thorough check, in writing, on references from for- 
mer employer 

Check all package 
by employees both entering and leaving the plant 

including lunch pails, carried 

Furnish parcel passes for all packages taken out, but 
do not permit possession of a pass to exempt a pack- 
age from investigation. Guards must be particularly 
alert for papers and blueprints being carried out 

Avoid labor turnover as far as possible. Every 
employee who leaves the plant carries with him 
ome knowledge of its layout and operations. This 

is invaluable to saboteurs who commonly obtain em- 
ployment just to gain such information. Preserve the 
records of every employee who quits or is dis 
charged, and answer inquiries from other plants con- 
cerning former employees promptly and fully, afte: 
reference to the records 

To reduce turnover, the exit interview has proved 
useful. A company official interviews the employee 
and tries to find out his reason for leaving, and 
whether it is possible to keep him. This also helps to 
how up the activities of some saboteurs, particularly 

those who are engaged in psychological sabotag: 
Such persons will frequently stop short of commit- 
ting an act which would expose them to prosecution 
and, when their disruptive activities are detected 
will quit before any action is taken against them 
They then seek employment elsewhere and start all 
over again. In the exit interview, make tactful in 
quiry as the man’s future plans; if his answers are 
vague, make a note on his record 

Visitor Control 

All visitors must enter through the main entrance 
and be subject to scrutiny by the plant guards. They 

produce positive identification and sign a regis- 
on book or form, giving information as to na 

onality, name, address, the name of the company 
+ } they represent, the name of the person to be visited 

and the purpose of the visit. Provide a distinctive 
badge to be worn in plain sight while in the plant 
and surrendered upon leaving. De not permit visitors 
to wander around unescorted. 

Remember that the mere wearing of a uniform 
no guarantee of ich sanction to enter a plant 
Police and military personnel should be required to 

ibject to the same 
I 

how their identification, az 
regulations as other visitors 

Ban cameras, except when prev 
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been granted to take photographs, and supervise 
actual photography to make sure that restricted 

whether 
the 
equipment is not included in the picture 
intentionally or not 

Inspect brief cases, too] kits and othe! 
entry and departure, and see that any plant property 

packages at 

removed is covered by a parcel pass. Visitors should 
not be permitted to drive cars around the premises 

Prohibit all unnecessary visiting, including visits 
from unknown or private collectors and solicitors 
Supply special plant identity cards and badges for 
maintenance men and employees of outside compa- 
nies who make regular visits on business, and have 

? them certified by their own employers as to citizen- 
hip, loyalty and trustworthiness. T re not to be 

permitted to wander at will 
visits to those particular areas in w 
are required 

Make arrangements in advan 
ion of local police, fire and « 
n case of emergency 

It must be recognized that on h aboteu! 
inside the plant, it is virtually im} ble to stop him 
from carrying out his plan. Don’t forget that women 

fully as dangerous as men i! regard. The 
important step, therefore to prevent him 

from getting in. This requires the ombined service 
the guard force and the personnel department 
next step is to so protect ea vital point that 

he is given only the minimum op} 
plan into action. 

Perhaps the most difficult type abotage 
] ive sabotage. This may consist of slow- 

ng down just enough to delay production, but not 
enough to be clearly noticeable. Deliberate produc- 
tion of scrap, “accidental” damage to machines, falsi- 

ng stock or production records, passing defective fy P ns ry 
inspection, or rejecting sound parts as de- 

, are all methods successfully employed in the 
Methods of detection must be employed with 

cretion; not left to untrained persons. In case of 
serious suspicion, place the matter in the hands of the 
FBL. 

A well-sabotaged armament plant worth a divi- 
+ yn of troops to the enemy, a! indoctri- 

nated persons will frequently 
+} + ir own lives to attain suc 

he only recognition ol 
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HURRICANES, CYCLONES, TORNADOES 

Wiwo is an infrequent e of metalwor'ting dis- 
aster, largely because metalworking plants have not 
been in areas frequently exposed to destructive 
winds. But the increase in plant construction along 
the seacoasts of the South, decentralization of plants 
into tornado and cyclone areas of the Midwest, and 
increasing frequency of such storms makes them 
worthy of mention here 

First, tornado, cyclone and hurricane are all the 
same thing, differing only in degree. Cyclone (old 
name: whirlwind) is the basic name for a storm in 
which the wind whirls about an area of low at- 
mospheric pressure at the center. Tropical (so- 
called because of the origin) cyclones are of small 
average diameter, hence trermendous force, but the 
area they cover is much greater than that of a tor- 
nado. In the western North Pacific, they are called 
typhoons; in the Philippines, baguios; in Australia, 
willy-willies; in the South Pacific and the Atlantic 
hurricanes; elsewhere, cyclones. Wherever they are 
associated with water, the wind danger is usually 
accompanied by tidal waves. A tornado is a furious 
conical wind traveling a generally straight path av- 
eraging 1000 ft wide, and occurs usually in the Cen- 
tral Mississippi valley 

The U. S. Weathe 3ureau has done much to cut 
losses from windstorms in general by forecasting 
and warning, while men have done much them- 
selves by building structures above the reach of 
storm tides and strong enough to withstand the 

} wind. In badly exposed locations, buildings are usu- 
ally equipped with storm shutters o1 ttens which 
can be promptly applied. If this is not done to win- 
dows, at least on the storm side, failure of windows 
may lead to lifting of tl and destruction of 
the building. In addition, it i dvisable to be 
sure roofs are securely anchored, 
(such as flagpoles or water towers) designed to 
withstand high wind velocities, and walls and win- 
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Cycle aud 

Earthquake 

embrasures tight to pre 
g in and ruining equipment or weakening f 

include 
tanks for water, staple food to last several days, « 

ons. Other preventive measures 

lanterns or equivalent. Against the tidal wave 
suggestions under “Flood.” 

The greatest danger from windstorm is the 
cency to believe an area is immune because it has 

When the Weather Bureau 
warns of high winds, begi get ready for them 
not been hit recently 

‘nif you are certain they'll miss you again 

EARTHQUAKES 
Earthquakes are frequent, but many occur remot 

from man’s habitations, and all recent ones have 
been in well-defined belts where men have learned 
to guard against them. As far as the United States 
is concerned, the main belt edges the Pacific coa 
and Alaska; and the least important one is in the 
middle of the Atlantic. Earthquakes, which are Na 
ture’s way of releasing dangerous strains that ac- 
cumulate in the spinning Earth, only occasionally 
occur elsewhere—one off the coast of Newfoundland 
in 1929, a minor one felt in New York City several 
years ago. What's more, earthquakes may be ex 
pected to occur again and again along existing 
ines. Dangers are collapse of buildings, 
broken gas mains, and lack of water to fight it 

Thus, primary preventive action is not to bui 
over an old fault. Next, in an earthquake regior 
make buildings proof against earthquake attack. In 
tead of anchoring to bed rock, float the buildi: 
bove it, ballasting it as a ship is ballasted by mak- 
ng lower stories heavy, upper stories light. Sup- 
ort and balance floors like a waiter’s tray on hi 

Keep conduits, ga ngers—by cantilever girder & 
and water mains flexible—-lead, for example—laid 
n a trench free of the building, rising in open 

A “fire 
water in : upply mai 

shafts and connected to fix 
pool” will provide 
ire broken and fire starts 

WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN 

Both earthquake and windstorm have little effect 
on the plant designed to withstand them—the basi 
measure in zones where either is frequent. Othe 
preparations are possible in the case of the wind- 
storm in many cases, and are much like those for 
bomb blast. Post-windstorm work is like post-blast 
work also, as is post-earthquake work. except for 
the added: problem of fire 



WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW... 

© cdi are of two basic kinds, those short and 
sudden (frequently called “flash” floods), and those 
which extend over a considerable period. The first 
is caused by a torrential rainstorm, bursting of a 
storage tank, dam, or water main (possibly from 
bombing or sabotage), and usually occurs without 
warning; while the second is slow enough in devel- 
opment to provide opportunity for considerable 
preventive work. 

First, know the topography of your plant area, so 
you are certain what water level will flood you, and 
when in relation to adjacent plants and area. If 
your plant is on low ground near a river (as most 
industrial plants are), large storage basin (even a 
big municipal tank), or the sea (don’t forget hur- 
ricane, tidal wave or even abnormal tide possibili- 
ties), there are certain long-term precautions you 
can take. Simplest of these is the earth dam, a low 
ridge of earth, possibly over cinders or other plant 
waste as fill, blocking off the lowest areas and pro- 
viding a base for sandbagging if the water rise is 
slow enough to permit it. Sandbagging will also be 
required at openings in the dam such as roadways, 
track entries and the like. If the earth-fill dam is 
inadvisable for esthetic or other reasons, a low con- 
crete or brick wall will serve the same purpose if 
it is built on a substantial foundation. Openings can 
be closed with removable flashboards set into slots 
and calked. If you build a concrete wall to protect 
a key building, remember that water seepage under 
a building may exert dangerous uplift pressures if 
the wall is high—tending to float the whole building 
or simply to buckle in the floor. In areas subject to 
frequent flood, U.S. Army engineers will assist in 
your planning—may even do area planning and wall 
construttion, as they have along the Ohio and 
Mississippi 

Jeyond that, it is important to provide against 
the hazards of flood by placing important records 
on upper floors of substantial buildings, by locat- 
ing fine-tool cribs, inspection units and other ex- 
pensive-tool departments above probable high-water 
level. If flash flood is unlikely, either from natural 

large water storage in an adjacent plant 
t is enough to plan what equipment 

and records yuld be moved upward—and where 
f the need arises. Also be sure your telephone sys- 
tem is out of harm's way. 

Next, figure out what pieces of equipment will 
be of most | in getting back to work after a 
flood. For instance, a gasoline-engined arc welder 
will furnish power to dry out soaked electrical 
equipment, and a motor-generator set can help if 
outside power is available. A lathe, miller and drill- 
press will help, as well as oil-purification equipment; 
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FLOOD 

ke sure some such units are out of the way of 
potential flood. Drying out is a long, slow process, 
o prevention of wetting is vital 
Be sure you have emergency equipment such as 

pieces of tarpaulin, burlap bags, sand, infrared bulbs, 
shovels, bat insulation, chicken wire, lumber, coal, 
rope, boats, boots, and sand. A gasoline-engined 
pump is a sound investment, for normal use and 
emergency. But don’t forget a supply of gasoline in 
afety containers and lubricating oil. Floor drains 

and the like may well be provided with flap valves 
at the discharge end, fittings for pressure plugs at 
the inlet. Provide battens for basement and first- 
floor windows and doors. (They stop debris and 
looters. ) 

When You're In For It 
Follow a schedule to get “must” things done first. 

Keep water out as long as possible by closing doors, 
ventilators, pipe trenches, drains and windows with 
heavy bulkheads or battens. If anticipated flood 
level is low, build auxiliary dikes of sandbags or 
dirt around key areas. Prepare emergency pumps, 
ncluding fire pumpers. Remove all electrical motors 
ind equipment that can be spared and store it 
high and dry. Take panels out of cubicles to save 
relays and instruments. This can be done by pulling 
hinge pins and removing jumper wires; leave the 
wiring—it can be dried out 
Remember that high water brings with it floating 

objects and debris that act as battering rams, also 
that gas mains are likely to rupture, electrical lines 
to short-circuit (both fire hazards), and that flam- 
mable liquids float on the surface. Anchor storage 
tanks for such liquids so they can’t float away, ex- 
tend vents above expected water level, and close 
lischarge valves. Move portable tanks or containers 
up—and anchor them. Shut off gas at the main 
valve and electricity at the main switch if possible 
Move tank cars of flammable liquid to high ground 
n fact all tank cars, because they float in high water 
nd raise Ned. Eliminate open flames and remove 

rr water-reacting chemicals 
buoyant materials from lower floors—such 

els and lumber because they have been 
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known to lift upper floors or float small structures 
away, and in any case will damage machines and 
break sprinkler pipes. Remember also that under- 
ground storage tanks may lift when the ground 
becomes soft; fill them or dump stone over them 
Surface condensers should be blocked up on the 
footing springs and filled with water on the con- 
densate side. 

Lastly, if you can’t get electrical equipment out, 
shut it down long enough before the water hits it 
to allow it to cool off, because hot insulation will 
absorb more water. Next, coat machined surfaces 
on all units with grease or slushing compound and 
set barriers to protect equipment from floating 
objects. Seal joints with ordinary roofing compound, 
remove breathers and replace with pipe extensions 
or plugs. 

Apply grease liberally around spindles and othe: 
openings to bearings and, if time permits, drain oil 
from sumps and tanks which canont be sealed off 
Otherwise, there will be just that much more mess 
to clean off the walls when the water goes down 
Even machines which are in no danger of submersion 
will need greasing up to protect: them from the all- 
pervading dampness 

Also seal conduits and control wiring with 
muslin and waterproofing compound, oakum and 
marine glue, or even plaster of paris or roofing 
compound. Boilers and furnaces should also be al- 
lowed to cool down so the refractory 
damage 

WHEN THE WATER COMES IN... 

If your plant is very small, or of single-story design 
and on low ground certain to be flooded, there is 
little you can do until the water goes down. But 
if you have even one multi-story building—or some 
point on higher ground in which equipment can 
be stored—and boats available, keep a mainte- 
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nance crew on duty. They can prevent a surprising 
amount of damage by staying ahead of the water. 

In contrast to other forms of disaster, a “normal” 
flood gives warning of its approach and lasts much 
longer—as much as two weeks in some cases. In 
that time, a crew of alert and substantial employees 
can do much to minimize loss. They can prevent 
debris pile-ups that may bring a wall down or smash 
a door in, can occasionally divert the force of the 
current, can protect or rescue equipment, and so on 
But they must be carefully picked, preferably men 
who have no family or personal-property respon- 
sibilities. Such a group may be cut off from normal 
communication for days at a time, and nervous 
excitable men readily become “stir crazy” undet 
such conditions. 

If a protracted flood is in the cards, and your 
plant is well away from higher ground, truck in 
supplies for the men before the water gets to the 
plant. Cases of tomato, orange and other juices, 
staple foods easily prepared, and bottled water are 
basic. Smoked meats, cheese, and chickens are good 
and keep well. But don’t forget books and maga- 
zines (yes, including comic books), cards, games, 
and a radio. Unless you’re in the rare situation that 
assures unbroken power supply, an automobile 
radio and battery is the best answer, with some rig 
for charging. This will enable the men to keep up 
with the news, and will give them help on estimat- 
ing height and duration of the flood, plus warnings 
of any special danger, as well as providing some 
entertainment. A gasoline-engine generator set will 
provide light and radio power, or power to operat 
a charger. Also provide acetylene or oil lamps (local 
sportsmen will have them), and flashlights. Cots 
and blankets are also essential if the men will be 
isolated (Coast Guard and militia craft are busy 
on emergency service; they have little time for 
ferrying) 

Make sure there is plenty of bedding and good, 
warm blankets; flood damp is bone chilling, partic- 
ularly at night, and most floods occur during wet, 
cold weather. Provide a good supply of hand cleaner, 
soap and towels, and don’t forget a well-filled first- 
aid kit. There will be plenty of cuts and abrasion 
and infection from the polluted water can spread 
like wildfire 
operative, so it is advisable to install chemical toilets 

Regular sanitary facilities will not be 

and a supply of chemical 

Many tools will be available in the plant and can 
be picked up by the crew for use. But you'll need 
a rowboat or two, if you can get it, and hip boots 
try local fishermen or plumbers (or the Baptist 
minister!) for them. The men can make rafts for 
ise within the buildings, where flood currents are 
normally not too great 

Now, what can the crew do? They can lash o1 
weight down tanks that start to float, rescue elec- 
trical units and instruments that were used up to 

time the water came in, grease or slush up 
‘ ned surfaces ahead of the water, and plug 

igs before water gets to them 



FLOOD. ee continued 

Frequently, cold weather and floods come together 
If one boiler is clear of water, low-pressure steam 

can be fed through pipe, conduit or even transite 
ung above the water to radiators in the men’s 

living areas and workrooms. Boiler condensate, con- 
densed by passing it through a rough coil in the 
flood water, will provide water for drinki 
cleaning rescued part 

If no boiler is available, strip heaters from an 
engine-generator set or oil stoves can be used 
Salamanders are dangerous because they may cause 
gas poisoning, but can be used where ventilation is 
adequate. Make sure they are not placed o 
wooden floor or near flammable material 

Be sure each part of the plant is checked daily. 
If a room or building sealed against water, watch 
for buckling floors from seepage. Army engineer: 
will provide estimates of expected height, spot the 
crest, warn of rain, etc., but don’t trust estimates 
implicitly, or don’t bank on history. Louisville in 
1937-8 hi: a flood ! over estimates, 10 ft ove: 
any previous flood. The crew can frequently block 
up or otherwise lift electrical unit precision 
machine and tool cabinets to cut the work after- 
ward, if there a chance of avoiding wetting by thi 
means, according to water-height report 
When the water begins to go down, the crew can 

protect equipment against corrosion, can drain and 
ast and containers in which 
would multiply trouble, remove deb- 
hold water and floating objects that 

mash machines, pump out sumps 
recondition boilers so heat can be 

are clear. Remember 
r) occurs fastest when a 

to air and subject to tem- 
iriations, and that flood slime may inclu 

‘ ng bact ilmost everything 
oone! c are cleaned and oiled, the 

nnati 
working 

before basement boiler 
rooms idewheel steame 
moore; t n OO! ne pumping 
kept « \ ater f ig all throug! 
flood pI ng m throug locomotive 

} and all Valve | hpot ) an expl 
locomotive compressor 

Ingenuity in your crew is the priceless ingredient; 
choo e mel W 
1ood me ! 
ghted pl 

AFTER THE WATER GOES DOWN... 

When flood waters recede, oil, grease, mud, and slime 
cover everything. First, get some kind of heat to stop 
further damage and to dry the atmosphere. Particu- 
larly in winter, open fires may be the first answer, 
if you can ventilate the building, and will help use 
up debris. Coal-burning salamanders are also useful 
Household warm-air furnaces, oil or gas heaters and 
even electric-resistance heaters have been used in 
smaller areas. 

Next, attack the filth. Sprinkle chloride of lime on 
floors. Wash down walls, pipelines and machinery 
Water alone will remove mud and silt, but won't 
touch oil and grease. That takes solutions, 
which must be chosen carefully alkaline 
cleaners may destroy paint and varnish or prevent 
successful repainting if they’re not thoroughly rinsed 
off. Solvents introduce a fire hazard; carbon tetra- 
chloride avoids fire danger, but attacks many kinds 
of insulation and the vapor is heavier than air and 
toxic, particularly for the has been 
drinking. (And the use of alcohol i requent device 

a flood 
Thus, you'll find old-fashioned ap and water 

for forgetting the dankness after 

advisable on some equipment, detergents safe on 
some areas, solvents where ventilation is not in- 

; volved. But start out by washing down with a hose 
(If the mains don’t provide pressure, your gasoline- 
engined pump or a fire pumper can do it.) As any 
machined surface is cleaned, cover it immediately 
with a penetrating oil if rusted, with light oil other- 
wise. You may have to remove heavier rust with 
very fine abrasive cloth or a buf rear boxes and 
mechanisms in general sealed 
against the water, will ha f uned out 
thoroughly. Sumps will not only cleaned 
but also sterilized. Clean speed re: chains, 
gears, and the like with solvent housings 
have been washed out 

On all equipment, pay particular attention to bear- 
ings and journals. Get at them Ossible 
Open and clean them, dry the p 
with water-resistant oil. Clean oil | ng, tanks, 
pumps and sumps, being ver} rid of 
silt. When river wa 
machines, it will penetrate 

It with 
then 
washed 

Ball and 
good solvent 

lt too 

Electrical Equipment 
trical equipr nt ir 

equlp- 
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Thermometer 
Transformer or resistance 

Ventilate properly when drying. Complete 
like this holds the heat in 

is it should, but t water vapor 
ture 

field and 
irm vering 

also tr 

is difficult should be thoroughly 
be 

closing it and providing exter 
External heat can be p! 

ment that 
cleaned, then can dried in place, either by en- 

nal heat or by shorting 
the windings ovided by 
frared lamps, electric space or strip 

hot-air coils, radiators, o1 
even fuel they 
concentrate heat and can be used in the open.) If an 

used, the 
isolated and the setup watched 

furnaces, steam 
(Infrared lamps are 

bulbs, 
burners best 

oil, charcoal or other open-flame heater is 
flame must be con- 
stantly 

Temperature should not go above about 200F to 
; avoid damage to insulation and prevent conversion 

of some water to steam, as, for example, in winding 
of On 
the by 
ample) at about a quarter speed to 

drying. If low-voltage cur- 

le } larger motors, it is helpful to rotate motors 
rotor external means (belt drive, for ex- 

throw water from 
the windings and help in 

example, from a de welder) 
pass it 175F 
reached (check this with a thermometer or thermo- 

But don’t start this until ex- 

(for rent is available 
through the windings until about 

ng couple in the windi 
ternal heat has dried the insulation 

50,000 ohms 
intil insulation 

resistance is at least 
As be 

circuited and a weak field applied to generate a cir- 
drying progresses, windings can short- 

culating current. The motor or generator can be run 
at half speed until wind are dry, to avoid dam- 

pots. When 
about 1 megohm per 

ng 
hot in- force or 

sulation resistance table at 
1000 volts, bring speed up slowly 

Drying is a 
weeks or longer 

Small motors placed in a dryir 

from centrifugal age 

to full speed or 
above slew process: it may take two 

oven ait ,room o 
200F 
much 

cleaning should not be heated over If no oven 
as possible is available, they can be dried a 

heat applied by passing a low- 
the 

should not be over half full-load value 

by hand, then have 
voltage current through windings. Current 

Several smal] 
motors can be connected in ser on 
full voltage if necessary. If temperature at the wind- 

does not coms ip t ] F, cover the stator to 
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To dry de machines, s) 

we 
reverse 

volfage equa’ fh 
approx 1% norma 

w voltage side 
ahert , 

I Ss 

IMME 

rt the or he One way to dry transformer 
tion is to short-cir the 

aiken the shunt field i 
series 

heat it one side, thus creating 

some Ventilation at the to 
be treated like a 
to dry out the commutato 

Heat from a 

trap the heat—but allow 
Small de motors 

except that it is difficult 
by passing current through it 
frared lamp or space heater will be faster and bett« 

can motors 

torch, in 

It may be necessary to remove the clamping nut an 
oe loosen the ring before all moisture can 

Circuit breakers, tr 
removed 

ansformers, arresters, batterie 
and meters must be carefully reconditioned 

as well. Power magazine, 330 West 42nd St., New 
York 18, N.Y., provides a reprint explaining in detail 
how this is done 

relay reiays, 

at one 
require replacement shortly 

dried 
more frequently, rubber-covered cables can 
lead-covered both 

If the insulation shows less than 10 meg- 

Contro] cables that have been submerged 
or both ends usually 

out 
Most 

ends 

Sometimes, braid-covered cables can be 

cable is a loss, unless are 
protected 

cable 
feed 

opening 

discard the 
Wiring, 

ohms resistance, 
To 

sed alr 
heated 
with a 

underground com 
the conduit 

meter tell 

dry 
pres into hose 
The 
must be replaced. 

will whether any wiring megohm 

Reconditioning Belts 
Good rubber belts are seldom damaged by water 

f the covering is in good shape. They need only be 
cleaned and dried. Waterproof leather belts and good 

har But 
water to ich an ex 

441 likewise suffer little o1 
belts absorb 

belt no m 
le athe! 

may come apart if 
rp 

with cold 

plies and joint 
Dry embled with wats oof glue 

wate! 
Coat 

owly, after washing 
(don’t use hot water or steam) the 
with a good dressing or neat’s-foot oil. Do not 
»y heating; let the belt dry naturally in the open 
‘he coating will retard evaporation, thus insur- 

drying (fast drying will make the belt 
hence it will crack), and will 

W pe 
} ply 

LOW 
soak in as the 

off any excess dressing and check 
‘ separation | » it is put back in 



W nether Mrs. O’Leary’s cow really kicked over 
the lantern to start the Chicago fire has never been 
proved. But it is still a fact that all big fires start 
from little ones. The conflagration that destroys 
a multi-million dollar plant could well be started 
by a discarded cigarette butt or a handful of oily 
rags smouldering in a dark corner. Even incen- 
diary bombs start only small blazes that can be 
extinguished with a shovelful of sand. The point is, 
these small fires must be checked as soon as they 
start. If there is good housekeeping, prompt action 
by trained people, an ample supply of the right 
type of equipment, and if proper common-sense 
precautions have been taken, there is no reason why 
a disastrous fire should ever occur 

About the only exception is attack by the largest 
incendiary or atomic bombs. In the case of the 
former, large quantities of burning phosphorus, 
jellied gasoline or other highly flammable materials 
are scattered over so large an area that immediate 
control is extremely difficult—-though by no means 
impossible. With an atomic bomb, large-scale fires 
may start almost instantly within about 1 mile 
radius of the center of the burst and would be 
extremely difficult to fight. Outside this area, how- 
ever, fires will again start small, but may occur in 
several places at once. The chief causes will be 
broken gas and electric lines, overturned stoves, 
furnaces and salt baths, spilled chemicals and the 
like. Except for their greater numbers, these will 
present no greater problem than the fires which hap 
pen every day 

The first few minutes of any ‘e are » most 
important, and if protective measures are to be 
effective, plant personnel must know what to do, 
and how to do it, and the proper equipment must 
be at hand 

Plant Fire Department 

Most large plants already have their own fire de- 
partments, frequently under a full-time fire chief 
This forms an excellent nucleus around which to 
build additional emergency squads. Where no fire 
department exists, create one. Even in plants em 
ploying 50 persons or less, a small fire can cause 
panic and destruction of the whole plant, unless 
there is someone who can keep his head and know 
what to do 

The individual you select for fire chief need not be 
of supervisory rank, but he must be level-headed 
reliable, and have physical courage and qualities 
of leadership. Allow him sufficient time for periodi- 
cal inspections of the plant and the fire-fightin 
equ'pment, and listen to his gf ions fo emoval 

150 

of hazards. A chief whose efforts to promote safety 
are consistently disregarded soon loses all interest. 

Fire squads should be composed of volunteers 
elected by the fire chief, and should receive thor- 

ough training from experienced instructors. This 
can usually be arranged through the local civil 
defense director. When this is not possible, at least 
the chief must receive training, and municipal fire 
departments are usually glad to cooperate. A num- 
ber of excellent training manuals are also available 
Squad drills should be held at least once a week, 

+ and plant-wide fire drills every month or two 

Employee Training 
Remember that the attitude of management is very 

important in establishing the attitude of workers. 
If plant management shows a sincere regard for tl 
fundamentals of fire protection and fire t 
men will be encouraged to follow suit. In plair 
lish, don’t smoke in no-smoking zor | 
office free of fire hazards, call attent 
any hazard you see 

Every employee, male and female, should have 
ome idea of the fundamentals of re fighting 

Bulletin boards and plant newspapers can be used, 
but best results are obtained by actual demonstra- 
tion. Take small groups out to the parking lot or 
some other convenient location, an how them 
how to operate the various kinds nguishers, 
as well as the disastrous effects of using the wrong 
type, such as water on an oil fire. Frequently, dem- 
onstrators from equipment manuf: rs are will- 

to stage ar exhibition which makes a lastins 
mpression 

julpment Give special training to ope q 
handling having unusually high fire haz: 

flammable or dangerous liquid 
be made to appreciate the dar 
boilers and furnaces should be thx 

safe lighting procedure p 
)] and the importance 

equipment. Men in charge of d 
orating flammable solvents mu 
them from becoming filled wit} 
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HOW TO PREVENT FIRE 

While every effort must be made to extinguish 
é it is much greater importance to prevent 

starting. One of the first duties of the fire 
chief, therefore, is to make a complete survey of 
the plant, preferably in company with the PDC 
This is not always as easy as it sounds, because 
conditions which may have existed for years, and 
with which everyone is quite familiar, are readily 
overlooked and are not recognized for the hazards 
they really are. However, the major insurance com- 
panies employ staff trained fire-prevention 
engineers, making such a 

ire 

Take These Precautions 

It is not possib » list every possible hazard, 
but points to be Maintain good order 
nd cleanliness. Watch shipping and receiving rooms 

to prevent accumulation of excess packing material 
ind empty boxe If pape excelsior or other flam- 
mable material is used for packing, keep only one 

’s supply in the packing room. And keep thi 
metal or metal-lined container with a self- 

lid held by a fusible link. 
ide standard waste cans for oily rags, scraps 

cking material, and see that these 
mptied into closed metal con- 
al. This also applies particu- 
wiping paint and oil fillers 
imulation iste combus- 
ldings, id keep dried grass, 

Make 
trash 
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Provide metal lockers for employees’ clothing 
0 minimize the danger from a hot pipe left in 

street clothes, or an oily rag in the overall pocket 
See that “No Smoking” rules are rigidly enforced 
Do not permit heating devices with open flames in 
ireas where there are flammable materials, particu- 
larly volatile solvents or dusts of any kind. In such 
locations, use explosion-proof electric lamps and 
motors. Switches and starters should be guaranteed 
to be nonsparking, or should be installed in some 
place separate from flammables. Forbid key switches 
or pull chains. 

Inspect all electrical wiring, and see that worn 
or frayed sections are replaced, and that motors are 
free of accumulations of dirt and oil. Do not permit 
open junction boxes or temporary wiring. If portable 
electric tools are used, see that they are properly 
grounded and that the cable is in good condition 

Make sure that power lines are not overloaded 
Th particularly important in older plants in 

s have 
been installed progressively over a period of years 



FIRE eee continued 

Where steam pipes pa through or near wood- 
work, make sure there sufficient clear space be- 
tween them to prevent lint or light combustibles 
from accumulating there. If the back of the hand 
cannot be held in firm contact with the woodwork, 
the installation is unsafe. Do not attempt to remedy 
this by merely covering the wood with sheet metal. 
It will serve only to transmit the heat. Use sheet 
asbestos and metal with an air gap between the wood 
ind the insulation 

+ f¢ storage areas, Insure adequate ventilation for coal 
and do not permit coal to be tored around o! 
against any wooden structure 

Watch out for lime. It must be stored where 
it cannot be reached by flood water or water from 
any other source, including that used to extinguish 
fires. When wet, lime generates great heat and may 
aust erlous fires 
Do not permit railroad cars or other vehicles con- 

aining flammable or explosive materials to stand 
close to the plant If they are consigned to the plant, 
have them emptied into safe storage immediately 
If they are not for the plant, insist that the carrie: 
remove them to a less hazardous location 

Screen openings from cupolas and other spark- 
producing equipment; keep sidewalk 
and window pane whole; keep plaste 
heathing in good repair so nothing can be 

the hollov pace behind 
Pay particular ttention 

ind flammable liquid Bulk storage should be in 
a fireproof building detached from the main build- 
ngs, and no more than one day’s requirements 

it in the plant pr ‘r. In case o hould be key 
explosion in the oil he burn vil may flow 
lown the roadwa mpossible 
firemen to reach the a } ire, and 
through basement window 
plant, or u é To prevent 
ubstantial ct of th r concrete should 
round the oil house pool with 

to contal contents. The 
rosive liqu 
taken. Make 

rounded before pum, 
Iquid 

in glass vessels, particularly in hospitals and lab- 
hould be kept on the minimize 

the danger of their falling and breaking as the 

ri a ‘ yratorie foo 

result of an explosion. 
Keep doors, except the automatic type, bolted 

when closed, but bolts must yperable from both 
sides. Do not use locks, as the key may be missing 

re passing from in an emergency. The risk g 
building to building through window openings is 
reduced if steel frames are used, the glazing is 

the windows do not open, and eact 
limited to 4 sq ft. Protect all openings 

from one building to another by fire doors 
Emergency exits must be arly marked, and 

there should always be ast two exits from 
each room. In large uild mark exit routes 
clearly. Small groups uing from a number of 
rooms soon become large groups, and groups from 
lifferent floors join and become a crowd on the 
tairs; be sure stairways lead to some place from 
which the crowd can disperse rapidly. The common 
practice of having emergency exits opening into 
narrow alleys is to be condemned. All doors should 
pen outwal i, and panic bars should work freely 
Keep external staircase 
windows and doors. If 

iny part 
} las 
*combu 

beyond emen, and 
pace between to] ( t piles 
Alternate stack f stible and 

pre id ot 
incombustible 

f y ) iorms 

a 
Some com 
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results by permitting unrestricted smoking in spe- 
cially marked-off areas provided with fireproof ash 
receivers. Others forbid smoking entirely during 
the final half-hour before quitting time, so any incip- 
ient fires caused by cigarette ends have had a chance 
to break out and be quenched. Don’t use paper boxes 
filled with sawdust or shavings for spit-kids; when 
wet and oily they are regular little fire bombs. In- 
stead, use sand in a metal container which can also 
serve as an ashtray 

Machines and Equipment 

All machines should be kept clean, and attention 
must be paid to lubrication to prevent overheating 
Line shafting should be well hung and aligned, the 
hangers and bearings should be kept clear of wood- 
work, arranged to avoid soaking woodwork with 
oil, and of a type that will permit easy cleaning 
Provide static eliminators for belts in dusty or 
otherwise hazardous locations 

House acetylene gene! rs in a separate, well- 
ventilated building, and keep gas cylinders, whether 
full or empty, out of the main building, except 
when in actual use. When welding operations are 
performed outside the regular welding shop, keep 
an extinguisher immediately available. Have a mem 
ber of the plant fire dep’t check that all combustibles 
are moved out of danger before welding begins 

Oil-cooled transformers represent a considerable 
risk of being punctured by bomb fragments and 
the oil catching fire Protect them against blast 
by suitable walls and roofs, and a dry well fo! 
each unit. Filling should be rocks, graded from ™% 
in. to 2 in., with sufficient capacity to absorb the 
entire oil content. This arrangement should quench 
effectively any burning oil into the well 
Where this cannot be 1e, in some indoor loca- 
tions, build a curb at le: } in. high and capable 
of holding all the oil 

When cables, pip¢ 

floors, close the opening through which they pass, 
preferably with asbestos packing, to prevent flames 
rising from one floor to another. 

See that fire-resistant storage vaults are available 
for important plant records, and that no combustible 
materials other than the papers themselves are 
present. All shelving and partitions should be of 
steel, and keep vital papers in separate fire-resistant 
cabinets. Give definite instructions that, as soon 
as an alarm is given, all important papers are to 
be returned to the vault, and the door closed 

MOVABLE 
LADDER 

HORIZONTAL 
WALK 

ALTERNATE ww 

Typical arrangements 
for providing access to 
all parta of roof slopes. 

Suggested to sawtooth 
roofs. Necessary idrails are not shown 
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FIRE *« continued 

Fire Bombs 

Precautions listed here should be taken by any 
plant, whether in peace or war, but certain addi- 
tional measures are necessary in wartime. It seems 
reasonable to assume that the first enemy attacks 
will be made with atom bombs exclusively, but it is 
quite possible that the raiders may also carry high- 
explosive and incendiary bombs to be used in case 
of an atom bomb failure, or merely to add further 
confusion. If any measure of success is attained, 
and American defenses are weakened, mass attacks 
with these weapons may possibly occur. It is not 
feasible to attempt to make any plant proof against 
all type of bombs, but it is reasonable to assume 
that in any fire raid a considerable percentage of 
the bombs used would be of the 1 kilo magnesium 
incendiary type, with or without an explosive 
charge. These are easy to extinguish with sand or 
water, provided they are spotted before they have 
had a chance to start a serious fire. The ordinary 
wooden roof covered with slate, tile, lead, shingles 
of any kind, or corrugated iron will not resist pene- 
tration of the kilo bomb, and a troublesome fire 
may be caused in a roof with such a covering on a 
close wood backing or with a wood lining below 
the rafters if a bomb should lodge between the 
covering and the wood 

In considering fire-bomb protection, first thought 
should be for the surface on which the bomb will 
be brought to rest. This is called the stopping layer. 
If possible, the stopping layer should be the roof 
itself, as the aim is to keep the bomb out of the 
building altogether. If this can be done, no other 
measures are necessary. Most existing fire-resistant 
concrete roofs about 4 in. thick will form adequate 
stopping layers. Particular attention must be paid 
to skylights and other openings which may nullify 
otherwise adequate protection 

Stopping Layers 

If the roof cannot be made impenetrable, provide 
a stopping layer at a suitable level beneath it. This 
and the space above it should be so constructed that 
an incendiary bomb burning on it will not fire the 
rest of the buildings 
in incombustible urface on the stopping layer, re- 

his will involve provision of 

moval of all combu erial from above this 
level, and fire-reta n reatme of exposed tim- 
bers above the topping yer. Provision 
made for fire parti o enter freely into 
between the stopping ! he roof 
wooden roofs, the " I ill generally 
topping laye With p the floo 

top tory il agal f I ne 
layer, but if there ; n. be is above the 
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ing joists, these boards may form a stopping layer, 
as much of the initial impact will have been ab- 
sorbed in penetrating the roof 

To render a stopping layer effective, it should 
be covered with not less than 3% in. of reinforced 

Internal stopping 
layers which do not have to resist the initial impact 
concrete, or 3/16-in. steel plate 

may be constructed of l-in. boards or 1% in. of 
concrete with steel mesh reinforcement. The radiant 
heat of a kilo bomb is sufficient to ignite lumber 
within an 18-in. radius, and all wood so exposed 
should be made fire resistant. This can be done by 
painting with fire-resistant paint or by covering 
with some form of asbestos. Steel supports for fire 
doors should be protected with 4% in. of brickwork, 
2 in. of reinforced concrete, or at least 1 in. of 
sprayed asbestos. 

Ready access must be provided to all parts of the 
roof, and ladders leading to it should be permanently 
fixed. Stairs are preferable to ladders, as the latte 
tend to hamper fire parties mounting in a hurry 
with their equipment. On low-pitched roofs cat- 
walks can be used to permit passage from valley 
to valley. On steep roofs, loose ladders may be 

Ladders 
ind catwalks should be stron nough to support 
kept available on the roof or in the gutters 

two men standing close toget White stripes 
should be placed along the e locating 
them in the dark. 

Some of : t meas ist here will 
involve considerable expenditure, and each plant 
must decide for itself how it is prepared to 
go. But a great many can be applied at no cost 
than t careful supervision and insistence upon 
rules. And it should be remembered that attention 

fire prevention frequently brings about a sub- 
tantial reduction in insurance premiums 

accidents, fires do not happen—they are 
Atom bombs, fire bombs and sabotage may 

cause of a few, or even of many in wartime, 
the greater number ars ilt of poo! 
nt, ignorance, or sheer 

Fire and Flood 

Many serious fires occur during fi , b 
can be avoided by taking proper 

itions. Principal dangers are from escaped 
iable liquids floating on the w from broke 
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mains and from electrical short circuits. In an area 

subject to floods, arrange for a selected crew of 

competent employees to stand by for emergency 

work, and during the flood assign extra W 

to make continuous patrols and watch for 

“Flood” 
of buoyant materials which 

If possible, provide 

“e so sub- 

unusual 

fire causes.—see 

Clear lower floors 

t break sprinkler ppes. 

nches and put them in plac 

valves may be operated Remove 
migh 
extension wre 

merged sprinkler 
rom hose houses sure to be 

the flood, be alert to 

check water pressure fre- 

If piping breaks, shut off the small 

If water pressure fails and the 

a sprinkler tank, be particu- 

er breaks before the tank is 

suctions free of debris 

hose f 
it inside. During 

broken sprinkler pipes; 

discover 

quently. 
est sec- 

tion possible. 

secondary supply is 

larly alert to discov 

emptied. Try to keep pump 

and silt. If the heating system cannot be operated 

shut off sprinklers only when 

drops below freezing, and 

as possible 
in freezing weather, 

the inside temperature 

turn them on again as soon % 

Fire Protection Equipment 

necessary to 
y with 

o lay 
from 

The type and amount of equipment 

protection will necessarily var 

is not possible t 

a fire engineer 
or a qualified 

give adequate 

each individual plant, and it 
However, 
ance companies, 

equipment manu- 
down specific rules. 

one of the major insur 

respresentative of a fire-fighting 

facturer can be relied upon to give trustworthy rec- 

ommendations. 

Most plants place 

sprinkler systems, and if these 

installed, they 
all ordinary 

il additional equip- 
also 

considerable reliance upon 

have been properly 

engineered and 
are usually ade- 

for extinguishing 
fires, or at 

them in check unt 
British experience 

al satisfactorily with the 

For protection in time of war, 

system should not be relied 

upon exclusively 
a fire raid, 

bombs are usually released in clusters, and a dozen 

or more may strike a plant in as many different 

With each of these setting off one or more 

heads, the pressure at each head will be 

is not sufficient flow of wate! 

remembered that many 

surface where wide- 

quate 
least holding 

be brought up 
ment can 

that they can de 
indicates 
kilo magnesium bomb 

the sprinkler however, 
For one thing, 1 

places 
sprinkler 
so reduced that there 

Also it must be 
at any one. 

roof 
bombs will burn on the 

spread damage may be done before sufficient heat 

passes downward to release sprinkler heads on the 

lower surface. Moreover, blast from high explosive 

bombs, without resultant fire, will often release 

sprinkler heads, and much unnecessary water dam- 

age may be caused. 

Most important of 
systems 

all is that sprinkler 

are commonly coupled to regular water mains or a 

gravity tank, and mains are readily fractured by 

losive bombs which may have fallen in othe! 

the town, while a tank contains only a 

And, the severe drain placed 

may be beyond 

exp 
parts of 
limited supply of water 

rge fires ral larg 
on the mains by sevé 
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the capacity 0! 

not imply 

all-around protect 

atchmen they 
of protection in war. 

Water 15, of 

tinguisher, 

flooded, and store securing 
city mains The sea, 

unlimited sources, 

limited supply 

sideration 

reservoirs in U 

Whatever source 

ficient water for 

entire pumping 

And it is not 

much as 
With natural 

should 

intake, regardless © 

ane 
pumpe! to 
In small 
creé 
below the su! face. 

a barrel sunk into th 

attention 
up with silt 0 

canal O! 
centrifuga! 

the pump 0 

brought from 

m. This does 

hat sprinkler 
not the best 

ion for ordinary fires—only that 

the sole source 

f the city pumping syste 

systems are 

must not be relied upon as 

Water Supply 

the best general fire ex- 

and much thought must be given to 

an adequate supply, independent of the 

rivers, docks, and canals offer 

ponds and small lakes, a more 

not available, con- 
created 

course, 

Where these are 
to artificially 

or concrete tanks 

should contain suf- 

supply for the 
system 

must be given 

the form of steel 

is selected, it 

at least one hour’s 

of the plant fire 
capacity 

ire to require a> 
unusual for a large ! 

200 gpm water level 

90 ft below the pump 

f tide or seasonal low water, 

roads should allow the 

15 ft of the supply 

be found or 

at least 1 ft 
or even 

water supplies, the 

1 not be more than 

access 
i hard-surfaced 

get within about 

streams a deep spot 

sted so the intake straine! will be 

A small dam will do this, 

-d, but it will need 

it from filling 

should 

e stream be 

from time to tim to keep 

r gravel. 
a high bank, as a 

passes over 
erienced with If the suction hose 

trouble may be exp 

air lock forming at the 

bend, and it may be o mount 

n top of the bank. If the water must be 

some distance, 
to de- 

ixed or portable canvas t 

e other engines 
carried on 

records 

reservol, 
pumps through an 

necessary t 

ipex of the 

it 1s advisable 

ank from which 

liver it toaf 

it can then be 

The value 
pumped by th 

of even 50 or 100 gallons 

be ove! looked, as 
the pumper must not 

show that 75% of all fires can be extinguished 

with this first-aid tank and light hose if there is 
fre- 

prompt action. And this light equipment can 

quently reach and put out a small fire before the 

equipment can reach the scene 

unts should be clearly marked, pro- 

rost and so located that they cannot 

plant traffic. Their location 

should be known to fireman, and rules 

against blocking them by parked vehicles or mate- 

rial in storage must be rigidly enforced. They should 

than 15 ft from the walls of buildings 

ts do not conform to local stand- 

ild be available so fire 

may be able 

heaviel 
Outside hydr: 

tected against f 

readily be damaged by 
every 

be not less 

If existing hydran 

ards, adapters shot 
» companies 

from other plants or 

hose and equipment 

Adjacent to, 0! directly over, 

designed hose hous¢ 

200 ft of hose, 2 playpipes, 

the hydrant and 1 spare, 4 spanners, 

washers, 1 aX, 1 bar, and 1 playpipe hol 

areas 
to use thelr 

should 

containing at least 

1 hydrant wrench on 

spare hose 
der. Hose 

the hydrants 

be well- 
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FIRE eee continued 

house hould be inspected at frequent intervals to 
make sure that all equipment is in place. In winter, 
now must not be allowed to pile up near the doo: 

to interfere with easy opening 
Inside hydrants, also clearly marked, should have 

tandard couplings but should be equipped with 
idapters for l1-in. hose for immediate use by person- 
nel in the area. Full-size hose cannot be handled 
by inexperienced men. If the fire department takes 
charge, full-size hose can readily be coupled up 

Types of Extinguishers 

Soda-acid extinguishers of the 2%-gal. turn-over 
or trike-the-knob type are the most commonly 
used, but are also available in 20- and 40-gal. sizes 
on wheeled trucks. They will extinguish most or- 
dinary fires, and may be used on magnesium bombs 
After every use, the container must be carefully 
washed with clean water before recharging. They 
ire not to be used on oil or electrical fires 

closely resemble the soda- 
acid type and should be clearly marked. They spread 
a blanket of fire-smothering foam over a consider- 

Foam extinguishers 

able area, and are to be used primarily on oil or 
other flammable liquids, although they may also be 
used for burning paper, wood or other carbonaceous 
material. Large foam units are available, as well 
as special attachments for feeding foam chemicals 
to regular hose line All models should be cleaned 
and recharged immediately afte Ist ind some 
types require an annual recharge 

Carbon tetrachloride extinguishers be pum; 
pre ire pera 

KEY TO DIAGRAM 

F * Fire Bomb Party C* Control 
KW * Key Worcher T * Emergency Woter Supply 
SW * Supplementary Wotcher P®* Large Trailer Pump 

Suggested plant 
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small oil and gasoline fires and for electrical fires, 
as the liquid is a non-conductor. They do not re- 
quire periodical discharge, but should be inspected 
weekly to make sure they are full. Only the special 
liquid supplied by the maker should be used for 
recharging, as commercial carbon-tet may contain 
impurities that would cause corrosion. These ex- 
tinguishers are not suitable for incendiary bombs 
or carbonaceous fires. Phosgene gas, dangerous in 
a confined space, is produced when carbon-tet comes 
into contact with hot metal 

Co, extinguishers are available in a wide range 
of sizes from small hand model arge, wheeled 
tanks, and also in fixed installations with a battery 
of cylinders. They are particularly suited for flam- 
mable liquid and electrical fires, but are not for 
use on incendiary bombs or carbonaceous fires. The 
gas is not toxic, but in heavy concentrations may 
cause suffocation. Ordinary gas masks are not ef- 
fective as a protection under these circumstances 
usually quite rare-—and oxygen breathing equipment 
is required. (Containers should be tested at intervals 
by weighing to check that there has been no loss by 
leakage.) 

Other chemical or chemically operated extin- 
guishers are available, and should be operated in 
accordance with the maker’s instructions. Among the 
latest types are those which expel a heavy stream 

chemical. These are particularly useful on 
small fires as the chemical is harmless to most ma- 

} terials, smothers the fire effectively, is a non-conduc- 
tor of electricity, and makes little mess 

The advantage of the cl extinguisher is 
that it can be operated by one person, and is a good 
extinguisher to the limit of its capacity which, in 

» case of a portable unit exceed 
gal 

The disadvantages are th: i sing 2\o-gal 
nit may not be sufficient to e which 

ind equipment 
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is well started. It is somewhat heavy and bulky 
if it has to be carried up a ladder, particu- 
larly by a woman, and if there is much heat and 
smoke it may be difficult to approach near enough 
to operate effectively Also, with much heat and 
smoke it is often necessary to work in a prone 
position, which is difficult with this equipment 
Some types will not operate upside down, making 
them useless for under-floor fires 

One of the most iguishers is the now- 
familiar stirrup pump. It will th: a jet of water 
30 ft or a spray 15 ft, and the 25 ft of hose supplied 
with it makes it possible for the operator to be 
well out of the heat smoke while the person 
at the nozzle attacks the fire at close range. Among 
its advantages are that person attacking the 
fire has only a light nozzle to handle, and can direct 
his around door openings or through trap doors t 

Its capacity is limited only by the amount of wate! 
available, and pumping can be stopped at any time, 
as when changing angle of attack, thus avoiding 
waste of water. On the other hand, it usually re- 
quires one person to pump and one to direct the 
jet, and it is preferable to have a third person to 
carry additional water. It can be operated by one 

} person, except in inaccessible positions, but it can- 
not be operated from a prone position by one person 

Similar to the stirrup pump is the one-man pump- 
tank type. This will throw a steady stream of 
water about 40 ft. The nozzle is held in one hand 
while the pump handle is operated with the other 

All these portable extinguishers ars 
expensive, easy to operate with a minimum of t! 
ing, highly effective within their capacity, and 
quire a minimum of maintenance 

In plants where magnesium is machined, special 
extinguishing powders should be available at each 
machine involved. This may also be used on mag- 
nesium bombs 

For firse beyond the capaci f this equipment, 
required. The 

ize of the plant 
regular pumping equipme 
capacity of this will vary 
and the intensity of the selection should be 
based on maximum, rather than minimum require- 
ments. There is an almost unlimited range of size 
of pumps available, from portable, two-man units to 
be carried by hand or on let with a lift truck, 
to the self-powered types used by municipalities 
Such emergency pumps should be powered by gaso- 
line engines, as a major disaster will almost invar- 
iably cause interruption of electric power! 

yuMping equipment, it is usual When purchasing p 
to consult the manufacturer and accept his recom- 
mendations. But it may be desirable to make a check 
on existing equipmen adequate 

This can be done by 1 he formula 
B+C+D th, 
1000 

otal area in Sq 
floors on which combus 
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Make-Up of Fire Parties 
During a raid the fire-bomb parties will take 

shelter with the other employees, but if it develops 
bombs—are being that fire bombs—not atom 

dropped, they will take their assigned posts. One 
man from each squad will be so placed that he can 

» or hear the fall of every bomb and can immedi 
ly summon the others to extinguish those that fall 

area. When conditions permit one or two 
1 to see the entire roof area, these men, Known as 

vy watchers, need be the only ones expose 
bomb parties must be within call and 

mediate service 
There should be a sufficient number 

th to provide full coverage of the roof area. On the 
average, this will require 

Up to 12,000 sq ft roof area (In plan) 1 party 
12,000 to 30,000 sq ft 2 parties 

3 parties 
4 parties 

30,000 to 75,000 sq ft 
75,000 to 150,000 sq ft 
For each additional 75,000 sq ft I party 

Each party should be equipped with 1 stirrup 
pump, 2 pails, 1 hand ax or light crowbar, and 1 
long-handled shovel. Available inside the building 

fire bomb party should be at least 6 gal 
in pails or other containers for every 8000 
roof area. On every floor there should be 

two 214-gal soda-acid extinguishers or oné 
tirrup pump and two pails of water for every 4500 

sq ft of floor area. Sand boxes should also be pro- 
vided, where possible, in which burning bombs may 
be deposited 

Power! pumpers will, of course, be handled by the 
gular fire parties who are responsible for bringing 

them to the scene. A fire party will consist of a chief 
and five or six men properly trained in the use of 
their equipment 

Protection of Plant Equipment 
Small fires will cause relatively little damage to 

machine tools, and even large fires will not neces- 
ly ruin them. The greatest damage is most likely 
be caused by water, and much of this can be 

avoided by proper precautions 
Machines should be kept well painted, and all 

bare metal except slides or other operating part 
hould be so protected. Ways and slides should be 

well oiled. This is particularly important if the ma- 
chines are idle over night and at week ends. A 

; ge tarpaulins, kept in a readily acces- 
place, is a great advantage as they can be 

rown over the top of the machines and will pro- 
vide a large measure of protection. This may not be 
practicable in large plants, but a few should be kept 
handy protect costly precision machines and 

equipment 
Finished parts in stor hould be kept on stee! 

helving or 1 teel tote boxes, and the back of the 
helves should > at le } in. from the wall. A 
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i} 

CONTRO 

SASI R 

\. 

ll 00 wenntened 

barrier at the back of each shelf should prevent stock 
from being pushed back to touch the walls. This is 
important because when hoses are in use large quan- 

tities af water usually flow down 
should 

over 
cover the i I 
the edges. Articles too large 

tected by tarpau- 

ing steel top 
ject at least 6 in. 
to be carried on shelves may be pri 
lins or other waterproof covering 

Oil tanks, paint rooms and othe! 
areas should be protected by 

equipment, 

particularly 
} , hazardous built-in 

bly foam or Co, extinguishing prefera 
designed to operate automatically 

FIRE FIGHTING 

with full- 
scale equipment is too complex and extensive to be 

learned only 

The technique of fighting major fires 

explained here and, indeed, can be 
through careful training and practical experience 
Nevertheless, the fundamental principles are readily 
acquired and, if applied promptly, will usually be 
sufficient to extinguish the fire before it has done 
more than minor damage, or at least confine it to a 
small area until it can be dealt with by experienced 
personnel 

The object at all times is to extinguish the fire, no 
matter what other complications there may be. In- 
cendiary bombs, high explosives and burning oil or 
phosphorus are additional dangers which may re- 
quire changes in technique, but must never be per- 
mitted to interfere with actual fire fighting. In case 
of an atornaic attack which caused fires to break out 
simultaneously in several parts of a building, the 
firemen would concentrate upon rescuing trapped 
persons, even to the extent of neglecting the fires 

As soon as a fire is detected, the first step is to 
notify the plant and municipal fire departments and 
then, while waiting their arrival, attempt to extin- 
guish it with the equipment at hand. Only if the fire 
is extremely small and it is certain it can be put out 
with hand extinguishers should this be done without 
calling for aid. A fire in an office wastepaper basket, 
or a handful of waste ignited by a welding torch are 
examples of this type of fire, but even then an im- 
mediate report must be made to the fire chief to 

out. Many 
supposedly extin 

enable him to check that the fire is really 
cases are on record where fires, 
guished, have smouldered for hours under floors or 

full fury 
the right conditio 

behind partitions, and then broken out in 
when they encountered ! ! 

A written report should also be made within 24 
hr to facilitate claims and to assist the 

chief in determining high-risk If fires 
are reported frequently from one specific place it is 

insurance 
fire areas 

wrong with the pre- 
taken 

All equipment used in fighting the fire should be 

an indication that something i 
ventive measures, and proper steps can be 

so the fire department can re- 
There 

should never be any reluctance to summon the fire 

listed on the report, 
charge used extinguishers and dry wet hose 

dep’t on the grounds that the fire was too small 
Any fire is a potential 

Incendiary bombs will be 
conflagration 

dealt with by 
squad in whose area they fall, or by other 

A report should be made to HQ giving the 

the bom! 
employee 

near by 
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bomb when it fa ind a second location of each 
report when it has been extinguished. Squads should 

bombs and be particularly alert to fires started by 
which may be overlooked in the activity of 
of the bomb itself. If such fires are, or threaten to be, 
beyond the capacity of the limited equipment of the 

1isposing 

bomb squad, the fire dep’t should be summoned 
Hand extinguishers will take care of most fires at 

If the 
similar 

the start, provided the correct type is used 
burning material is wood, paper, rags, or 
matter, a 
do the 

soda-acid or plain water extinguisher will 
but if a i job, container of oil is on fire the 

pressure of the jet may splash it around in all direc- 
the burning oil will float on the surface of 

If electrical equipment 
tions, or 
the water and spread the fire 
is involved, the current may travel along the 

Eve 
lentify the 

water 
ry employee, 

therefore, should know how to i different 
types of extinguishers, and know the type of fire on 

stream and severely shock the user 

which to use them. Some manufacturers now 
adhesive labels to be attached to the 

f suishers to show clearly tl of extl 
which they are to be used 

While awaiting the arrival of the fire dep’t, em- 
ployees in the immediate area of the fire should con- 
tinue to fight it ible. The 

ould take 
*~harge of the job, and other employees should be 

} with the equipment avail 
foreman or a trained fire squad member sl} 

Crowding arour will ‘rve only to 
and h and if 

an explosion should occur umber 
injured. With most fire 
advisable to evacuate 

kept away 
generate excitement 

may be neces- 
sary or 
but if the fire threatens to 

inder 

What to Do 
As soon as the fire starts, close all fire door 

lows, and shut 
sut off all 

as in Oll 11n 

ing to the area, close all win 
fans and blower ( 
rical circuits, 

not cut off the 
» fire chief. If a plating roon 

ip valves of all tanks contai 

‘onveyors, 

lighting circuit 

but leave water tar 
supply 
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the possibility of using steam as an extinguisher. 
In attacking the fire, the stream of water should 

be directed at the heart of the fire, rather than at 
the more spectacular flames. If there is consider- 
able heat and smoke, craw] along the floor to get 
nearer to the center—there will be more cool ai! 
and better visibility. Successful fire fighting depends 
not only upon extinguishing the fire, but also upon 
preventing its spread. Combustible materials nea 
the fire, but not actually involved, should be moved 
as quickly as possible, or well wet down from time 
to time to prevent their igniting from the heat. After 
the fire is out, the debris should be thoroughly cooled 
with water to make sure the fire will not break out 
again. If there is any doubt, a man should be sta- 
tioned near the spot with an extinguisher for several! 
hours 

Extinguishing Bombs 

Incendiary bombs may be handled in several ways, 
including smothering with sand or earth, scooping 
off the roof with a shovel into a sand box, and extin- 
guishing with water. The object of the attack should 
be the bomb itself, rather than the material it has 
ignited. If tackled immediately after falling, a solid 
stream of water may cause considerable sputtering 
of the magnesium and may start other small fires 
close by. But this method will burn out the bomb 
much faster than if a spray is used, and is the recom- 
mended method. If it has been burning for some 
time, sputtering will have stopped and there will be 
just a pool of molten metal which may be cooled 
down with a jet of water. In this case, of course, the 
fire will have a good hold and the flooring will be 
well alight 

There may be an explosive head on the bomb, 
It is ad- 

] visable, therefore, to work behind cover, if available 
imed to go off a few seconds after the fall 

If no cover is possible, the risk must be accepted and 
the fire tackled, regardless of possible injury 

Phosphorus bombs are readily extinguished by 
ater, preferably in a spray, but the phosphorus will 

re-ignite as soon as it g ry again. Every precau- 
tion, therefore, : , » scrape up all 

them. All 
material which might | ontaminated by the phos- 
splashes of dispose of 

phorus should be kept wet unti ‘ertain that all 
particles have been 

Oil bombs are likely t tart large and serious 
fires, and are best handled with foam extinguishers 
However, water may be used if it can be applied as 

a fine mist, and has the advantage of cooling the oil 
below its ignition temperature 

Be particularly careful with electrical apparatus, 
and use only carbon dioxide, dry chemical or vapor- 
izing liquid extinguishers. If these are not available 
a stirrup pump and clean water may be used, pro- 
vided the stream is broken into a fine spray so it will 
not conduct electricity, and the nozzle is at least 
4 ft from the 
voltage equipment in 

nearest conductor. If there is high- 
the plant, the fire depart- 

ment should be provided with special spray or fog 
nozzles for safe application of water 

Molten salt baths may be cooled to safe tempera- 
tures by judicious use of water to avoid violent 
steam generation, splattering and spread of fire, but 
this should not be attempted by inexperienced per- 
sonnel with ordinary hand extinguishers 

If the plant has an automatic sprinkler system, 
don’t be in too great a hurry to shut off the sprinkler 
valve. Keep them operating as long as there is any 
fire in sight. Don’t let a desire to avoid water damage 

in letting a fire get out of control because it is 
not completely subdued. When sprinkler valves are 
result 

closed, keep hoses and extinguishers in readiness, 
and station a man at each valve, ready to turn it 
on if fire breaks out again before sprinkler 
are replaced 

heads 

If fire breaks out in an adjacent building, the risk 
of its spreading to other buildings can be minimized 

Close all windows 
facing the burning building, lay out hose lines and 
couple them to the hydrants. Start the fire pumps, if 
any, because main pressure may be seriously reduced 
by the flow being used to put out the first fire. Station 
men on the roof with extinguishers or hose lines to 

by taking proper precautions 

keep the roof wet down and to extinguish burning 
brands. Fire-bomb squads can handle this work ef- 

‘ly, as they will be familiar with the roof area 
ll know of hidden pockets into which burning 

ial may fall. If it is a large fire, burning ma 
may travel hundreds of feet before 
combustible 

landing 
materials away from exposed 

ws, and open windows on the side away from 
re to prevent build-up of heat. Station men with 

extinguishers at windows nearest the fire 
Protect machines and materials in process from 

damage by water which may enter through window 
or doors when the building is wet down. Close the 
covers on open oil and solvent tanks, and have mer 
ready to close gas and oil valves in case fire does 

it 1s necessary to evacuate the plant 

WHEN THE FIRE’S OUT 

rom the fire 1 
he mess. The 

, . salvage squad should be the first group 
over, 

to enter the 
buildings to make a quiclh f the damage and 
to make them safe f hers t t to work. They 

remove heavy, fallen beams, or those hanging 
walls and shore 
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DISASTER 

CONTR ole FIRE e« continued 

root of building has been de 
badly holed, it 
against damage ~ather. This may be 
covering each machine with tarpauli! 
water repellant material, by covering the roof open- 
ings with temporary boards, by moving the ma- 
chines to undamaged area In multi-story building 
it may be advisable to waterproof the floor of the 
upper story, and move machines downstairs. If the 
damage is extensive, try to get them under cover | 

Check with 
neighboring plants e if they can accommodate 
near-by sheds, garage warehouses 

undamaged machines, and their operator 
them back into production 

Board up broken windows and breached walls, and 
if needed. If the boile: 

is wrecked, and process o1 heating steam is required 
erect temporary door 

an old steam locomotive or a steamboat can well be 
used 

Examine each machine car 
hidden damage. Clean off ; ther debri 
empty and clean out the coolant tank and lubri« 
and hydraulic system. Remove the motors and cl} 
for wet or burned insulation, and for water or d 
in the bearing Water can be removed from the 
windings by a blower or by a low-temper- 

ire bake. Check the ‘r ar wiring and 
ctronic equipment 

) 
Expe! lence 

machine 

and fo 
and leathe 
iused by 

it coloration 

xt prevent the spread of rust. Get afte 
as possible. Rubbing gs will 
leposit formed in the 

that, it may be necessary t 1 abrasives. Steel 
wool, Oo some f the common household cleane: 

ill do the | 1arm, but if emery cloth has to be 
ised, take it easy on working surfaces, and watch 
out for the dust getting into bearing 

Dismount grinding wheels and replace 
appear to be damaged by heat or wate heck 
wheels for balance and ring, just as if they were new 

machines appear to be serio isly damaged, con- 
the possibility of cannibalizing. You may be 

able to get one good machine out of two or three 
wrecks. Polish up and repaint fire-scarred machines 
as soon as possible. A messy machine tends to en- 
courage sloppy work and has a depre 
tne worKer 

Dispose of debri ; soon as possible ut don’t 
rrv. There may be thousands 

small pa 
h could be 

re essential service 
at the earliest 

1 that damaged wiring! 
String temporary wl! 

permanent repalrs can 
where washroom w 

ice restore 
-racK Canvas 
and replace 

ner 
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Pestilence 

Seainmeees problems in the event of bombing raids 
are: Protection of health during disaster, including 
provision of auxiliary supply sources; and sabetag 
rr accidental poisoning 
To head the health program, appoint a deputy 

medical director. The plant doctor will be in over- 
all charge but, in an emergency, will be too busy 
directing or giving actual aid. The plant engineer: 
would be a suitable deputy, and should work closely 
with personnel manager, cafeteria supervisor, chief 
of plant police, and local sanitation authorities 

Water supply is an important health and psycho- 
logical problem. The threat of thirst will often in- 
duce panic, and when the tremendous demands for 
fire fighting and sewage are considered, it is evident 
that the normal supply is usually far from adequate 
under emergency conditions. 

Keep at least a three days’ supply of drinking 
water on hand at all times, either in clean under- 
ground storage tanks, or in tank wagons carefully 
protected against blast. Provide at least 10 gal. of 
water in each air raid shelter, in closed containe1 
Renew this water at frequent intervals, and inspect 
daily to detect contamination or loss. Have a supply 
of chemicals available to disinfect the water supply 

After a disaster, do not permit any water to be 
drunk until it has been examined. If it must be 
ised, boil, filter or chlorinate it 
Equip water mains with earthquake valves which 

close when subjected to abnormal shock. This will 
prevent flooding and save water. Don’t permit feede 
lines to lead directly into chemical vats—back si- 
phoning may poison the entire plant system 

Water does not, of itself, become radiocative when 
exposed to gamma rays from an atom-bomb attack 
but may become contaminated by fall-out of radio- 
active dust particles. Water in closed containers will 
not be activated, but the containers must be tested 
before opening, and washed clean if contaminated 
Reservoirs and large cisterns may reduce radioactiv- 
ity to a safe maximum by dilution. However, check 
all water before permitting drinking. Simple boiling 
will not remove radioactive contamination. Distilla- 
tion will leave radioactive material behind and per- 
mit water to be used for drinking. Store water fo: 
washing and sanitary functions by providing static 
water collection points nea! 

Sewage Disposal 
Serious trouble can occur i wers are blocked 

Employees become uncomfort may not be 
able to operate their machines h wage back 

| parts and equipment 
may be damaged st disagreeabl. 
and production v 
ation continues for more 
will multiply, and there 
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If this happens, spread chloride of lime generously 
over all contaminated areas as soon as the water 
goes down. Water supply may be contaminated by 
ewage drain-off 

' Provide clean-out ports to permit access to sewe 
jams, install relief pipes or vents leading to dry 
wells to carry off backed-up pressure. If rainwater 
leaders empty into sewers, equip them with valve 
to divert the flow if the sewer is overloaded. Plan 
dry-wells carefully if the ground water level is close 
to the surface, or if drinking water wells are close by. 

At the first sign of sewer difficulties, lock the doors 
of all affected rest rooms until the jam is cleared 
Provide repair service immediately. Have chemica 
toilets available for emergency use if the block i 
extensive. Also, install them in air raid shelters 
If outdoor toilets are necessary, place them at the 
lowest ground area, well away from drinking-wat« 

Mark pit ipply. Treat with chloride of lime daily 
prominently when closed 

Air Pollution 
Under normal conditions, the provision of an ample 

ef ipply of clean, fresh air, with a minimum of foreign 
is a simple matter for plants equipped with 

But if disaster strike 
modern, windowless plant wholly dependent upor 

air-conditioning machinery 

mechanical ventilation may be in real trouble 
e, when power fails both air and light ar 
Provision must therefore be made for ar 

liary power 
trance. Air 
filtered air 

ipply and for opening a free-air en 
raid shelters must have plenty of Wwe 
and hand pumps must be supplied in 

case of a power failure. 
For work during and aftet 

espirators and ga masks, port 
mist spray unit ettle dust, disinfect 
olution large fi lea moke 

pace he 
aecaying 



O RGANIZATION—Actually this is two phases, but the 
duties of each require close cooperation. The rescue 
section is the responsibility of the Chief Air-Raid 
Warden, while first-aid and medical sections are 
headed by the Medical Director. Logically, the lat- 
ter is the plant doctor, or someone with special 
training such as an ex-military medical corpsman. 
A rescue director will be appointed by the Chief 
Air-Raid Warden. Immediately upon being formed, 
both sections should set up liaison with local fire, 
police, hospital, and civil defense services; also the 
local chapter of the American National Red Cross. 

WHAT TO DO NOW... 

There are really only three things to do now: (1) 
select and train your personnel, (2) decide what 
measures, equipment, and supplies you will need and 
order those not on hand, (3) establish first-aid sta- 
tions and a medical treatment center. However, 
these things are not accomplished as quickly as they 
are said. First, it is advisable that every person in 
the plant take first-aid training, but only on a volun- 
tary basis. All rescue, first aid, and medical unit 
personnel must pass standard and advanced first 
aid courses. The local chapter of American National 
Red Cross will provide excellent, highly recognized, 
training. Each plant employee should be _ blood- 
typed and he should always carry his blood-type 
card. 

Rescue training may be available on request from 
your local fire and police departments. This can be 
supplemented by suitable texts and practice. If fire- 
men or police are unable to help, texts and practice 
will have to suffice (Bibliography). But personal 
instruction is the more desirable training 

Medical training is quite a different problem. It 
must provide or develop people to take Over severe 
injury cases where first aid stops. Most of this work 
will be in the central medical station, but some of 
it will be out in the plant—and under hazardous 
conditions. Large plants will have at least one docto1 
and one or more trained nurses. They may even have 
an ambulance. The problem here is not difficult. By 
recruiting volunteer medical aids, preferably with 
ome experience, and providing training by regular 
medical personnel at the plant in addition to first 
aid training, a medical team is quickly developed 

Smaller plants which do not have regular, trained 
medical personnel have a slightly larger job of train- 
ing, but fewer employees to handle. Again, they 
must recruit volunteer medical aids, have them take 
first aid courses, and then arrange to have local 
hospital services or neighboring larger plants pro- 
vide the specialized training. Through the “Council 
for Interplant Cooperation” (Reorganization) a plan 
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L Rescue and First Aid 

may be set up to instruct small plant groups along 
with those from larger plants. 

Let’s face it 
not be enough trained doctors and nurses available 

if a major disaster occurs there will 

to treat all of the serious casualties. Most of the 
medical personnel working at hospitals will have to 
stay at their posts to cope with the stream of 
casualties seeking help. Very few doctors will be 
free to go out on emergency teams. Some industrial 
plants and warehouses will have to serve as field 
hospitals and dressing stations 

How Much Help? 

These personnel will be needed to provide protec- 
tion. Small plants will apportion accordingly: 

First Aid—All personnel in plant should take first 
aid training. Then specifically, a minimum of 3 
6-man (or woman) teams for each 1000 employees 

Rescue—2 6-man teams for each 1000 employees 
Medical 

able), 2 trained nurses, and 6 medical aids (plus 1 
1 team consists of: 1 Doctor (if avail- 

medical treatment center). You should have 1 team 
for each 1000 employees, while 2000 or more em- 
ployees should have at least one doctor in attendance 
Remember that these figures are for disaster con- 

ditions, not for normal operation. They should be 
used flexibly and varied to suit local conditions, but 
seldom fewer than shown (from British experience) 

What Will You Need? 

Again, requirements will vary with individual 
locations and instructor’s suggestions. Survey and 
list available facilities and equipment within plant 

Obtain 
owners that they will coope:ate in time of disaster 
jurisdiction. assurances from private 

by lending their equipment if the plant does not have 
these items available. 

First Aid—Each team member should have a kit 
(haversack) containing: l-in. compresses on ad- 
hesive and sterile gauze squares—about 3x3 in., 
both in individual packages; assorted sterile band- 
ages; triangular bandages; sterile gauze in individual 
packages—about 1 sq yd each; roll of %-in. ad- 
hesive; burn ointment; aromatic spirits of am- 
monia; inelastic tourniquet; scissors, 3-in. splinter 
forceps; paper cups; l- and 2-i roller bandages; 
wire or plain board splints; castor-oil or mineral 
oil for use in eyes; water canteen; trench knife 
steel helmet; flashlight with lanyard, spare bulb, 
and batteries; whistle; 
plainly. Also, although not strictly ‘first aid,” an- 

lipstick to mark casualties 

tiseptics and sedatives may be added at discretion of 
doctor in chz 

In addition, each team should have: 2 stretchers 
6 water-repellent blankets; traction splints: 8 60-ft, 
4-in. manila ropes; replacement supplies for in- 
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dividual kits, plus equipment suggested by doctor 
Rescue—Each rescue team-member should have a 

personal kit containing: simple first-aid packet (tri- 
angular bandages, sterile gauze squares—about 3 
by 3 in., scissors, and tourniquet); lineman’s gloves, 
pliers, and “climbers”; 1 60-ft ‘2-in. manila rope; 
pinch bar; utility hatchet; approved gas mask; steel 
helmet; flashlight with lanyard, extra bulb, and 
batteries; box of chalk; 100-yd spool of fishline 
boots; roll of insulating tape; safety goggles; whistle 
Team equipment should include: Utility truck, 

variety of ropes; chain; inhalator; block and tackle 
jacks; portable crane; ladders; acetylene torches; 
picks, shovels, sledgehammers, axes; tarpaulins; 
crowbars; wrecking bars, carpenter’s saws, hack- 
saws, wedges, chisels, power drills, and a searchlight 
Medical—Trained personnel will know, or learn 

from civil authorities, the items necessary for the 
medical treatment center. Blood and plasma will 
probably be rationed by local emergency hospital 
services. All employees should be urged to con- 
tribute to Red Cross Blood Bank to assure adequate 
supply for all 

IF DISASTER STRIKES... 

Now is the test of previous planning, of training, 
and of organization. Has every possibility been con- 
sidered? How well prepared are we 

First Aid— 

At the first warning of danger the first-aid teams 
report to the previously designated, protected aid 
stations. With two teams available, one works at the 
station, the other outside; single teams split. As soon 
as given first aid, victims should be escorted or car- 
ried to the medical treatment center; are kept at the 
ald station only during height of danger. Each shel- 
ter warden should also be equipped to provide first 
aid for occupants of his shelter. Remember that 
ony first aid should be given-—treatment necessary to 
save life, ease pain, or stop further damage 

Serious bleeding, stoppage of breathing, and poi 
soning, in that order, must be treated immediately, 
before anything else is done. Some of the injuries 
faced are wounds, burns, fractures, dislocations, 
and sprains. In addition, shock and asphyxiation 
are highly probable. For the latter, artificial respi- 
ration is the immediate requirement. Dust may also 
cause suffocation 

Medical 
Trained medical personnel will not need much 

instruction. At first warning of danger they, and 
the medical aids, will proceed at once to the medical 
treatment center (if they do not work normally in 
this room). This should be a well-protected shelter, 
centralized for easy access from all parts of the 
plant, but away from other buildings. Doctors and 
nurses, plus half of the medical aids, will work 
within the shelter treating walking wounded and 
victims delivered by first aid teams. The other half 
of the medical aids will work in plant area 
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RESCUE DO’S AND DONT’S 
DO make a reconnaissance before you start 
work. It won't waste time. 

. examine a casualty before removal and give 
correct first aid. 
... free casualty’s nose and mouth from dust 
and grit to ease breathing. 

protect casualty from falling debris nad 
dust, using blankets, tarpaulins, corrugated 
sheet metal, etc. 
... keep a casualty warm; thus reduce shock 
... blanket stretcher properly to give casualty 
maximum warmth and comfort. 

. carry stretcher with care over debris. 
remember that stretcher cases should be 

carried in an ambulance. 
. remember to keep a list of all casualties 

dealt with. 
... keep off wreckage as much as possible to 
avoid destroying natural voids by further 
collapse. 
... prevent further collapse, by using care in 
debris and obstacle removal. Do use strong, 
tough gloves when removing debris by hand. 

. exercise great care when using sharp tools 
in debris. 

. walk close to wall on damaged or charred 
stairs; upper floors. 

. crawl on floor in smoke-filled room. Follow 
wall for guidance. 

. use back of hand for feeling way in dark- 
ness. Contact wich live wire will knock hand 
away instead of causing it to grasp wire. 

. mark buildings after they are searched to 
avoid duplicate effort. 

. work in pairs whenever possible. 

DON'T move victim without giving first aid, un 
less in immediate danger. 

. smoke or strike matches in case there is an 
escape of gas. 

. crawl over debris or disturb parts unless 
compelled to by circumstances. 
.. « pull timber out of wreckage thoughtlessly; 
can cause further collapse 

. enter dangerous places without informing 
other members of team. 
... touch loose electric wiring. 

throw debris aimlessly on one side—you 
may have to move it again. 
... drag steel cable (wrecker) through debris 
that may contain live wires. 
. . « forget to keep up victim's morale by talking 
to him during entrapment. 
. .» lose flashlight. Tie it on with a lanyard. 



Replacement atrd 

ae Even before the smoke has cleared, 
or the water gone down, the disaster-hit plant is 
faced with the problem of getting back into produc- 
tion. Flood and fire, earthquake and windstorm, are 
disasters for which normal preparations are made if 
they seem feasible. But what of bombing, which no 
American plant has ever faced? Actually, very few 
ndustrial plants are as badly damaged by 

as they appear at first glance 
But, where will you start? What will you do first? 

The answers are found in the things you do now 
To turn out a product, you must have: hand tool 

measuring instruments, machine-tools, utilities, ma 
terials, supplies, and personnel, plus shelter. Decide 
now: Which of these are essential to contin 
duction? Of the essential items, which are most 
nerable, most easily damaged, and where 
replacements coming from” 
Someone must get, and apply, these answers. The 

Plant Defense Coordinator will appoint a Chief in 
charge of maintenance services, who will decide the 

His first 
job will be to select deputies familiar with the vari- 
teps necessary to maintain production 

ous phases involved. Next, he will coordinate, though 
the Coordinator, with the other phases, with local 
civil defense officials, and with people doing the 
same job as his in other plants within the area 

WHAT TO DO NOW... 

With deputies, make a personal tour of the plant 
(perhaps one section per day) and carefully note 
possible ‘trouble sources—weak construction, poo 
wiring, inadequate sanitary and drain facilities 
poorly stored material, dangerous overhead struc- 
ture broken windows, decrepit tools, and improp- 
erly functioning or unused machinery—everything 
that reduces your strength. Also, inspect drawing 
operation sheet production schedules, work 01 
ders; scrap, inventory, and output records; personnel 
records, pay records, and procurement activity. See 
hat all of these are posted to date, that shop-floo 

changes have been noted on office copies 
ventoried items are all well above minimum balance 

‘ Then issue instructi o have all discrepancies 
Repair o1 ll! damaged or faulty 

mechanical equipment inventory items in 
hort supply. These ngs should be done at once, 

even if overtime effort required. Everything af 
fecting production must be dependable 

Next, have each fe 
section which ; the question 

ku suggest alternié ls, materials, 
plies in Case } *s become unobtainat 

Which of the es ial equipment, materials, 
: . upphies do nerable or Kely to 
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damaged in event of a explosion 
List the names of all employees in your section, 

followed by a brief description of | 
cupation or specialty. Then, for each pers 
all other jobs or function he is capable of 

including personal mechanical hobbies 
List the names of all indispensable employees 
List all special jigs and fixture 
Which parts wear rapidly; are damaged easily” 
With the answers to these questions compiled 

and analyzed, you can determine many needs 
Sections which are vital; also the weakest link 

which will require 
Which utilities, how 

needs to operate 
What tools are likely to be damaged, 

special protection. Also those jobs 
nate operation planning 

Similar equipment, and location, to plan machine- 
part interchangeability for repai! 

A list of vital parts to be stocked for emergencies 
A guide to seeking tools and parts under debris 
Alternate occupations among available employees 

to provide replacements for key men 
Where training is needed to provide replacement 

for key personnel 
A guide to splitting and separating production 

lines to offset total destruction of a key operation 
A guide to stocking mater 

doubling-up on delicate inst: 

Interplant Coordination 

With this survey being accomplished by the fore- 
men, and repairs underway to correct discrepancies 
hown by inspection, the Plant Defense Coordinator 
hould establish contact with the Defense Coordi- 

ll of the other industrial plants in the 
city or at least the industrial area, if tl has not 
been done. Steps should be taken to organize what 
might be called a “Council for Interplant Coordina- 

f +} tion.”” Two people from each of the plants belonging 
to the Council will attend regular meeting They 
will pool ideas, recommend joint I 
the location of a central mach 
tral employment office for disaste 

s not handled by civil authoritie 
ards for materials identifica 

ricants, standard 
facilities lis 

in other things 
by mutual ; : pre i r rapid 

production recovery Li ocietie 
hould be requested to join in 

chine-tool dealers, mill s ipplier 
men should sit in as adviso 
defense officials. But the “Counci 
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Personnel Reorganization 

on decisions which apply to plant operation only 
One immediately beneficial step each plant can 

take is to distribute a list of its surplus materials, 
supplies, and equipment. You know—you bought 
100 bearings or 6 portable drills for that job, used 
half of them, and the rest 

Maybe your next-door neighbor needs jus 
are lying there collect- 

ing dust t 
that part—and can’t get enough of them 

Another measure for the “Council” is the organ- 
ization of mobile repair-shop crews similar to the 
kind used by the British 
shop-truck containing a 

Each crew is assigned a 
power generator, an alr 

compressor, portable power tools, mechanics tools, 
welding apparatus, and some small machine-tools 
such as toolmaker’s lathe, miller, drillpress, and 
metal-cutting saw; also a stock of standard parts, 
V-belts, 
electrician, a plumber, an all-around mechanic, and 

roller chain, etc. Personnel consist of an 

three expert millwrights. This unit is sent, on re- 
quest, to the plants most seriously damaged, where 
its job is to eliminate bottlenecks 

plant, but the entire Now, not only your own 
area is organized for a rapid recovery 

You know where all of the essentials are, from whom 
you can expect help, areas needing the most atten- 
tion, neighboring lofts or warehouses where tempo- 
rary production lines may be set up, supply sources, 

sential to recuperation and many other details es 
You have a plan for salvage and repair, drawings 

records microfilmed and stored in safety, em- 
] ‘ cross-Classified for ternate occupationa 

pecialties, materials marked and stored f¢ 
recognition, and a master plant layout, to scale, wit} 
every piece of equipment clearly show: 

WHAT TO DO—WHEN... 

an atom bomb fiss 
unless you are 

There will 
+ th 

problem 
the odds agains 
If your plant is outsi 

und-zero,” or if disaste 
is a very considerable 
yared total st 

be feasible 
Preliminary to 

»damage. The 
s. Sagging 

in floors, and 
exposea 

7 spilled chemi 
hese 

repair crews 
approved 
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start debris removal. Heavy machinery, 
, or overhead cranes which have fallen, 

jammed, and block movement should be marked and 
disassembled or jacked back into position if possible 
When these, or fallen structural beams, cause exten- 
sive delay torchcut them and remove the piece 
Avoid unnecessary destruction, but remember tha 

y part has a nuisance value. Search debris cart 
for usable parts and supplies 

Preliminary should only ippé repair crews 
damaged roofs for safety, not repair them for shelte 
While debris-removal is proceeding below, another 
crew will close roof openings temporarily with wood 
plaster board, and tarpaulins Available glass will 
be rationed equally windows, and the remain- 

the openings closed with wood, canvas, « 
not with sheet-metal from plant 
a fourth crew is assigned 

and heat 

area 
equipment 

Here th alue of ly plan 
cement 

» machinery that Ca 
pool; draw needed 

Check \ I elignbporing plant 
equipment and take advantage 

oO produce parts or operat 
pial Use 
quipment isable 

} ‘rsonnel re 
People are assigned whe 
are replaced either from your owr 

oup 0 om the central employment office, and 
as a section is completed, it is operationa 

yite disaster, you are 1 sine 
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Office of Civilian Defense, Washington, D. C 
PATTERNS OF PANIC. By J. A. M. Meerloo, M.D., 
International Universities Press. 1950 
PLANT PROTECTION FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE. Detex 
Watchclock Corp., New York, N. Y 
PRINCIPLES OF PLANT PROTECTION. Dept of Defense 
Munitions Board, Washington, D. C. 1950 
THE PROBLEM OF REDUCING VULNERABILITY TO 
Atomic Boss. By Ansley J. Coal. Princeton Uni- 
versity Press. 1947 
PROTECTION OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS AND PUBLIC 
BuILpInGcs. U. S. Office of Civilian Defense, Wash- 
ington, D. C 
SABOTAGE AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES J. S. Office 
of Civilian Defense, Washington, D. C. 1943 
SAFEGUARDING INDUSTRY. National 
Underwriters, New York, N. Y. 1947 
SALVAGING OPERATIONS. National F 
Ass’n, Boston, Mass. 1944 
STRUCTURAL DEFENSE. AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS HAND- 
BOOK No. 5. His Majesty’s Stationery Office, London 
UNITED STATES CIVIL DEFENSE. National Security 
Resources Board, Washington, D. C. 1950 

WE ACKNOWLEDGE... the generous cooperation given in the preparation of this material by the following: 

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis 
American-LaFrance-Foamite Corp., Elmira, N. Y Washington, D. C 
American Locomotive Co, Schenectady, N. Y 
American National Red Cross, Washington The 
Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Gagueoen, Se 
Co's, Boston, Mass 
Bell Aircraft Corp, Niagara Falls, N.Y 
British Information Services, New York, N.Y 

General Electric Co 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill University, N.Y 
Chrysler Corp, Detroit, Mich 
The Civilian Protection Group, New York Mack-International 
C-O-Two Fire Equipment Co, Newark, N J York, N Y 
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Department of Defense, 

Factory Mutual Engineering Div., Boston, Mass 
Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corp., 

Schenectady, N. Y 
General Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich 
Kay, Dr. |. W., Psychology Dept., New York 

Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Co., New York 

Munitions Board, The National Board of Fire Underwriters, 
New York, N. Y 
National Fire Protection Ass'n, Boston, Mass 
National Security Resources Board, 
Washington, D. C 
New York Ordnance District 
New York State Civil Defense Commission 
Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich 
Pyrene Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J 
United States Office of Civilian Defense 
Washington, D. C 
Walter Kidde & Co., Inc., Belleville, N. J 
Willys-Overland Motors, Inc., Toledo, Ohio 

Truck Corp, New 
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Drills, Mills 

and Taps 

phutomatic 

Transmission 

Cases 

*& 86 pieces per hour at 100% efficiency. 

¥*& 104 operations. 

% 54 stations —1 loading; 6 milling; 23 drilling, 
reaming, and counterboring; 2 tapping; 21 
inspection; 1 unloading. 

Cross Machine Control Unit with “Toolometer” 
automatically stops machine when any tool re- 
quires changing; pre-set tools reduce down time. 

Other features —hardened and ground ways, 
hydraulic feeds, automatic chip conveyors, 
standard unit construction. 

Established 1898 

THE , co 
DETHOLT 7 MICHIGAN 

Special MACHINE TOOLS 



DIAL 

INDICATORS 

STARRETT UNIVERSAL DIAL 
“RACK AND PINION” STYLE 0 BENCH GAGE No. 652 

The complete line — four dif- : With sliding table and fine 
ferent sizes to meet every re- ote rr popes: 
quirement. All built to Ameri- a aie, roat “* 1 I 
can Gage Design specifications eee ndicator graduate 
— in a wide choice of dial DELS Soesgere .0005", reading 0-25-0, 
arrangements and graduations. a” range .125°. 

STARRETT DIAL COMPARATOR 
No. 653 

With fine vertical adjust- 
ment. Base platen 9x 9%". 
Vertical capacity 9%’. 
Throat depth 5”. Indica- 
tor graduated .001", read- 
ing 0-50-0, range .250". 

“SPIRAL TYPE" MECHANISM 
A simple, reliable indicator used by 
mechanics, machinists, toolmakers, STARRETT PORTABLE DIAL 
inspectors and setup men. Also avail- HAND GAGES — 
able in a heavier construction for No.1015-A and 1015-8 
heavy duty work or severe applica- 14" and 1” thickness ca- 
tions; order or specify our No. 645. pacities; 2%" throat. 

Available with direct 
reading or balanced 
dial indicators. Also 
with special sizes and 
shapes of anvils. 

F, 
“LAST 
woro” j ‘ ° <I 

5 ese Vor , 
TEST g °t_ye 

INDICATORS onfes 

A favorite with mechanics and tool- 
makers. Now even more adaptable 
with universal friction holder and 
universal shank. Also features revers- 
ible action and hard chrome plated 
contact point. 

Starret 

shrelalelolge Me) Mm meal tiel a 

THE L. S. STARRETT CO. . World's Greatest Toolmakers . ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS - U.S. A. 
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REFERENCE BOOK SHEET 

Table 1—Size Limits for Aluminum-Oxide ond Polishing-Grain Sizes 
icon-Carbide Polishing Grain 

a Minimum through | Cumulotive minimum | Maxi 
Control sieve | contro! sieve and | through contro! sieve mum of 

3 oversiz i retained | and retained 
control | = ian 
sieve 

through 
— SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE ‘nee | On sieve No j Posoeat On sieve No No No [Opening 

| @ | 

0.111 45 80 8 &10 
0937 45 80 10 & 12 
0787 5 45 80 12&14 
0661 45 80 14 & 16 * Simplified practice recommendations are com 
0555 § 45 80 16 & 18 mercial] standards developed by manufacturers 
0469 5 45 80 18 & 20 5 distributors and users in cooperation with the 

Commodity Standards Division, National Bu 
0331 75 25 & 30 reau of Standards 
0280 7S 30 & 35 ; 
ozs3 ; 75 «35 &40 s Previous recommendations on 0165 5 65 5 & 50 Arete : id learn » table for 
0138 7 50 & 60 abrasive grain gave one table 

sizes of grit for abrasive wheels and 
ete at ope shi ses. But polish 0098 7 70 & 80 polishing uses ut polishing-grain 
0083 ‘ 80 & 100 standards are more critical than 
0070 y 100 & 120 needed for grain used in grinding 
059 se _ , oS O00 wheels. Hence, separate recommen 

0049 : 140 140 & 170 dations are now in force 

RECOMMENDATION 118-50* 

pees oe : chide epdined Changes in polishing-grain sizes 

0029 5 é 230 & 270 : 230, 270, & 325 volve: for grit Nos. 70, 80, 90, 100 and 

Table Il—United States Standard Fine Series 50, 60, 70, 80 and 100 to 45, 50, 60, 70 

conignaten | vertetions te bring these grits into unison with 

| Inches | Aver Max: 
Microns | | meters | mate open Millimeters mate equiva coarser than the control sieve A 

_ The following is an example of the 

,000 157 : ‘ 7 039 to .058 

.380 0937 , 0291 0433 the coarsest sieve, termed the “con 

,410 OSSS ‘ 226 0315 oa 
eric than 15% may be retained on it. At 

0035 5 200 & 230 200, 230, & 270 . 
0029 230 & 270 230, 270, & 325 since earlier recommendations in 

120, the sieve size through which 
100% must pass was changed from 

= —— and 80 respectively. The 100% 
O Size or sieve Sieve opening | Permissible Wire Ganeter le through sieve has been changed to 

m 
at a remaining grits, in which the 100% 

Milli- | (approxi- | | mum | Inches (approxi through sieve is the second sieve 
equiva- | ; mg | | lents 
lents No. 8 grit has been added 

5,660 3)5 0.223 . t 0.050 to 0.075 use of this recommendation: Taking 
4,760 7 187 45 to ¢ py — Ose grit No. 10, all material must pass 
3,360 132 : 0.34 052 through the coarsest sieve—in this 
2,830 ? 111 ‘ 031 to .047 case the No. 7. Through the next to 

200 0787 0268 0394 trol sieve”—in this case the No. 8 
1,680 esse - eats 0558 all material may pass, but not more 
190 0469 : t 70 019 0276 

least 45% must pass through No. 8, 
the control sieve, and be retained on 

000 0394 : +15 43 0169 0244 
840 0331 ‘ 38 ‘ 0150 0217 
710 0280 : 33 0130 0189 No. 10 sieve, but it is permissible to 
590 : 0232 : 29 0114 0165 have 100% pass through No. 8, the 
500 35 0197 : ‘+ 26 0102 0146 , control sieve, and remain on No. 10 
420 0165 - +25 23 3 0091 to .0130 sieve, the requirement being that the 
350 § s 0138 : + 20 to . 0079 O114 
297 7 0117 +S 170 to 0067 0100 
250 0098 ' +25 149 to 0059 0087 trol sieve, and retained on No. 10 

0083 £5 : 130 to 0051 0074 and No. 12 must add to at least 80% 
0070 : , 114 to 0045 to .0061 Consequently, if 45% passed through 
0059 : ' .096 to 0038 to .0049 No. 8 sieve, the control, and was re 
nag , Bi rim . no ~ —~ tained on No. 10 sieve, then at least 

054 to 0021 to .0029 35% must be retained on the No. 12 
ened ; : atgei ene ak sieve. There is no requirement for 

, , 039 to 0015 to .0020 material retained on the finest sieve 
O 52 7 ‘ ‘ : .035 to 0014 to .0018 —in this case the No. 14 sieve—but 

031 to 0012 to .0016 not more than 3% is permitted to 
023 to .0009 to .0014 

grain passing through No. 8, the con 

pass through the No. 14 sieve 
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a radial drill that handles work 

AST 

Speed and ease of operation is the big feature 
of Footburt-Hammond Radial Drilling 

Machines. The unique hinged bracket con- 
struction makes it possible to swing the drill 

head quickly from hole to hole. And the wide 
range of speeds is instantly available to take 
care of small or large tools. Tapping reverse 
is electrically operated by means of a separate 
hand lever; no additional adjustments re- 
quired when changing for drilling to tapping. 
In-the-line operations may be handled faster 

with the handy machine. 

THE FOOTE-BURT COMPANY ° Cleveland 8, Ohio 
Detroit Office: General Motors Building 

APDIA Z 

_FOOTBURT- dammonp—erite machines—— 

a time tested line of machine tools 
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Various fabricators of aluminum 
products have found useful the fol 
lowing suggestions for handling the 
material and the tool formulas. 
Keep aluminum surfaces clean 

and free from dust and dirt. Protect 
aluminum surfaces from dents and 

BY E. V. SHARPNACK 

tempers in cases where one opera 
only is employed, providing 

the draw size (diameter, width, 
length, etc.) is not less than 75° 
of the blank size 

thon 

Drawing Pressure: When draw 

Press Forming Aluminum Alloys...| 

and die is 
ironing, which drawing 
pressure. Best results are obtained 
with a press having a tonnage rat 
ing only slightly above the actual 
requirements, as determined by this 
formula 

necessary to prevent 
increases 

ing aluminum, the metal gradually 
hardens as it allow 

this made in 
proper press size. Also 

between punch 

scratches. Insist on clean sheared Drawing Pressure 

(D/d —0.7 

is worked, so edges 
Make draw dies with double 

faces to increase their utility by 
100%. Make draw punches with 
separate short noses to suit the bot Comparative Ratings of Aluminum Alloys for Drawing 
tom of the shell being drawn. Other as niece 
noses of various shapes can be sub Clenificetion R.__A 
stituted to produce other shells a 
of the same size. 

Keep a shell from every oper 
ation as a guide for subsequent 
setups. Keep an accurate record 
of blank size, blankholder pressure, 
lubricant, etc., used on every job. 

Don’t try to draw hemispherical 
shells from aluminum unless the 
diameter divided by the thickness 
is under 175. Don't pinch aluminum 
in drawing and forming operations, 
because it must be free to move. 

Be sure that the draw punch is 
always on dead center in the die 
and that blankholder pressure is 
equal all around. 

The nonheat-treatable aluminum 
alloys, such as 2S, 3S, 4S, and 52S, 
are most commonly used for drawn 
shells. The strong heat-treatable 
alloys should only be used where 
their higher ultimate strength is 
required in service. 

Alloys 2S and 3S can usually be 
drawn and finished completely 
when starting from an annealed 
blank, without an intermediate 
annealing. However, severe draws 
in 4S and 52S sometimes re 
quire annealing. Intermediate an- 
nealing should always be avoided 
wherever possible because of the 
added expense and the chance that 
the reduced tensile strength may 
result in tensile fractures in subse- 
quent operations 

Simple and shallow draws in 2S, 
3S, 4S, and 52S may be 
plished in H12 (H32) or H14 (H34) 

ance for must be 
estimating 
proper clearance 

3.1416 dxt»™ st 

where (Continued on page 173) 

Cost 
Classification 

vit Tensile 
Strength 

Yield 
Strength Elong 

CLASS I 
CLASS I 
CLASS 
CLASS II 
CLASS V 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

CLASS I 
CLASS I 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

9500 
11000 
16000 
15000 
18000 
12500 
18000 
18000 
22000 

$000 
6000 
10000 
9000 
13000 
8000 

11000 
10000 
1$000 

13000 35 
16000 30 
26000 20 
22000 25 
28000 4 
18000 
27000 
25000 
33000 
16000 
19900 
31000 
25000 
34000 

10000 
12000 
17000 
16000 
20000 

14000 
17000 
22000 
21000 
27000 

C50S-H32 
52S-H32 

16000 
19000 
27000 
24000 
31000 

CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

18000 
22000 
34000 
28000 
37000 

2S8-H14 
38-H14 
4S-H34 
C50S-H34 
528-H34 

11000 
14000 
18000 
17000 
21000 

CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

18000 
22000 
31000 
27000 
34000 
21000 

21000 
26000 
37000 
30500 
39000 
35000 

2S-H16 
3S-H16 
4S-H36 
C50S-H36 
52S-H36 
61S-T4 

CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

12000 
15000 
20000 
18000 
20000 
24000 

22000 
26000 
34000 
29000 
36000 
41000 
40000 

24000 
29000 
40000 
32500 
41000 
45000 
62000 

CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

CLASS I 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

13000 
16000 
21000 
19000 
24000 
30000 
37000 

28-H18 
3S-H18 
48S-H38 
C50S-H38 
528-H38 
618-T6 
R301-T3 

CLASS 
CLASS 
CLASS 

48000 
72000 
60000 

69000 
82000 
68000 

41000 
49000 
41000 

24S-T3 
758-T6 
R301-T6 

may 

All mechanica! properties and elongation values are typical. Shear strength values for 
C50S tempers are unofficial 

2. Mechanica! properties of “} tempers are not guaranteed. Therefore these are omitted 
Class I rated material has best formability in ite respective group; Class II is next 

1 rated material under “Cost Classification” is the least expensive, 
cheapest 

4. Class 
the next 

O use the same “Forming Classifics 
symbo!l. Mechanical properties of c) 

Elongation values are approximately 
C 5. Clad alloys are not listed. If considered, accom “ shown for the bare alloys having the same al! 

are slightly less than thase of bare alloy 
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Made from BTR oil-hardening tool steel, this die recently pro 
duced 7,953,632 bottle caps before redressing was needed 
Photo courtesy of R 

BTR BLANKS AND FORMS 

Hollingshead Co Camden, N. J 

100,000 

BOTTLE CAPS IN EIGHT HOURS 

Bigh-Production Die Still Going 

Strong After Four Years’ Service 

1 nuke i long time to wear out a die 
hat made from BTR. Th popular, 
6: ! hardening grade was selected by the 

M. Hollingshead Co., Camden, N. J., 
or this high production die that blanks 
nd torms l-in. bottle caps from tin plate 

Ilardened 
redressed 

ilmost tabulous quantities 
) Rockwell (-Ol, the dic 
bout every three months. Reeords kept 
\ William Sehae fer, machine shop tore 

how that the die recently produced 
052 caps between grind Such re 
indicate good tool design, correet 

ind) grindn I 
| steel to tit the job 

pertormanes reeord ot th 
@era four-year period na wood ex 
@ ith: ” wear ot whieh BTR is capa 
Me. Next i on tool steel, BTR the 
ma \ eol Beth ne tool steels 

holds « 
ment, ha t 
shock. BIR ' ° DuV, and it 

This die of Lehigh S puts large dents in 3-in. steel 
tubing which is then fitted with boffles to make on 
efficient flue for space heoters 

Lehigh $ Solves Problem for 

Space-Heater Manufacturer 

it etting ip> the productior 
patented “ at Trap” thae for 
heaters, t i ! ight Mar 

Heavy-Duty Shear Blades 

Made to Your Order 

When you buy Bethlehem Shear Blades 
you get the benetit of our many years of 
experience in making all our own spe 
c1alty blades for 
strip, billets, bars, and plates in our own 
plants. Making our own shea 
volved many 

shear cutting sheets, 

r blades in 
years OL spee al develop 

ment work in tool steels, and in blade 
grinding 

techniques But we deve oped this prod 
design, heat-treatment, and 

uct because we needed better blades thar 
we were able to purchase, blades better 
able to stand up under heavy shock and 
high wear 

sethlehem Shear usually 
made from Lehigh H, Lehigh L (for 
better Lehigh S 
(for vreatest wear-re tance 

Blades are 

shock resistance), o 
where 

heavy shock is no i etor Some are 
made from our hot ork and shoek-re 
sisting tool ste« 

(mong our spe blades are: fly 
pine h knives for conti ious sheet-s 
mills, resquaring shear knives, heavy 
duty knives for plates, rotary slitters, ar 
many special-purpose blades 

Bethlehem blades h: 
performance rece 
types of shez 
blades requiring | 
is tell you wh: 
supplying shear 
signed to your 

Rotary slitters and shear blade made of Lehigh H ovr most popular grade of high-carbon high 
um tool steel—f 1aximum production 

AS 
a 

Bethlehem .-) Tool Steel 

"Este? 
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D Initial diameter of blank or 
shell, in. 

d Drawn shell diameter, in. 
st Tensile strength of material 
t Thickness of material, in. 

Drawing Speed is a factor of 
great importance in drawing alumi 
num successfully. The metal must 
be given sufficient time to flow, 
otherwise failures will occur. Con 
sider depth and shape of the part 
when determining approximate 
drawing speed. As a guide, rela 
tively deep-drawn parts should not 
be attempted at a speed over 100 
fpm. 

Reductions for First Draw can 
be determined by use of the factors 
listed below, which are to be multi 
plied by the blank size 

For Annealed Alloy 
Material %” and up; 0.55 to 0.58 
Material under %”; 0.58 to 0.60 

For H12 (H32) Common Alloys: 
Material %” and up; 0.64 to 0.66 
Material under %”; 0.66 to 0.68 

or H14 (H34) Common Alloys: 
Material %” and up; 0.68 to 0.72 
Material under %”; 0.72 to 0.75 

For H16 (H36) and H18 (H38) 
Common Alloys and 61S-T6, 24S-T3, 
75S-T6, R301-T6 Strong Alloys: 

Material yy” 
Material 

and up; 0.75 to 
under %&”; 0.78 te 

Reductions for Subsequent Draws 
are given by the following factor 
multiplied by the draw 
size: 

previou 

For Annealed Alloys 
Material %” and up; 0.72 
Material under %&”; 0.78 t 

to 0.80 
0.85 

and H14 (H34) 
61S-T4, R301-T3 

For H12 
Common 

(H32) 
Alloys 

Strong Alloys: 
Material any thi 
up 

kness; 0.85 and 

It should be noted that 
rial should not be u 

Multipl 
ommended for Y 

temper mate 
for drawn parts 
is not re 
alloys in the H16 (H36 
H38) temper r for 

61S-T6, 24S-T3 

and 
tror 
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ress Forming Aluminum Alloys... 

first draw 
reduction 

used in relation 
lassifica 

values shown in both the 
and subsequent draw 
formulas should be 
ship to the drawability « 

appearing in the table, using 
the lower figure as th 
for Class I rating, an 
figure for Class II, etc 

It should be 
the thinner the 
more difficult it is to draw it suc 
cessfully without Allow 
ances should be made for this 

tion 
maximun 

intermediate 

remem 
material 

rupture 

Blank-Holding Pressure: Each 
specific draw job requires careful 
adjustment of the blank-holde: 
pressure. It must be merely enough 
to prevent the formation of 

wrinkles 
exces 

SiVe 

Formulas 

Drawing Tool Clearances—Cylin 
drical shells 

First-draw die bore Punch dia 
2.2 x blank thickness 

Second-draw die bore Punch 
2.3 x blank thickness 

& subsequent 
Punch dia 

ning a sne 
blank thicknes 

Drawing Tool Clearances 
g tan @ recta nel igula 

t-draw die Zé Puncl 
blank thickne 

Second & subsequent 
anove 

‘inal-draw die size Punch 
2.0 x blank thickness 

Punch & Die Draw Radii: 
Minimum radii 4 x blank 

ckness. Note that when shear 
trength o 1etal is lower than 
eld strengt and di 

ould be ir i mewhat 

draw 

adii s! 

shell in a 
064-1n.-thick 

' restr 

1950 

alloy. The 
depth 3 in 

flange at the edge 
want the finished 
shell to eld 

ength 
What alloy 

> 

wide 
material in the 
have as high a vy 

as possible 
should and temper 

you select’ 

' ' DIaAnkK Solution: First calculate the 
diameter required. In this problen 
it will be approximately 16 in 
Divide 10 by 16 and get a reduction 
factor of 0.625. You could 
annealed alloy you want 
something harder if possible. You 
find, however, th: he H12 (H32) 

rs should be drawn on a 0.66 
reduction factor. There 

use an an 

use any 
but 

tempe 
er higher 
fore, you will have to 

d alloy 
to table 

‘orming Classification 

neal 
and scan the 

rating 
hanical prop 
alloys, and 

ation.” You im 
75S-0 

h st and also 

Also compare the me 
erties of the vi 
the Cost Cla 
mediately eliminate 

f ite hi 1 its fig 

rious 

because 
because it 

ng classification 
‘ nn next strongest alk 

yield strength is 

trength, wv 
and , you will probably; 
R301-0 or 4S-O. Your 
disregarding the cost 
be 528-0 

auses of Wrinkling 
Lubrications too 

sufficient blank 
great 

heav 
uction too 

Puckers 
insufficient blank-holder 

metal clearance 
tox 

auses of 

shell conducive 
auses of Fractures 

sbricatior 
blank-h 

of poor drawing que 
h die 
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“9-8 Snindle Chuckers 

HYDRAULIC CHUCKING for simple positive control and rapid 
action. Chucking pressures automatically reduced in finish- 
ing positions, if necessary to prevent distortion. 

FLAT CROSS SLIDES AND SWINGING TYPE FORMING ARMS make 
New Britains equally adaptable to heavy cuts and a wide 
variety of types of work. 

SPINDLE STOPPING MECHANISM positions spindle automatically 
in loading position, or any other position necessary to per- 
form work requiring a dead spindle. A safety device pre- 
vents carrier index before completion of chucking operation. 

CARRIER LIFTING, LOCATING AND LOCKING MECHANISMS during 
» index preserve initial accuracy by eliminating both wear 
and weave from the spindle carrier. 

DOUBLE INDEX of spindle carrier with loading in two posi- 
tions permits finishing both ends of a piece in a single 
cycle, or two pieces per cycle. 

ACCELERATED OR DECELERATED MOTION, separate from turret, 
changes feed rate of any end working tool for different 
operations. Drill speeders in all positions. 

ANTI-FRICTION BALL BEARING on hydraulic chucking distribu- 
tor eliminates the wear and heat of metal-to-metal contacts 
and permits high spindle speed. 

OPEN END CONSTRUCTION provides complete accessibility to 
the tooling area, and easy chip removal. 

ren mew OAS MAC Co 

ee 

Butlos wall
ed 

THE NEW BRITAIN MACHINE COMPANY 
NEW BRITAIN-GRIDLEY MACHINE DIVISION 
NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT 
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News of Metalworking 

Industrial Notes ... 

e A new twin rolling mill moto: 
f 37,000 hp has been 

Siemens-Schuckert works, Nurem 
berg, Germany, for the blooming 
mill of a Lorraine steel plant. The 
new feature is a quick-action regu 
lator, which makes it possible to 
switch the machine to full revolu 
tions within one second 

built by 

e Boeing Airplane Co. has author 
ized a capital investment of $3,857,- 
500 for machinery and equipment 

e The ASME annual meeting in 
New York Nov. 27-Dec. 1 is expected 
to attract more than 7500 engineers 
Some 200 papers will be delivered 
during 83 Scope of the 
meeting encompasses development 

sessions 

r, design of machines and 
management of men 
rf powe 

e Increased wages don't reflect the 
total increase in labor costs becaus 

labor have 
These 

veal 
23.7 

$4:7 a vear, 
Chamber of 

non-wage costs 
“fringe” 

amounted to 
cents an hour, 

according to 

eased, too 
osts last 

average of 

Commerce 
with 4 690 companies 

ployees 

e A new corrosion testing n 
at Harbor Island, Kure Beach, near 
Wilmington, N. C., is to be 
formally Nov 
and 

opened 
15-16, with laboratory 

exposure facilities for over 
20,000 specimens, including metals, 

non-metallic and 
protective The project 
alloys, materials 

coatings l 
operated under direction of Intern: 
tional Nickel Co., Inc 

Rush On to Amortize New Defense 

Facilities Under Five-Year Plan 
1 WASHINGTON—More than once al 

ready NSRB's Mobilization Planning 
Office application 
forms for accelerated amortization of 

has run out of 

newly constructed essential facilities 
Businessmen apparently figure the 

chance to amortize new defense facil 
ities five the 

offered by 
No one seems to be paying much at 
tention to they may 
wish they had some of these amorti 

ovel years 158 juiciest 
plum yet mobilization 

warnings tnat 

zation credits left when it comes time 
+ © pay taxes six years from now 

And it looks as if it will be as 
accelerated amortization 

me as in World War II 
there’s red-tape thi 

t You can't go to a single agency 
(it was WPB in the latter months of 
War II and get all 
roned out. You 

first to NSRB 
thers and 

more 

your problems 
application go 

which 
sends it to the 

sorts it from 
propel 

bilization agency 
approved, you 

is sent to the 
necessity 

Bureau of 
Internal Revenue, and you can make 
1 tax credit for the first year 

ur new plant 

Once 

after 

e Who can get fast amortization 
NSRB’s regulation 

certificates to four 
limit the issuance 

of necessity gen 
eral categories of applicants 

(1) Taxpayers building, revamp 
buying facilties or furnishing 

needed to 
ig I 
rvices directly supply 
e armed services, Civilian Defense 

WELL-EQUIPPED machine shop of the General Electric Research Laboratory 
where special apparatus can be made as needed for use by 

American Machinist - 

laboratory scientists 

November 13, 1950 

Energy Cor 
aid f 

2) Those 
ervices 

ogram 
rnishing material 

necessary to production ft 
defense 
parts for 

3) Th 

sary to 

like suppliers of component 
military equipment 

ose whose activiti 
the defense progran 

transportation services 
(4) Those whose plants 

re otherwise necessary 
fenst an open-end classificat 
that could take in almost anyone 

re « l s essential civiliar 
NSRB Chief 

told 
tion 

) eS 
Symingtor 

reporters accelerated amortiza 
should be available to expand 

necessary civilian production and 
well as direct militar 
This 

can get a 

services,” as 
production probably mean 
you necessity certificate 
for increased production of virtual] 
iny non-luxury civilian need 

But the lengthy 
a three-foot 

n triplicate 

application rm 
long sheet to be filled 

with 
each of separate detail and summary 

you'll have to 
Standard 
whether 

together six COple 

forms—make it clear 
fully justify your request 
of need for facilities 
for weapon components or 

new 
comput 

ing machines, will hinge on present 
and prospective production capacity 
both nationally and locally 

e A new machine tool plant would 
qualify, for 
of such tools appeared 
tionally or in the general 

example, if production 
limited na 
area where 

the plant would be built. It would 
qualify, too, if the defense planner 
could be that additional 
production capacity should be avai 

convinced 

able on a standby basi 
You will have 

certificate for purchase of facilities 
already in operation other 
ownership. Then, you have t 
prove you will substantially increase 
the usefulness of 
that a real 
don't buy them 

The cost of any facilities 
pleted or purchased after Dec. 31, 
1949, may be covered. If it was built 
or bought before Sept. 23, 1950, your 
application must be sent to NSRB 
by next March 23. Otherwise, you 
must file within six month 

trouble getting a 

under 
will 

such facilities or 
loss will result if 

con 
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—_—Wews of Metalworking 

Plants Bought, Merged 

@ Ex-Cell-O Corp., Fostoria, Ohi 
Fostoria Screw Cx 

manager Wil- 
na purcna ed 

appointing as 
S. Wellstein 

large 
on tools. 

e E. W. Bliss Co., Canton, O} 
innounced an alliance with John 

& Sons Co., Ltd., Dunda 
vhereby the Canadian firm 

he complete line of Blis 
iddition t 

pecial machine tool 
presses, In 

@ Reliance Electric & Engineering 
Co., Cleveland, has purchased a con 
trolling stock interest in Common 
wealth Electric Co., Ltd., Welland, 
Ontario. Operations at Welland will 
be expanded to produce Reliance 
VS drive ind other specialized 
electric drive Reliance President 
J. W. Corey now head 
vealth als 

NEW HYDRAULIC BOLSTER for 
discussed by David Verson, president 

Common right), of Verson Allsteel Press Co 
of Maloney-Crawford Tank & Mfg. Co 

@eAro Equipment Corp., Bryan 
Ohio, ha purchased Taylor Ma 
hine Co., Cleveland to be 

is the Ar 
craft Div. Aro aircraft + | CHICAGO—The 27,904 visitors who 

manufactured at the registered at the National Metal Ex 
Congre here Oct. 22 

ls, but 
of V and 

Metal Show Attracts ope rated 
» Equipment Corp. Air 

accessorie 
formerly 
Bryan plant, will be produced at position and 
+} vic rl t se + the Tayl plant 27 saw few ind-new mate! 

they did see a number Regula. 
Dome ti 

® Minneapolis - Honeywell 
tor Co. has purchased 
Thermostat Co., Los Ang 

f controls fo 

esting development 
of metals, 

ifacture One ser 
¢ water heaters iments and machin 

I 350 companie 
e Ohio Electric Mfg. Co. h I J ature of the Metal Show 

& Fenn, Hartford th Al an Society of Metals 
Conn of drilling machine 
Production is being rred ti 
Ohio Elect: Cleveland plant ito forum a that 

hased Taylor 
maker 

transfe lent of General 

rs 

‘- 
i 2 ‘ : 

engineer 
Salisbury eft president 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS are discussed by C. D. Bliss, manufacturing 
of Ford Motor Co., Ypsilant vith Howard R l 
ind H. F. Henriques, vice pr lent. of Air Reduction 

center 
Sales C 
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punch presses exhibited at Metal Show is 
and John Verson, vice preside 

with 
| 

Davenport and Ralph J 
nt (left and 

F. D Hartig 
Tulsa 

27,904 Visitors 

GM is again following war produc 
1940 
take 

) mple 

tion poli ie 
when the corps 
the tough job 

ork to the malic nceerns get 
and about 
the yuntry netal rking 

orders 

yrders 

and t 
sub-contract mponent parts for all 

and 
had 

quipment t I € ich part 
competent 

@ War orders in the automotive in 
dustry, he id, ill not absorb 5‘ 
of the: 1 the industry dur 
ing the as much 
as 2‘ 
being used 

But if the 
a big militar 
out, “the rez 
power.” Tempor 
longer worki 
increase the t VeeCK 

not t 
ymnsumer 

as much as 45 
decrease the 
goods available and at th ame time 
produce necessi goods.” 
e Among the new developments ex 
hibited at the Metal Show was Ken 

Kentaniu igh-ten 
ete ial 
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ure with welding current to reduce Steel-Parts Mfg. Co.; and industria 
splashing on the 30-kva machine belt conveyors up to 24 ft long and 
Lincoln Electric Co. produced an with elevations to 16 ft by Indu 
improved manual Lincolnweld unit trial Engineering & Mfg. Co 
for restricted quarters with a control Other machines announced were 
box that is detachable from the pow an Electro-Feed made by Wittek 
er generator. Linde Air Product Mfg. Co. for maintaining strip-stock 
howed a side-beam carriage fo! slack between the feed roll and the 
Unionmelt and Heliarc welding; an punch press; a 15-ton floor pres 
argon-atmosphere welder on an Ox produced by Sales Service Machine 
weld carriage; and presented a new Tool Co.; solid-fluxed arc-welding 
technique of welding with multiple studs put out by KSM Products, Inc 
electrodes in series to reduce dilution and a drill-chip breaker for attach 

Sciaky Bros. Co. had on hand a 3 ment to a standard drillpress spindle 

phase series of resistance spotweld- ™ade by Commander Mfg. C 
ers to meet military standards; Air Pangborn Corp. announced a Hy 

dro-Finish blast cabinet for cleaning 
small parts in small lots. The Do-All 

ing electrodes for dc, straight Co. had a Hydro-Feed table with a 
polarity welding, and presented a 36-in. stroke on a metal-cutting band 

saw. The Metal Removal Co. showed 

Reduction Co. showed a 200-amp 
ansformer welder of small size 

plan for de, straight-polarity welding 
f aluminum: and Raytheon Mfg solid-carbide end mills and die-s 

AN INDUCTION HEATING applica Cc ull teen, eoabeeeidies canine wi GneetD solid carbide in ™ 
tion occupies James P. Bates (left) 5 : E wee: . 6-in. size and carbide-t ed in 3 
chief metallurgist, Hyster Co., Port units with 7- and 8-amp capacities s S, ANG Carolcde-tipped iM “~s 

¥ : te Sizes et l] lso o* ~a 
land, Ore., and Dr. Harry B. Osborne In the heat-treating line, Despatch an. Sint Do-All also showed 
Jr., technical director, Tocco Div., Ohio QO en Co. showed a new line of in ground flat stock in sizes from 1/64 
Crankshaft C leentaiiadl to 1% in. in air- and water-hardening 4 ot ‘ ial ovens heated either by gas 

steel. Surface Combustion Corp. had 
series MRX atmosphere generator 
e In the instrument line, Minne 
apolis - Honeywell Regulator Co 

I 
had information available on type yr electricity. Westinghouse had an 
3119 dry-drawing compound ae Inductall unit for automatic gear 
deep-drawing gas cylinders and hardening on a _ mass-production 
heavy - cold - extruding transformer asis. Tocco had a 2-station, high 
cases. Park Chemical Co. featured frequency induction heater with 
“Triple A” quenching oil, which has eparated oscillator and rectifier sec 
faster cooling properties than stand. tions, and air-cooled power circuit 

showed a Brown phot electronic 
teel-bath pyrometer, and a position 
proportioning relay for controller 
and motors; Tinius Olsen Testing 

e Machines and equipment exhibited Machine Co. had an electror 
e Makers of welding and heat-treat rr announced included an automatic magnification 
ard oils ranging from 1500 F to 700 F \ic high 

recorder for use with 
ing equipment and supplies had a_ loader and unloader for cleaning, de testing machines; Combustion Con 
field day with by far the largest show greasing, and plating systems de trol Corp. exhibited flame-protection 
of new products of any single group igned by Udylite; a three-direction ystems for automatic heaters; and 
at the Congress. Precision Welder & Stak-Rak system for selective stor North American Phillips 

| 
Corp 

Machine C had a magnetic-head age at different levels by Chicago showed a combination fluoroscope 
bench welder with a safety knee Tramrail Corp.; a power-slat curve Geiger counter-spectograph for iden 
which ordinated electrode pres conveyor for turns up to 360° by tifying metal elements and structure 

New Heads of Metal Show Sponsoring Organizations are Elected 

| 

Walter E. Jominy, pres Harry W. Pierce, pres L. W. Ball, pres., Society for D. H. McLaughlin, pres 
American Society for Met American Welding Society Non-Destructive Testing, is Amer Inst. of Mining & 
als, is staff engineer witl is asst. to pres., N. Y. Ship chief Physics Research Metallurgical Engrs, is pres 
Chrysler Corp building Corp Dept., Naval Ordnance Lab Homestake Mining C 
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News of Metalworking 

Labor Notes 

¢ Strike idleness rose during Sep 
tember with stoppages at General 
Electric, International Harvester 
and John Deere Co. adding heavily 
to the toll 
the 

It went up 20% during 
to 3.5 

Strikes during the first nine 
the bad rec 

Some _ 2,280,000 
32,400,000 

month, million man 
lay 
months 
rd set 
vorkers were 

3,600 strikes 

approached 
1946 

idle 
in 

days 

e A foreman’s responsibility to his 
sometimes is paramount 

interests. That is the 
NLRB trial examiner in 

the rein 

mploye 
» Ail own 
ew of a 

efusing t 
tatement of 

fired b 
Corp fo 
1946 stee] 

recommend 
0 foremen and guards 

Illinoi Steel 
during the 

Carnegie 
walking « 
strike 

Management Told of Need for 

Constant Expansion, Improvement 

NEW YORK 
of the 

The entire 
period ahead must 
upon expansion and 

declared Leo Cherne, 
itive secretary, Research In 

of America, speaking at the 
fall confere if the Society for 
Advancement of Management 
Nov. 2-3 

It may 
pand basi i ry to 

economic 
empha 
continuously be 
improvement 
exec 

nere 

to 
tomor 

irgent ex 
meet 

meet the military 
said. “The need for 

rpose can hardly take 
the other 30th 

need row 
needs today,” he 

must 
sacrifice of some cu 

+ pec 

Mechanized Handling of Materials Seen as 

Last Hurdle to Pushbutton Factory 

BUFFALO 
materials is 
t the 

Mechanized handling of 
the last 
automat 
factory of 
ed by A. T 

hurdle 
the 

tomorrow 

major 
fully factory 

pushbutton 
Thi tre 
management consultant 
addre to the 
the Westinghouse 

Handling 

Gaudreau 
his 

closing session of 
third biennial Ma 

Conference 

was 
during 

terial in 
suffalo 

Since World 
toward 

War | 
the aut 

through 
ments of already developed material 

the gre 
progre matic fac 
tory has been made refine 

handling equipment,” Mr. Gaudreau 
said 
were 

Two significant forward steps 
World War II 

the development of the pa 
let that is used in conjunction with 

} the other is the trend 
to fabri 
and materials-han 

di 

during made 

the fork truck 
in plant design integrate 
cating machinery 
dling systems into a 

ited pr 
Speaki n rlier se yn 

nuge oor 

I F.M 
Blum Overhead Crane 
Div., Harn 
how to 
Warning 
t 

managet 
hfeger Corp., described 

evaluate a < 
that 

much but it 
° 2 } 

proposal 
to 

pay 

rane 
unwis¢ pay 

too 
a point-for-point 

00 worse to 
ed 

f pertinent fe 
Highlights of 

lude “for the 
rope dian to 

and rope to drum diametet 
bridge, th i bridge 

ls determine 

little Blum urg 
comparisor f atures of 

the 
hoist 
safety 

competitive cranes 
comparison in 
comparing 
factor 
on the 
whee 
the be: 
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girder section at 
be less than 1/18 
the wheel 

of 1 to 7 

axle, the depth of 
ild 

pan, and 
should be a n 

i 
center she not 

f the base 
intmum 

oO 
The Conference brought t 

representative of Westinghouse 
ind of 42 

and u 

i 
gether 

companies manufactur 
handling 

di 
al 

ng ing materials 
quipment for the purpose of 

problems and 
er understanding of 
‘rial-handling needs 

1 or Pp In a talk 
Wartime Manpower P 
ert C. Goodwin, exer 
Office of Defense 
clared that “if th 

obtaine 

anp 
eded workers 

ugh ex cannot be 
panded recruitmen 
may be necessar\ 
tary agreements bet n employe: 
whereby skilled w in one plant 

t transfer volun 
defen 

vill be enabled 
tarily to plants 
contracts.’ 
e A sound replacement policy f 
vorn-out and obsolete equipmer 
vas urged by Everett M. Hicks, man 
iger, Grinding Machine Div., Norton 
Co., Worcester, M: vitally in 
portant to ever 
ymmunity He 
Irrent postwa 

one-t! 

sign 
Quality cont: 

sucn unforseen 
roved work 
complishmer 

prod 
reduced 
iintain 

Latest Defense Awards: Truck 

ARMY 
Willys-Overland Motors, Toled 4 -tor t 

ty $53,468,934; engine assemblies », 665, TH 
International Harvester Co., Detroit, 5-ton 

dump trucks and 5-ton tractor trucks 
RS ton stake & platform trucks 
‘ }-passenger $1,765.65 

Biederman Motor Corp., Cincinnati 
buses 

engine 
$2,843,918 

Motor Car ©., 
4x2, $791,250 
& Coach Div., 

icks, $2,433,8¢ 

Diamond T 
act truck 
GMC Track ton dur 

x i king, steering gear 
Chevrolet Motors Div... GMC 

t e & platf m tru 2,612.0 
toyertown Auto Body Works, 

e bodice for Pa ambular 
Chrysler Corp., Det engines x le ' . eT 

emblie $ 64 
Bendix Products Div 
ter ? ir va cy nile 
ay aft, front axle 
Koppers Co Inc., 

L ad i Besser Mfg. Co A Ipe ' for n gur 
Standard Switchboard ( 
Acme Metal Products Corp et b M ¢ 

American Machinist - 

«line 2 ass ted " 
York Electric & Mach. Co 
modif e!l H.1 

Carborundum Co N 
-sanding 

> mm M309 
Libbey Owens 

eriscope M & g 
Federal Cartridge Corp 
urtridge 

Ford Glass Co 

Geo. S. Scott Mfg. Co 
Druge Bros. Mfg. Co., O 
Cincinnati Shaper Ce 

hap meta! woodw 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co 

ing machir : 
Cincinnati Gilbert Machine Co 
New nae Machin Co 
ert Fa Drill & Tool ¢ 
abveaeit Pin Co 
Suaabes Steel ( o 

x t t i 
Stoner Mfg. Corp 
R. H. Bouligny, Inx 

‘ g. $14 
Specialty Battery Co., M 
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NTDMA President: 2nd =«(V~.P.: 
Reinke 
Reinke 
Tool Co 

Ist V.P.: R. H. Cope, 
Herbert F. Jahn, pres comptroller 3 1} 
B. Jahn Mfg. Co.. New Machine & T 
Britain, Conn Cleveland 

Alfred 
pres 

Machinery & 
Hillsid N.J 

Treasurer: Herbert 
Harig,v.p.-treas., Harig 
Manufacturing Corp 

Secretary: Herbert C 
Murrer president 
Murrer Tool Co., In« 
Cincinnati 

Gus 

Chicago 

Tool & Die Shops Have Capacity for Defense Effort 

CLEVELAND—Capacity of « 
tool and 
government 

yntract n order before 
Nikodyn 

age 
dle l mic n “hester 

and-butter nomy, at rd r sess ions favore 
Service 

deferment 
i if lVé 

Manufacturers’ 
é Statler Oct. 30 rmament ¢ 

N dies can 
since 

um De e Carbide 
1939 r = } geously I certain 

equipped t 
cninery ] I greed 
know-how ul , r] ng the 

billion « r ntract 
stamping and ] 

molds ident Harig Mfg 
ial equipment I iard F. Moore, 

a 4 mn pe schd Tool 
ure 

members 
ise of carbide 

shops 

gages 

+h 
+ 

fy ireeze 
Cleveland attor 

told members. Talk in « por 

be used advan 
ig t) 
nd their application 

of a 

Me 
Herbert 

gineer Carbide Divis Firth Ste 
ling Steel & Carbide Corp., McKee 

t, Pa.; Paul Rehner, « 
engineer Allegheny L 

Ferndale, Mich 

deve! p or 

t arbide 
Steel 

and 
1 appeal to di 
apply ; 
O ali 

upa 
shops 

ntract August 
New 
dent, pre sided at a lunches 
Senat Robert A. Taf 

Holmberg 
York, retiring asso 

yes of work, I 
hould grow, 

pane] qaiscu 
di and tools 
mbers of the 
Harig, 

fficer; of NTDMA 
convention were 

R. H 
Alfred Re 
Herbert C 

Herbert Har 

+} i€ 
Jahn, president; 
vice president 

ice president 
and secretary 

Manufacturers, Willys-Overland, Get Biggest Orders 

Telectro Industries, | g Island ¢ N. ¥ Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
8 e| & brake 

Bendix Products Div., 
th tend nd whee & 

: assemblies 
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp 

005 w hee assem b lie AIR FORCE Whit I ( > . Harvey-Wells Electronics, nite Tuning orp Jew Y ¢ ter M ignal gene s age regulator ‘ 
Jack & Heintz Precision Industries, Inc . 

Cleveland, generat ; l « 
Fairchild Aircraft Div., 
plane ¢ I Hagerstowr 

Transmitter Equip. Co., 
samson synchronize 0K 

Inc., nw 
mainter 

elf-sealing type f f Waco Aircraft 
Douglas Aircraft Co., Ine., ie € 

Tailorcraft, 
ve nstallatior ¢ i shelters ance 

Corp 
equipment 

NAVY 
Div., 

electror 
Products 

able & 
Laboratories 

( ‘ r rere 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp 

nis pare part for rer $1,000,000 Sperry Gyroscope 
Allison Div., Ge ) d t 
napolis, Ir : turbo- jet é Rockbestos 

ibes 

eS Dee . reels Hughes Aircraft Co ( 
r t . repal & « sintenar Inc radar ) < clectron 

Lockheed Aircraft Service, 7. Sownae jerr f air bank ‘ ompe 00,000 Worthington Pump & 
' N. J various repa 

449 
Western 

pment 

P nents f ‘ r ath 
General Electric Co., 8 
are parts for turbosuper reas nerel 

Lynn, Mass 
Marvel Mfg. C« 

Electric Co 
s and vacuur 

Great Lakes Steel r ais r i 
Corp ame , nset hu sé ass suspen ba 

Marlin-Rock well ass. $41 ball bes 
Corp., 
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Co $2,984,648 t 
Bendix 

Corp s 2 

Manufacturing Co 
r 4A2 

Machinery Corp., r parts for 

New 

Akron, O Products, Inc Sylvania Electric 
bes electron Sve 
Raytheon Mfg. Co Aviation ( 

brah assemb ic $205,000 Willard 
torage batteries, $1! 

~w Fred T. Ueltzen, 
; phia, tool seta, complete 

Hammerlund Mfg. Co., 
receivers $150,000 

Radie Corporation of 
Div., Camden J ra 

Electrical 

Storage Battery Co., Cilevelar 7,670 
Century Tool Co., 

with tools 
Inc., New Y 

Phi 
77,448 Inc., oo 

4 
America 

Ce Ans 
Fucsimile 

requency shift cor 
Corp., New York ‘ erter sit ’ 

anceivers 50 “ 
Champion Spark Piug Co Toledo, = 

plugs, for use on various aircraft, $8¢ 
Link Aviation, Inc Binghamt 
licator en altimeter 1 

New Four Wheel Pacific Co., 
rane ef & attachment 

Louisville, Ky 
Milwaukee, vark 

itive 
Drive 

awier 
Logan Co 

4 roller 5 
« ’ Falk Corp., 

Har for reduction gears, $154.9 
Stewart-Warner Corp., Indiana 
embly or se ' aireraft, $1 
Carb Mfg Ce Rr 

irt genera ea 

imp 

ion, $161.40 
Greer Hydraulics Inc., B 



News of Metalworking 

Sales Representatives Named 

e National Broach & Machine Co., 
Detroit, has named Triplex Ma 
chine Tool Corp., New York, sales 
representative for domestic busi 
ness in the New York area. F. P 

Newark, N. J., 
representative on 

Harrigan will con 
tinue as export 
ales 

e Cleco Div., Reed Roller Bit Co., 
Houston, has appointed two new 
distributors: Granite City Tool Co., 
St. Cloud, Minn., and En 
Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa 

ninger 

e Precision Welder & Machine Co., 
Cincinnati, has appointed three 
new representatives Interstate 
Welding Supply Co., 
Ma for eastern 
and Rhode Island; 
lartford 

Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 
Arcos Corp., 

Conn for Connecticut 
und western Massachusett and 
Welding Sale Newark, N. J., 
for northern New Jersey 

New York 

Co., 
appointed 

Corp 
and met 

ropolitan 

Bridgeport, 
Brant & 

Detroit, sales engineers to 
Detroit and De 

pandable Engineering Service, Inc 
Milwaukee 
gineers in that area 

e Ready Tool 
Conn has 
Cochran 
cover the area 

and Chicago ules en 

e Federal Machine & Welder Co., 
named Carl de 

New York, 
entative in the New York 

replacing A. A. Probeck 
Cc New York 

Warren, Pa., has 
sourbon of Carbet, Inc 

repre 
territory 

e Sidney Machine Tool Co., Sidney, 
Ohio, has appointed two new deal 

C. Randall Machinery Co 
N _ = and Webste Ma 

, Seattle 

AGMA's Edward P. Connell Award 
or 1950 was pre t ss presented to Earle 
Buckingham of M.LT. fe ! erv 

industry 
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Gear Manufacturers Work On 

Reorganization Plan at Fall Meeting 

A “dry run” under the 
reorganization plan fea 
1950 semi-annual meeting 

Manufactur 
Edgewater 

23-25. About 

CHICAGO 
propose d 
tured the 
of the American Gear 
ers Association at the 
Beach Hotel here Oct 
175 men attended 

Under the 
the association 

than a 
and 
formerly 

separate divisions; 
divided 

speed 

new organizational 
will have a 

horizontal 
commer! 

plan, 
vertical rather 
structure. Technical 
cial activities were han 
dlec by 

W vill be 
these 

into four ma 
jor divisions reducer and 
gearmotor gearing development 
and industry problems. 

Much of the 
t reorientation 

time 
and pre 

sub-committees 
Thus the 

work on the 

meeting was 
devoted 
paring agendas for 
of these 
gearmoto! 
tatus 
motor 

four divisions 
group plan 

of application factors, on gear 
life, overhung load, motor 

uniform mounting, 
shaft 

group has a cylindrical 
standard and 

standards in com 

development 
bearing loading, and loading 
The worm 

rm rating double 
enveloping worm 

beginning a new stand 
ard on facto! 

The oil-field group i 
API 

mittee and is 
application 

rearranging 
a new tandard on helical 

reducers as an 
stand 

herring-bone speed 
AGMA starting a 
ird on rating gear slush pumps, and 
tudying prob 

len The precision-gear 
addins 
and on hig 

standard, 

special lubrication 
group is 
materials data on hardened 

her ratings for gears. The 
oup has approved 
vending strength and 

tolerances 

e Standards for fine pitch gears ar« 
ing reviewed by the Fine-Pitch 

nittee, which is also working 
proposed off-center gear st 
The Gear Rating Coordinating 

ittee is developing a general 
cedure on beam strengths 
The Gear-Cutting Tools 

fine-pitch hob stand 
nplete indan 
indard in 

tandar 

tentative 
next on genda 
Other 

considered are 
and radial 

American Machinist - 

revision of the standards on inspec 
and tolerances 

stand 
master gears 

blanks. A 
worm-gear inspection, and 

tables for 

tion, 
on gear tentative 
ard on 
one on pin measurement 
spur gears are awaiting processing 
Other projects 
nomenclature on gear-tooth 
and failure, and standard gea1 

include revision 

cations and drawing 

e In an informal discussion of lubr 
Prof 
that 

f cation and efficienc of gears 
Earle Buckingham mentioned 
at low rubbing s ( ‘ 
of friction is high 

peed 

effi 

minimum as then 
slowly rises again 1 gears, fri 
tional resistance seer rough 
ly proportional t 2000 fpn 
but at 6000 to 7000 fpm th ituation 

does 
ame 

increasing th ad 
not increase frictior 

Destroyel! 

changes 

proportion 
18,000 hp 
more bearing and geat 
they did at 6000 hp 

showed on 
than 

Again 3-pitch 
+ master gears (le han 0.001 erro: 

and very poor gea! 0.005 error 
were compared in a testing machine 
Power losses with , sears 

with the were only 60° 
accurate one i vas almo 
unbeareable 

Apparent 
were only in < 
f the 

In discus is ] 
of GE l it gea ted at 

easurable 

naccurate 
geal 

time 

wt 
0.0005 ir 

included “Son ASp f Selectin 
and Applying Rolling 
Mill Equipment \ *. Denner 
manager of } gear daepartment 
United Engi: ring & Foundry Cx 
and “Some li r Considera 
tion as Geat by C. ] chwitte! 
nternational I! 1 Company. M1 

N and Schwitter 
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a 

Harmon S. Eberhard 

ANMES 

Harmon S. Eberhard 
named executive president, 
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Il 
William Blackie, vice president, will 
coordinate with Peoria the adminis 
tration of the Joliet 
dro plants and Caterpillar Tractor 
Co. Ltd., new British subsidiary 
E. W. Jackson, director of parts and 
service, has been named vice presi 
dent, as has Ralph M. Monk, head 

labor relations 

has been 
vice 

and San Lean 

of industrial and 

Schoolfield 
manager Ma 

Sidney Ohio. He 
Blake who will 

company 

Verne E. has been 
named WOrkKS 

line Tool Co 
ucceeds James M. 

with the 

Sidney 

remain aS Saics 
engineer 

Clifford C. Garrett, 
has been named sales representative 
in the Indiana territory for Kings 
bury Machine Tool Corp., Keene, 
N. H. He has been a sales engineer 
for E. A. Kinsey Co., Indianapoli 
ince 1936 

Indianapoli 

J. J. Bohmrich, former manager 
f Product Service Div., A. O. Smith 
Corp., Milwaukee, has been named 
group executive over the Product 
Service, Railroad Products and Weld 
ing Electrode & Equipment Divi 
sions. J. W. Spoor, assistant manager, 
succeeds Mr. Bohmrich as man 
ager of product service 
direct operations of the Chi 
uct Service branch. E. 
has been transferred fri 

He will also 
ago Prod 

R. Dickinson 
ym Chicago to 

the Eastern branch at Union, N. J., 
eeding C. L. Tracey, 

ved to the New York office in LPG 
sales in the A. O. Smith Home Ap- 
pliance Div. there. At the Dallas 
branch, J. A. Snyder, Jr., was named 

eeding D. R. Neff, re 

iS Manager, suc 

American Machinist - November 13, 

Frank U. Hayes 

in the Wews 

manager 
has 

Frank U. Hayes, sales 
Bullard Co., Bridgeport, Conn 
been elected a director to 
E. P. Blanchard, formerly director 
of sales, retired after 30 years with 
the company. Mr. Hayes joined Bul 

November, 1935. He was 
1947 

succeed 

lard in 
named sales manager in 

Austin C. Ross, manager of the 
Buffalo works of Worthington Pump 
& Machinery Corp., Harrison, N. J 

been pre sident 
He will to serve as Buffalo 
works manager. Harold K. Beck has 
been presi 

elected a vice has 
continue 

named commercial vice 
in addition to. his present post 

of Worthington’s Wash 
office 

lent, 
as manage! 
ington, D. C 

William T. Kelly, Jr., has been 
named president of American Brake 
blok Div Shoe Co 
New York. He will continue as presi 
dent of the Kellogg Div. Vice Pres 
dent Maynard B. Terry, Detroit 
will continue in charge of Brakeblok 

American Brake 

aiCs 

Herbert W. Roushkolb has been 
named Detroit district manager 
Cleveland Automatic Machine Co 

been named 
of all man 

ifacturing and service operations at 
the Harrison (N. J.) and Clark 
Township plants of Hyatt Bearings 
Div., General Motors Corp. Robert 
R. Guempel has been named plant 
manager of the Clark Township 
plant. William H. Chapman has been 
named director of 
coordinate machine & product de 
sign, research & application en 
gineering. Martin A. Moore ha 

sistant to 

Alton H. Lundius ha: 
works manager in charge 

engineering to 

been 
appointed administrative a 

] general manager 

1950 

Austin C. Ross John E. Oliver 

John E. 
idministrative 

Oliver has been named 
assistant to the 

eral manager of Western 
Works, Lynwood, Calif. He 
merly with Turbodyne Corp 

and for ten year 
Northrop Aircraft 

will be a study 

gen 
Gear 

was for 
as sec 

retary-treasurer, 
previously with 
His first 
of the firm's 
view to establishment of a separate 
aircraft division. Jack S. Morgan ha 
been named assistant to the 
manager at the Lynwood plant. He 
was previously assistant works man 

assignment 
aircraft activities with 

work 

ager and general superintendent of 
National Supply Co., Torrance, Calif 

H. H. Jason has been named man 
sand J. D. Kennedy, 

anager of wear part ales, Carbo 
loy Co., In Detroit 

iger of tool sale 

0. W. Klima has 
hief engineer, Abart Gear & 

chine Co., Chicago 

been appointed 
Ma 

J. K. Sutherland has 
pe inted 
Machine Tool Co., Los 

awe : 

been reap 
manager of Diamond 

Angele 
54 

sales 

OBITUARIES 

Winslow S. Pierce, 
president and chief 
Miniatures Pre 
In Keene, N. H 

George S. Case, Sr., { 
f the executi\v 

Lamson & Sé 
land, died Oct. 11 
dent f m 1929 to 

George R. Farrell, 
president in charg 
if General Firep 
Youngstown, Ohio, died Oct 



New Shop Equpment 

cosiethen ee 

Horizontal boring machine with 120x228-in. table and cross feed of 192 in. It is contour 
tachment mounted on the 

j 
‘ ' 
: 
t | 
: 

die using tracer-control at headstock 

Underarm, Tracer Added to Horiz Borer 

equipped 

' lr} 

Underarm ram used t 
ittachment make 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 



Matevials and Parts 

broachi fitting opera- 
‘ tions are tical functions o! 

the ram 

Tracer Control for Die Work 
Profiling 

sinking are readily performed 
G & L ma 
makes 
plets and rk on the 

on the 
Open construction 

mounting ten 
machine table 

There are no machine component 
to interfere with work mounting 

The tracer-control 
provided with a ball swivel-type arm 
and tracer ti The latter 
and follo templet guide 

f+ ing adjustment of the 

attachment 

contacts 
Slid 

tracer arm or 
i vertical holding column 
mounted on the machine |} 
enables t 
etup ad 

either 
activating the motor 

ie power for the different 

contour milling and die 

Shaper 
operated 

operation using the 
underarm, and clapper-box 

ittachment to support the tool 

power 

These include vert 
feed, table 

machine feeds 
headstock 

umn feed 
Machine 

tock, column, column runway, 
end-support column 
those used on the G&L 560 machi 

Giddings & Lewis Machine Tool 
Wis 

elements such a 

are Simliat 

Fond du Lac 
MORE DATA? crrcLe FYI 31 

improved Strength for Weight 

In Rem-Cru Titanium Alloys 

American Machinist * November 

allabie at normal ¢ 
res and thickness« 

inner gage Ww 

mmerc) 
Larger 

ar future 
imilar alloy, 
-d for fabri 

nd bar stock 
Remington Arms Cx 

ttions Dir Bridgep 

VIORE DATA’ CIRCLE 

Plastic scale models, 
limer nal shapes, ena enginee! 

to get a color portral trains 
in tools, mz 

When 
and then viewed throug} 

encountered 
and other object 
ne materia 

polarized light, 
rn appears 

red lings i 
cylindrical or 
in. in length 

Westinghouse Electric 
Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh 30, Pa 

FYI 54 p 191) (MORE DATA? CIRCLE 

13, 1950 

.- INCLUDING 

Milling machine table and entir: 

knee assembly tilt around a ho: 

zontal axis in the plane of the 

ter page 184 

Cold extrusion process, using 3000 

ton press, cuts scrap, increases pr 

duction page 185 

Nibbling machine has a variable 

“oke which compensates for metal 

thickness page 156 

Automatic press has complete 

mote control of the variable-speed 

drive page 190 

Finish gage use aping fron 

if tO meast 

Molding press handle 

setting and fast-curing alkyd 

sunds page 

Driller-riveter a 

NEW BULLETINS 

luding 
f 

... and in November 27 

Horizontal boring 

dened and ground 

Induction heater ; 

1utomatK 
t} 

183 



inches inclusive. No master ring 
required for setting the spindle to 
size, this is done with a special fix 
ture and gage blocks 
The spindle consists of tapered core 

and four clamps to hold blades in 
place, together with a set of four 
blades, two of which have ball jets 
One minimum and one 
setting ring are required- 
brating the air gage for pr 
plification. They should be 
corresponding to an 
spindle on hand 

The Sheffield Corp., Daytor 
(MORE DATA? cIRCLE FYI 34, p 

aa) 

Stop-Pins and Finger-Stops 

Ready Made for Toolmakers 

Stop-pins and finger-stops 
time and expense of hav 
makers roll their own ? TY 
plication in a die. Free fron 
threads, the yp-pins are 
ind have 1/32-in. walls 
locating close to die oper 
punches. The finger-stops 

4 ° form widths to fit standard 
Table Tilts in Plane of Cutter aly require grinding thé 

correct length 
On Brown & Sharpe Milling Machine get a 

Toolroom miller is said to have all may be used independently or “0”trose Ave., Chicago 18, Il 
the movements and adjustments com n conjunction with the machine MORE DATA? CIRCLE FY] 
mon to a universal machine, plu pindle 
other feature which add to it Eig! 

The table and the ! 1530 rpm for the machine 
teen pindle peeds, 

to 2900 rpm for the Omniver 
infinite number 

ean Ss Sn Oh tae re iad 
requir 

Mfg 

Adjustable Gaging Spindles 

For Measuring Internal Diameters = ¢i control Gage for Honing 

| pindies for use on Fells How Much Stock is Left f alr gages, 
» market by Gage actuated by 

Sunnen 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 



when to gage the hole. Models MBB 
MB (beginning with Serial No. 10, 
400), and Model MBH (beginning 
with Serial No. 301) can be fitted 
with this gage. 
Sunnen Products Co 7910 

Ave.. St. Louis 17, Mo 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 36, p 

Man- 
chester 

191) 

Tap Holder Rides Free on Spindle 

The C-H tap and die chaser makes 
possible accurate thread cutting in 
sizes from No. 0-80 to 3 8/16 in. In 
cludes a knurled ring which can be 
held in the hand for delicate work or 
by a bar f 

Both holders ride 
free on or inside the spindle, so that 
the knurled knob be 

providing good 
length control. Morse-taper spindles 
f No. 1, 2, and 3 
hank spindles can be 

rr larger jobs 
tap and die 

can instantly 
released thread 

sizes, or straight 
supplied for 

use in jig borers Price 
$34.95 
Craft-Hollou 

Pa 
MORE 

and mills 

Industries Wallingford, 

DATA? CIRCLE FYI 37, p. 191) 

A ” 

—— 4a 
1 45 _ 

a, 
7 , 

— , a) i 
ve ~~. —— 

TS. 

Farval Spray Valve Forces 

Lubricant on Open Surfaces 

Th 
ypen geal 

lubrication of slide surfa 
ing and bearings h 

been a pl yblem, because 
ficulty of spreading and 1 
in adequate ubricz 

pray \ alve pray 
any desired area 

American Machinist * November 13, 

available, or a complete system may 
consist entirely of spray valves, 
served by either a manual or an auto 
matic pumping unit. Compressed air 
from the supply directed 

valve, which meters air 
line is 

through the 
to the delivery nozzle just as lubri 

is metered. The lubricant valve 
turns on and shuts off the air 

Thus the quantity of air used is limit 

cant 
} aisoO 

ed to the amount needed t 
each delivery of oil, without ex! 
ing or reducing pressure. P 
cut-off of lubricant by the valve 
each delivery eliminates blee 
system of 3 pistons 
out the oil 

The Farval 
Cleveland 4, Ohi« 
(MORE DATA? 

is used to 
and air 

Corp $251 E 

FYI CIRCLE 

Cold Extrusion Process 

Cuts Scrap, Increases Production 

yncentratir itrating gh as 100 ton tured 
important 
€ 

this country for 
development 

in 

It exert 
f 3000 tons and 

mtrols 

xtrusion a maximum ! 
ope! 
by 

iriven pumping uni 
Until nov t 

hbutton 

ie Engineering C 
ve., Buffalo 17,N. Y 
DATA” FYI 3 MORE CIRCLE 

Y) 



Campbell Nibbling Machine 

Has Variable Stroke 

ng machine is claimed to do all 
within its 
ng the 
starting 

capacity with 
metal, setting up 

invisible frac 
stroke 

length to compen 
variable makes it 

et the 

tion of cut 
Work can be 

cut irregu 
1 templet 

nls > plate in 

wer open-<« nd 
; a finished pad f 

circular die. A chip spout is mounted 
directly underneath. The punch is 
mounted in a holder which can be ad 
justed vertically. The nibbler has a 
t depth of 24 in. and inter 

peed of 375 and 650 
iroat 
angeable 

kes per min 
Machine Dit 

Cable Co., Inc 
Campbell American 

Chain € Bridgeport, 
Conn 

MORE DATA? FYI 40, p. 191) 

Nickel-Clad Copper Wire Will 

Not Flake at High Temperatures 

rhe first step in making nickel-clad 
opper is insertion of OFCC copper 
id into nickel tubing. The assembls 

drawn down to any size fron 
0.002-in. dia. Approximately 1/3 

ss-sectional area is nickel] 

American Machinist - 

Prime use for the material is in 
providing a good conductor (70% 
that of copper) that will also with- 
stand high temperatures without ox 
idizing. Excellent corrosion resistance 
makes it good for use as fixture wire 
in chemical plants. It is claimed to 
weld easily and remain strong and 
flexible. Available in stranded form 
round and flat wire, coils and spools, 
rod from ly to 0.031-in 

Alloy Metal Wire Co 
Park, Pa 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE 

dia 
Inc., Prospect 

FYI 41, p. 191) 

Tipped Stud, Hammer Blow 

Used in Portable Welding 
A portable 
nave these 

tud w ler claimed t 
advantages the actual 

wattage pull is less thi that used 
operate a hon l ron. The op 

erato! r merely ; air-pressure 
control and ibtracts con 

capac! controls 
‘t, they 

nls 
1 iKeS Place 

The result 
f full diame 

rre sponding 

Mile Re Fe ndale 2 VU 
ATA? CIRCLE FYI 
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For cutting off ferrous or non-ferrous stock up to 
24” length and 4” diameter, round or square 

“LOW ¢ 
"SQUARE ENDS Osr 

“ SPEED. accuracy * 52 
, san 210° 

Materia! nttnns Material 
Size 50 & Size 
Sawisgd Time Sawing Time Higher production lowers your cost per 

cut-off piece; together with extreme 
accuracy which eliminates many second 
operations. This little giant of production 
will save you money in tool costs and 
get your work out faster. 

Investigate! Ask for Bulletin No. 150-A 

* a * 

Look to Motch and Merryweather for produc- 
tion cut-off machines handling stock from %” 
through 18” diameter, as well as machines 
for special applications, including sawing 

r with simultaneous second operations. M. & 
peng . M. builds circular sawing machines, automa- 
Sawing Time Sawing TH™ tic saw sharpeners and circular saw blades, 

transfer and special machines 

dee 

THE MOTCH & MERRYWEATHER MACHINERY COMPANY 
715 PENTON BUILDING ° CLEVELAND 13, GCHIO 

Builders of Circular Sawing Equipment, Production Milling, Automatic and Special Machines 

PRODUCTION-WITH-ACCURACY MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT 



DRILLING and chamfering of a 36-in. steel ring, 3%-in. thick is done by this 
special-purpose machine. It has a capacity of 1.6 pieces per hour at 80% effi- 
ciency, and is equipped with a control mechanism which provides for alternating 
the depth of the 36 holes around the circumference of the workpiece. The verti- 
cal head also drills three groups of holes in the top.— Snyder Tool & Engineering 
Co., 340 E Lafayette, Detroit 7 (MORE DATA? cIRCLE FYI 43, p. 191) 

MILLER for the machining of aluminum airplane spars has an overall length 
of 105 ft. The spars require many different types of milling operations such 
as tapering cuts in the webs and flanges, and twist cuts along the length of the 
spor. The carriage houses four cutter motors, two in a horizontal and two in a 
vertical position. It is driven by a dc-motor and spiral-tooth-rack assembly 

Onsrud Machine Works, Inc., Chicago (MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 44, p. 191 

Starting Relay in Sterling Motor 

Eliminates Centrifugal Switches 

Sterling has increased their line of 
Slo-Speed power drives to include 
single-phase, capacitor designs 

These single-phase gearhead 
motors are built with single or 
double reduction gears, providing 
speeds from 780 down to 30 rpm, in 
ratings of % to 3 hp inclusive 

A feature which is said to greatly 
reduce maintenance expense is a 
starting relay which eliminates the 
necessity of centrifugal switches or 
any rotating device that throws out 
switches, brushes etc 

Sterling Electric Motors, In¢ Los 
Angeles, Cal 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 45, p. 191) 

Wesgo Electric Muffle Furnace 

Heats Tools Uniformly 
The temperature control on this fur 
nace permits the operator to select 
and hold automatically any desired 
temperature up to 2000 F. A 2%2-in 
thick throat of higt rat 
ramic material 

l 

insures too 

ements are 
mechanical 
iffle. Heavy 

Western Gold & Platinum Worl 
Bryant St., San Francisco, Calif 
MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 46, 1 
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PRODUCTION-WITH-ACCURACY MACHINES AND EQUIP 

ELIMINATES 

ACTION 

ELECTRIC FOOT SWITCH REDUCES 

FATIGUE - SPEEDS SHEARING 

@ The operator can slide the switch 

around the floor to wherever handiest 

to use. A mere touch of the toe and 

the knife is set in motion. Electric 

toe control is standard on all Steel 

weld Shears and furnished at no 

extra cost. It enables shearing speeds 

not attainable with ordinary foot 

treadles for many cutting operations. 

@ If you have spent a day at a shear with the old ment for Steelweld Shears. Knee action has been 

mechanical foot treadle, you know what knee action replaced by fast easy toe control. 

is. As the hours roll by it grows more and more Toe control is one of many outstanding features 
tiresome, fatiguing, and production slips accordingly. you get on Steelweld Shears. These machines are 

At last something has been done about it. Electric in a class by themselves. Learn what they can do 

foot switches have been adopted as standard equip- for you. 

O07 TAS OOK! _ WARE CARVENAND CRANE & ENGINEERING (0. 
and 1414 EAST 282nd STREET, WICKLIFFE, OHIO 

details. Profusely illustrated, 

STEE
LWEL

O *“®,,
. SH

EARS
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Remote Control Built Into 

Brandes Automatic Press 

A line of wide-bed automatic presses 
$12 ym 30 to 2500 tons 

has been built by Brandes. 
One of the 
a 175-ton 

to Joint 
tandard 

ranging in size fr 

here 
Built 

Conference 

presses, shown 
wide-bed press 

Industrial 
including T-slots in the 

top platen and control of 
the variable-speed drive. It features 

remote 

a dic -“arance front 
left 

from 
from right to 

have a 
by 60 in 
feed 

djustment and wil 
in 

Greyhound Spotwelder 

Features Automatic Switch 

Portable spotwelder 
s-in. combined thickne 

190 

ll feeds from 0 to 12 in 
The press will take strokes up to 

10 in. A speed of up to 250 spm is 
ibtainable, depending on the length 
if the stroke. No moving parts or 
projections are built below the base. 

Reciprocating parts are air coun 
terbalanced by cylinders and incor 
porate long multiple V-guides in the 

ind long on the draw 
id. Thi s an even pulling action 

op platen 
ures high production speeds 

range 

base guides 
Rive 

increases die life 

indes Press Co Dept. A 
iclid Ave., Cleveland 138, Ohio 
MORE DATA”? CIRCLE FYI 47 

6408 

p. 191 

metal with a Wl con 
f %& in. Weight is 

e handle if 
velding tip 

lly turn 
if pressure 

he cur separate 
le welding tips 
The copper welding arms are avail 

interchangeable ler 
as well 
lapes 

American Machinist - 

A timer can be supplied which will 
automatically cut off 
after any desired time dwell 
mounted on a Greyhou 
stand, and using a foot pe 
comes a stationary 

the current 
When 

mode 
A.C. Arc Weld 

Brooklun 
FYI 48 

Greyhound 
604-606 Johnson Ave 
(MORE DATA”? CIRCLE 

Spo Vibrators Have 

Corrosionproof Cylinder Liner 

Designed to deliver ¢ werful impacts 
in a direction 90° to material flow, 
Spo Series 81 vibrators are said t 
prevent the contents of bins or hop 
pers from arching over plugging 

ze-alloy liner 
power start 

operation, and 

A corrosionproof bronz 
is utilized to assure full 
high-speed maximum 
service life. The vertical construction 
is claimed to permit mounting in any 
position without f operating 
efficiency. TI! vi rs are avail 
able in piston 
diam sizes 

Spo Inc., 6430 Grand I Ave 
Cleveland Ohio 
MORE DATA? CIRCLE F* 

Ramsay Abrasive-Belt Grinder 

Adjusts Instantly to any Angle 

-ortabl brasive-belt ¢ ler 

feeaing 
Equipped 

November 



FREE details about new machines & tools 

FREE data on new materials or parts 

FREE shop calculators and data sheets 

FREE information from advertisers 

FREE advice on metalworking problems 

FY|— these initials symbolize information that's impor- 

tant. We use them, too, to head our expanded reader 

service. Here are two postcards which will bring you 

new literature, bulletins on new equipment, materials 

or parts, further information from any advertiser, or 

advice from editors — for a 3-cent stamp. 

ALL YOU DO is circle on the lower card the number of any shop 
equipment item about which you want more data or any piece of 
manufacturer's literature of which you want a copy. 

For details on an advertised product, write the page number 
in one of the boxes provided, adding the advertiser's initials if 
more than one advertisement appears on the page—if the page 
is unnumbered, as a cover or insert, or the ad shows several 
products, use initials and write in the product name. Fill in your 
name, title and address, cut out the card, add a 3-cent stamp and 
mail. We do the rest, saving you time, trouble, and money. Use 
this card for requesting manufacturers’ literature or more details 
on new equipment. — 

NEW BULLETINS 

4-page catalog illustrates and describes a MACHINES AND ATTACHMENTS 
LATHE—Monarch Machine Tool Co., 
Sidney, Ohio. 44-page catalog 1118 re- 

views the major features and performance 
improvements of the new Series 60 engine 
and Imakers lathes. A jes and at- 
tachments are also described. 

GRINDER—Sanford Mfg. Co., Union, 
N. J. 4-page folder gives the construc- 

tion details and specifications on the 
Micro grinder. Llustrations show setups 
and accessories. 

3 ENGINE LATHE—The Springfeld Me- 
chine Tool Co., Springfield, Ohio. 8 

pages of photos and explanation of the 
important parts and features of the Model 
8 lathe. Includes specifications. 

4 LAYOUT DRILLER—BSryant Machin- 
ery & Engineering Co., Chicago ¢ Il. 

American Machinist - 

machine for dies and fixtures and similar 
work not requiring the precision of a jig 
borer. 

5 JIG GRINDER—Moore Special Tool Co., 
Ine., Bridgeport 7, Conn. 4-page catalog 

describes new design features, and gives 
specifications and typical jobs performed 
by this more powerful grinder. 

a DRILLPRESSES — Boice-Crane Co., 
T 6, Ohio. 4-page brochure on 

Series 1600 light-duty models in 1-, 2-, 3-, 
and 4-spindle units, bench and floor type. 

TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES 
7 CARBIDE TOOLS— The Charlee L. 

Jarvis Co., Middletown, Conn. 12-page 
folder describes a line of solid tungsten- 
carbide tools, including rotary files, end 
mills, and boring bits. 
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Reader Service Department American Machinist 330 W. 42nd St. New York 18, N.Y 

American Machinist 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.Y. 

Please send me, without cost or obligation, the — 
new product information or catalogs described ~ 
on surrounding pages and identified by the ~ 
numbers circled below: : 

123456789 10 11 12 13) 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 © 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76:77:78 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 

Mose data on the advertisements on pages: 

Thie cord nat ened etter ten 19 1081 



USE THIS CARD 

® to ask advice from the editors 

® to ask a question about some article 

® to suggest articles you would like 

to see in American Machinist 

"4#§ PUZY “MOEE jMulpPoWw UDILEWY 
"AN ‘BL OA MON 

juewpodag e21A18¢ sepDey 

FREE details about new machines & tools 

FREE data on new materials or parts 

FREE shop calculators and data sheets 

FREE information from advertisers 

FREE advice on metalworking problems 

a DRILL BUSHINGS—-S & E Machine 
Products, inc., Bridgeport, Mich. 4-page 

bulletin 102 describes headless press-fit, 
head press-fit, fixed-renewable and slip-re- 
newable solid-carbide drill bushings. In- 
cludes specifications. 

y COUNTERSINKS—Severance Tool In- 
dustries, Inc., Saginaw, Mich. 4-page 

folder gives prices, dimensiona) data, order- 
ing instructions, and other information on 
a set of four countersinks. 

10 WORKHOLDERS—J & 8 Tool Co., B. 
Orange, N. J. 4-page folder describes 

Jaw Clamps, which eliminate U-clamps, 
straps, different-length studs and bilock- 
ing. Can be used on lathes, milling ma- 
chines, planers, and others. 

HEAT-TREATING AND WELDING 
11 WELDING EQUIPMENT — National 

Ww Equipment Co., San Fran- 
cisco &, Calif. 18-page booklet covers a line 
of gas welding and burning apparatus. 
Describes regulators, tips, ete. 

12 FLAME HARDENING — Air Reduo- 
tion Sales Co., New York 17, N. Y. 20- 

page catalog describes and illustrates the 
latest equipment. Includes section on “Tips 
for the production flame hardening of spe- 
cial shapes.” 

13 COLD WELDING — Koldweld Corp. 
New York i7, N. Y. 4-page brochure 

shows the various techniques possible with 
this process, including trap, wave, stagger, 
sandwich, and lap welda. 

PLANT SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
1 CONVEYOR CHAINS — Mechanical 

Handling Systema, inc., Detroit 12, 
Mich. 66-page catalog on conveyor chains 
and attachments. Includes a section of en- 
gineering date covering subjects cuch as 
sliding friction, chain design and selec- 
tion, and a torsion & bending chart. 

1 MATERIALS HANDLING — Lewie- 
Shepard Products Inc., Watertown 72, 

Mass. Bulletin describes a line of stackera, 
hoisters, portable cranes, and lifters. In- 
cludes specifications. 

16 SHELVING — Snead & Company, 
Orange, Va. 8-page bulletin covers a 

line of storage equipment having a row 
of swinging double-faced compartments on 
both sides. 

1 TOWING TRACTORS—Clark Equip- 
ment Co., Industrial Truck Div., Battle 

Creek, Mich. 8-page catalog covering trac- 
tors, fork-lift trucks, Tructractors, and at- 
tachments. 

1 CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS — Allie- 
Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukec, Wiec. 

16-page guide for the selection of centrif- 
ugal pumps, covering a wide variety of 
units. 

1 FORK-LIFT TRUCKS — Mobdilift 
Corp., Portland 14, Ore. 6-page bulletin 

illustrates 2 new 2000-lb capacity trucks, 
and gives specifications and features. 

20 AIR CONDITIONING — Frigidaire 
Div., General Motors Corp., Dayton 1, 

Ohio. 10-page folder describes air condi- 
tioners, compressors, refrigerators, etc., and 
shows their industrial application. 

PARTS AND MATERIALS 
2 SPEED REDUCERS—The Cleveland 

Worm & Gear Co., Cleveland 4, Ohio. 
36-page booklet describing AT and RT 
worm-gear speed reducers with the latest 
improvements. 

CASTINGS—Stoody Co., Whittier, 
Calif. 16-page catalog covers a line of 

castings made of hard-metal alloys. LIllus- 
trations and specifications show the type 
of castings available. 

23 BRAZING ALLOYS—Handy @& Har- 
mon, New York 7, N. Y. 24-page bul- 

letin covers silver-alloy brazing with Easy- 
Flo and Silfos. Shows applications and 
describes fast-brazing techniques. 

2 STEEL TUBING—Tubing Diwv., Brain- 
ard Steei Co., Warren, Ohio. 8-page 

catalog tells what to expect when building 
with mechanical tubing and gives specifi- 
cations. 

2 MOTOR STARTERS—Alis-Chalmers, 
Milwaukee Wis. 12-page bulletin de- 

scribes Type H for 2300- to 6000-volt 
squirrel-cage, wound-rotor, synchronous, 
and multi-speed motors. 

26 FIBERGLAS — Owens-Corning Fiber- 
glas Corp., Toledo, Ohio. 88-page 

bibliography providing a ready reference 
medium to material published about Fiber- 
glas products. 

27 PIN OILERS—Acro Metal Stamping 
Co., Milwaukee, 12, Wis. 4-page bul- 

letin describes die-set pullers, pin oilers, 
constant-level indicator, drill-rod racks. In- 
cludes specifications. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
2 FIRE-FIGHTING——Pyrene Mfg. Co., 

Newark, N. J. 24-page booklet on air 
foam or mechanical foam. It describes 
foam compound, portable playpipes, tanks, 
and other apparatus. 

2 RUST PREVENTION—Oakite Prod- 
ucts, Inc., New York 6, N. Y. 4-page 

report on how to combat rust through the 
production process and on materials that 
remove buffing compounds. 

3 FLAMMABLE MATERIALS — Fac- 
tory Mutual Engineering Div., Boston 

10, Maas. 12-page booklet reveals the 
properties of more than 650 flammable ma- 
terials found in industrial plants. 
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DEPENDABLE CONSTRUCTION ... Plus 
EDIT 

PROPER SELECTION MINIMIZE SHUTDOWNS 

=, 

Polyphase 
TYPE SC—Open Drip proof General 
Purpose Motor. Meets the needs of 
most installations where operating con- 
ditions are relatively clean and dry. 

TYPE SC—Splash proof. Supplies 
protection where plants must be 
washed down. Keeps out all falling 
or splashing liquids—rain, snow, 
sleet, etc. 

TYPE SC—Totally Enclosed Fan 
Cooled. Protects against dusts, mist, 
oil, fog. Inner frame protects vital 
parts of the motor, seals out harm- 
ful matter. 

TYPE SC—Explosion proof. Protects 
life and property in atmospheres 
charged with explosive dusts or gases. 

TYPE SR—Wound Rotor. Open Con- 
struction. Ideal for applications re- 
quiring low starting current with high 
starting torque, reversing or adijust- 
able speed. 

TYPE SR—Wound Rotor Splash 
proof. Same electrical characteristics 
as motor shown above. In addition, 
gives adequate protection against 
falling and splashing liquids 

Single Phose 
TYPE RS—Repulsion Start Induction, 
Open Construction, Single Phase Brush 
Lifting Motor. Combines high starting 
torque with low starting current. 

ls easy to select the proper electric motor for 
your job from Century's complete line — from 1/6 to 

400 horsepower. A wide range of types and kinds are available 
to satisfy all popular requirements. They are carefully designed, 

built and tested to assure maximum performance throughout their long life. 

Here are examples of Century’s line of INTEGRAL HORSEPOWER motors. 
a! 

. 
o 
7 
. 
« 
. 
. 

TYPE RS—Splash proof. Same ad- 

vantages as open construction, plus 

protection against splashing and 

falling liquids. 

TYPE CSH—Capacitor Start Induc- 

tion, Single Phase Motor. Suitable 

when high starting torque with nor- 

mal starting current is satisfactory. 

TYPE CSH—Splash proof. Same 

advantages as motor shown above, 

plus protection against falling and 

splashing liquids. 

Direct Current 

TYPE DN—Direct Current Motors. 

Suitable for use where direct current 

is available, or its use desirable. 

TYPE DN-——Direct Current, Splash 

proof. 

TYPE SY—Synchronous. Suitable 

for continuous operation at a uniform 

load for power factor correction. 

n addition to acomplete line of integral horsepower mo- 
tors, Century offers fractional horsepower motors, gear 
motors, generators, AC and DC motor generator sets. 

For a long life of satisfactory perform- 
ance, specify Century motors for all your 
electric power requirements. 

CENTURY ELECTRIC COMPANY, 1806 Pine Street, St. Louis 3, Missouri + Offices and Stock Points in Principal Cities 
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Torque Converter Drive 

Installed in Whiteprinter 

ammonia-fume meth 
Ww hite 

a-Linet 

Using the dry 
od of diazo reproduc 
printer called the 
prints and develops blue line, black 

intermediates and other 
whiteprint It plus nto 
115-volt. 60-evele ac line using 19 
amp. The 
removable and lamp 

line, sepia 
tandard 

entire lamp assembly 

within minute 
Application of am 

onverter drive 
quiet speed control 

a 

drive mechanism. The exhaust fan 
yperates independently, allowing for 
evacuation of ammonia fumes when 
the machine is shut down. Both cut 

ieets and roll stock up to 42-in 
handled. The printer 
peed from 4 in. to 5 ft. 

per min. and the developer is set at 
6 fpm. The heating element can be 

ed within a 40 deg. range. 
Harvey, Dept. AM, 5736 North 

n Ave., Chicago 45, Ill 
MORE DATA” CIRCLE FYI 57, p. 191) 

le can be 
has variable 

Craft-Hollow Disk Grinder 

Is Light Weight, Easily Serviced 
The manufacturer points out the fol 

wing features of this hand tool 
General Electric motor; a 

f 4% lb.; shaped to permit 
without employment of 

ibs; well-cooled motor 
large vent holes; and easy 
e. Known as the Discette, 

used for grinding, shaping, 

12.000 rpm 

1 polishing 
Three types of abrasive disks are 

lable. Price for the machine and 
even disks—$59.50 
Craft-Hollow Industries, Wallingford 

Pa 
MORE DATA? 191) CIRCLE FYI 58 p 

American Machinist 

= 

Hammers with Longer Handles 

For Better Balance 

Hammers with a hand grip 
to comfortably fit the palm and 
grooved to prevent turning in the 
hand, and with the ferrules made of 
brass tubing. 
They are furnished 

able copper, brass, and 
and/or solid heads. Size¢ 
% to 1% in 
from 3 oz to 2'% lt 
Gregory Tool & Mfg. C 

7 Mile Road, Detroit 19, Mich 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 

shaped 

with renev 

diamete 

Sheffield Finish Gage 

Uses Air Escaping from Circle 

Gage made by Sheffield is used for 
the comparison of surface finishes 
on flat or cur 
diameter g 
be used for a roughness range from 
30 to 500 micr¢ 
ing measures the 

incne ri The read 

over a circle f 
An advantage 

ver line-measur 
distinguishes t 
faces and smo 
there are a few 
this gage, the 
cated as a g 

The Sheffield Co 
Ohio 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLI 
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When it comes to real productivity per machine hour in 
gear production, the two techniques which give 
you the ‘‘mostest for the leastest’’ are: 

Shear-Speed gear cutting. In which all teeth are cut 
simultaneously in a fraction of the time required by other 

cutting methods. Applicable to internal and external spur 
gears and splines (involute and other shapes)—also to other 
toothed-form parts, regular or irregular. (Some helicals, 
also, but not all.) 

Underpass gear-finishing in which a single ‘‘pass’”’ of 
the cutter forward and back finishes a gear to the 

highest precision. (For very wide gears, traverpass or 
transverse shaving can be used on the SAME MACHINE— 
if it's a ‘‘Michigan’’.) Underpass shaving is available for 
spur and helical gears and splines from % in. to many 
feet in diameter. 

To produce more gears per hour ‘‘for less’’— 
in mass production or job lots—you can't 

from blank to beat a ‘'Michigan-tooled”’ line. 
finished gear 

7171 E. McNichols Road 
Detroit 12, U.S.A. Uns MICHIGAN TOOL COMPAN 
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Portable Vacuum Cleaner 

Is Gasoline-Engine Powered 

vr appl t which provides the vacuum 
Two-sweeper cleaning is provided 

M db ( \ or cl ing with 742-cu.ft. dust-container capac 
yutdoo t ol rv large plant ity and simultaneous operation of 
requiring ! n widely scat two, 50-ft. lines of 1%-in. hose. It 
tered locatior igni as th equipped with a box for cleaning 
Hoffco-Va Jo. 50 for gaso] pera tools, a compartment for floor and 
tion, the unit is powered by a 4-cycl wall rods, and a rack for hos¢ 
ingle-cylinder air led engine U. 8. Hoffman Machinery C 
rated at 6.8 hp. V-! rl ( t Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y 
with a multista rifugal c MORE DATA”? CIRCLE FYI 61 

Circular Sawing Machines 

Have Square or Angular Cut-Off 
Square or angular cutting off 

line. Capacity 
quare piece 

ferrou r non-ferrous material 
Up to 45° of angular cutting is po 

e by inserting clamping jaws of 
he desired angle and moving the Y g 
upporting stock conveyor. Stock can 

standard lengths up to 24 in. Special 
gaging and holding fixtures for odd 
shape extrusions and intricate parts 
can be easily adapted to the machine 
The saw blade is driven by the di 
rect-drive-geared saw head. Changes 
of sawing speeds are made by means 
of pick-off gears 

Motch & Merryweather Machinery 
Co., 715 Penton Bldg., Cleveland 13 
Ohio 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 62, p. 191) 

Vertical Mill Attachment 

Allows Full Use of Table Travel 

Quill-travel vertical mill attachment 
for bench, light floor, or heavy mill 
has been developed by Rusnok. It 
allows full use of table travel and 
features both single and compound 
ingular setting 
There are 5 spindle speeds of 380, 

700, 1200, 2500, and 5200 rpm. Quill 
travel is 1% in. Known as the Con 
vertical, it has a locking micrometer 
depth stop graduated in thousandths 

Rusnok Tool Works, 48409 W. North 
ive., Chicago 89, Ill 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 63, 7 

Dual Pressure Power Source 

For Molding Presses 
Heart nl pumping nl 1 a 
unique bypas actuated in and 
out of pumpng p tion by a snap 
action control valve. Two separate 
pumping sections develop individua 
pressures, providing 
for rapid advance 
for dwell time 

By regulating 
and high p 

3000 psi 
permits the f a simple 

rating valve for press control 
Oracle Engineering & Sales Corp 

Tucson, Ari 
(MORE DATA” CIR FYI 6 191) 
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Machine Design Sheets free on request. Write Dept. 109, 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY 

CHIO CLEVELAND 1, 
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: Stokes Molding Press Handles 

Two Kinds of Plastics 

Stoke ha platen area. For alkyd 
of 24 tons 

of conventional therm losing speed of 240 ipm 
terials, and uring Kvd ! ; rotection of the mold this rate 

developed a n 
pre adapted for both the n ing r ng it has a capacity 

plit second before the 
Known as the 

fully 

pound 
ypening and closing tv valve ' for nt he mold 

version ta 
that the 

ses Machine Co 
rdelphia 20, Pa 

FYI ATA CIRCLE 

to regulate the 
rks on this 

eat, and 
in motion. A 
‘rating on 

oes the trick. It 
Model LT-48 fork 

American Machinist 

Mounting on Beta-Ray Gage 
Permits Edge-to-Edge Scanning 
A traverse mounting NV avi 
ible for a Beta-ray cont 
gage which makes it possible to scan 
and gage the full width of continu 
ous strip material. The rate of 
ning is from 18 to 30 in. per 
and the operation is completely au 
tomatic. 

Limit 
of the mounting s 
gaging heads reach the edge of the 
strip they automatically reverse and 
scan in the opposite di ion. The 
gage uses radio-active isotopes from 
the atomic pile for mea 
thickness deviations. A t is non 

now AVali 
nuou mili 

scan 
min., 

steps are set on the rall 
that when the 

iring the 

contacting, it readily gages ub 
stances which are wet, sticky, highly 
polished, or soft 

Pratt 4 Whitney, Di Niles-Be 
Pond Co., West Hartford 1, Conn 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 67 

\ 
<n 

Bliss Coil Cradles 

Have Formica Roll Surfaces 
Coil cradles with capacities up to 15 
tons have been developed by Bliss 
Available in several size » cradles 

equipped w t 
ist-iron or formic 

can be tl n 

minimize slippage 
coils 

The rolls are mechar 
through an adjustable 
Main 
splash lubricated 

gears are fu 

guide plates are n 
bearings and are ad 
The cradle 

W. Bliss ¢ 
Detroit 2, Mic) 
MORE DATA’ 
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THE MUSHROOM-LIKE OBJECT directly 
below is the completed assembly of the radio 
volume control shaft made by P. R. Mallory & 
Ce., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., (actual size). Photo 
below it shows the plastic part attached by a stak- 
ing operation. This staking is shown in detail 
in photo of part enlarged 7 times, at right. 
Photo at bottom shows control shaft after machin- 
ing and before staking. Shaft is made from Revere 
Alloy 247..." round free cutting brass rod. 

g 

SF 

BY SWITCHING TO REVERE FREE CUTTING 

BRASS ROD P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC., 

VE WECM TE] 

Staking operation on radio volume control shaft 
performed without fracture...annealing operation 
eliminated. 
The solution to the Mallory Company's problem was 
not as easy as it might appear. It was not simply a case 
of Revere Technical Advisory Service recommending 
4” round, free cutting brass rod. That rod had to 
possess the machinability to match Mallory’s existing 
production machine set-up and at the same time be 
sufficiently workable so that annealing, prior to staking, 
could be eliminated; and that staking be accomplished 
without fracturing the metal. 

After consulting with the Mallory Engineers, and 
discussing the tests which Mallory would subsequently 
conduct, Revere recommended a 14” round, half hard 
viveting and turning rod mixture 247. Working tests 
made by Mallory showed this rod to possess all the 
necessary requirements. 

As a result of those tests, P. R. Mallory & Company 

is now using this Revere free cutting brass rod to its 
complete satisfaction for the radio volume control 
shafts it manufactures. Not just any '4” brass rod, but 
the right rod made it possible for them to save on 
2 counts. 

Perhaps Revere has a brass, a copper or some special 
alloy to help you in the development or improvement of 
your product...in cutting your production costs. So 
why not tell Revere your metal problems? Call the 
Revere Sales Office nearest you today. 

REVERE 

COPPER & BRASS INCORPORATED 
Pounded by Paul Revere in 1801 

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York 
. . . 

Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago and Clinton, 1/1; Detroit, Mich: Les Angeles 
and Riverside, Calif; New Bedford, Mass.; Rome, N. Y 
Sales Offices in Principal Cities, Distributors Everywhere. 

American Machinist November 13, 1950 



in. and permit ngi uttin 28 
in. material up to 45 Full cuttin 
troke is now 3'2 in 
Pressure relief on return stroke 

reduces unnecessary blade wear and 
4 special latch bar holds the fram 
in a hoisted position when new ma 
terial is being placed in positior 
Standard equipment ide 

ar that permit g of uniforn 
Sa gage 

Jefferson Power Hack Saw aii abet 

Has Greater Capacity Paul 

The portable Jefferson 601 pows Sales Service Machine 7 
hack saw has been redesigned to ac University Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn 

curately cut material up to 34%2x3'% (MORE DATA? CARCLE FYI 71. p. 191) 

Turn Table on Pratt & Whitney > 
Workstand Handles 3-Ton Loads g < 
A stand produced by Pratt & Whit 
ney is of welded construction, 2-ft dt jot 
square, 30-in. high, and has a turn- - , MeN “ 
table on which heavy work can be ms @ ‘\\ 
rotated freely. The turntable is ~ 
mounted on a heavy-duty thrust j — 
bearing, protected from dust and 
chips, and is capable of handling 
work loads up to 3 tons. A quick 
acting clamp locks the table in any 
position. Hinged arm, attached to the 
side of the stand, is provided to 
mount the Kellerflex, a flexible-shaft 
machine, allowing it to swing in an 
are of 180°. Although the stand was 
designed for use with Kellerflex, it 
can be adapted to any other flexible- 
haft machine or portable grinder. 
Pratt &4 Whitney, West Hartford 1 

Conn 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 69, p. 191) 

improved Driller-Riveter 

Eliminates Workpiece Mutilation 

This machine is an advanced design rpm. The riveting 
f the Model G 39A Drivmatic which _ by a direct- 

End Dump With Wheels was developed during World War II. Its maximur 
A speed-up in productior claimed It drills, countersinks, feeds, and 16,000 Ib 
for these end dumps equipped with heads a ri\ tions f liameter 
wheels. The units may be handled positioning the work ins Stroke is 6-in 
by platform or fork truck, and ths a foot switch. All four steps are then’ dial on the! 
wheels give convenience of move verformed in ¢ us automat eturn strok 
ment in crowded plant areas and vcle. It i aimed that illing out 
narrow aisles. Two wheels are swive of unsatisfactor iN has been re 
casters. Dumping is simplified by a luced to ¢ 
rocker geared to a track. A safety f the we 
latch locks during loading 
Palmer-Shile Co., Detroit, Mich 

(MORE DATA” cirRcLE FYI 70, p 
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... FIRST TO INCREASE YOUR MACHINE’S PRODUCTIVITY! 

A COMPLETE LINE OF MAGNETIC CHUCKS . . . RECTANGU- 
LAR ... ROTARY .. . SWIVELING . . . for any machining 
operation involving flat or irregular surfaces. Wide range of sizes 
and voltages. 22% more magnetic area permits holding pieces to 
extreme edge of chuck. Exclusive ALL steel construction. Face 
plates precision ground. Absolutely moisture-proof, shock-proof. 
Rugged, dependable, precision-built. Complete standard acces 
sories available. Send for full details. 

MAGNA-VISE* . . . HOLDS NON-MAGNETIC MATERIALS 
ON MAGNETIC CHUCK. Increases value of your magnetic 
chucking equipment by making it possible to hold rigid types of 
brass, copper, plastic, hard rubber, aluminum, glass, many others 
Easy to use. Available in three sizes .. . 6”, 10”, and 14”. Get 
the details 

MOST COMPLETE REPAIR AND RE-BUILDING SERVICE for 
magnetic chucks, regardless of make. Let Magna-Lock take care 
of your needs. Fast, dependable service at reasonable cost 

RECENTLY ENLARGED PLANT OF HANCHETT MAGNA-LOCK 
CORPORATION, only exclusive manufacturer of magnetic chucks 
and holding devices. Doubled in size since 1948 to meet ever- 
increasing demand. This modern plant's entire advanced research 
and production facilities are concentrated on continuous improve 
ment and quality production of famous Magna-lock Magnetic 
Chucks and Devices. 

MODERN ENGINEERING FACILITIES at your service to 
help solve your chucking problems most efficiently and econom 
ically. It will pay you to bring them to Magna-Lock 

Get full details about Magna-Lock chucks, vises and complete 
facilities. Write Dept. AM-110, today 
*Patented 

Hanchell MAGNA-LOCK CORPORATION 

Magnetic Chucks and Devices 

BIG RAPIDS e . MICHIGAN, U.S.A 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 



Arms Are Actuated Hydraulically 

On Stamets Bar-Bending Machine 

The Stamets No 
capable of bending bars up 

2 bar-bending ma 
chine is 
to and including 7s%-in. diameter. The 

will make 
bends to a minimum center distance 

The bending arms have re 
guides and bending steels 

arms are adjustable and 

of 7% in 
placeable 
They are 
are equipped with air-operated ejex 

actuated hydraulically and 

for removing the bar 

Bars can be bent singly or up to 
four at a time, depending upon the 
diameter of the bar. The machine 
will operate at a rate of six strokes 
per min. It is complete with hydrau 
lic pump unit, motor and electrical 
controls. 

Wm. K 
Pa 

Stamets Co., Pittsburgh 22, 

(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 73, p. 191) 

Cone-Loc Drum Sander 

Maintains Balance at High Speeds 

Drum sander is split and hinged per- 
mitting use of coated abrasive strips 
without troublesome and expensive 
joining at the ends of belts. Abrasive 
strips torn off the ordinary utility 
roll can be quickly wrapped around 
the drum, hooked over pins, and the 
two halves converted into a solid 
abrasive wheel by means of a cone 
shaped locking washer 

The rubber-cushioned sanders are 
being ground at high speeds, and a 
slight chamfer put in the lips where 
the drum splits in order to maintain 
perfect balance at high speeds 
American Diamond Saw Sales, 120 

N.W. Ninth Ave., Portland 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 75, p 

Oregon 
191) 

Choice of Cut-Offs on 

Toledo Pipe Machine 

A choice of either wheel and roller 
cut-off, or knife cut-off is offered on 
the Toledo No. 999 pipe machine. The 
cutter head on the wheel cut-off is 
equipped with two rollers 
cutter wheel which is self 
and easily fed with a handwheel 

If a knife cut-off is 
machine is furnished with four cut 
ter knives which 
square-end cut without bur 

} 

and one 
entering 

preferred, the 

straight 
r. Blades 

are fed through a scroll, and may be 
resharpened many times. With either 
method of cut-off, time for a two 
inch pipe is 10 sec. Thread time for 

leave a 

AUTOMATIC DRILLER is capable of drilling 32 small holes in six faces of plastic 
cash-register drawers. Production is 50 per hour. Hole sizes range from 0.098 a two-inch pipe i A thi 
to 0.199 in., which is said to be unusual in such high-speed work.—National Au gage shows 
tomatic Tool Co. Inc., Richmond, Ind (MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 74, p. 191) cut. A 12-to« 

ead 
length 
th flu 
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Aluminum alloy casting 
for a part of a vital 
mechanism. 

Casting sectioned to 
show irregularity which 
radiography detected. : 

Radiograph which revealed imperfection in the casting. 

Radiography helps prevent 

delays in production 

LONG with scores of other castings, this one 

£\% becomes part of an intricate mechanism. 
Extremely high quality is a must. Machining 
is long, complicated, and precise. Should the 
casting be imperfect, not only the piece and 

the flow of fin- 
ished parts is disrupted and a whole assembly 
the machining time are lost 

line delaved. 

Chis is why it pays the foundry well to check 
the casting radiographically. It is the one way 

any foundry can be certain it releases only 

Radiography... 

another function of Photography 

sound castings. And, equally important, it is 

a Way that not onlv detects irregularities but, 
avs to revise gat at the same time, indicates w 

ing, venting, pouring temperature, and other 
variables which influence consistently good 
work. 

Ask your X-ray dealer to explain the many 
Wwiavs radiography can mnecreias your \ it ld and 
cut vour costs, 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
X-ray Division ° Rochester 4, N. Y. 

TRADE MARK 



e outstané in 

this machine 1§ ity o ha 

dle operations on two or 3 

three ends of a Le sh 

taneously or in seq 

out changing set-up @ rele idling. It is the only standard machine 

that will do this. ei 

“1-2-3” means ability dle work requiring machining 

operations on one, two oF three ends simultaneously or in 

seGvence—a method exclusive with 

Goss & DeLeeuw and offered on this 

machine. 

For complete details ask for illustrated 
bulletin. Send samples of your work for 
time and cost estimates 

GOSS & 
CAUITE) 

GOSS and vpELEEUW Ee 

MACHINE COMPANY, KENSINGTON, CONN., U.S.A. 

4 

on the arm swings quickly into posi 
tion for reaming. Threading with 
separate dies for each pipe size per 
mits hobbing or machining the dies 
with great accuracy 

Toledo Pipe Threading Machine Co 
Toledo, Ohio 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 76, p. 191) 

ee 

Stanley Eye Shield 

Has Larger Double Window 

The 6x10-in. window protects the op 
erator from grinding, sanding, or pol 
ishing dust, and from any machine 
or tool chips. It can be mounted on 
any machine on a horizontal or verti 

| cal surface with the square-frame 
arm post in a horizontal or vertical 
plane. 

Plain glass covers the safety glass 
in the window, reducing replacement 

| costs. The light bulbs have the fil 
| ament supported to withstand vibra 

tion. 
Stanley Electric Tools, New Britain 

; Conn. 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 77, p. 191) 

| Copper-Cleaning Shot 

| Does Not Become Imbedded 

| L/D copper-cleaning shot cleans the 
casting by the force of its impact, and 
does not imbed itself. It can be used 
either in an air or wheel machines 
and for all types of non-ferrous cast 
ings and pieces. It is effective wher 
used on aluminum 

The shot is made from high-grad« 
copper wire and is in the form 
cylinders with the length of each 
cylinder being equal to its diameter 
During use, the cylinders round up t 
form spheres. The edges of the cylin 
ders provide the cleaning action and 
round balls work the surface to yieid 
the finish. The maker claims there 
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Processing MILLIONS ? 

Waut ta save THOUSANDS ? 

CHANGE TO Hodines f 

“The high standard of living enjoyed in America is directly trace- 

able to improved production from the individual worker. Such pro- 

duction has been made possible by more and better machine tools. 

Average factory workers now earn $10.90 a day because each one 

has tools worth $8,380. to help him produce a superior product. 

Management's best investment today is in modern machine tools; 

— they increase ability to get things done better, at lower cost, and 

at better wages. Thus our living standard will continue to improve, 

with our industrial machine enabled to meet any emergency. 

How does your plant rate in new, modern machine tools?” 

er : 

Bodine automatic multiple spindle machines are ettlihaeetsiintiss 

just about the last word in high production equip- 

ment. There are 6 standard models which may be 

tooled for many combinations . . . milling, drilling, 

tapping, screw inserting, staking and assembly .. . 

all included on one machine or combined as re- 

quired Spindles may be positioned for vertical, 

horizontal, diagonal or inverted operation. Work 

is manually or hopper fed to fixtures on the horizon- 

tal dial, indexed to stations, automatically ejected. 

If you require quantity, repetitive production, 

check Bodine machines . . . for high speeds, accu- 

racy, at lowest costs. 

Technical Bulletin with Case His- 
tories on request or send us 
biveprints for recommendations. 

seer, eS tee, 
i= 7 i ~ ee, ‘' 

Bodine 

7 , : ies : by bes . ass aiais , 
AUTOMATIC DIAL TYPE DRILLING, MILLING 
TAPPING, AND SCREW INSERTING MACHINES 
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BARNES’ FAMOUS HACK SAW BLADES 

The BOWIE KNIFE 
First made in Arkansas for a brother of James Bowie, a hero of the 
Alamo, the "BOWIE" knife soon became the frontiersman’s most depend- 
able piece of equip t. This rugged, reliable blade performed innumer- 
able functions and earned its fame as an all-purpose weapon and tool. 

BARNES’ 

Red Arrow Power Glades 

are Unequaled for heavy duty use on abrasive or tough materials 

Made of genuine 18-4-1 High Speed Steel Barnes’ Red Arrow Power Blades 
are tough, durable and dependable. Red Arrow blades are made to resist 
the heat generated in cutting abrasive or tough materials such as high man- 
ganese, stainless and tool steels 

See YOUR Barnes Distributor 

Capable and Courteous — Your Barnes Distributor will 
give you fast efficient service, dependable advice. 

i a 

v0, PARMES CG, (NC. 

1299 TERMINAL AVE. ry “14, MICH 

“4 

are no odd-shaped pieces and no hol 
lows that will break down quickly 
It is claimed that the shot can be re 
used for extended period f time 

Harrison Abrasives Div Metals Dis 
integrating Co. Inc Elizabeth, N. J 
(MORE DATA? cIRCLE FYI 78, p. 191 

Piston on Hydraulic Cylinder Is 

Finish-Machined After Assembly 
Designed for working pressures up 
to 1500 psi, these hydraulic clyinders 
are available with 8 standard mount 
ing styles. It has th following 
features: the cylinder heads can be 
rotated for varied port location; 
premium rings assure minimum oil 
slip; four air vents to each cylinde: 
head; spring-backed rod packings 
and a piston finish-machined afte 
assembly to piston d t nsul 
concentricity 
Hanna Engines 

Tu 
(MORE DATA” circle FYI 

Tungsten-Carbide Balls 

For Sizing of Internal Diameters 
The extreme hardne 
finish, and compre 
tungsten-carbide 
burnishing are 
excellent finish, and 
trol and uniformity 
part. Using balls is 
expensive, automatic 
out, employing dial or 
for the parts. A re 
is possible for the | 

Size of internal d 
controlled within 
0.0003 in. The ball 
in sizes from 1/32 
with size tolerances of plu 
0.000025, sphericity tol 
0.000010 in. and surface 
micro inch rms, 

Industrial Tectonics, I 
Mich 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 8 

Efficient Filter Made 

From impregnated Wool Felt 

A recent patent discloses that a wool 
felt used by American Optical in sev 
eral of its respirators undergoes both 
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Now, you too can 

cut costs on almost 

any machining job 

MACHINING DIFFICULT PIECES: Back spot facing coupling holes on a 
« s large heavy shaft, 13 ft. long x 9 in. diameter, with complete freedom 

... with Versa-Mil se cares ied on 

Because of its flexibility, rigidity and accuracy, 
Versa-Mil brings to precision machining new 
savings in handling, preparation and set-up time. 

It can take on practically any job you may 
encounter. Mounted on almost any machine tool, 
it readily performs such operations as drilling, 
milling, slotting, grinding. Parts formerly requir- 
ing two or more machine tools are now often 
finished on a single machine with a single set-up. 
Many large surfaces are finished in one contin- 
uous operation without re-setting the work piece. 

CYLINDRICAL GRINDING: By mounting Versa-Mil on vertical turret 
lathe or other large machine tools, cylindrical grinding on pieces 

Versa-Mil brings tool to the work! beyond the capacity of most lathes is readily performed. 

A portable machine tool, Versa-Mil can be taken 
to the work, This avoids the cost of bringing the 
work to the shop. It also means sizeable savings 
in disassembly and transportation that on one 
turbine repair job, for example, resulted in 
Versa-Mil paying for itself in two days’ use! 

Write for further details on how you can profit 
with this compact, precision tool . . . in production, 
in heavy machining, in plant maintenance, in 
small-shop work. 

VERSA-MIL COMPANY 
30 Church Street, New York 7, N.Y. TAKING THE TOOL TO THE WORK: Removing %” (in one pass) from 

face of vanadium-stee] turbine-coupling. By machining in turbine 
room, downtime is reduced from 2 weeks to 2 days. 

A TOOL IS KNOWN BY THE COMPANY IT KEEPS! 
Versa-Mil Basic Unit : , —_— Among the ever-growing number of plants that are now lowering machining 
6” travel on posts costs with Versa-Mil are such concerns as 
~ 
#3 Merse “per American Can Co Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp. 
6” x 64” base Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corp. Sinclair Refining Co 
Weight: 89 ibs. with General Electric Co Standard Oii Co. of New Jersey 
Va hp. AC motor international Harvester Co. U.S. Gypsum Co. 

New York Central Railroad Westinghouse Electric Corp 
104 ibs. with % Otis Elevater Co. Wright Aeronautical Corp. 
hp. AC motor 

Many of these companies and also others have re-ordered additional units 
again and again! 

The Tool for Precision 

- Milling, Drilling, Grinding 
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mics ind n na il treatment 
prior to use. The fel first impreg 
nated with a resin in an organic so 
vent after which it is irradiated by 
infrared. The felt is further activated 

mechanically fracturing the resin 
film coating the fibers. It was dis 
covered that impregnation alone pro 
duced results no better than unin 
pregnated felt 

The effectiveness of the filter is 
said to stem from the treatments 
which apparently induce electrostatic 
charges in the wool fibers and thei 
attached resin fragments. These 
charges attract charged dust particles 
entering the filter with the contami 
nated air. As a result of its increased 
efficiency less area has to be devoted 
to the filter, making possible lighte: 
weight respirators with increased 
field of vision. It is used in the com 
pany’s R2000 single-cartridge and 
R5050 twin-cartridge dust respirators 
and the recent R5055 
American Optical Co., Southbridge 

Mass 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 81, p. 191) 

Westinghouse Relays 

Furnish Varied Protections 

Relays for d rrent furnish pr 
tection against overcurrent, under 
current, and reve1 irrent. The 
operating voltage i supplied by 
shunt in series with the protected 
line. The moving coil is in parallel 
with the shunt » it will receive 
current in proportion the current 
flowing in the line to be protected 

i Another type, the DT-3 relay, pri 
tects against ; ormally hig} mM 

MORE USERS PREFER ALLEN Aas ogy” gam ese rg peratures. An explo1 coil in the 
KEYS THAN ANY OTHER MAKE Aok vindings of the protected apparatus 

| forms one leg of a re nee bridge ” ; . , > : = 
Allenoy key steel plus Allen-controlled NA Sostiteh! a ee 

relay 
heat treatment makes Allen keys more 

the tn 

Westinghouse Electric y., Bo 
torque-resistant without | brittleness. 19, Pittsburgh Pa 

Close tolerance of the hex form and apd ee (MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 82, p. 191) 
' wit t ' and stapin ma 

sharp key corners assure accurate fit hines seeks out the best supplic 
it ro 

and top gripping ability. Chamfered 
Reduced Weight, Greater Efficiency 

Claimed for Hand Chain Hoists 

: ‘ Hoists made by Yale are said to have 
of Allen O Head Screws be sure to get yon hasiah grab 

SOLD ONLY THROUGH LEADING DISTRIBUTORS stor woleeilt he 
Ww vectery Gweer ° in be raised three r tect al 

key ends fit sockets easily. 

To get the most out of the advantages 

efficiency, and 
A capacity load ca 

formation and descriptive literature, feet in 20 sec 
rite the genuine Allens, 

The use of strong alum 
igs and alloy steel, plus fewer 

have been responsible f its 1 
weight. The greater efficiency 
to minimized friction; all 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY hafts have 
Hartford 2, Connecticut, U. S. A. , : NEW YORK, CLEVELAND, £ 
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THERE’S MORE TO THIS PICTURE 

than first meets the eye. You'll find the entire illustration 

from which this enlargement was made on Page 296 

... show you what goes on at Allied. Plant photographs, 

illustrating a wealth of modern equipment in four large 

factories, could only tell a small part of the story. You 

have to get close to many individual operations—in 

production, engineering or even clerical departments — 

to see the true picture of Allied’s careful attention to 

even relatively unimportant details . . . all of which add 

up to good products and good service. 

At Allied every phase of every job is important. 

ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
DEPARTMENT 55 

12605 BURT ROAD DETROIT 23, MICHIGAN 

HARDENED AND PRECISION GROUND PARTS . STANDARD ¢ 
FORGED PARTS . SHEET METAL D ; M TH LARGE 

ALLOY DIES JIGS . 
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lowering. Balanced and cushioned 
springs force engagement of a six- 
tooth pawl and a 24-tooth ratchet 

O-O0-o-n/ THERE producing a breaking action without 
GOES THE 6055/ : E any side pressure on bearings. A 

stabilizer ring speeds brake release 
for inching when lowering a load. 
Known as the Load King, the hoist 
is available in %, 1, 12, and 2-ton 
capacities, with chain provided for a 
lift of eight feet. 
Philadelphia Div., The Yale & Towne 

Mfg. Co., 11000 Roosevelt Blvd., Phila- 
delphia 15, Pa. 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 83, p. 191) 

Fogging on safety goggles and 
welder’s hoods can be prevented by 
a chemical with a petroleum-deriv 
ative base and containing silicones 
among other ingredients. It is said 
to remain effective for a longer 
period of time and at lower temper 
atures than any similar product 
Application consists of applying a 
drop or spray to the surface and then 
wiping clean. 

Master, 4444 Brooklyn Ave Los 
Angles 22, Calif. 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 84, p. 191) 

TRWiLLAMS 
NO SOL-SPEEDI- DRI’ cove bon 8Y es Samed. We. 

Level attachment for all makes of 
e e sth ae ; electric hand drills enables the user 

% Ne to drill straight holes horizontally, 
vertically, or at any angle. Made of 

peers ; ; aluminum, it has a slotted base, 3-in 
long, 142-in. wide. From the center 
of the base rises a slotted holder 
which contains a 1“s-in. bubble-level 
unit. It may be set at any desired 
angle up to 90° by means of a set 
screw. Price—$5 

Singer Kennedy Corp., 21 E. Van 
Buren St., Chicago 5, Il 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 85, p. 191) 

Welding cable for both electrode 
and ground is claimed to have both 
increased cable life and flexibility 
The secret is an outer cover of 

ae suRe IT'S y ‘ rit Neoprene with a paper separator of 
WHEN YOU BUY Se ; 212-mill thickness between the outer 

SOL-SPEEDI-DRI } oe ; cover and the copper stranding 
ie ontast ABSORBENT ‘ ; Available in the following sizes: 4/0, 

? f ; : 3/0, 2/0, 0, #1, $2, $4, and $6. 
f The Lincoln Electric Co., Cleveland 

1, Ohio 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 86, p. 191) 

Factory truck has a two-speed trans 
mission permitting 14 mph. travel in 
high gear and 8 mph in low gear in 
both forward and reverse. Another 
feature of the redesigned Truck- 
tractor line is a shortened wheel 
base, making possible a 12-in. de- 
crease in the turning radius. Offered 
in both tip and dump models, each 
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IT&SONs 

a. 

TO BRING YOU THE FINEST 

PRECISION DIAMOND TOOLS AND PRODUCTS 
IN THE WORLD 

ORGANIZED SINGLE-POINT TOOLS ore efficient for most grinding jobs. The STA 
KOOL Holder prolongs too! life and cuts costs 

FOR SERVICE CHISEL-EDGE TOOLS tor form and radius dressing. Cleorance, rake, 
J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc hook and shear angle ore figured for every job 
Murrey Hill, New Jersey , 

J. K. SMIT & SONS. Inc READY-SET TOOLS contain selected, elongated stones. Holder permits 
10 North Main Street setting to be ground away without danger 

208 Prof 1 Buildi West Hartford , Com SMITITE TOOLS contain o number of small, whole diomonds, permitting 
J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc complete consumption of stones 
A any A TC-35 TOOLS contain small, whole netural diomonds, set in tungsten 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada carbide. By frequent turning to maintain sharpness, this tool can be 

J. K. SMIT & SONS used until the entire impregnated portion is consumed 
OF MICHIGAN, |! 6400 Tireman plc SHAPED DIAMOND TOOLS for turning or boring to high finish and 
Detroit 4, Michigan close tolerances. Have many opplications in automotive, aviation ond 

J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc qenerol industrial fields 
4| West Fairview Avenue 

Dayton 5, Ohio DRESSOMETER—-A device which turns the diamond 224 degrees by 
J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc actuating a plunger with each complete pass across the face of the 

1707 Law and Finance Bidg. wheel, thus maintaining a constantly sharp diamond. Result, longer 
Pittsburgh 19, Pa 

J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc 
1074 West Silver Spring Road 

Milwaukee 9, Wisconsin MIRRA-LAP DIAMOND COMPOUND—A time-saving, economico!l dic 
J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc mond compound for cutting, lapping, polishing high-speed steel and 814 M&M Building Houston 2, Texas carbide products 
J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc HARDHED DIAMOND CORE BITS set with selected, small diamonds 

$00 Davis Street Assure lowest diamond cost per foot of drilling, in all geological Evanston 5, Illinois ¢ 
formations 

diamond life, improved wheel surface, more pieces per dressing. Guar 
onteed dollar savings 

AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS SECOMET WHEELS for finish grinding tungsten carbide tools and ail 
W. CROSSEN carbide products also glass, ceromics, quortz c 

Kahl ——. | wen Ird St MIRA-BUFF DIAMOND WHEELS—totest development for rapid finishing 
P ee of steel molds and dies, tools, and carbide products. Flexible bonded 

DARLING bn gy A Dee co diomond particles enable the wheel to follow mold contours rapidly and 
San Francisco 3, California finish all surfaces economically 
FIDELITY vOO. sunray DIAMOND DRILLS FOR GLASS, CERAMIC, ETC Used for drilling gloss 
Camden, New Jersey natural ond fused quartz, porcelain, pottery, chino and other vitreous 

THE GEOFFROY COMPANY materials. High production, uniform hole sizes. Economical operation 
Post Office Box No 67 
Capito! Hill Station 
Denver 6, Colorado 

GALVIN MACHINERY SALES SPECIFICATIONS J. K. SMIT & SONS, Inc. Murray Hill, New Jersey U. S.A. 
1801-4, Main Street 
Buffalo 8 New York Dept. AM-1150 . _ 
JAMES O. HORNE Please send me complete data concerning the following precision 

16 Mai treet : IP a ng Diamond tools and products: 
INDUSTRIAL SALES & SERVICE CO. r rH _ 1 oy P 1 

859 South Fellows Street 1 J 2 3 C a 5 4 6 C 7 LJ oe j y 10 J i! 
South Bend |8, Indiana 

MACHINISTS’ TOOL & SUPPLY CO 
3690 Santa Fe Avenue 

Los Angeles !!, California 
PEDRO MARTIN COMPANY 

Apartado (P. O. Box) No 544 
Mexico City, Mexico STREET 

OLIVER-INGALLS ASSOCIATES cur 
1836 Euclid Avenue city 
Cleveland 5, Ohio THIS FORM 

CHARLES W STONE CO wit 1009 Bharquatio Ave ITH A BRIEF STATE COUNTRY 
Minneapolis 2, Minnesota DESCRIPTION OF 

YOUR SPECIFIC pRosLEM | 'NOIVIDUAL POSITION 

Purpose 
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WAREHOUSE STOCKS...in general 

The demand for steel has stepped up to such an extent that it has become in 
creasingly difficult to supply all the steel our customers request. Critical items 
are being allocated in the fairest way possible while stocks which have not 
been severely affected continue to be available for immediate delivery. We 
welcome your inquiries, and will do our best to supply the steel you need. 

A TIMELY SERVICE 

During the current period of steel shortages, you may occasionally be con- 
fronted with the necessity of finding a substitute steel for one which you have 
used in the past. If this should happen, remember that our sales and metallur- 
gical staffs have had considerable experience with all types of steels, and they 

} will be happy to work with you in finding an acceptable substitute 

Teen UNITED STATES STEEL 

Theta SUPPLY COMPANY 

. W crehouses and Sales Offices 
e€rvice BALTIMORE - BOSTON . CHICAG LEVELAN 

MILWAUKEE - MOLINE. ILL NEW ARK PITTSB > 
SAN FRAN EATTLE 

lus Sales Offices. INDIANAPOUS 
. ) ‘ \ T . 

with a bulk-load 
40 cu ft. 

Clark Equipment Co Industrial 
Truck Div., Battle Creek, Mich 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 87, p. 191 

Leck nut of improved design has 
six triangular thread-deflection areas 
instead of three. The shape of the 
projection on the company’s weld 
nut has also been improved to mak¢ 
a more positive weld. The nuts 
also available in stainless l 

tals non-ferrous m«¢ 
Grip Nut Co., 310-C South Michigan 

Ave Chicago, Ill 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 88, p. 191) 

Potentiometer of ultra-low torque is 
primarily designed for use as an 
instrument componen It is being 
offered with a aft torque as 
as 0.003 in t 
rents as hig! 
resistance I 
200,000 ohms 

Electro-Mec 
way, New York 7, N. ¥ 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 

Carbide drill { i in the Cleco 
Handi-Dril! 1 rate it 1s 
claimed, at the 1 f ipm, and 
has been kn n to drill 500 holes 

itl ; s are 
ls to l 
and 18 in. availabl 

Cleco Dit Reed 
Box 2119, Houston 
(MORE DATA”? CIRCLE 

Brazing alloy 

Held 
flow hrou i int apll 

ited to 2050 F 
510 hours at 

Wall Colmor 
John R Stre 
(MORE DATA 

Magnifier 
yunted on 

0 which is at 
Alnico magne 
s in clarifying 
1f a machinist 
both hands f 

The Mille 
( MORE DATA 

Zeolite water softener { 
piants where the 
inder 100 gal. | 
low exchange greer nd. synthetic 
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MODEL 470 FULLY AUTOMATIC ABRASIVE CUTTER 

ae 

Send for information 

on the New line of 

a > a 
bad 

MODEL 223 ABRASIVE CUTTER 

. 

We have re-designed our com- MODEL IS ABRASIVE CUTTER 

plete line of abrasive cut-off machines 

for even greater efficiency. For 

example, the new MODEL 15 low cost 

machine—the new MODEL 223, hand- 

operated machine with many auto- 

matic features—the new MODEL 406, 

large capacity machine—the new 

MODEL 470, fully automatic machine. 

Tell us your Cutting requirements... 
We will send you 

complete information on recommended model 

CAMPBELL MACHINE DIVISION 

AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE 

923 Connecticut Ave., Bridgeport 2, Conn. 
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When the Going Gets TOUGH 

Keep Going with Kennametal 

e Are tough jobs slowing you down—hogging cuts from rough 
forgings . . . cleaning up sandy castings . . . multiple finishing 
of complex parts ... precision machining that defies your efforts 
to hold close tolerances? Are you losing time on tight production 
schedules, having to replace worn tools frequently? 

Use Kennametal—and keep going. Records show that Ken- 
nametal has machined up to four times as many pieces per unit 
of carbide consumed—on similar work under similar conditions. 

That means Kennametal costs the user only about one-fourth 
as much in terms of service delivered. Furthermore—machines 
keep going—man-hours are more productive. 

If the going is tough for you—let one of our engineers dem- 
onstrate how Kennametal smoothes out production problems. 

LC KENNAMETAL $c, tae. 

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR CEMENTED CARBIDES 
AND CUTTING TOOLS THAT INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY 

teed), Hp. 

214 

gel, and resinous zeolite are offered, 
making the sof adaptable to 
different water supplies. Supplied in 
two groups—Group 1 comes in 12-in 
18-in., 24-in., and 30-in. tank diame 
ter, and Group 2 comes in 36-, 42 
and 48-in. tank diameter 
Cochrane Corporation, Philadel 

s2, Pa 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 93, p 

Bolt loosener is constructed o1 
cam principle that translates the 
impact from a hammered blow into 
torque. It is particularly useful 
Starting stubborn nut I I 
screws that are ru 
Known as the Impakdriver, it is 
sold by itself or ir ts with different 
combinations of bits ar ckets 

H. K. Porte In Some le, Mass 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 94, p. 191) 

Portable electric handsaw is known 
as the Zephyr Model 625. Features 
include: Universal 115-120 volt, a 
de fan-cooled motor, dynamically 
balanced arma l l 
gears, self-oiling be an 
pole trigger switch in the handle 
Equipped with a 644-in. combination 
blade in a 10-ft. 3-wire cord and plug 

Portable Electri Tools In 720 
W. 88rd St., Chicago 20, Ill 
(MORE DATA? ciIrRcLE FYI 95, p. 191) 

Zine dip may be diluted up to 10 
times without loss of brilliance or 
corrosion resistance. The solution is 
95% inorganic materials and hence 
very stable. Great uniformity of 
results and freedom from iridescence 
are also claime d 

The Chemical Corp 5, Waltham 
Ave Springfield 9 Mass 
(MORE DATA? CIRCLE FYI 96, p. 191) 

Die-makers bushings for metal guide 
posts can be fitted closely, providing 
maximum support ilignment for 
costly punches and dies. It is claimed 
they will not gall and cause sheared 
x broken die members. They are 
made fron ntrifugally cast bar 
tock 
Diemakers Supplies Inc e779 E 

Grand Bloud., Dept. 3, Detroit Mich 
(MORE DATA”? crrcLe FYI 97, 191 

Conveyor consists of a drive unit and 
a tail section, each constructed of 10 
gage, 8-in.-deep steel channel frame 
The units are coupled by sections 
constructed with an upper level of 
carrier rollers and a lower level of 
adjustable pressure rollers. An 8-in 
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Square Turret Too! Block 

Telescoping Jaw Follower Rest 
and Center Rest 

Collet Rack Stee! and Brass Collets 

a a a 

AAeAAE 

Centers and Drill Pads 

Thread Dial Indicator Micrometer Carriage Stop Four Position Carriage Stop 

Four Position Cross Slide Stop Safety and Standard Lathe Dogs 

American Machinist - November 13, 1950 

Coolant Pump 

Handiever Double Too! Cross Slide 

SOUTH 

Lathe Attachments 

© Cut Production Time 

© Simplify Difficult Jobs 

@ Increase Lathe Versatility 

© Speed Up Tooling 

@ Perform Special Classes of Work 

@ Reduce Operator Fatigue 

Write for Catalog 77-U 

SOUTH BEND LATHE 

SOUTH BEND 22 | 
INDIANA = 

Building Better Tools Since 1906 = 

y € Hs 

Surface Plate, Angle Plate, V-Blocks 

215 



ROTO-CLONE is an exclusive 

product of American Air Filter 

Company, Inc., Louisville, Kentucky, 

available in a complete line of 

dust collector designs widely 

used in every dust-produc- 

ing industry. 

canvas b I WW between thes 
two levels serves ¢ riction drive 
for the surface 1 

The Rapid Standards Co. Inc., Grand 
Rapids 2, Mich 
(MORE DATA? ciIrRcLE FYI 98 191 

Grease fo: riction bearings 
said to give satisfactory performance 
under both very-high and extremely 
low temperature conditions. With a 
melting point of 370 F, it will lub 
ricate under sustained operation in 
temperatures up to 250 F and more 
or at the other extreme, at minus 
40 F. Packaged in sizes ranging from 
a 2-oz. tube to 400-lb. drums 

Master Lubricants Co., Philadelphia 
Pa 
(MORE DATA‘ CIRCLE FYI 99, p 

Portable drill weig! y , 
but delivers a half horsepower at 
the drill point under normal load 
It is powered by a series-wound uni 
versal motor ‘ast-ir 1ir-cooling 
system with ove z “ast fan, 
cast-in b iffie Ss, an 

the mot 
hi from 
Equipped 
chuck and 
ground jack 
Speedway Mfg 

(MORE DATA? ¢ 

Pipe material 
fibers, in the f 
tape, is bonded with resins to develop 
a tube said t ne mpervious to ex 
treme heat, chemi action, and 
blows. Initial uses for this laminated 
material have been in the structural 
and electrical fields where its light 
ness and good electrical properties 
have been put to use 

United States Plywood Corp., 55 W 
4th St., New York 18, N.Y 
(MORE DATA? crrcre FYI 101 

Tool for placing r removing ball 
bearings is said to be designed so that 
the force is not applied through the 
balls or races. Tools are also avail 
able for special jobs: one such pick 
ing up 21, 1/16 in. balls and ejecting 
them into an 
wave gulde 

The Bake 
(MORE DATA? CI 

Terminal board 
control apparatu 
uses. It is rated at 600 v 
is avails 
units 
modate 

Gener 
RE 



HARD-HITTING .5-POUNDER 

New Rotor Scaler makes weld cleaning easy 

up the power to suit the job by simply push- ® The foreman in this fabricating shop says, 

“This new lightweight Rotor Scaler hits hard- 

er and is easier to handle than our former 

weld-cleaning tools. Its handle is swiveled so 

you can swing the scaler around at any angle 

without kinking the hose. And it’s easy to step 

a 

ing on the throttle handle. It really helps me 

get out more work.” 

Call in the Rotor Analyst to demonstrate 

this new 3-lb. Rotor Scaler on your work. Ask 

for a free copy of Bul. 33. 

AIR O’'TOOL 

BBZ ou: ROTOR TOOL... <™ 

\ 
> (0) F) 2418 2) 7.0 DO) = (0) 

Uy 
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SEND TODAY 

for 

NEW 

12-PAGE 

BOOKLET 

““How Tool Costs Were Cut 

12 Ways in 20 Plants”’... 

FREE ON REQUEST........++-- 

How savings start the day McCaskey Tool Crib Controi is installed in 
a tool crib is told in the words of responsible plant executives. Here 
is a report of results in twenty representative plants and how they were 

. secured, abbreviated to save your 
L> _amnmediate reading time. 

For example, reduced purchases result 
ing from shrinking crib inventories and 

prevention of hoarding usually pay the 
McCaskey bill several times over. A dozen 
other immediate savings add up to substan- 
tially lower tool expense and improved oper- 
ating efficiency 

Let us send you the booklet telling how 
McCaskey can help cut your tool costs, too 

FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON TODAY 

McCASKEY REGISTER CO. 
ALLIANCE, OHIO 

Send me your new booklet, “How Tool C 
Costs Were Cut 12 Ways in 20 Plants 
= INDUSTRIAL 

nde CONTROLS 

Company 
PRODUCTION * INVENTORY * 

Address TOOLS * COSTS * PAYROLL 

SHOT IN THE ARM 

INDIVIDUALS need recognition to bring 
out their best qualities. While it is 
not the best policy to make promi 
nent their weak points directly, giv- 
ing prominence to their stronger 
features often enables the person to 
build up their weaker features, thus 
bringing out the improvement sought 
without embarrassment or friction. 

The greatest care should always be 
used in placing individuals in posi 
tions where their natural talent and 
training can be used to the greatest 
extent 

Of course there are times when a 
reprimand must be given. But it 
should be firm, without heat, with 
out any hangover, and without pub 
licity. 

In fact the matter should be thor 
oughly and carefully discussed lest 
any aftermath be necessary or likely 
from either side 

H. B. Martin 
Watervliet, N. Y. 

THERE can be no question but that 
constant and continual constructive 
criticism of men’s faults of behavior 
on the job is good for the men 
themselves, and for the organiza 
tion. To be effective, this criticism 
has to be fair, and should usually 
be tactfully passed out. I say usual 
ly, because there are many cases 
when it pays to ig tact, and 
handle the matter when it occurs 
right on the spot 

For instance, if | a man flick 
ing an air hose at a fellow work 
man’s face (and I’ve seen this many 
times) I usually discharge the jerk 
right on the spot, and | the chips 
fall where they may. If I catch a 
man smoking a cigarette when he 
is handling open benzol, naphtha, 
alcohol or a gas line, he hears from 
me then, there and to the point 
If I see a man gossiping with a 
punch-press operator whi the op 
erator is working, I float the work 
er immediately about his business 
This may not be the gracious way 
to convince men that Life with me 
can be Beautiful, but who cares? 
Men that do those things don’t rate 
kid-glove handling 

All efficient organizations of any 
kind or type, shop, lodge, church 
or military, are just as good as the 
discipline maintained in the organi 
zation. Discipline means education, 
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TOOLS 

DO ALL JOBS 
FASTER! 

It is now possible to do rapid machining 

and shaping of HARDENED STEEL and 

extremely ABRASIVE or BRITTLE MA- 

TERIALS with spectacular new, low-cost 

Band Tools developed for use on the 
Broken die salvaged at low cost by 

DoALL Contour- matic. | g the d d section after its re- 
movel by Line-Grinding. It required only 

Vertical Li ne-Grinding and Honing as 6 minutes to remove o square inch of Ketos 
steel hardened to 59 Rockwell C 

done by the hydraulically operated 

Contour-matic and this new DoALL 

Band Tool offer you these advantages: 

] Machines without length or depth of cut 
limitations 

"COOL GRINDING " ‘ . 
ATTACHMENT 2 DoALL Line-Grind Bands come in various 

grit sizes of aluminum oxide or silicon 
carbide, to facilitate machining operations 
previously impossible 

Accurate machining to either straight or 
curved layout lines 

Internal as well as external machining. 
For internal cut-outs, the Line-Grind Band 
is threaded through a starting hole in the 
work and rewelded 

WATCH THEM WORK! 

Our Line-Grind demonstrator units 

are available to show you this new 

time-saving technique. Write today for 

free demonstration in your own plant. 

Des Plaines, Il., uS.A XN 
Coble Address) OeA\lL, Des Piet 

TOOL STEEL BENCH FILER DeAl! Stores Fectery Treined tn Key Cites Representatives Everywhere 



HOARDING 

STEEL... 

ishardest on the hoarder? 

Buying steel for which you have no immediate need helps set up a 

vicious chain reaction. The next fellow follows your example—and the 

next. Supplies are soon depleted. In a week or two you may be searching 

in vain for a certain steel—which is lying idle in a neighboring plant! 

The primary purpose of the steel warehouse is to supply the day 

to-day needs of industry—not to help build up a host of private stock 

piles. Warehouse stocks are constantly being replenished by mill sources to 

balance receipts against shipments. But if everybody starts buying beyond 

their immediate needs the system breaks down—and everybody suffers 

The vital function of the steel] warehouse was recognized in 

World War II. Provision was made for continuous replenishment of 

warehouse stocks. This rec o¢gmition continues 

Hence we urge steel users to exercise judgment in placing orders 

Order trom warehouse for your current needs only. Our company and all 

the other steel-service organizations will continue to serve vou to the 

best of our combined abilities. But our usefulness will be crippled if 

steel buyers themselves let the situation get out of hand. So let's 

work together to maintain production throughout the country 

PARTIAL LIST OF PRODUCTS BARS e STRUCTURALS e PLATES 

SHEETS e 

RYERSON STEEL 

NEW YORK + BOSTON + PHILADELPHIA + DETROIT 

TUBING IN CARBON, ALLOY & STAINLESS QUALITIES 

JOSEPH T. RYERSON & SON, INC. PLANTS AT 
CINCINNATI + CLEVELAND «+ PITTSBURGH BUFFALO + CHICAGO + MILWAUKEE «+ ST. LOUIS 

LOS ANGELES + SAN FRANCISCO 

American Machinist 

subjection to control, effi 
punishment, etc. If people 

workers adopt a 

training 
ciency, 
in authority let 
“go-as-you-please” routine, I for one 
don’t want to have any part of that 
particular organization. Good dis 
cipline means continual and never 
ending training in work habits, be 
havior, attention to work and other 
similar qualities at make or mar 
any man’s efficic y in any organiza 
tion. If the fo n doesn’t train 
them, who will 

Of course, it retty well under 
stood that there are certain types 
of constructive criticism that had 
better be passed out to individuals 
in private sessions. It doesn’t pay to 

and to let 
while one 

gather ten men together 
themselves 

person is being “panned.” But if 
each one of the ten had some minor 
fault to be told then the 

handling seldom does any 

nine enjoy 

about, 
group 
harm 

No two plants, 
but he 

hops or groups 
are the wever it is 
handled, passed out, or 
training in discipline is as essential 

as the roof 
discipline is 

Same 
dispensed, 

} all need 
K. Matter 

Detroit 

that “Needling” is nec 
essary once in a while in his depart 

Well, let me tell him 
a few things and maybe he'll feel 
different about it. I’ve 
some and I know. Just because I hap 
pen to be a woman and stuck with 
dishes and kids d n't mean that I 

So Ep think 

ment, does he‘ 

been around 

haven't had my eyes open to what 
hops. I’ve seen some 

head 
goes on in some 
f these egotistical department 

in the heat « attle and have come 
to the conc] at what they lack 

s offset by their abilit raise heck 
at the lea 

It’s all v Ed to fly off 
the handle once in while because 
the chances lis wife camped 
mn his tail K hat expression 

Mr. Editor; i ‘ rous 
lent to what 

equiva 
kitchen on 

wrinkles 
earthly reason, how 

wash days: ironing out the 
I can see no 
ever, for him passing the thing along 
to some poor sucker just because of 
his passion to pass along a good story 
to his fellow worker. I remember one 
of these prodding straw-bosses I had 
when I operated a small drill press 
following Pearl Harbor. The con 
ceited ass tried to date me and when 
I turned him down he put the pres 

gave him the 
cold shoulder. We knew what a dou 

we knew 

sure on Mabel who als 

ble-crosser he was be ause 
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on the Beam... 

a ae 

CUT YOUR HANDLING COSTS 

a 

} 

You're on the way to new economies when you send your 
loads “‘thru-the-air’ with a P&H Hevi-Lift. Wherever speed 
and frequent handling are factors, P&H Hevi-Lifts save money 
because one man does the whole job quickly and safely — by 
merely pressing buttons. This is the way it’s done these days 
in thousands of locations — with all kinds of loads up to 
15 tons. 

Why temporize? Why delay savings the Hevi-Lift is ready 
to bring you now? The first step is to let us send you the 
new bulletin which shows dozens of money-saving ideas. 

HANDLE IT “THRU-THE-AIR" AT LOWER COST 

CAPACITIES UP TO 15 TONS; 

THESE ADDED VALUES ARE STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT ON P&H HEVI-LIFTS 

The P&H Hevi-Lift is built for years of hard service—backed 
by America's largest builder of overhead materials handling equip- 
ment. It costs you less to hove the Hevi-Lift Added Valve features 
than to be without them 
SAFER — True motor ratings insure against failure ot full capacity 
loads and speeds Thermal overload protection, 110-volt control 
current ond crane-type limit switch provide maximum safety 
LIFETIME CONSTRUCTION — Precision-built shoved geors... 

ELECTRIC HOISTS grease sealed bearings ... moisture, dust and acid-proof 
4514 West National Avenue SMOOTHER OPERATION — Motor specifically built for frequent 

. reversals in hoist service. Milwaukee 14, Wis. 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

, ant TE : : HARNISCHFEGER CORPORATION, Hoist Division 
uns G Psi | — aaa 4514 West National Avenve 
— ° . Milwaukee 14, Wis. 

Gentlemen: Pleose send your new bulletin on PAH Hevi-Lift Hoists. 

Narne 
CRANES 

Compeny 

Address 

meawe. Buns caant : i Pecsvecessarnsscsevinseveonsncons ; Zone........ State 



BEATTY No. 11-B Heavy Duty 
Punch widely used in the railroad 

BEATTY Horizontal Multiple Punch 
for flange punching of long, wide 
sheets. 

BEATTY Guillotine Bar Shear 
shears angles, rounds, bars and 
squares without changing tools. 

' 

= 
BEATTY CoPunShear —— one com- 
pact unit does coping, punching, 
shearing. 

BEATTY Spacing Table handles 
flange and web punching without 
roll adjustment. 

BEATTY 

BUILT MEANS 

BETTER BUILT 

BEATTY engineered means better 

engineered to handle a specific 

metal working job. That is why 

you'll find custom-built BEATTY ma- 

chines in hundreds. of important 

plants — forming, bending, flang- 

ing, punching, extruding, shaping, 

bulldozing. 

This broad BEATTY experience is 

your assurance of expert counsel, 

advanced engineering, quality con- 

struction. This experience is assur- 

ance that BEATTY engineers are 

most apt to come up with the answer 

to your problem. 

There is a better way to handle 

any heavy metal fabricating prob- 

lem. Let us help you find that bet- 

ter way. 

_*KMERE'S a BE a 

rriialy 

MFG. COMPANY 

HAMMOND, INDIANA 

he had a wife and three kids and lost 
no time in exercising the needle tech- 
nique ourselves. Wow! From then on 
the gravel-scratcher wielded the nee- 
dle so much that Mabel and I got to 
thinking that we were pincushions 
Now just because he was a depart 
ment head is no reason why he had 
to take it out on us. No matter how 
much work we turned out he wasn’t 
satisfied and eventually Mabel and I 
got away from the needler. Another 
shop head—oh baby, wait’ll I page 
through my diary to get the lowdown 
on this one! Oh! Here he is! This one 
wasn’t a bad-looking guy when he 
controlled his facial muscles, but his 
main fault was that he couldn’t take 
what the Super handed to him. This 
red-headed wrinkle puss would take 
the needle, and believe me, after he 
got his shot in the arm, he could dish 
it out with a vengeance—and how! 
There are other ways to get out pro 
duction besides hounding the work- 
ers now and then. I don’t happen to 
be a subscriber to the AMERICAN MA 
CHINIST but once in awhile my hus 
band brings one home to show me 
the Round Table. After I read this 
one I told Dick that if he wouldn't 
tell Ed off that I would. I'd like to 
meet the guy face to face and do it 
believe me I would. Who needles his 
wife! Humph! Who else but 

Evelyn Roundbottom 
Laguna Beach, Calif 

IF ED is giving everybody in his de 
partment a shot in the arm for what 
ever insignificant reason, he will 
certainly miss the mark. No man is 
so perfect that he can avoid a 
takes. Sometime a man might be 
feeling bad and unable to do the 
quantity of work w as been as 

1 ] mis 

signed t 
On the other hand, a foreman must 

try to get his worke to do thei: 
best. The main consideration, how 
ever, is how this is done. If Ed talks 
eriously to his men in a psycholog 

ical way he is likely to increase pro 
duction. If he takes the attitude that 
he does not care whether or not he 
hurts the feeling of his men he 
making a big mistake 

If I had charge of Ed’s department 
I would approach Harrison, Madsen, 
or whatever their names, in a friend 
ly way and inquire about their health 
and soon link the conversation on 
their jobs to find out if they were 
successful or whether they had met 
with any difficulties, which I could 
help them to master. Of course, such 
conversations should be short and 
not repeated too often. I think this 
is a better way than dinging at them 
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TOOLS 
DO ALL JOBS 

FASTER! 

i, 

ae MATIC 

i 
“4 & 

ate GAG 
TOOLROOM GRINDER yi 

es AG 

. | Production depends upon unfailing interchangeability of parts — accom- 
plished only through the use of accurate gage blocks. 

aaa Your Local DoALL Representative has a Kit to Prove the Superiority 
of DoALL Gage Blocks — 

1 Surface finish superior to any other 5 Flattest and most parallel gaging surfaces 
gage block—three-tenths of one — plus or minus .000003” 
micro inch RMS or better , , . 

Fitted in most convenient, easy-to-use 

2 Burr-Proof edges(exclusively DoALL) carrying case 
prevent formation of nicks and Priced lower than ordinary gage blocks 
burrs during usage 

All gage blocks are subject to change and 
3 Guoranteed stability that prevents wear, and must be inspected regularly. 

“growing” and “shrinking” DoALL has a complete inspection and cal- 
ibration service, plus a completely inte- 

4 More uniform hardness— between grated set of gage block accessories, to 
65 and 66 Rockwell C increase the usefulness of gage blocks 

Therefore, DoALL GAGE BLOCKS 

@ HAVE THE MOST RELIABLE ACCURACY 

@ ARE EASIER TO WRING TOGETHER 

@ LAST LONGER 

Get the proof from your DoALL man. Write us today! 

VARIABLE 
SPEED 
DRIVES 

Des Plaines, Ill. uS.A 
Coble Address) OeALt, Des Plaines 

TOOL STEEL BENCH FILER DeAl! Stores tn Key Cities 



all the time as Ed thinks he has a 
right to do 

1 
. | Yes, Al is right when he tells Ed 

T red in osts that most of his men will be so mad 
| at him that they can’t see straight 

e Bawling men out for no cause is a 
substantially reduced time of the past and cannot be recom 
Ai Ri INO mended today 

If Ed’s men talk instead of work 
on High Stress Studs Ie he need — move slowly towards 

the place of conversation to stop it 
He need not say a word to the parties 

and B Its for diesel engines — with 7 t , talking. Even if he must do this twice 
; _ 2 a day he gains more simply by look 

Cylindrical Die ing at them than bawling them out 
Thread Rollers Nobody will get a bad feeling to 

wards their ‘eman and the work 
will go on as before 

Yes, the old-style foreman used to 
do pretty well with occasional shots 
including hiring and firing every day 
but at what price? It is foolish to 
try to keep men on their toes by a 
“needling routine.” It causes more 
trouble and bad feeling than it does 
good. Men won't stand it when they 
can knock at the next door and get 
a new job 

A much more effective way to 
make Ed’s men wake up would be to 
give them a share of the profit at the 
end of each year. But, of course, this 
is outside of his jurisdiction 

A. E. Fristedt 
Stockholm, Sweden 

Ir WOULD appear th r friend Ed 
is a very poor manager of men if he 
always waits for things t get bad 
and then goes or 
Possibly a good question to ask is 
why let conditions get bad or at least 

1a “needling spree.” 

approach the point where men will 
do nothing unless actually given a 
pep talk? Wouldn’t it be better to 

A Complete 
pep talk?’ Wouldn't it be better 

Thread Rolling Service ing a propet 
ng or taking care of problems as they 

“panning of men” as Ed 
ot a solution, it is only a 

pe ee TI 

utine goodhousekeep 

The efforts of our organization are devoted 
exclusively to the study and development of 

9 eS wathing the thread rolling process and the design and stop-gap method of getting something 
manufacture of thread and form rolling dies r across. It usually only works about 
machinery, knurls, thread rolls and accessory he p once, for I lly this type of fore 

tg CESs manship, if i an be so-called, never 
fQui, Abig he » 

Men 
equipment 

ries throug Write for our new 16-page Bulletin 5-2, giv N carrie  2un 4 wees ; 
. soon associate the pep talk \ 

illdown the foreman 
ing complete information about the Thread and 
Form Rolling process and its application and : 
equipment. from his superior or in this case, his 

ymes an story. Sure 
bench is cleaned up for a 

lain clean for any 
Probably not. At 

Send us specifications of your requirements and 
let us supply you with complete information. 

experience has shown that 

REED ROLLED THREAD DIE CO. ioe 
Vlar ers of y lati y clean. When he stops 

THREAD ROLLING MACHINES AND DIES * KNURLS * THREAD ROLLS talking about it. the old method of 
Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A. doing things returns 

Habit is the general answer t 
many of the problems encountered 
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Tops for 

FOR DRILLING and tapping operations on 
aluminum castings, a large midwest manu- 
facturer wanted a cutting oil of light color 
and low viscosity that would give maximum 
tool life 

loc After testing various products, officials 
found the cutting fluid that fully met their 
specifications It was STANICUT 62 FC Cut- 
ting Oil 
Standard Oil cutting oil spec 

recommended for the job by a 
list. It was 

tried in four machines 
A week's run convinced the 

intendent and the machine operator 
STANICUT 62 FC was the cutting oil for the 
job Tool life lou ; 
Threads cut were 
Was excetien i CaTTY-at 

The experience of this company indi 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) 

STANICUT 62 FC 

Cutting Oil 

the savings you can make with STANICUT Cut- 
ting Oils, not only on aluminum jobs but on 
a wide variety of « per ns. You can profit 
further through the eng 
Standard Oil lubricat 
cated within easy re 
you can benefit by his on 

What's YOUR 

problem? 

W. J. Mackle, lubrication specialist 
at Standard Oil's Detroit office 
helped this company solve a prob- 
lem by recommending the product 
that exactly met the requirements of 
a special job 

He is one of a corps of Standard 
Oil lu 
throughout the Midwest to provide 
on-the-spot’ service to plant oper- 

lul 

rication specialists located 

ators. One of thes rication spe 
cialists is near your plant He has 
plenty of practical experience and 
has been specially trained for his job 
in a Standard Oil Lubrication Engi 
neering School. You « 
services quickly and easily. Just 

in obtain his 

phone or drop a card, today, to the 
nearest Standard Oil Company In 

1ana) office. When he calls on vo 
liscuss with him the advantages of 
/ 

s ich o itstanding prod icts as 

STANICOOL HD Soluble 
they <« ntain additi 

STANOSTAMP Compounds 
stablished pr iu are three « 

ig or heavy 

EUREKA Tempering Oil. Fr 
rd Oil's ; ‘ 

= 



STANDARD } 

Here’s help for bearings in“HOT WATER” 

New booklet tells how STANOLITH 

Greases solve wet-hot problems 

How TO LUBRICATE bearings which operate under extremely 
wet conditions, and at the same time, are subjected to high 

temperatures? If that is one of your problems, the booklet 
illustrated above holds the solution 

It tells you about the outstanding qualities of Standard Oil's 
new STANOLITH Greases. It explains why these lithium soap 
products—unlike soda soap or lime soap greases—will with- 

stand both heat and water. The booklet contains evidence of 
this ability. It gives actual case histories of some of the many 

| 

different jobs on which STANOLITH Greases have eliminated 
troubles caused by high temperatures, presence of steam or 
water, and high speeds It also describes successful low-tem- 
perature service. 

Study this wide range of applications. Discover how the 
two grades of STANOLITH Grease not only can solve difficult 

lubrication problems but can save you the cost and trouble 
of stocking and using a variety of special greases. Send for 
this information. Write for your copy of the STANOLITH book- 
let today. Simply address vour letter to 

Standard Oil Company (Indiana), 910 South Michigan Ave- 
nue, Chicago 80, Illinois. 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA), 



SNYDER Wachines Coot Less tn the Long Run 

SNYDER MACHINES USE THEIR HEADS 

TO SAVE MONEY 

A good machine can use its head to save you money, On Snyder 
heads, for example, spindles, idlers, drivers and pump drive 
gears are mounted in ball bearings with circulating lubrication. 
Every time a shaft or gear turns, money is being saved for you. 
Most heads are built with pick-off gears to cut down time in 
making speed adjustments. Multiply these savings over a span 
of 20 years and it is obvious that Snyder craftsmanship costs less 
in the long run. 

HARD WAYS TO MAKE MONEY 

FOR YOU 

A Snyder feed unit may travel as much as 25,000 miles in 
the course of a machine's lifetime, so what it travels on is 
important. 
We mount feed units on hardened and ground ways or guide 
bars — hardened for wear, ground for super-smoothness. One 
of the ways is V-type to keep accurate alignment, the other is 
flat. They are anchored from the bottom—no holes on the bearing 
surface to catch grit. They are easily and inexpensively replaced. 
This top notch craftsmanship costs just a little more in the 
beginning but saves you plenty in the long run. 

SN PET NE BY FOV Oe ee a eT, 

SAFE ON BASE-—IF IT’S A SNYDER 

You might be surprised at how much attention we give 
to “tailoring” the base so that it properly supports the 
machine members—and blends with the design. We use 
welded steel or cast iron, heavily ribbed, normalized and 
sand blasted and equipped with properly located level- 
ing screws and hold-down blocks. We lavish attention 
on the humble base because it is the backbone of every 
machine and therefore the number one rigidity factor. 
A good one will always save you money in the long run, 

TOOL AND 

ENGINEERING COMPANY 
3400 E. LAFAYETTE 

DETROIT 7, MICHIGAN 

25 Years of Successful Cooperation with Leading American Tudustries 



Habit makes Ed lazier each year and 

Oue of these four Wells Saws causes him to resort to the line of 
least resistance. Habit of not doing 
anything until prodded into it gen- 

4 th tT erally reflects in management of men 
&S e answer °o your as well as in everyday living. Most 

of us like to be lazy. Most of us are 
loking for the easy way out. Many 

metal cut-off problems | "3: pcc or broken screw into the corner of 
the bench is easier than putting it in 
its proper place. Let this style of 
doing things go on and it soon be 
comes a habit with the individual 
He begins to think that his way of 
doing things is right and he resents 
being prodded. The biggest mistake 
any foreman or supervisor makes is 
to let things drift. When you take 
over a new position, clean up the 
mess right away, if one exists—don’t 
let it drag—for the longer time it 
takes you to get started on this proj 
ect, the less chance you have of mak 
ing it succeed. Once started on the 
way to recovery, keep at it. Don’t be 
one of those individuals who only 
follows things occasionally. Keep 
after the project. Build up new 
habits. They can be formed, but only 
by much hard work on your part. 

Trouble will be encountered if you 
use the needling routine. Men resent 
being prodded today for something 
that they did last week and were do 
ing the week previously. They resent 

No. 8 with wet being prodded spasmodically for it 
my Cyne upsets their routine. They figure they 

are living right and do not want to 
be rudely awakened to existing con 
ditions. 

So the best advice to any foreman 
or supervisor is to set up programs 

No. 5 with wet 
Model 49A cutting system 

IN the recently expanded line of Wells horizontal metal cutting band 
saws there is a standard model to meet every cut-off need up to th: i wierd Rd! a 
12” x 16”... and special models for larger jobs. This means that the mat Go mot require occasions! nee 
cost-cutting advantages of modern, continuous band saw cutting are dling and keep them up-to-date. Let 
available for all shops, regardless of size. Choose from the following, your men know they must be on their 
the saw that best suits your requirements: toes all the time; that you do not 

MODEL 49A—Portable, economically priced unit yet capable of a man- 
sized job in any shop. Capacity: 31/2” dia., rounds; 31/2” x 6” rectangular. 
No. 5—All purpose utility saw. Capacity: 5” dia., rounds; 5” x 10” , 
rectangular. Available with or without wet cutting system. —_— aa 
No. 8—General maintenance’ or production saw. Capacity: 8” dia., r— | : 
rounds; 8” x 16” rectangular. Available with or without wet cutting (tw. | MEN ANTE | 
system ~ - = | WOMEN D 
No. 12—Heavy-duty wet cutting production saw with automatic cutting = ' TELEVISION. 
cycle. Capacity: 1254” dia., rounds; 12” x 16” rectangular. IN OUR LoUNct 5} 

For automatic precision repetitive cutting Wells 
a No. 8 and No. 12 saws can be equipped with 
25th Wells-O-Bar Feed Master stock projection units. 
yeas Write today for descriptive literature and infor- 

Of sereiee mation on the Wells Saws which you need for 
your job requirements. 

Products by Wells are Practical 

METAL CUTTING 

BAND SAWS 
WELLS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION “We leave no stone unturned in this tight 
SOS ROOSEVELT ROAD, THREE RIVERS, MICH. labor market.” 
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Spe-q? POPE 

PRECISION 

, Increased Production. Pope Spindles 
speed up output because they can take 
heavy cuts. 

Increased Wheel Life because the shaft is 
rigidly supported by bearings of ample size. 

Super Precision Bearings made to Pope 
specifications and used exclusively in Pope 
Spindles. 

Better Finished Ground Holes Pope pre- 
cision craftsmanship assures work of the 
highest standard. 

SPINDLES 

5. Operating Time Saved, One motor pulley 

6 

serves all spindles except in unusual applica- 
tions. 

No Additional Lubrication is ever re- 
quired. Thirty years of wide factory use has 
proven the ability of the Pope System of 
Sealed-in Lubrication to prolong bearing 
life, reduce maintenance costs and provide 
cool operation. 

Dynamic Balance. Pope Spindles are dy- 
namically balanced with all their rotating 
parts in full assembly to insure smooth run- 
ning. 

Pope Precision Internal Grinding Spindles come in the sizes, shaft extensions and 
speeds (up to 35,000 RPM) to meet your every need. Ask for new catalog No. 57. 

POPE 
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IT'S LIKE Eye 

MONEY IN an 

THE BANK 

when you specify ay HORTON 

CHUCKS 

y 

BUILT UP TO A STANDARD 

NOT DOWN TO A PRICE! 

Important extras are built into all Horton chucks to 

give them greater accuracy, longer life—and far greater 

chuck value. Only the finest alloy steels are used and 

parts that are most vulnerable to wear are specially 

heat treated. Compare a Horton. Try a Horton— 

and you'll agree. They give you far greater chuck value 

at no extra cost. Write for literature and prices. 

INDEPENDENT CHUCKS SCROLL UNIVERSAL CHUCKS 
SCROLL COMBINATION CHUCKS TWO-JAW LATHE CHUCKS 

FACE PLATE AND BORING MILL JAWS 

aXe) ike) Py 

Vemee [Nn Sf 

THE OLDEST CHUCK MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD 

have just special days when you ex 
pect things to be just right; that 
working for you means goodhouse 
keeping every day. It means doing 
your work, not loafing. The workers 
will respect and go along with you. 
In fact, suprisingly enough the exact 
quality of workmanship will im 
prove 

Charles Townsend 
West Hartford, Conn. 

e 

OVER HIS HEAD 

“MaysBe things are different nowa 
’ said the Oldtimer, as he put 

his pouch away and prepared to 
stoke up for his after lunch smoke. 
“But when I was a young fellow in 
the shop, the quickest way to find 
yourself on the outside looking in 
was to go over the foreman’s head 
Not only that, but with some of the 
tough turkeys I’ve worked for, you’d 
be lucky to get out with a whole 
skin!” 
Knowing the Oldtimer, I hastened 

to get my two cents worth in while 
he got the old briar drawing, “But 
there must be some instances where 
it is legitimate to have a word with 
the Big Boss. Suppose you have a 
grievance and you can’t get any satis 

days,’ 

faction from the foreman—what hap 
pens then’ 

Right there the Oldtimer pounced 
yn me. “That’s a horse of a different 

color, my boy! Al and Ed were dis 
cussing the fellow who got the su 
per’s ear on a routine shop matter 
that the foreman didn’t consider im 

71 

portant enough to bother’ with 
Maybe Tom Jones didn’t mean any 
thing ulterior by mentioning it to 
the super, but human nature being 
what it is, Ed can be excused for 
thinking that Jones stepped out of 
line.” 

The briar was going good now 
and so was the Oldtimer. “Now you 
were talking abo a grievance just 
now, weren't uu?” “Nowadays if 
the boys have a grievance and they 
get nowhere with the foreman, what 
happens? They run to the shop 
steward and he takes it up with the 
old man. If it’s still no dice they take 
it upstairs for the big shots to mull 
ver. In other words they have the 
right of appeal from the foreman’s 
decision and in most cases it works 
out fine 

‘Now in my younger days things 
were different. Like when I worked 
for old man Jenkins down in the 
Pump Works. There was a tough old 
buzzard! I remember once hitting 
1im up for a raise. He not only flat 
y turned me down but dug down in 

his memory book and brought up 
some minor inf! ions of shop rule 
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6) Laboratory URING 

Foducss 

THICKNESS 

G-E X-Ray and Beta-Ray Thickness Gages 
; ; ; Beta- i —for measuring moving strips sonaaeanes ae 

These gages enable you to save in two ways in the highly polished, or soft. 
high-speed production of sheet or strip materials: 

1. You can cut scrap losses 
Because these equipments indicate thickness as soon 

as the strip starts through the mill, you can reach gage 
in a hurry. 

Operators at Weirton Steel Co., West Virginia, for 
example, report that their G-E X-Ray Gage enables 
them to reach gage on the first striy 

2. You can make savings in raw materials 
Because the gages enable you to hold close tolerances, 

you an produ ¢ the maximum amount of strip or sheet 
from raw material 

X-Ray Gages are for heavy-duty work in steel mills. 
Gages are available for measuring thickness of hot 
strip from .040 to 190 mild stecl; of cold strip, from 
.005 to .040 mild stee]. Write for GEC-471. 

The Beta-Ray Gage is a general-purpose device for 
measuring sheet or strip metals, paper, rubber, glass, : textiles, and plastics weighing from 5 to 300 ounces 
per square yard. Write for GEC-485 

G-E Thickness Gages, Types A and B 
—for measuring nonmagnetic materials 

These gages help you to reduce scrap and rework ex- 
pense by enabling you to spot qui kly plating or Ccoat- Type A Gage is ideal for production-line use on jobs 

such as measuring thickness of copper plating on ports ings which are so thin that they do not meet specifica- for electronic tubes. tions, or so thick that they waste materials 
[he gages measure glass, plastics, paper, cellophane, 

mica, copper, brass, lead, and other nonmagnetic ma- 
terials which can be placed overa magnetic reference plate. 

[ype A is for measuring the thickness of light plating; 
Type B, for heavy plating, or for bearing linings and 
paint. Write for GEC-319. Apparatus Dept., General 
Electric ¢ ompany, Schenectady, New York. 

Type B Thickness Gage is a low-price, general purpose 
gage for measuring thickness of paints, heavy platings, 
bearing linings, Range: 0.0001 to 0.1 inch. 

FOR ARE OV your Measuring 

Gnd testing problems. . . 

coll re nearest GE sclesotfice GENERAL $%) ELECTRIC 
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25-125 

erratic threaded holes 

per tap 

22,000 

clean class 3 threaded 

holes per tap 

PART: 18-8 stainless steel hex nut with punched hole 

PROBLEM: Tapping with a 10-24 tap, a leading nut manufacturer 
experienced difficulty holding size and was troubled with 
excessive tap breakage. 

Then They Called in the HY-PRO Sales Engineer 

HY-PRO SOLUTION: His recommendation was a standard Hy-Pro 
10-24 machine screw tap with one of the exclusive Hy-Pro 
surface treatments for wear and lubrication. Speed and 
cutting oil were adopted from extensive tables in Hy-Pro 
catalog. Production with Hy-Pro taps now averages 22,000 
burr-free Class 3 threaded holes at 62 nuts per minute. 

Above is a typical example of how the Hy-Pro Sales Engineer can 
help increase threaded-hole production. His expert engineering counsel 
backed by the most up-to-date tap production methods combine to 
solve tapping problems rapidly and profitably. 

All Hy-Pro Taps are ground from tough uniform quality high- 
speed steel and given one of the Hy-Pro exclusive 
surface treatments. 

Each tap is completely inspected by the lat- 
est electronic quality control equipment, your 
assurance that there will be no dimensional vari- 
ance in Hy-Pro Taps of a stated size. 

These precision manufacturing methods 
plus the ability of the Hy-Pro Sales Engineer to 
prescribe the correct tap for your particular job 
means sustained accuracy on your production line 
resulting in higher productivity from your tap- 
ping machines. 

Let Hy-Pro solve your tapping problem 
call a Hy-Pro Sales Engineer today. 

_ Order from your distributor. 

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 

A SUBSIDIARY OF CONTINENTAL SCREW COMPANY 

I had been guilty of and forgotten 
about. Talk about elephants never 
forgetting—Old man Jenkins had 
them beat a mile! But I was a cocky 
young rooster then and I bided my 
time—six months of it anyway—and 
bearded him again in his den, with 
the same result. I was so burned up 
I headed right away for the super’s 
office and told him my tale of woe 
Mr. McAllister listened quietly ‘til 
I got through. When I'd gotten it ali 
ff my chest, Old Mac looked out the 
window for a few minutes, then 
leaned over and patted me on the 
shoulder. ‘Cool off, laddie. Mr. Jen 
kins is a good pump man, but some 
times he’s a wee bit difficult. Il] have 
a word with him, but meanwhile you 
get back to work.’ 
“Two weeks later I got my raise, 

and so far as I was concerned every 
thing was lovely, but old man Jen 
kins didn’t forget, or forgive. When 
ever a dirty job came along he passed 
it on to me, and finally I got disgusted 
and quit.” As the Oldtimer paused 
in 1s reminiscence tne starting 
whistle sounded and he tapped out 
his pipe on a planer bed. As I turned 
away, he wagged a stubby finger at 
me, “Remember, you can’t monkey 
with human nature, if you are ever 
tempted to go ove inyone’s head 
You may have a good reason, but it 
just isn’t done. Another thing, if the 
super stops to chat, talk about fishing 
or your golf score, don’t discuss any 
thing that your own commonsense 
tells you is not withi 
ince.” 

As I went back on the job I thought 
about the Oldtimer’s remarks, and 
to me they made a lot of sense. They 
still do. I don’t know much about 
lowing protocol, but I do know 

oyalty in the average human being 
o his immediate superior that makes 

fc 
that there is an inherent sense of 
, 
¢ 
I 1im hesitate before doing anything 
that can be construed as attempting 
to undermine the other fell : 
thority 

In the Army the ) 
mand” idea sometimes lend 
to abuses and a certain amot 
‘idicule, but it has never been dis 
arded and never will be, because an 

efficient military organization would 
be impossible without it 

Theoretically, the chain of con 
mand exists in the shop, although 
on a more democratic basis. In the 
Army, the private who went to his 
lieutenant without first receiving pre 
mission from his sergeant would be 
in trouble, because he had disrupted 
the chain of command. To carry the 
analogy further, Tom Jones made 
trouble for himself with 
friend Ed for the same rea 
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EASY SET-UP 

EASY OPERATION 

NEW 

ROCKFORD 

HY-DRAULIC 

SLOTTER 

12” AND 20” 

*% Powerful Hydraulic Fulcrum Drive to Ram 
* Mechanically balanced Ram tilts 10 from 

Vertical 
* Cutting Speed Selection from Pendant 
% Hydraulic Cross, Circular and Longitud- 

inal Feeds 
Power Rapid Traverse to Table in all 
Directions 

* Column Longitudinal Adjustment and 
Index Table Mechanism also available. 

Easier set-up and operation make the new Rockford Hy- 
Draulic Slotter a big time-saver on all types of Slotting. 

Large awkward pieces, irregular sections, internal surfaces, and 
work that you may find too cumbersome or difficult for other 
machine tools, can be handled easily and quickly. 
Ask a Rockford representative to show you the many advantages of 
machining all types of slotting work on the new Rockford Hy- 
Draulic Slotter. Send for a copy of Bulletin GOOA. 

eee . “9% alte ROCKFORD MACHINE TOOL CO. 
KFOR LIN 
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Here's a precision lathe 

with an 8’2" swing 

that offers you many useful features, 

among which are: 

* VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE 

* ELECTRIC TACHOMETER 

* FOOL-PROOF CLUTCH 

THE WADE No. 8A TOOLMAKER’S PRECISION LATHE 

not only provides the unique advantages mentioned but also has certain other 
qualifications that put it in a class by itself. It is remarkably versatile, it is 
surprisingly easy to operate... yet It gives you as much as twice your former 
production on close-tolerance work! 

You should “turn the Wade way.” rite today for a copy of our new bulletin 
describing the “Wade 8A Lathe 

Special Feature: Stepless 
spindle speeds, with ratio as 
much as 187 to 1 are available. 

VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE 
ELECTRIC TACHOMETER 
pele) id tele) maa Shia] 
AMPLE TORQUE 
REAR STATION TOOL BLOCK 
AMPLE FRONT GUIDEWAY 
THREADAOCK SPINDLE NOSE 
FULL-BEARING TAILSTOCK 
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

Swing over Bed 8 
Distance between Centers 24 
Collet Capacity ! 
Taper Standord for Centers N 
Tailstock Spindle Trave 3 
Tool Shonk Section 

-no “I 
say that a workman must request 
permission from his foreman before 
discussing a piece of work with the 
superintendent. But it is only com 
mon courtesy, as well as good com 
mon sense, to go t ynes toreman 
first with a suggestion or a piece of 
information regarding work in proc 
ess. 

As the Oldtimer said, you can’t 
monkey with human nature. The 
foreman, like the top-sergeant, or 
any other human being with au 
thority, likes that authority, to be 
respected Then the Tom Jonés’s 
trespass on th authority with im 
punity, disciplir 1i0p morale 

ybert S. Alexander 
Greenville, R. I 

I HAVE worked a foreman under a 
superintendent wt would encourage 
fellows like Jones to come and tattle 
about most anything at all relating 
to the job behind their foreman’s 
back. And I have been in a similar 
position where under like circum 
stances the superintendent would 
have told Mr. Jone after he had 
ascertained that Jones hadn't told 
Ed he was going upstairs to Robert 
on, to go back his boss, and in 
form him of where he had been. I be 
lieve that should have been Robert 
son’s attitude toward Jones. Ed i 
responsible in the final analysis for 
everything that happened in his shop 

Jones knew what he was doing. He 
wanted to be in the limelight and up 
stairs for a short time. He did not 
care whether he was injuring his 
foreman’s feelings and his reputa 
tion. Any man who is a capable ma 
chinist like Jones, and who must 
have spent years in the shops, is 
definitely aware that going upstairs 
over your foreman’s head is not 
cricket or fair sportsmanship and 
just isn’t done by regular fellows 

There are circumstances when 
Jones is justified in going upstairs 
and over his foreman’s head and 
talking with the top brass. If Jones 
thought he was worth a raise and 
his boss Ed differed, and Jones got 
nowhere, he is justified. Also if 
Jones had been on much the same 
type of work and desired a change 
to get different experience and type 
of production. Al if Jones came up 
with some method or fixture that 
would change the procedure and the 
tools and save time and money and 
after making quite sure that it was 
practical 
cussed the proposition with Ed, and 
Ed didn’t show 
proposed improvements and savings 

and worth while, had dis 

interest in the 
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MULTIPLE OPERATIONS PERFORMED 

3m FASTER... 

i AT LOWER COST... 

ON “CATERPILLAR” 

QD | STRACK LINKS 

\ 

Here is rapid, low cost production on 

track links used on “Caterpillar” track- 

type Tractor. The BAKER 60-HO 

machine does the work faster... 

. cheaper ... features twin pull cyl- 

“*  inder construction for smooth even 

feeding of saddle. All units can 

be equipped with positive stop and 

delayed reverse and two rates of 

feed in one cycle. The machine is 

electrically controlled... all 

yr 

the operator has to do is load 

and unload the part and push 

a button. BAKER machines 

are highly flexible, can be 

adapted to a wide range of 

operations including single 

or multiple spindle drilling, 

boring, reaming, counterbor- 

ing, hollow milling, and 

chamfering. Write Baker 

about your specific job 

problem. 
Photo courtesy of Caterpillar Tracter Co., 
Peoria, Lil 

@ ©@\ sana Hers Cet 2303 ; 
e oi (2) \.sts 

BAKER BROTHERS, INC., Toledo, Ohio 
DRILLING, “TAPPING, KEYSEATING and CONTOUR GRINDING MACHINES 
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toughen metal 

improve surface 

end stock waste 

TORRINGTON 

j SWAGERS 

The Torrington Rotary Swaging Ma- 
chine delivers 4000 hammer blows a 
minute...reduces, sizes, rounds points 
and tapers rod, wire and tubing 
work-hardens metal for toughness and 
resilience... produces a burnished sur 
face ... utilizes every bit of stock 

Torrington Swager performance is 
based on our 42 years of swaging ex 
perience. Send the coupon for your 
free copy of the booklet illustrating 
the machines and describing the art 
of rotary swaging. 

Tue Torrincton Company 
Swager Department 

559 Field Street + Torrington, Conn 

For a free copy of 
this booklet, send 
the coupon today 

r : 
{ Please send a copy of ‘The Torrington Swaging 
i Machine” to 

| Name 

1 Firm 

1 Address 

236 

possible, then Jones would owe it 
to himself to go see Robertson up 
tairs and inform Ed that he intends 

d 
In my younger days if Jones had 

gone upstairs to his foreman’s su 
pervisor, he would not have lasted 
long in that shop. A way would have 
been found to let him out. Old time 
foremen were mostly jealous and 
they simply hated to see any of these 
men being engaged in conversation 
with any of the top brass. It was a 
defensive device. If there was any 
need to contact any of the top brass 
with regard to any job the foreman 
took good care he made the contact 

Al remarks that if Ed had been 
in Robertson's place, he would have 

ytten quite a bang out of getting 
inside dope, so you could show 
uy in between that you were 

ise to what was going on. 
totally disagree with Al’s point 
iew. Any knowledge like that in 

the case of this faulty picture gained 
in an unethical manner reflecting on 
the competency of a man’s boss, from 
i disgrunteled and disloyal subordi 
nate, would not be appreciated and 
valued by the majority of top su 
pervisors who, unlike Robertson, 
would have told Jones to make all 
imilar complaints to Ed, his boss, 

rather than feeling elated by the 
knowledge that he is aware of some 
defect on a job that Ed, the foreman 
responsible for the job itself, is not 
aware of 

Arthur Silvester 
Niantic, Conn 

A MAN who has no access whatever 
to more than one supervisor is 
liable to be in a bad fix if for 
iny reason that superior does not 
happen to like him, or even 
if the foreman chances to be of 
the domineering type. If men could 
be given such access without abus 
ing it, it would certainly be a healthy 
proposition from the standpoint of 
preventing any foreman from abus 
ing his own superior position. But 
there are always men who merely 
magine they have a grievance. If 
men in general were given free 
rein to go over the head of a fore 
man, it is probable that many pro 
duction lines would soon degenerate 
into squabble lines 

A ruling which would work out 
11 in many plants would require 

to obtain support of one or 
w-workmen in his griev 

al or supposed) before he 
lave a recognized right to 

er the head of a foreman 
mnection, it might well 

1 that workmen sup 
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FLAT WASHE
RS 

LOCK WASHERS
 

TO MEET 

ARMED FORCES 

SPECIFICATI
ONS 

HERE THEY ARE— 

QUICK DELIVERIES! 
You can fill your contract 
needs in flat and lock wash- 
ers at Garretts. We manu- 
facture a complete line of 
high quality washers made 
to meet the most exacting 
specifications of the Army, 
Navy and Air Force. These 
product-proved washers in- 
clude: 

AN 935 AN 960 
AN 940 AN 961 
AN 945 AN 970 
AN 950 AN 975 
AN 955 NAS 143 

NAS 143C 
Ordnance BEBX! 
Ordnance BEBX2 
Ordnance BEBX3 
Ordnance BECX3 
and many others 

For high quality and quick 
deliveries on the above 
washers, send your order to 
Garretts. We can supply 
them in regular steel, spring 
steel, stainless steel, brass, 
bronze, monel metal, alumi- 
num, Alclad and copper as 
specified. We plate them 
with zinc, cadmium, nickel, 
brass, chrome . . . or they 
can be parkerized. 
Garrett, as a manufacturer, 
offers you one source and 
quick deliveries on all types 
of small parts—flat washers, 
spring lock washers, stamp- 
ings, springs, hose clamps, 
snap and retainer rings. 
Write for new folder of 
specifications for Armed 
Forces washers. 

Manufactured by 
GEORGE K. GARRETT CO., Inc. 

Philadelphia 34, Pe. 

<GARRETT> 



4% You can broach it easier 

when you BROACH IT BY LAPOINTE! 

Here’s a (HUME 

Single Ram Horizontal 

~ surface BROACHING MACHINE 

that will practically do = your work! 

i E> 

P< 

‘9 

a Ay _a" 
’ . a et we 1 s* r 

Here’s how: 

LOAD. At a comfortable, convenient height 
you put the part into the fixture, which is 
TIP-DOWN* type and directly in front 
of you. 

PRESS “START” BUTTON. Automatically, the 
hydraulically operated fixture clamps the 
workpiece, then the table tips up into cutting 
position and is held by a locking arm against | 
a positive stop. The hydraulic ram now starts. | 

STAND BY... your work is done! You are free 
to observe the entire broaching action — the . 
smooth, powerful stroke of the ram, the 
steady falling of chips into the pan below. 

*The TIP-DOWN Fixture is an exclusive 
Lapointe feature. It swings through a 
90° arc for simplified loading 

‘LAPOINTE 

Single Ram Horizontal SURFACE BROACH- 
ING MACHINE ...15 Ton, 78-inch Stroke 

Broaching joint face, chamfer, step, and half- 
round on main bearing caps at a cutting speed of 
40 feet per minute, and at 80‘) efficiency, 
this machine broaches 137 clusters (of 5 caps each) per hour! 

NTE Horizontal Surface Broaching Machines, in both 
single ram and double ram type, are fully described in our 
circular which will be mailed on request. 

Ask for Bulletin SRH-2 

i MACHINE TOOL COMPANY 

THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF BROACHES AND BROACHING MACHINES 
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porting such a grievance must be 
those having some specific and rea 
onable length of service with the 

There’s a reason... 85% of all 

popularly-priced Tool and Cutter nage ge go emmpciny, Nag 

Grinders sold are Aaock-oute matter 
Such a ruling would definitely 

prevent unreasonable procedure of 
this kind, for level-headed men will 
not identify themselves with a griev 
ance that they do not believe is 
genuine 

In consideration of such a problem, 
we inevitably come to the fact that 
to obtain best results, a foreman 
must be able to go forth among his 
men with a reasonable amount of 
discipline in one hand and a reason 
able amount of diplomacy in the 
other, making the best diagnosis of 
discontent he can, wherever and 
whenever it raises its head. Some 
supervisors are wise enough to 
know that many workmen (not all) 
would rather take advice from a See wny at your "K-O”" 
fellow workman than from a fore distributor . . . or write 

for descriptive literature man 
John E. Hyler 

Peoria, Il. 

CACHE OR CONFESS K. O. LEE CO. 
Ep Is extremely fortunate if he can 

ABERDEEN, SOUTH DAKOTA come to some understanding with 
his men about spoiled work. If there 
is a fairly frequent changeover of 

M Oo Fe & col Oo L F 5 labor or additional new men en 
gaged, an arrangement can be dis 

PER HOUR _ PER DOLLAR cussed with newcomer who will 
no doubt, think that the arrangement 

Increase production of any standard Is a custom « ne plant 
If, however, the labor force is drilling machine by adding a Lign- ’ Ww I t : I 

teady, any arrangement made with 
the old hands will depend upon the 
general discipline of the shop 

The foreman may be on the easy 

o-matic, the only drill turret with the 
patented, self-centering principle 
that guarantees sustained accuracy 
equal to the drilling machine itself. 

side, in which case he looks on his 
men as friends 
Through personal pride the oper FOR ALL CONSECUTIVE 

DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS ator spoiling some work would not 
PROVED PRODUCTION INCREASE PRECISION — Patented, self-centering like to admit to this kind of foreman 

Turret indexes faster than tools can tapered drive (A) automatically locks that he had spoi l job, whereby 
be changed or work moved to another 
spindle. A single Lign-o-matic will re 
lease 5 drilling machines for other 
work and still show increased produc- 
tion and reduced costs on original job 
VERSATILITY — Fits any standard drill 
ing machine without altering the ma 
chine. Handles operations such as 
drilling, reaming, counterboring, and 
tapping (on reversible spindle ma 
chines), up to ‘x” diometer in any 
material 

turret spindle (B) into exact alignment 
with drilling machine sprindle (C) for 
sustained accuracy 
GUARANTEE — May be returned in 
10 days for any reason for full refund 
of purchase price. Two-year guaran 
tee against defective parts 
PRICE — Model D, 6 spindles with No 
2 Jacobs male taper $235.00 
Chucks extra at established prices 
DELIVERY — Currently, 2 weeks 

| (drill press moke) (size) 

l. My name 
Title 

quill dia.) (spindle taper) 

i ee ] Please rush tic, ae 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
l 

- \. CO) Please send literature on Lign-o-matic turret 
(Attach coupon to company letterhead) 

HOWE & FANT, INC. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
® 522 FLAXHILL RD., SO. NORWALK, CONN. 
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friendly relations may be dam 
aged also 

The foreman, on the other hand 
may in his eral discipli of a 
strict natu rt all ig | men 
to come too near him in friendship 
In other wort hem ata 
distance. Thi 
ask a favor l 
gard to admissi« spoiled work 
and yet be strict in other ways 

Two solutions lie in the system of 
the shop. Who inspects the work? Is 
it the foreman or is there an inspec 
tor in the sl he foreman in 
spects the work then the admission 
of spoiled rk i onal. An in 
pector is in 1e work only 
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Increased cost competition in all phases of metal 
stamping is leading more and more manufac- 
turers to Verson equipment. From the smallest 
press brake to the big automatic Transmat presses, 
Verson equipment is designed and built to cut 
your stamping costs. 

If you are “getting along’’ with antiquated 
presses we would like to show you how speedily 
a planned program of replacement of obsolete, 
inefficient machines with modern Verson equip- 
ment will pay for itself. Where high production 
is required, savings will often pay for the new 

¥ " * ‘ me oh i . 

ee 
' ae \A va w, ai 

= 

manera >. — 

machines in a matter of months. 
Whatever your requirements, whether they con- 

sist of a single machine or a complete press room 
layout including tool-up, we would welcome the 
opportunity to make recommendations. 

Above—In this portion of the press room of the neu 
Maytag Plant No. 2 at Newton, lowa, a Verson 
tool-up consisting of full eccentric presses and single 
and double action hydraulics perform deep drawing, 
punching, forming and trimming operations on a 
variety of appliance parts. 

Originators and Pioneers of Allsteel Stamping Press Construction 

VERSON ALLSTEEL PRESS COMPANY 
9316 South Kenwood Avenue, Chicago 19, Illinois Holmes Street and Ledbetter Drive, Dallas 8, Texas 

A VERSON PRESS FOR EVERY JOB FROM 60 TONS UP! 
MECHANICAL AND HYDRAULIC PRESSES AND PRESS BRAKES ° 

COMPRESSION AND TRANSFER MOLDING PRESSES DIE CUSHIONS ° 
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“Threadwell Tools 

do many jobs 

they can ‘do qour tough ones 

Solving your gaging and cutting tool problems 

is easier than you think. Threadwell Field Engi- 

neers are located all over the country to help 

you. Get their names by mailing coupon below. 

THREADWELL TAP & DIE CO., Greenfield, Mass. 
Please send me the name of the Threadwell Field 
Engineer and the Threadwell Distributor nearest me. 
1 am also interested in the literature checked below. 

Nome Pos 
Company 
Street 
City Zone State 

1 
Taps [] } Drills Counterbores [} Keyway Broaches [] Gages (J 

and the fault is found either by the 
work being wrong or missing in a 
certain quantity. 

With the inspector the foreman 
can maintain his dignity and keep 
control of the spoiled work, through 
the inspector’s report. 

If an inspector is not employed 
then another method of controlling 
spoiled work is to control the issue 
of materials. 

The materials should be placed and 
kept in a fenced store under the su- 
pervision of the foreman. This also 
will prevent anyone picking up a 
piece of wrong material off the shop 
floor for replacement of the spoiled 
work. 
Upon issue of a job to the operator, 

a material issue form is given with 
the drawing, sufficient to make the 
required parts. 

These notes or forms should be 
signed by the foreman. If a job is 
spoiled it will have to be replaced 
and to do this more material must 
be issued but only with the foreman’s 
signature. 

Either by an inspector or the con- 
trol of material, the spoiled work 
will be found and the foreman wiil 
know immediately and so be able to 
take the necessary action with the 
man and material. 

L. A. Harris 
Audenshaw, England 

os 
KICKBACKS 

KICKBACK bonuses can be made 
practical provided the necessary team 
spirit exists between shop and office 
Estimating a time for a given piece 
of work to be executed on a machine 
is a matter of simple calculation. The 
real difficulty is in accurately esti 
mating fitting and assembly work 
Even this can be successfully done 
within remarkably narrow limits if 
machining work is accurately per 
formed and inspection all that it 
should be 

Fitting and assembly can, of course 
be more easily and accurately esti 
mated if large batches of identical 
units are being continuously proc 
essed. If the work concerned is of a 
highly varied nature, the possibility 
of arriving at a closely estimated 
time for fitting and assembly becomes 
more doubtful unless there is a good 
team spirit. 

The most important factor in a 
matter of this kind is to firmly estab 
lish a feeling of confidence and trust 
in the minds of the workers and this 
can only be accomplished by scrupu 
lously fair dealing on the part of the 
executive staff. There must be no 
question of the estimator “scoring” 
off the men or vice versa. Once a 
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4 a te Grinding with SKIL Drill 

‘ 

IT’S MORE THAN A DRILL! 

SKIL Drill speeds dozens 

of jobs... saves minutes and 

money on every one! 

Look at the big variety of jobs these SKIL Drills are built 

to do. Their extra power speeds all ordinary drilling, makes easy 

work of heavy boring, reaming and hole sawing and equips them to 

take on special applications like powering hoists and pipe threaders. 

SKIL Drills provide this extra power without extra 

weight. Die-cast housings (pioneered by SKILSAW) save important 

ounces in every model. Ask your own maintenance men about SKIL 

Drills. Take their word for it, and you'll 

standardize on SKIL Drills from now on. 

Call your SKIL Tools Distributor today! 

SKIL Products cre made only by 
»>KILSAW, INC 

5033 Elston Ave., Chicago 30, Ill. 
Factory Branches in Principal Citles 

in Conede; SKILTOOLS, LTD, 66 Portland St, Toronto, Ont 

ac. 

nah 

Wire brushing with SKIL Drill 

Hack sawing with SKIL Drill 



feeling of mutual trust has been firm- 
— ly established almost anything is 

possible. For the complete success of 
the venture it should, of course, be 
remembered by all concerned that 
while it is a great thing to be trusted 
it is a much greater to be worthy of 
trust. 

If the proper spirit prevails, there 
is no good reason why the “kickback 
bonus” should work against the plant e ‘ - : 

di-acro force. If the work is of the repeat 

ceesecestllle 

variety, experience of and familiar 
ity with the various jobs should be 
a guarantee against excessively high 

MACHINES estimated times. If variety work is ROO PaRTERS . being considered and all concerned 
put their cards on the table, fairly 

} Eliminate dies . . . speed production . . . in both your experimental en accurate times should be arrived at and quantity run duplicating operations. An unusually wide variety : : 
of both simple and intricate parts can be precision made by “D1r- ! Comparable jobs previously execut- 
Less DuPLICATING” “7 the individual or co-operative application ed can usually be found and they 
of D1-Acro Precision Machines (see examples at right . Di-Acro are an excellent guide, provided the 
Machines are now offered in a total of six types and 21 different ’ ‘onde 
sizes, including two new units—a power driven Shear and a hydrau foreman lays the fullest information 
lic Bender. before the estimator prior to the fix 

ing of a time. This applies, of course 
SEND FOR 40 PAGE CATALOG to the fitting and assembly section, 

ENGINEERS—DESIGNERS—PRODUCTION MEN should all have this since as previously noted machining 
informative catalog which contains technical data covering D1-Acko . 
Machines and our offer of “Die-Less Duplicating’ Engineering operations are easily calculated to 
Service to aid in solving design and production problems. WRITE \ Ticats 
FOR YOUR COPY TODAY. close limits 

€ Pronounced "DIE-ACK-RO” : If all machining operations have 
if At been accurately executed, examined 

ei ‘and? Pal | and accepted and all the parts re i 3 (OF bay 2 . . wel el , 
Ce \ < quired are to hand, the foreman, by 

55 Dupre 311 8th Avenve + LAKE CITY, MINNESOTA reason of past experience should 
have a fair idea of how many fitting 

e and assembly hours are represented 
you CAN 6E SURE.. (F rs Westinghouse in a given job. This knowledge should 

be placed, unreser ly at tl is 
posal of the 
in consulta 
add a percentage 
and a possible “ki 
inducement is pr 
to sail in and n 

If all those 
there should 
ancies and th 

MACHINE 
TOOL Ce tyre uf 

wou” Catch Unbalance... 

before it costs you money! 

Static and dynamic unbalance in rotating parts can cost you 
time and money. The Westinghouse Type HQ Portable Bal- 
ancer is exactly the equipment to balance rotors at operating 
speeds in their own frame and bearings. Compact and with a 
wide operating range, this balancer is the leader in its field 
just as are other types of Westinghouse vibration equipment 

Write today for complete information. Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation, Department E-4, 2519 Wilkens Avenue, 
Baltimore 4, Maryland. J-0221 

Westinghouse 
; y They told me at the employment agency you 

PORTABLE BALANCER were so desperate you might even hire the 
other end of this act 
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COMPANION PRODUCTS 

of Precision and Flawless Finish 

for your 

TOOLS cad DIES cand PARTS 

perc N GtOUNd 
Ohh WAPOE MING HOM SEFOEMING TOO. BTEES 

arplis 
FLAT * STOCK 

ROUNDS FLATS & SQUARES 

171 stock sizes 1/32” to 1! *156 stock sizes 1/64” to 1',” thick by 
. ab 10” 

*Standard length 36 widths up to 

124” and smaller 0003” 
125” to 499” 0005” Thickness 001” or 
500 and larger ol” or Width 005° 000” 

Precision surface ground all 4. sides 

*Standard length 18” 

Precision centerless ground and polished; 
free of decarh. square and true; free of decarb 

spec ial sizes and lengths to order 

Carbon .90 Manganese 1.10 Chromium .50 Tungsten .50 Vanadiam .15 

This analysis—known and favored by every tool Simple heat treat instructions go with each indel 
and die and parts maker-is standard for both ibly marked and attractively packaged piece of flat 
products. Thus you may enjoy the advantages of a stock. Warplis Notes on Hardening pamphlets are 
single grade of time-tested ready-for-ure tool steel also available 
for all your requirements—-rounds and flats and Warplis products in standard sizes and lengths 
squares with assurance of the same ease of are obtainable off the shelves of fine steel distribu 
working, the same “stay-put” behavior after heat tors everywhere. Write “Pittsburgh” if your local 
treatment, the same fine performance in service dealer is temporarily unable to supply your needs 

Warplis is excellent for dies, tools and parts, 
particularly those in which no appreciable 
change in shape or dimensions can be tolerated, 

PITTSBURGH TOOL STEEL WIRE CO. 
Since 1902 makers of drill rods and ether cold finished 

fine steels in all sizes, grades and shapes 

MONACA,. PA, 
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Errors made at the scale 
stay wrong forever. 
There is no chance to 
recheck; either the ma- 
terial has been shipped 

or has lost its identity in 

the general stock. 
You've got to be right— 

weigh it right—Toledo 
Printweigh means accu- 

rate weights accurately 
recorded! 

2 ig 

[ = become 
ounces 

f 

DOLLARS 

>a : 
CENTS 

STOP HUMAN ERRORS 

wih PRINTWEIGH 

Conny errors in handling materials 
i] minated by Printweigh. 

Printweigh keeps seek room 
records Rick 

Toledo Printweigh Scales pro- 
vide printed weight records... 

assure you that the accurate 
indication of the Toledo dial 

will reach your accounting 
records without chance of hu- 
man error. Prints big, clear 
figures...on thick tickets... 
on large or small sheets... on 

strips... with extra copies. 

Saves time, stops losses for 

receiving, shipping, stock 
rooms, batching and many 

other weighing operations. 

Send for bulletin 2021. 

TOLEDO 

HEADQUARTERS FOR SCALES 
~—------------------5 
TOLEDO SCALE COMPANY, 
Toledo 1, Ohio 
Please send me bulletin 2021 describing 
PRINT WEIGH controlled weights. 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

cary 
Lee ee I 

American Machinist 

while paying the man for diligent 
service, need not be so large as to 
upset the estimator. Neither would 
it bankrupt the company, for, every 
hour or so saved means sO many 
more hours available for other pro 
duction and the greater the produc 
tion in any » hour, day or week, 
the lower the overhead charges and 
the greater profit on the work. If a 
time has been intelligently fixed, the 
bigger the “kickback” due to extra 
effort on the mai part, the better 
for all concer and the 
effort woul id } well w 
man and employer 

It is a mistake » lightly assume 
that caution and ill are, somehow, 

skilled 
of life the reverse 

extra 
rth while to 

synonymous highly 
people in all walk 
of cautious and even the slow skilled 
man can become fast and remain ac 
curate with practice plus an incen- 
tive. If inspection arrangements are 
good, skill and speed can be taught 
to work hand in hand and, further 
more, nico y can be as profitable 
as speed and it is always worth an 
incentive to insure that a man re- 
main on the job, working sixty 
minutes in each hour instead of fit- 
tering away precious time in gossip 
or in straying around the plant 

Interested readers will, doubtless, 
1ave in their file the excellent article 
gn the 
tributed by rrett Rogers in 
your issue of Feb. 15, 1947 

D. Mackinnon 
! Scotland 

subject of incentives con 

WHOSE BUSINESS? 

THE majority of the workers don’t 
t omy, or 

else they don’t want n stand it 
But I don't believ ) ld Man 

should tell 7 iployees about 

understand indu 

every orde! 
however, that 

busine 
iown 

lifficultie 
under 

ng is 
ex 

» mixed 
decide 
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A: Get SIMONDS Metal-Cutting 

Band-Saws...and find out! 

furnished with Standard Tooth (regu- No matter what kind of tough cutting 
job you're up against, you can't beat 
these bands for long, trouble-free serv- 
ice. Uniform tooth-set and temper as- 
sure fast, smooth cutting. And longest 
saw-life is assured by special heat- 
treatment of the back of the saw in 
order to prevent stretch, weaving in 
the cut, and cracking of gullets 

Simonds Metal-Cutting Band Saws are 

Branch Offices in Boston, Chicago, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Portland, Ore. 

Canadian Factory in Montreal, Que. 

American Machinist November 13, 

lar or wavy set)... and Skip Tooth for 
cutting plastics, wood, aluminum, and 
other soft materials. All widths are 
now packed in handy 100’ containers, 
and in coils of 300’ or welded to 
exact machine-length. Get delivery 
from stock from your local Simonds 
Distributor... call him today. 

SIMONDS 
| SAW AND STEEL CO 
— — 



how much of the business should be 
made public and how much of it he 
should keep for himself, but he al 
ways ought to state something 
officially 

I can see no objection to the Old 
Man telling his workers that he needs 
three lathes and explain that by doing 
so he can keep three more men work 
ing. If Bill wants to buy a television 
set, the Old Man ought to tell him 
that as long as he is willing to work 
hard and persistently he can stay 
His income, however, must perhaps 
be cut if bad times come around and 
perhaps raised if times continue good. 

From my experience with workers 
I am afraid they do not understand 

Plastic ; the boss’ difficulties and they will 
’ . certainly snatch every nickel they 

can get 
Cast non A. E. Fristedt 

Stockholm, Sweden 

Hamilton, Super-Sensitive, Precision, SmGN Hole Tap- 
Statdess Stel ping Machine 

IT WOULD seem that Al and Ed have 
Va Matter. What Material You Work @ ‘ hit upon a question that faces every 
hey aN American company today. Certain 

‘ If you have . factors cannot be helped but others 
small, precision holes to drill or tap; and if this ’ certainly can be improved. To at 
work must be done on fast production schedules; tempt to keep the workers from 

knowing that the company has re 
ceived a large order would be a 
foolish venture. Today the shop 

drills, then, sir, you need a super-sensitive, } workers often have the knowledge of 

and if you can afford only a minimum of work 
spoilage and practically no breakage of taps or 

precision, small hole drilling or tapping ma- ; what is going on long before the su 
chine of Hamilton manufacture. And you can pervision is told. How they learn of 

these things is usually a mystery 
Maybe through their network of of 

? fice workers, janitors, and other 
letins which we have had printed especially to factory employees, but nevertheless 

get complete specifications and prices on the Ham- 
ilton line of four drills and a tapper from the bul- 

convey this information. They are free! Write for they know. So to say “don’t tell them, 
them today! You can use the information contained because they will be wanting more 

f money” is merely a foolish idea in these bulletins... 
If you try to cover up, how do you 

* Yo Watter What Material You Work propose to explain the increased ac 
tivity on the part of all management? 
What explanation is to be given that 
certain work must be stepped up and 
better methods employed to get it 
out on time? Yes, truly it would be 
like hiding one’s head in a bucket 
of sand to think that you can keep 
your workers ignorant of what goes 
on in the company 

Is it right that a worker know all 
these things? Now that depends upon 
the company’s attitude today toward 
the laboring class as a whole. Does 
the company believe that a man who 
knows all! the fact an be a better 
worker? Or doe ie organization 
think that the narrowminded, self 
centered, one-track-minded individ 

Maxi-Jr., Super-Sensitive, Precision, Small Hole Oeil: ual who knows nothing but his little 
ing Machine part of the total operation I is the last 

Citadel word in efficiency? Companies do feel 
THE |, this wi That is why so many of 

Hamilton enon ; Mee them try to keep their help ignorant 
TOOL COMPANY as to the facts of I usiness Why do C 

STREET © HAMILTON © OHIO ® Ue Se A companies belli hat a worker 
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should never know about what is 
V yy being done in other departments? 

| Believe that foreman should never be 
enrattlily | told the company policy and how to 

: | apply it? Why do companies think . 
in Surface Roughness Measurement that a man who has wide experience 

in other fields can never help them 
because he hasn’t spent a lifetime in 
their particular industry? Don’t all 
these facts point to a company that 
believes in narrowmindedness? 

It is impossible to exist and show 
a continued profit today by thinking 
this way. You comment that many 
companies are existing. Perhaps 
Many are going out of business every 
day partly because they do not know 
good management and organization 
It is certainly too bad that so many 
of our small businessmen cannot 
succeed. Many fail because they feel 
the worker has no rights. They can 
not help him, the company believes, 
and therefore, all workers’ rights are 
ignored. Result? Labor strike, no 
orders, and finally out of business 

What should we do? The same old 
story, so many times repeated. Apply 
the Golden Rule. Treat your worker 

At Vickers, Inc... . the Type A Linear as human beings. Go one step further 
Pilotor, KA Tracer and Profilometer Type than they expect you to. Make them 
Q Amplimeter in use. feel that they owe you something 

when the How can we accomplish this? Only 
through keeping the worker—yes, 

PROFILOMETER is used 2. emo is use | formed as to business operztions. Tell 
him the story of profit and loss. Not 
in high glossy terms but in the sim You can take almost any part, regarclless of its shape, area, or surface finish 

and quickly secure accurate meter readings of its surface roughness when ple words that he can understand 
you use the Profilometer. | Easy to do? No. What is accom 

plished? Harmony, a satisfied labor 
group, more profit to the company 
and more money for the workers 

Don’t forget they help you make 
the profit so share it with them. By 
all means place the cards on the 
table. Tell your workers in a mass 

Profilometer equipment such as that illustrated above is supplied for | poets Pe i os occas tales 
mechanical tracing and is most practical for providing short tracing strokes | th viagra ip ona = enn ante ‘n 
and on extra smooth surfaces where a steady, vibration-free tracing motion Pon “om ; ; D " | - - ‘h Sesion 
with smooth reversals is required for greatest accuracy. Mechanical tracing os ‘ie "Pe } a > - 1, but sa 
also permits the use of tracers without supporting skids for entering small a “on a Bie t ro tte 
holes and other hard-to-reach surfaces; Pilotors can also be furnished to aoaee of agen pn ek ial ba 
provide the motion for tracing in circular arcs and cetera or ti week Let the 
complete circles, . | president or general manager call the 

To meet your specific roughness rating requirements, a wide variety of 
standard Profilometer tracing and piloting equipment is available. Manually 
operated Profilometer tracers are generally used for their speed and all- 
around convenience. In addition, manual tracing offers advantages by pro- 
viding ratings for surfaces that cannot otherwise be measured—such as pieces 
on large boring mills, out-of-the-way bearing surfaces on large castings 
and surfaces up to several feet in length. , 

Complete information on all standard Profilometer [ workers—all the workers—together 
equipment — the most extensive line of roughness- ’ and explain the new business and 
measuring equipment available to industry today — : how it ties into the obtaining of new 
is yours for the asking. : equipment, with more money for 

WRITE FOR FREE BULLETINS L- and L-11. the worker if they are successful in 
making the product at a low price so 
that a profit can be realized. Give the 
labor representatives the full story 
and ask their aid in getting it to the 
worker. Don’t overlook any bets 

Will it work? Yes, those organiza 
tions who have tried it are no longer 
faced with labor strife 

Profilometer is a registered trade name. 

Instrument Manufacture ' 

ANN ARBOR 4 ° MICHIGAN ; Charles Townsend 
West Hartford, Conn 
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HOW TO SHARPEN YOUR PENCIL 

IN THE JAWS 

It has always been possible to save time and money 

by using the right chuck and jaw equipment for 

the job. But today there’s a lot more to our rec- 

ommendations than just that. Power chucking 

can very well change your whole tooling picture. 

With the new Cushman High Speed Aluminum 

body Chucks and air cylinders, for example, 

extremely high spindle speeds (up to 6000 r.p.m.) 

have become a practical possibility. With these 

and other new Cushman power-operated work 

OF A CHUCKe 

holding devices, comparatively simple variations 

of standard jaw equipment have often solved 

difficult and costly set-up problems while greatly 

reducing operator fatigue and floor-to-floor time 

.. cutting down rejects and effecting substantial 

maintenance savings. 

That is why we say that pencils can be sharp- 

ened in chuck jaws nowadays...and our engineers 

are prepared to help you do some practical cost 

cutting. 

CUSHMAN 

High speed 

ALUMINUM BODY 

NDERS «..c CHUCKS 

CUSHMAN 

THE CUSHMAN CHUCK CO. 
Hartford 2, Connecticut 

WRENCH OPERATED CHUCKS CATALOG NO. 64 
POWER OPERATED CHUCKS CATALOG NO. PO-64 
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POWER PRESS 

... with all the famous 

PRESS-RITE FEATURES 

@ HEAVY UNI-CAST FRAME 
@ 4 POINT SLIDING KEY CLUTCH 
® NON-REPEAT SINGLE STROKE 

MECHANISM 
TRIPLE RAM WAY LUBRICATION 
AUTOMATIC CAM ACTUATED BRAKE 
ANTI-FRICTION ROLLER BEARINGS 
GREATER SHUT HEIGHT J 

The NEW PRESS-RITE +£1'/2 

is the latest in press design. Its 

powerful uni-cast special alloy 

trame easily does the toughest jobs 

of blanking, punching, forming 

and stamping 

FEATURE PACKED... 
PRESS-RITEs are [he PRESS-RITE £114 is loaded with heavy 
bail? le el press features. Its single stroke mechanism pro 
uilt in sizes from vides greater safety. The 4 point sliding key 

5 to 85 tons. clutch, triple ramway lubrication and anti-fric 
tion roller bearings give this press its smooth 
operation and long life. Greater shut heights 
permit use of bulkier dies. There are many 
more features. You'll find them all in PRESS 
RITE BULLETIN P650 

Get all the facts on why > 

PRESS-RITE (RCiiwacce PRESSES 
are continually rated tops for: 

BLANKING DRAWING 
FORMING PUNCHING 

STAMPING 
Sénd for your FREE copy TODAY . 

Si S Service Machine Tool Co. 

. od 2347 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 
ous varee mace sam ST. PAUL 4, MINNESOTA 

NEW BOOKS 

HANCHETT SAW AND KNIFE FITTING 
Manva_—Published by Hanchett 
Manufacturing Company, Grand 
Rapids, Mich. 460 pages. Price 
$5.50—Althoug! ymewhat prej 

udiced in favor of Hanchett equip 
ment, the book nevertheless pre 
sents broad and detailed basic data 
on fitting, repairing, and regrinding 
metal and wood-cutting saws 
Bandsaws, circular saws, gang saws, 
inserted-tooth saws, and knives are 
covered with lengthy descriptions 
and a number of photographs. To 
show saw and knife angles and 
edges, sketches are included 

PROBLEM LAYOUTS FOR TECHNICAI 
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY by B 
Leighton Wellman, Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering, Worce 
ter Polytechnic Institute Pub 
lished by McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc. 100 pages. Price 
$2.75 

Designed primarily 
room of homework use wi 
author’s book, “Technical 
tive Geometry,” this prob] 
contains 108 layout r wi 
mentary shapes and locations 
each problem printed in correct lo 

et 

cation. Paper i heavy drafting 
stock, and fill-in ocks for students 
names and records are provided 
Layouts are made so problems with 
duplicate solutions can be solved so 
the correct finished sketch will fall 
in the blank space 

CASTINGS AND FORMING PROCESSES IN 
MANUFACTURE By Jame S 
Campbe Jr., asst. professor of 
mechanical engineering, Rens 
selaer Polytechnic Institute. 536 
pages. Published by the M«¢ 
Graw-Hill Book Co 330 West 
42nd St., New York 18, N. Y 
Price 

piastics 
forging 
punch-press 
shop and we 
included. Ti 
and 
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SPECIFY 

dy 

dye penetrant 

metal inspection 

Simplified 

Non-Destructive 

Testing... 

Any Metal— 

Anywhere 

FASTER, 

‘CHEAPER, 

MORE ACCURATE 

Completely 

Portable, 

License-Free 

ACI 

Write 

for 

Details 

Northrop 
Aircraft 

1535 EAST BROADWAY 
HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 

American Machinist ° 

“Just my luck! A flat tire and no spare! What a predicament!” 
A machine shop foreman may be in a worse predicament without 
a spare arbor. When an arbor breaks. production ceases until 
the arbor is replaced. Machine and manpower hours wasted! 
Schedules disrupted! Deliveries delayed! That's why we say — 

ht Pays to Have Several Arbors in Stock 
Arbors are “perishable tools” and today their og@ 
smal! in comparison to lost hours and disrupy 
play safe! Order your spare arbors today. F 
Arbors are now available in all popular 
able to any make of milling machine 
THE KEMPSMITH MACHINE CO. . 18235. 7ist 

Get Your Cop 
NEW ARBOR ARBORS 

nw of Arbors and Acc 
. oa you helpful intormatioa 

’ your arbors t condi 

6 WS f 

yy KERPSMITH (4 / 

BY 

-KEMPSMITH 

, adapt 
d spindle. 

ee 14, Wisconsin 

hei 

Contact Your Local KEMPSMITH Dealer 

When in Need of Milling Machines, 

Attachments, Arbors and Accessories 
A 4504.-1PCA.R 

From the American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

kK NOW your men’s hobbies 
The man skilled in sports prob- 
ably has superior coordination, 
the man who paints or carves 
probably has some artistic abil- 
ity, the man who putters 
around the house probably has 
considerable ingenuity. When 
any of those specialties is re- 
quired, choose the man who 
has shown evidence of ability 
in it, 

f ‘ 
| HE man who is impatient 

with the opinions of others, 

who resists authority or de- 

mands special privileges is usu- 

ally a spoiled brat who didn't 

grow up. Until he does, he 

can't swing an executive job 
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Made from 

Pre-Alloyed 

Bearing 

Bronze Powder 

edlaloyl actually means “lead 

alloy”... a powder metallurgy 

product that combines copper, 

tin and lead in the form of a pre- 

alloyed bearing bronze. 

The introduction of lead as an 

integral part of the bronze 

powder provides conformability, 

aids lubrication, and prevents 

freezing to the shaft. Myriads of 

tiny, evenly spaced pores serve 

as miniature oil wells, metering 

oil to the shaft when in use, 

absorbing it when at rest. There- 

fore, you have adequate lubrication at all times. 

j 

Write for 

FREE 
Catalog on 
Stock Sizes 

of LEDALOYL 

Johnson Ledaloy! Bearings are die-molded to size, eliminat- 

ing costly machining, and consequently, are very low in 

cost. This is an added cost-saving advantage in odd-shaped, 

flanged, and self-aligning designs, and in large quantities 

of a size. Johnson Bronze engineers are glad to assist you 

in determining whether you can use Ledaloyl Bearings to 

your advantage. Write today! 

AZ 

515 SOUTH MILL STREET @ NEW CASTLE, PA. 

American Machinist 

material as a possible text. Individ- 
uals who wish to broaden their 
understanding of basic processes 
should obtain from this work a 
sound foundation for further study. 

PLANT ENGINEERING HANDBOOK. By 
Wm. Staniar, editor, and 87 con 
tributors. 2007 pages, 6 x 9% in. 
Published by the McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 330 W. 42nd St., 
New York 18, N. Y. Price $15. 

In preparation for the last seven 
years, this volume is a compendium 
of know-how from 46 companies and 
five universities, the information 
being subdivided into 35 sections 
Covered are plant organization, de 
sign, construction, operation, and 
maintenance; thus this handbook 
combines economic, management, 
mechanical, chemical, and power 
data. Such diverse subjects as ad- 
ministration of job-evaluation plans, 
reinforced concrete, water purifica 
tion, vibration control, and graphical 
mathematics are all here. There are 
hundreds of tables, and illustrations 
are sketches and line drawings. 

The chief editor is a well-known 
specialist in plant engineering who 
was formerly mechanical power 
engineer for E. I. du Pont de 
Nemours & Co.; thus much of the 
checking and editing is the work of 
du Pont specialists, although the 
manuscripts that comprise the book 
come from many familiar companies 
and individuals. Almost any subject 
that the plant engineering executive 
might think of in connection with 
his job is discussed here by an expert. 
Small type and compact tabulations 
compress a great amount of detail 
into the sections, which might nor 
mally be expected to be general 
rather than specific. This makes for 
an extremely useful work 

THEORY OF FLOW AND FRACTURE OF 
Souips, Vor. 1 (2NpD EDITION). 
By A. L. Nadai, consulting me 
chanical engineer, Westinghouse 
Electric Corp. Published by Mc 
Graw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd 
St.. New York 18, N. Y. 572 
pages. Price $10 

First book of a two-volume revision 
of Dr. Nadai’s PLasticity, this work 
has been broadened in scope to in 
clude a survey of the conditions 
causing fracture in materials, and 

to discuss the results of investigations 
n the yield and fracture of ductile 

under combined stress 
f the irfaces of slip 
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in the problems of plane strain is 
described, as are cases of creep 
metals. Methods for determining 
the mechanical laws of plastic def 
ormation and fracture are dis- 
cussed, and text results show much 
needed, exact values of flow and 
fracture stresses. Also included are 
data on tensile test, octahedral shear 
ing stress, finite homogeneous strain 
without rotation, limiting states of Si Lh 
stress and solids, str and flow 
figures, torsion, and plastic defor 
mation of thick-walled cylinders 
Some of the majo sults of recent TUNGSTEN LARBIDE 

experimental investigations by the 
U. S. Government on je of yield 
ing steel, formation ¢ train figures, TOgls 
advancing plastic fronts, fracture y 
surfaces of metals, and other related f 
research findings are also included L 

P he 
J / 

On \ 
macn\™ 

MoperN Arc WELDING Lessons AC & 
DC. Published by Hobart Trade ROTARY FILES BORING BITS 

ae ee REAMERS Lily «yy MILLS 
second part of the new five 

part Hobart handbook, “E] 
Welding—Procedure & 
contains the complete 
welding lessons offered at th 
trade sc} 1. The text 
divided into welding exer 

ally increasing 
ustrated with tographs 
ts and diagrams, tl material 

preliminary instructions 
and manipulat 

mmon joints 
-lectr , welding | 
with coated electrode é 
ng with coated electrods 

izontal, vertical and 
welding 

al practices and tests 

> 
THE CHARLES L Jawis COMPANY 

MIDDLETOWN IN CONNECTICUT 

TECNI-TAPS © TORQOMATICS » MULTI-TAPPERS + FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINES 
We've been getting just too damn many visi 

tors lately 
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SHELDON Names 

CHICAGO in the News 

(Continued from page 181) 

Samuel M. Felton has been elected 
president and chief executive officer 
of Shippers’ Car Line Cerp., sub 
sidiary of American Car & Foundry 
Co., New York. He succe ds the late 
Robert Rogers. For the past five 
years Mr. Felton has been president 
of American Railway Car Institute 
and prior to that general sales man 
ager, Railway Div., Budd Co. James 
F. Clark has been elected vice presi 
dent and treasurer, and Phillips B. 
Hoyt, vice president in charge of 
purchases, of ACF 

John L. Fuller has been named 
technical coordinator, Reliance Elec 
tric & Engineering Co., Cleveland 

° , Charles R. Sutherland has been 
ma ac ine 00 $ named manager of engineering for 

the company’s Ivan} Div. products 
Earl C. Barnes has been named man 

é 
; ager of engineering, Ashtabula Div 

that cover large et ot entinering, Ashtabula 

® Laurence H. Carr has been named 
prod uction d reas director of engineering and research, 

Edward Valves, Inc., East Chicago, 
Ind. He was previously chief metal 

: lurgist. Ralph A. Mumer has been 
Inexpensive to buy, space and power named @ sales engineer with F. 3 

- ; : Hearty & Co., Los Angeles and San 
saving, light, fast and easy to operate, Francisco, west coast representative 

* Increased collet for Edward Valves 
these improved SHELDON Machine 
a ; } capacity 
fools embody new engineering that 

gives them increased capacity for size.* %* More power to 

Scientific distribution of mass has given —— 

rigidity and stamina without cumber- ds Zero Precision 

someness. taper roller 

bearings——more 

Here is a new development in profu- speed, longer 

able production -a way to obtain more life, extreme Pe) 
. «=O 

° aceuracy . 
pieces per hour at a lower cost: per John A. Curtis 

: John A. Curtis has been named 
piece. manager of the newly formed Power 

Balaster Products Div. of Pullman 
Standard Card 
Manufacturing f 
division 

SHELDON MACHINE CO.Inc == 
Manufacturers of Sheldon Precision Lathes @ Milling Machines ¢ Shapers 
4234 N. KNOX AVENUE + CHICAGO 43. ILLINOIS. U.S.A 

H rite for catalog. 
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Paul L. Mather 

Rear Admiral Paul L. Mather, 
USN (retired), has been named man 
ager, Precision Equipment Div., and 
special assistant to the president of 
DeLaval Separator Co., New York 
He served in 1949 as administrator 
of the War Assets Administration 

William F. Winemiller, formerly 
refractories engineer in the Detroit 
area for Norton Co Worcester, 
Mass., has been named chief sales 
engineer, Refractories Div., at 
Worcester. Eugene A. Fischer has 
been named refractories engineer 
for New England and part of 
New York State, with headquarters 
in Worcester. Murner E. Thor takes 
over the division’s territory of east 
ern Canada and part of New York 
State, working out of Buffalo. David 
G. Bolon has been named refrac 
tories engineer in Detroit for the 
territory which includes the prin 
cipal part of Indiana and Michigan 
with exception of the upper penin 
sula 

Paul I. Birchard has been named 
vice president and manager of En 
terprise Div. of the newly formed 
General Metals Corp., San Francisco, 

merger of three Transamerica 
Corp., metal products subsidiaries 
General Metals Corp., Adel Precision 
Products Corp., and Enterprise En 
gine & Foundry Co. Fred T. Miller 
has been named vice president of 
engineering and sales, and Richard 
A. Stumm, vice president of manu 
facturing, Adel Div., Burbank, Calif 
Metals Div. will be headed by Frank 
L. Stamm, vice president at the Los 
Angeles plant; Philip C. Rodger, 
vi president and manager at the 
Oakland, Calif., plant, and Harold 
W. Schmid, vice president at Hous 
ton, Tex. William A. DeRidder, head 
of General Metals operations for 
many years, is chairman of the new 
corporation. President is William E. 
Butts, who has headed the Enterprise 
Co. W. E. Clayton, Jr., is secretary 
and Roy C. Menzel, treasurer 
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CONTINUOUS 

OF 

OVER. ONE. HUNDRED YEARS 

JF SS 
Although perhaps best known for 

our special HY-TEN Alloy Steels, Wheelock, Lovejoy 

carries a full line of standard steels in stock for fast, 

dependable service from our warehouses. These stan- 

dard grades include: C-1117, A4615, E4617, A4620, 

A4140, A4142, A4145, A4150, A4340, ete. 

There are many advantages in using a single source 

for all your alloy steel needs, and Wheelock, Lovejoy 

offers these extra services — modern heat treating, 

testing and cutting, plus prompt delivery of blocks, 

rings, spindles and other forged shapes to your 

exact specifications. 

Call in your nearest Wheelock, Lovejoy metallur- 

gical expert —he represents a firm that is backed by 

over a century of experience in the use and applica- 

tion of fine steels. 

WL steels are metallurgically constant. This guarantees 

uniformity of chemistry, grain size, hardenability— thus eli- 

minating costly changes in heat treating specifications. 

Write today for your FREE COPY of the 
Wheelock, Lovejoy Data Book, indicating your 
title and company identification. It contains com- 
plete technical information on grades, applica- 
tions, physical properties, tests, heat treating, etc. 

137 Sidney St., Cambridge 39, Mass. 
and Cleveland + Chicage * Detroit 
Hillside. \.j. * Ballale + Cincinnall 

Vw 

WHEELOC - 484 4 . % 

| ()\ I ()} ACO.. enh Serrice 

y | 4 | \ ( S ( AMBRIDGE CTeESELAND 
CHICAGO HILLSIDF.N 
De that BLPRRFALO 
civcinvati 

In Canada 
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‘NO! 
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LESS THAN A DIME TENS - Bronze 

PER KEYWAY Stainless - Monel 

THIS WAY W,, Alloy Steels 

_ ihe te BOLTS NUTS 

years, cutters, hubs »| y etc 

EYWAY eE vote IN ONE MINUTE PER K 

MAIL THE COUPON 

The duMONT CORPORATION 
Greenfield, Mass. 

Please mail Info Folder and Price List “A”, on Minute Man 
Kits for cutting keyways from 1/16” to 34” wide in bores from 
V4" to 3” by 1/16” steps. 

Name 

Company J 

Address 

Cc. & J. Geared Head LATHE (if '\ 

-——=B Designed for high quality general service. Built in one size and one 
model only. Powerful, accurate, tooled and equipped to produce effi- 
ciently. Features exceptionally long carriage bearing (23%). Feed is 
provided by separate rod, so lead screw is used only for thread chas- 
ing. Complete regular equipment includes thread indicator. Guaran- 
teed accurate within .001 inch in 14 inches. Write for new descriptive 
bulletin 38-A-8. 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
CARROLL & JAMIESON MACHINE TOOL CO. me ces agp aang 

BATAVIA, OHIO bie PLACE TO SOLVE YOUR BOLT PROBLEMS 
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HERE'S WHERE VEELOS 

SAVES YOU TIME AND MONEY 

Look at this stockroom with its 
dangling mess of different sizes of 
endless y-belts. Here is a typical 
picture of a costly, hard-to-handle, 
endless v-belt inventory. With Veelos 
—the adjustable v-belt—all this 
Is ended. 

with VEELOS, any BELT 

SIZE 1S ALWAYS ON HAND 

These four reels of Veelos alone can 
replace up to 316 sizes of endless 
v-belts in the O, A, B and C widths. 
No more stockroom troubles, no 
more replacement headaches be- 
cause Veelos is always ready—in 
the widths you require. 

If you are interested in reducing your v-belt 
costs and increasing your production effi- 
ciency, you should hove a Veelos Data Book. 
For free copy of this illustrated book com- 
plete with engineering information write* 

VEELOS assures 

MAXIMUM MACHINE PRODUCTION 

Veelos is easy to install without dis- 
mantling outboard bearings. Veelos 
runs true for vibrationless, full 
power delivery. Because Veelos is 
adjustable, uniform belt tension is 
easily maintained. 

THE LINK ADJUSTABLE TO ANY LENGTH e ADAPTABLE TO ANY DRIVE 
Made in all widths in three types: regulor, oil-proof, static conduct 
ing. Also double V in A and B. Packaged on reels in 100-foot lengths 
Sales engineers in principal cities; over 350 distributors throughout 
the country. Veelos is known os VEELINK outside the United Stotes. 

*MANHEIM MANUFACTURING & BELTING COMPANY, MANHEIM, PA. 
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INSTALLED 1938... 

Press 

Per formance 
eport 

MINSTER 
® No. so. 
4 a ton 

32” ber 
“© Doub) 

twin 

7-2209 
©apacity 
ween upri Prigh © geared, gnts 

drive 

REPAIRS our. .. DOWNTIME Zor 

The next big metal sign you see along the high- 
way could have been embossed on this Minster 
press, Located at the Robertson Sign Company 
Springfield, Ohio, it has handled a tremendous 
number of signs. Yet, since 1938 there has been n 
expense, no downtime, no repairs to the press or 
clutch 

As one of Robertson's executives puts it: “What 
more can be said? We haven't spent a dime on the 
press since its installation 

MASTER 

JDO>A- DESIGN FIRST IN 

The remarkable thing about this remarkable 
performance record is that it isn’t so very unusual 

for a Minster press. In many plants performance 
records show a complete absence of repair main 
tenance. In others, the figures are so low as to be 
almost negligible 

Design excellence of the highest order is resp 
sible for Minster’s leadership in the power press 
field. This leadership takes the form, not only 
low maintenance figures but faster speec f 
die life, higher accuracies, and greater ease of op 
eration. In fact, Minster’s performance today shor 
make obsolete all of your previous press and ¢ 
performance e standards 

Investigate Minster before you buy. When you 
check the records you'll insist your next presses 
will be Minster built and equipped with Minster 
air operated friction clutch and brake units 
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Solved with Jal Cold-Finished 

JALCASE10 [ii: 

HIGH MECHANICAL AND 

MACHINABILITY PROPERTIES 

SAVE TIME AND MONEY... 

... PRODUCE BETTER PARTS 

Tough Machining Problems a R 

GET THIS BOOKLET 

FREE 

You'll want more infor 
mation about Jalcase 16 

. ‘ fi { ‘ . and the other nine 
Maybe you haven't tten the wo aa) grades of Jalcase. Our 
yet, but more and more machinists ere, | booklet entitled “You Can 

“4 * , | Make Them Better with 
are “discovering” Jalcase 10(A.1.S.1 , | J&L Cold-finished Jal 
No. C-1144), «ce top grade of J&l case"’ contains informa 

. ’ t ‘ I tect al dat to 
Cold finished Jalease And the y re wer igen oe ht a help you produce better 
getting good results, too! Here’s why gS " parts. This illustrated 

. a rs booklet is yours for the 
f é 6 e ' asking. Write today! 

Jalcase 10 is the highest carbon | : | 
grade of Jalcase; it has high me- dones , 
chanical and machinability proper ——$E Seeronitiag 
ties. This makes Jal ase 10 ideal for MAIL THIS 
those tough “in between” machin 
ing applications. For instance: COUPON 

use Jalcase 10 and dispense with the 
Many times the finished-parts heat-treating altogether Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation 

402 Jones & Laughlin Building 
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvama 

specifications on a job call for a 
high degree of hardness, but not as This saves production time and 

Please send me a free copy of 
a : “You Can Make Them Better with 

treating the finished part. In these 10’s high quality produces a better 1&1. Cold-Finished Jalcas 
high as that obtained through heat- cuts down on costs. And _ Jalcase £ £ 

applications, manufacturers and ma- finish. It’s worth your while to try 
chinists have found it profitable to Jalcase 10 on your screw machines 

JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION 
From tts own raw materials, PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS: HOT ROLLED AND COLD FINISHED 
J&L. manufactures a full line of Bags AND SHAPES + STRUCTURAL SHAPES + HOT AND COLL carbon steel products, 43 well @ 
certain products in OTISCOLOY ROLLED STRIP AND SHEETS + TUBULAR, WIRE AND TIN MILL 
and ja.toy (Ai-sensile steels) PRODUCTS + ‘‘PRECISIONBILT’’ WIRE ROPE +» COAL CHEMICALS * eeeeeedoe0e ee w 

ADDRESS 
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j0B 
Turning electric motor 
shafts, SAE 3140 steel 
from 2° down to 142 
in one Cut 

ADAMAS CARBIDE USED 
Specification: Style #2310 
tandard blank, ADAMAS 

Grade D. Delivery: Immediately 
from stock 

Manufacture of rush order 
for two lip counterbores 
by carbide toolmaker at 
lowest possible cost 

Specification: Preformed 
biank to .015 of finished 
size, ADAMAS Grade B 
Delivery: Seven days after 
order received 

Forming electronic tube 
grids to extremely close 
tolerances on a heavy 
production schedule 

Specification: Preformed 
mandrel, ADAMAS Grade AA 
Delivery: 10 days after 
order received 

REO 
Facing cast iron gate 
valve. Intermittent cut over 
flange holes on 20° 0.0 

Specification: Style V-439 
standard blank, ADAMAS 
Grade A. Delivery 
immediately 
from stock 

Replacing rapidly wearing 
bushings on precision 
jewelers lathes used in 
fine watchmaking 

Specification: Preformed 
bushing, ADAMAS Grade A 
Delivery: 8 days after 
order received 

Let ADAMAS CARBIDE 

cut your costs and 

speed your production 

Write Dept. “A” for recommendations 
on your job, or, ask for an 

Adamas field man to call 

Producers of top quality carbide for cutting tools, dies and wear resistance 

spnke’ on Thats fobe! 

ADAMAS RESULTS 
increased production up to 150 
pieces between grinds. 

hour 25 minutes. Saved $3.75 in 
diamond whee! costs. Eliminated 
10% loss due to cracking 
during rough grinding 

used continuously without measurable 
wear. Preformed mandrels required 
only .005 to .009 to finish on ail 
critical dimensions 

Increased cutting speed from 90 to 
240 feet per minute. Tripled number 
of pieces between grinds 

ADAMAS Carbide bushings eliminated 
play and maintained required tolerance 
for 16 months without replacement 
under constant use. 

TNL 

CARBIDE CORPORATION 
1000 South 4th Street - Harrison, New Jersey 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

r™O MAKE a man who works for you feel tops, ask his 

advice. It’s an old rule that if you want a man to like 

you, get him to do you a favor 

they're easy to find 

nearest vacant bin? If you want to save costly searching 

giver values more than gold. 

advice is something the 

RE your stockbins clean? Do you know what’s in them? 

Are numbered parts and tools in numerica! order so 

or is each new thing chucked into the 

time, get system into stores and cribs. 
| | 
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STOCK 
SHAPES 

ia 

For All Mokes of 
Power, Hand and Foot Presses 

e 
Carried in New York stock 

for immediate shipment 
. 

Metal-working Punch and Die 
Specialists for sixty years 

. 
Send for circulars covering our line 

REGULAR Oven 

EP, 
SE) -CORCUL AR ERO Ovar 

T. H. LEWTHWAITE MACHINE CO., INC. 
313 fost 47th St, New York 17, N.Y 

Wf, Ath httht tt bj Ub y 

7, W fastener AIN'T, if — / 

it works loose. 

Z, The “FLEXLOC” IS— 

because if won’t! 

ONE-PIECE, ALL-METAL é 

STOP- and LOCK-NU 

Its “chuck-like”, resilient locking segments 
lock the “FLEXLOC” securely in any posi 
tion on a threaded member with a controlled 
uniform and dependable torque 
Tough applications demonstrate that the 
“FLEXLOC” positively ‘won't work loose”, 
yet it can be removed easily with a wrench 
when desired. Because it is all-metal, tem 
peratures as high os 550°F. hold no terrors 
for the “FLEXLOC 
The “FLEXLOC” has plenty 
can be re-used many times 
fore a long, effective life 

of tensile 
has there 

Write for further information and 
free samples 

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO. 

JENKINTOWN 1, PENNSYLVANIA 
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DISTRIBUTORS AND REPRESENTATIVES -.--ON YOUR PRODUCTION COSTS 
*Akron, Ohio Miami 9, Fla If the machines or equipment you manufac 

Hardware & Supply C« General Equipment & = oahu 7 J er + are Sg ture require gearing, speed reducers or motor 
Benson Co., Inc Milwaukee 11, Wisc ized reducers, you can save substantially by 

*Baltimore 
L 

a --y 2 ME cid — - standardizing on Ohio Stock Gears and Speed 
Belting Co., Inc Industrial Supply Co Reducers. They are precision made in every 

Buficlo, MN. ¥ ee akces Ulndtiony © detail and fit perfectly into most applications 
“s i Pooley Belting Co Supvly Co Produced in quantity runs they cost less 
Cen i a on. Nel@eers) R. J. Tricon Co and save the delivery time ordinarily required 
Cleveland 2, Ohio es ee Se for “specials.” 

Schomer Co 
auton, Goto ae A PS -- ON YOUR MAINTENANCE COSTS 

E. C Hawk sion Co ; With Ohio Stock Gears and Reducers on your *Detroit 2, Michigan (Gears) Atlantic Gear Works ; 
Abrasive and Supply Co Paterson 4, N. J production machines you are sure of long, 

*Erie, Pa (Gears) Bernstein Bros. Inc steady performance. However, when replace 
Crossley Co Pawtucket, Rhode Island oonat teanenen cneddenes. @ieem > faen ‘aad cimeita. ine Genrne 4. Seon ecomes necessary, they cost less anc 
Bearing & Transmission Co Phila ielphia, Pa you eliminate expensive down time waiting shes nan Belting & 

“Gre ee: — to for deliveries. anivi 
Hagerstown, Md an oe See 7 

Hagerstown Equipment Co , i, *STANDARDIZE ON OHIO STOCK 
Hoboken, N. J Conais Endanil Genet urgh, Pa. GEARS AND SPEED REDUCERS 
Houston 3 Tense 1 Supply Co Ohio Stock Gears and Speed Reducers are enring §& caring oervic Mal . - 

*Indianapolis, Indiana Minder Chain & Geer Co ordinarily available from your nearest dis 
A. R. Young Rochester 4, N. Y tributors stock. 

*Kansas City, North, Mc M. Cross an 
Sesco Enginecring & Supt > 
Corp 

*Los Angeles, Calif 
J. W. Minder Chain & Gear Ce 

Louisville 2, Ky 
Alfred Halliday 

Memphis 2, Tenn Toledo, Ohic 
Memphis Bearing & Supply Co The Bearing & Transmission C« 

IN CANADA, *Montreal, Quebec, John Braidwood & Sons, Ltd 
*Stocks Carried 

ESTABLISHED 1915 

THE OHIO GEAR COMPANY 
1326 EAST 179TH STREET © CLEVELAND 10, OHIO 

Co 
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GEAR ECONOMY BEGINS 

"™" BRAUN 
CINCINNATI GEARS, GOOD GEARS ONLY Y The Braun Geor Company hos been 

: ; shaping the wheels of industry for more 
Even though two supposedly ‘ thon 38 years, producing gears of qual- 
identical gears made by different " - ity at economical prices. Braun’s brand 
manufacturers may look alike, “ i new plant is now more than ever 
there can be a vast difference... ; gt equipped to supply the things that 
and this difference can have an bs count in geors—precision workmanship, 
important effect on yourcostsand er fine materials, good design, and prompt 
the performance of your product. i . service. 

a Send samples or prints and specifica- + ‘ mits 
The variation often results from . tions for immediate quotations. Whether the care and skill with which the : : d At Cincinnati ie your requirements are for one geor or 
a ae ew thousands, you will find that economy Gear Company skilled personnel : 
and advanced production tech- ‘ begins with Com 
niques are combined to produce | oN 
Gears, Good Gears Only that 4 
outperform and outlast ordinary 

gears. We suggest that you find 5 BRAUN GEAR COM PANY 
out what a great difference 
there can be. . . for specific F| 239 Richmond St., Brooklyn 8, N. Y. 

i 

* s 

recommendations send de- 
tails of your applications. 

Yh RS: 

Spur * Helical * Rack * Werm 
Bevel * Spline Shafts * Spiral 

Internal * ‘Ceniflex * Herringbone 
Spiral Bevel 

THE CINCINNATI GEAR COMPANY 
‘Gears Good Gears Only" 

Sm CM a el ee Ohio 

HH 
a -_ 

Confidentially, here at Earle Gear, YS Ka | 
we have to make that every 

tetanic He KS. FOR INDUSTRIAL USE — 

PFORNON 5 GOST *h Wises SPURS TO 72° PD, 1 OP acks, which are made in ail shapes 
ind up to 20 feet long, 3 DP. Flaw BEVELS TO 54” PD, 1 DP 
ess in operation, they are fabricated SPIRAL, HELICAL and WORM GEARS 

to your exact specifications and at TO 48” PD, 2 OP 
ices that will please you. Stohl’s [| CONTINUOUS-TOOTH HERRINGBONE 

ll and experience, with facilities TO 60” PD, 2 OP 
werd ie gel et tm ol SPROCKETS TO 72- PD, 2'/." CP y r disposal or the finest in racks 

1 gours tt will pay you to get Staht's RACKS TO 20 FT. LONG, 3 DP 
estimate first SILENT GEARS; 

RAWHIDE, BAKELITE, FABROIL 
HEAT-TREATED, CASE OR FLAME 

HARDENED GEARS - 
OF CARBON OR ALLOY STEEL 

GEAR & MACHINE COMPANY 
3901 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland 14, Ohio 
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KEYSEATING 

The Modern 

Way 

Illustration 
shows typical 
set-up for cut- 
ting taper 
keyways with 
table tilted. 

Mac hines 
made 

are 
in three 

sizes for key- 
ways 1/16" 
1” in width. 

to 

Great simplicity and ease of operation of Davis Keyseaters 
assure the user of accurate, time saving work. 

Let our engineer study your keyseating problems. 

DAVIS KEYSEATER COMPANY 
403 EXCHANGE ST. ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

— 

Fabricated, Too! 

a H& K 

¢ Limitless Pattern Variety 

e Wide Range of Materials 

© Forming Assistance 
and Facilities 

FOR THOSE SPECIAL APPLICATIONS where 
Perforated Metals must toke special form 
(filter plates, trays, conveyor linings, avto- 
motive radiator grills and such), H & K 
offers complete fabricating facilities PLUS 
the experience of 66 yeors in precision 
perforating. H & K is fully equipped to 
roll, shear, broze, weld and otherwise 
fabricate to your specifications 

H & K RECOMMENDATIONS will assure 
you of well chosen metals ond alloys 
(non-metals, too) with all the desirable 
features of corrosion resistance, strength, 
smooth easily cleaned surfaces, depend- 
ably accurate patterns, etc., at low cost 
Also Remember—H & K Grilles . Ultimate 

in Beovty .. . Utility LONG LIFE! 

Harrington « King 

5665 Fillmore St., Chicago 44, Iii. 

SPUR—SPIRAL 

BEVEL—RACK 

AND PINION 

GANSCHOW GEAR CO .- 

Mm 
“eS QUALITY GEARS ye 

CUT TO ORDER 

@ MEISEL produces but one hind of 
gears spe- 

inherent 
gears constructed for 

cic jobs. Only through the 
accuracy of this special designing could 
such dependability, performance and 
economy be possibie. Tell us what you 
expect it to do, and we'll show you 
the one gear suited for your job. 

PRESS MFG. CO. 
Avenue R 

MEISEL 
Mec 
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114 Liberty St.. New York 6, N. Y 

UP TO 60" PITCH DIA. 

UP TO 10" FACE WIDTH 

14 N. MORGAN ST. CHICAGY) 

QGIRY'S NEEDS FOR 72 YEARS - 1949 

fall 

Grant 

CESFOR GEARS 

* Gears of alltypes + Speed reducers 

GRANT GEAR WORKS, 
169 W. SECOND STREET 

7 

1877 — GEARED TO IW, 

Ine, 
$O. BOSTON, MASS. 



Start With Any One of These 

To Cut 

WITH ROLLER OR BELT CONVEYORS 
Wherever packages, parts, or units have to be handled — do it faster, 

better, cheaper, with Standard roller or belt conveyors, power or gravity. 
Standard also builds silat, chain, wheel, or pushbar conveyors to fit your needs. 

“i 

a HANDIBELT with SPIRAL CHUTES 
a small, light compact, easil effective time, work and money ' " nr erable nvev portable 4 a sensuveras ¢ y savers lowering pieces, parts, pack mit that stacks, boads ages floor to floor. Scientifically de 

cartons, packages up to 13 rs ; P A ; weight. Ca be j nd signed and properly pitched—ava 
ned ot horizontal. Elect motor able in many types and sizes. Cost 

operated nothing to operate. 

with PNEUMATIC 
TUBE SYSTEMS 
ide swift, sure, safe tra 

mn of messages docun 
samples T 

with 

’ meer ee STANDARD CONVEYOR COMPANY 
oe — North St. Paul 9, Minn 

sl Catalog AM-11 Sales and Service in Principal Cities 
Te 1s what you wan 

handle or ¢ 
equipment on which y 

RAVITY & POWER 
CONVEYORS 

Co ’ =z 
wperren measure wits JUFAIM ” 

TO BOOST 

PRODUCTION... 

SAVE CRITICAL 

MATERIALS! 

MICROMETER Re ¥ 
o? 

fs 
QQ CALIPERS 

\ 
ler \ 

, A 

COMBINATION f/* 

LUFKIN PRECISION TOOLS! 

The pressure is on now—all 
down the line—to boost pro- 
duction on one hand... and 
to reduce rejects and costly 
scrap on the other. Finer qual- 
ity Lufkin precision tools can 
help you on this all-important 
job because of their many, ex- 
clusive, accuracy-assuring re- 
finements. There is a wide 
selection of Lufkin tools avail- 
able for most every precision 
measuring application. Now’s 
the time to insist on nothing 
but the finest—Lufkin’See them 
at your industrial supply house. 

103-A 

Suy [ur KIN 

TAPES + RULES + PRECISION TOOLS 
THE LUFKIN RULE CO 

SAGINAW, MICH. + New York City + Barrie, Ont 
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Champion DeArment Tool Compan Meadville, Pa.. use the 

Lindberg 2-station Induction Heating Unit to harden their 

famous CHANNELLOCK pliers. Their unit, like all other Lindberg 

Induction Heating Units, is designed to give a full day's produc tion 

every day... without costly, irritating breakdowns that skyrocket 

production cost OVERSIZED COMPONENTS— oversized 
l compone nts, built into every I indberg I nit, insures uninte rrupte d 

production and hundreds of “bonus hours” of service life 
Mr. H. H. Manning, vice president of SAFETY OVERLOADS afety overloads. designed for any 
Champion DeArment says, “What we like 
about the Lindberg Induction Heating eventuality protect valuable equipment, reduce rejects and guar 
Unit is its accessability for inspection 
and preventative maintenance. It has been against human error * * “CHECKLITE” TROUBLE SHOOTING 
used 8 hours per day since its installation 
and we have had practically no interrup- 
tion of production. and when safety overloads operate a signal light indicate 

a built-in “CHECKLITE system maintains a constant vigil 

the location of the overloads for immediate correction For 

full details on 5, 10, or 25K W Units, write for Bulletin 

1440 Lindberg Engineering Company 

2445 West Hubbard Street, Chicago 12, IHlinoi 

LINDBERG 

> HIGH FREQUENCY DIVISION 
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ER OE NEE BRE 2 OIA GE crap em 
MAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

Cutting Hard-Tempered 
Va" Chrome Moley Steel 

Sawing 16” Steel Piling 

= 
F RICTION sawing with Tannewitz High Speed 
Band Saws results in perfectly amazing time 
savings in the cutting of flat sheets of soft or 
hardened steels, non-ferrous metals, armor plate, 
glass, plastics, many other materials and the 
trimming of castings. For cutting formed parts 
there's nothing to compare with it. The down- 
drag of the saw is so negligible that parts may 
be trimmed or sawn as desired without using 
a rest of any kind, Whatever your cutting 
requirements, chances are they can be handled 
faster and at less cost with Tannewitz High 
Speed Band Saws 

THE TANNEWITZ WORKS 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

u rite for Your 
Free Copy on Friction 
Sawing 

"FRICTION. 

SAWING 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
LF DIESEL NTL EOI HE AAT RAC LI ER 

ry 
| Hk method or process 

you're surest is the ultimate is 
the one most susceptible to im- 
provement, Nothing is so dan- 
gerous as the method you're 
certain is the last word. 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

way. Save your time and en- 
ergy by doing things when 
they should be done—or even 
before. The soundly lazy man 
gets things done on schedule 
and avoids the hard work of 

from 

SUPERVISOR 

to 

WORKS MANAGER 

° 

ves, that is the calibre 

of the personnel avail- 

able to your organiza- 

cion through the Classi- 

fied Advertising pages 

of American Machinist. 

Check the Searchlight 

Section in this issue—if 

vou do not find the men 

you need, an inexpen- 

sive ad in that section 

will tell the more than 

28,000 readers of 

American Machinist 

the magazine edited ex- 

clusively for metalwork- 

ing production manage- 

ment—the kind of man 

you want. 

( lassified Ad vertising 

Division 

American Machinist 

330 West 42nd S#. 

New York 18, N. Y. 
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for paint... 

against rust... 

a 

belongs 

of fine painted metal products 

The enemies of paint begin to work as soon as your product leaves 
your plant. Moisture, abrasion, scratches and dents injure the 
paint film and lay the metal bare. The finish on untreated metal 
will quickly deteriorate. 

On Ponderite-treated metal the paint is anchored by the crystalline 
phosphate coating, integral with the metal. Because it’s non- 
metallic, Bonderite resists rust and corrosion, confines finish 
damage from scratches to the injury itself. Bonderite-treated 
products look better longer. 

QUALITY g 
\ 

520" » 

Bonderite is the standard corrosion resistant paint base. It’s used 
on thousands of painted metal products. Learn how it can help 
make your product better. Write today. 

Bonderite, Parco, Parco Lubrite—Reg. US. Pat. OF. 

LARKER- PARKER RUST PROOF COMPANY 
2196 East Milwaukee Ave. : { 

Detroit 11, Michigan Z 

BONDERITE— Corrosion Resistant Paint Base » PARCO COMPOUND — Rust Resistant » PARCO LUBRITE—Wear Resistant for Friction Surfaces 
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Cars keep rolling off line 

when parts “fly” to the job 

Increased production at a West Coast assembly line caused 
a parts shortage. Shipment in transit was located at St. Louis 
in late afternoon and Air Expressed to coast. Delivered 5 a.m, 
next morning. Speed like this keeps production rolling, lets you 
meet every delivery date. The cost? Shipping charge for 50-lb. 
carton: $24.56. 

You get door-to-door 
service included in the 
low rate. ‘This makes 
the world’s fastest 
transportation meth- 
od convenient and 
easy to use. Specify it 
regularly to keep cus- 
tomer service high 
and high-cost inven 
tories low. 

Shipments go on al! 
Scheduled Airline 
flights. Speeds up to 
5 miles a minute 
dependable service, 
experienced handling. 
For fast action, phone 
Air Express Division, 
Railway Express 
Agency Many low 
commodity rates in 
effect. Investigate 

Air Express gives you all these advantages: 
World's fastest transportation method 
Special door-to-door service at no extra cost 
One-carrier responsibility al! the way 
1150 cities served direct by air; air-rail to 22,000 off-airline points 
Experienced Air Express has handled over 25 million shipments 

Rates inctude pick-up ond delivery door 
te door in off principal towns end cities 

A service of 
Railway Express Agency and the 

‘ONLY ERICKSON Speed Indexers 

CAN BE USED IN 
Horizontal or Vertical Positions 

Designed to Speed Up 
and Simplify Position- 
ing and Holding Oper 
ations 

Indexer Prices Start at Only $215.00 

Speed up those time consuming index jobs NEW 3- 
bring production costs down. Look at these POSITION INDEXER 
exclusive Erickson Features Now, operations requir 

Positive locking independent of air or hy 
draulics 
Longer Spindle Bearing for rigidity 
Easy adaptability for automatic operation 
micro switch can be used directly with plunger 
pin which engages index plate 

ing 3 divisions (120 
can be done faster, at accuracy with easily lower cost 
adapted Erickson 3-Po 
sition Indexer! 

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS 

ERICKSON TOOLS DIVISION 

2302-G HAMILTON AVE. e CLEVELAND 14, O. 

Yew SAMSON 

REINFORCING BAR CUTTERS 

* All Steel Construction 

*Unbreakable Frame 

* Easy Operation 

PROMPT 

SHIPMENT 

Write for catalog 

SIZE 

Cuts Rounds 
Cuts Squares 

PRICE $60.30 

f.o.b. New York 

JULIUS BLUM & CO., Inc. 

532 West 22nd St., New York 11 © WAtkins 9-7042 

Subject to change 
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PURIFYING THESE 3 OILS 

PAYS Sec/4/ DIVIDENDS 

Lic OIL 
% HYDRAU 

1 Removal by means of De Laval centrifugal 
machines of the condensate that tends to rust 
pumps, valves and controls and causes seals to 
harden. Simultaneous removal of dirt and sludge 
prevents scoring of finished surfaces. 

The De Laval Oil Purifier removes metallic par- 
ticles, grit and water from lubricating oils in 
circulating systems of automobiles. Result: 
cleaner motors, more oil savings. 

Centrifugal force removes abrasive and metallic 
particles from cutting oil—insures faster, smoother 
cutting. Also more consistent accuracy and less 
machine “down” time. Purification saves tools 
as well as oil. Write for Bulletin MM-1. 

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY 
165 Broadway, New York 6 427 Randolph St., Chicago 6 
DE LAVAL PACIFIC CO., 61 Beale St., San Francisco 5 
THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, Limited, Peterborough, Ont. 

DE LAVAL 

PURIFIERS and CLARIFIERS 

e_ 
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SAVES YOU up to 70% 

ON FIXTURE PARTS COST 

Order Complete Clamp Assemblies 

or any of their Component Parts 

for Immediate Delivery — 

TEMPLATE 
DWGS 
OF ALL 
CLAMPS 
& PARTS 
SENT ON 
REQUEST 

WESPO TYPE NO. 2, 
CLAMP ASSEMBLY 

/ Below shows 
— Parts of Type No. 2 

FIXTURE 
CLAMPS BY 
WESPO— 
12 styles = , . : 
94 SIZES Pe 10 SIZES 

Wespo Clamps and parts can be included in your au 
fixture layouts. They are precision made of heat 
treated alloy steel, cadmium plated. Clamp Assem- 
blies are made in 12 types—94 sizes 
Write for exact scale template sheets and latest 
bulletin 

Representatives in industrial areas, 
Complete stocks at factory and following? 

ROCHESTER, N. ¥ Rekers & Roesell 
. Cummings & Company 

Triplex Supply Co 
Service Tool & Supply 

Fidelity Tool Supply 
J. Reinertson & Co 

11 SIZES 

4 SIZES 
WEST POINT 
MFG. CO. 

19631 MERRIMAN 
COURT 

WESPO ECONOMY CLAMP 
TYPE "OO" 

FARMINGTON, MICH 

350 FIXTURE PARTS 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

+$59.50* 

AND YOU ARE 
READY FOR 
INCREASED 
PRODUCTION 
AT LOWER 
cost 

USE GRAYMILLS COOLANT SYSTEMS 
and PUMPS TO CONVERT YOUR 

WET CUTTING and for CHINES FOR 
REPLACEMENT 

MA. 

There is a New Improved Graymills Coolant 
System for almost every metal working (and 

forming) machine. 
1/25 to '/2 HP. 
pumps. Tanks 1 
gal. to 38 gals 
Complete with 
hoses, nozzles and 
fittings. 
Call your industrial 
distributor today. 
Now — start saving 
tomorrow! 
*Model H-2-3325 

$59.50 

GRAYMILLS CORP 
2001 RIDGE AVE. EVANSTON, ILL. 

How 

Cutting Costs... 

“Value 7 Analysis’ 

provides a practical, Fun- 

damental approach to 

the problem of lower cost 

production. 

Send for your copy of 

“How To Cut Costs With 

Value Analysis,” now 

available in reprint form. 

Reprints of this helpful 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Special Report are avail- 

able at 15 cents each, or 

13 cents each in quanti- 

ties of 100 or more. 

The "MIGHTY MIDGET" Line 
ORDER DIRECT on our 10 day money back guarantee. 

RADIUS DRESSER $34.00 Diamond $7.00 ANGLE DRESSER $39.00 

Special Size 
Angle and Radius 

f Dressers Made 
[ to Order. 

ed Send for 
Quotation. 

Write Reader Service 

Department 
Hardened shaft—Bearing adjustable for wear. Dia mond always perfectly centered. Easily set adjust able (80° stops 
10° Wheel size for DeALL and NORTON Grinders— 
$39.00 Diamond $7.00. Market. Can be set very accurately with a Pretractor. 
SPECIAL 14° Wheel Size $89.00 Werks underneath the wheel. Large bearing surfaces. 
SPERMAN METAL SPECIALTIES, 27 COLUMBIA PLACE, BROOKLYN 2, N. Y. 

American 

Machinist 
McGrew-Hill Bidg. WN. Y. 18, WN. Y. 

First low cost high precision Angle Dresser on the 
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Here’s DURATEX... [Ne 

AQ’s Economical 

Heavy-Duty Protection Against DURATEX 

Oil, Heat, Sparks, Abrasion 

In one thriftily-priced, long-wearing fabric — AO now offers 

4-way protection for jobs where handling oily, greasy, abrasive 

or hot materials is a problem. While heavily woven to provide 

maximum protection, Duratex is remarkably flexible for working 

comfort! Your AO Safety Products Representative can supply you 

with this heavy-duty protection in mittens, hand pads, sleevelets. 

NEWI axzis SLEEVELET 
(104%4" long— has snap button 
adjustment at wrist) 

NEW! sx238 REVERSIBLE 
HAND PAD (7 long) 

American @ Optical 
9 NEW! ao oxeso Re 

VERSIBLE OPEN END 
SAFETY PRODUCTS DIVISION MITTEN (8” long) also avai 

able as 6X200 (9 long) " 

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS « BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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If you’re looking for production improvement and lower 

7 J 
costs...investigate MeN HYDRAULIC PRESSES 

M & N Hydraulic Production Presses are extensively used 
A TYPICAL for blanking, forming and drawing of heavy materials 
CASE STUDY They are also ideally adapted for use in the jewelry field 

and by silversmiths. In general, they eliminote the need 
By substituting an M & N of @ drop hammer 
“C” Frame Press for ordi- : Important features of the M & N “C” Frame Press in 
nary hydraulic equipment, clude compactness, power ram return, automatic reversal 
@ manufacturer of buffing at pressure setting, rapid advance wih automatic change 
wheels stepped up produc over to slow pressing speed at full load. A control for 

reversing ram at any part of stroke regardless of pressure tion from 30 to 450 pieces 
setting can be furnished as an extra, if desired 

In these presses, a double acting cylinder provides high 
speed power ram return of approximately 50%, total press 
capacity pressure. Dies in blanking and drawing opera 
tions are easily broken loose 

Simple and completely self-contained, M & N 
Presses are available in capacities from 5 to 
75 tons . optional controls available are 
push button, manual control lever, foot oper Complete specifications sent 
ated valve or electric foot control switch. promptly on request 

M & N MACHINE TOOL WORKS, INC. 

299 ALLWOOD ROAD CLIFTON, N. J. 

Here's the HARDENING COMPOUND von wliieeiie NU-MATIC 
you've been looking for 

(ESTABLISHED 1912) = 
li 

Reasonably Priced 

Non-Poisonous 

Non-Explosive 

Non-Inflammable 

A LITTLE GOES A LONG WAY Th? w= 
KASENIT has behind it a long record of success—in leading auto THE WHEEL WITH THE PNEUMATIC DRUM 
motive, aviation, railroad and other metal-working shops all over 
th try. It t h : : Pp . pa lens oe hia With this Nu-Matic wheel the abrasive belt rides on 
You can depend on KASENIT to save you money and enable you a cushion of air contained in a rubber drum. Different 
to use less expensive steels. It is easy to use and can be effective- r res in drum and different rits provide 
ly and economically applied to plain carbon and low alloy steels. P rie . the < ” ; i gr P 
It is an ideal hardening compound for gears, cams, shafts, col varied surface finishes. Deflate, 
lars, pins, nuts, bolts, small tools, etc. It is easy to control and 
will not scale or warp. Depth of hardening can be varied as ond belts can be changed easily 
required. The best way to prove these advantages for yourself and quickly for grinding, sanding 
and SAVE MONEY is to try KASENIT NOW!! Ask for prices. re or polishing. Cut your labor, pro- 
Send TODAY for FREE SAMPLE—Use Coupon duction and inventory costs with 

a Nu-Matic grinding units. Adapters 
KASENIT COMPANY (Dept. AM.), 799 Greenwich St., N.Y. 14, N.Y. f %"-11 e Y"-13 ewer 
Gentlemen: Kindly send me a FREE SAMPLE of Kasenit Hardening - - on P Adaptable te bench, 
Compound for trial equipment. (Specify size.) portable or flexible 

shoft power 
Name 

pee NU-MATIC GRINDERS, INC., 10304 W. McNICHOLS RD. 
way Detroit 21, Michigan UNiversity 3-2573 
Address 
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THE MOST VERSATILE 

CHUCK YOU CAN BUY! 

a 

FIRST REAL CHUCK 

ADVANCE IN 50 YEARS! 

If you know chucks you will quickly see why the Buck 
Ajust-Tru is such a revolutionary advance, though the 
operating principle is simple. Pinion “A” moves jaws in 
or out to grip work like any scroll chuck. 4 opposed screws 
“B” bring the work to dead center. It's as easy os it 
sounds. (Men who have never used chucks before have 
centered work within .005 in 3 minutes!) Once set dead 
true the same machining on duplicate parts (from two to 
hundreds) can be done without changing adjustment! 

= 
F 3 STEP-JAW 

Ky we CHUCK 

Now you con get 3 
jow scroll chuck speed 
with .0005 precision 
3 sizes—4", 5”, 6” 

New DESIGN PRINCIPLE 

1. Gives .0005 precision with scroll chuck 

rechucking speed! 

Performs collet and step-collet opera- 

tions! 

Ends most needs for stub arbors and 

mandrels! 

Compensates for spindle run-out— 

lengthens useful life of old machines! 

Can be adapted to dividing heads, grind- 

ers, screw machines! 

Now, for the first time, you can figure the chuck as a time-saving 
member of your production team. Buck Ajust-Tru chucks bring you 
new speed in setting to dead true, plus spindle collet capacity from 
Ye" to 1%” by .001, plus step-collet capacity of ¥e” to 5” by .001 (on 
6” chucks). Buck chucks—at ordinary scroll chuck prices—do the work 
formerly requiring from $250 to $1,000 in special equipment, and do 
it with equal or greater precision in much less time. We know it's hard 
to conceive of a chuck being that good but reserve your judgment 
until you send for literature 

6 JAW 
PRODUCTION 
COLLET CHUCK 

6 STEP-JAW 
COLLET CHUCK ~~ 

Brings work into line Hes mony superior 
without donger of feotures over collets 
cocking grips = soft Holds work firmer 
metols ond tubes with permits precision me 
less pressure. 4 5 chining ferther from 
6 spindle. 4", 5", 6 
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Look at 

These Chips! 

This magnetic condition cannot be 

shunted nor insulated. The magnetic 

field above the chuck must be con- 

trolled. 

Controlled magnetic circuit for milling. Magnetic field above chuck 

controlled. All the magnetic force put to useful work within chuck. 

An exclusive Walker feature. 

Hold. Everything! Wales Chuct 

o.s. WALKER Co.Inc. 

WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 

Original Designers and Guclders of Magnetic Chucks 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

GQ TUDY the trends and sta- 

\ tistics, and be guided by 

them—but never forget that 

your customers, your sup- 

pliers and your workers are 

not statistics, but people. 

| O two workers are alike, 

either in method of 

working or in temperament. 

Remember this when you 

teach methods or attempt 

discipline. 

Stop 

That 

Waste! 

At least one bil- 

lion dollars a year 

in labor costs are be- 

ing wasted in Metal- 

working right now 

money which 

can be saved by 

eliminating _ inefh- 

ciencies in machin- 

ing operations. 

A recent Amert- 

can Machinist Spe- 

cial Report, “How 

to Stop That Waste 

in Machining,” re- 

ports fully on this 

important subject 

and should be 

must reading for 

any production ex- 

ecutive who wants 

the facts with which 

to back up his re- 

quests for new and 

better machines to 

work with. 

Complete with ex- 

amples and sugges- 

tions, this provoca- 

tive, 16-page report 

is available in re- 

print form at only 

25¢ a copy. Orders 

should be addressed 

to: Reader Service 

Department, 

American Machinist 

McGraw-Hill Building 

New York 18, N. Y. 
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the only DC Arc Welder with all these 

oney-saving features tested time- and 

P&H Model 
WFA-300 

Welding Service Range 
60-375 amps 
(NEMA—Rated) 

pot 
SLOW SPEED Lowest rpm per pound of 
weight. Only 1750 rpm for less weor, 
longer life, and minimum replocement 
costs. So quiet you hardly hear it. 

BUILT-IN REMOTE CONTROL Dial-lectric 
feature gives full arc-contro!l at the 
work . . . saves operator's lime... 
saves floor space for production. 

ae nhs 
LIGHT WEIGHT Easy to handle and 
move. Facilitates mounting off the floor 
and out of the way so there's more 
room for turning large weldments. 
Weighs only 695 Ibs. 

STURDY AND COMPACT Four sets of 
main brushes and one auxiliary set 
firmly fastened for good commutotion, 
Simple design and rigid construction 
throughout .. . space-saving dimensions 

@ Stationary or portable mountings—Additional Features: 
single heat control; life-time sealed bearings; push-button 
start- and -stop switch with overload protection; high-low 
range switch; and polarity reversing switch. Get all the 
facts. Call your P&H representative, or send in coupon 

WELDING 
DIVISION ‘ Name 

Milwovkee 14, Wisconsin 
Company 

Address 

City 

COOL OPERATION Slow speed plus 
extra large stator-frame cooling tur- 
faces, and dual fons (for generator 
and motor) — make this the coolest 
welder you have ever seen 

TEAR OUT COUPON AND MAIL TODAY! 
eo = we ow ow ow ow ow ow em ow om om oe oe om oe ow ew ew ew eo = 

HARNISCHFEGER CORPORATION, Welding Division 
4515 W. National Ave., Milwaukee 14, Wisconsin 
Please send me Bulletin W-80 giving full details about the 
outstanding new P&H WFA-300 DC arc welding machine. 

Tithe 
Home [ 

-. Business | 

(......) State 

EXCAVATORS © OVERHEAD CRANES * HOISTS © ARC WELDERS AND ELECTRODES © SOIL STABILIZER © CRAWLER AND TRUCK CRANES © 
DIESEL ENGINES * CANE LOADERS © PRE-ASSEMBLED HOMES 
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For Automatic Feeding to 

Punch Presses—Press Brakes 

LL 

TURE WORK-OV 

A press broke equipped with Wittek No. 6-L Automatic Roll Feed 
4 

You Cant Beat WITTEK 
Wittek Roll Feeds are made in standard 
models to meet every requirement in the 
automatic feeding of strip stock to punch 
presses or press brakes. The distinguishing 
feature is their simple and economical 
method of operation which does away with 
complicated parts thereby assuring speed 
and accuracy in the feeding of various kinds 

with , I and thicknesses of material 
Wittek Adjustable Ree! Stands are de- 

‘ signed as companion units to Wittek Auto- 
: matic Roll Feeds and are available in 

, seven different models to handle ALL 
types of coiled strip stock and wire being 

multi-dimensional fed to punch presses or similar production 
i machinery. 

FIXTURE KEYS Write for complete descriptive literature. 

WITTEK Manufacturing Co. 
Machine shops, large or small, appreciate the amazing 4320 West 24th yews Automatic 
savings in time that VLIER fixture keys provide. Sides Chicago 23, III. ROLL FEEDS AND 
of the keys are step cut to different cross-dimensions REEL STANDS 
on a standard dimension hex base that is designed to 
fit your mill table slots. By mounting two keys on each 
fixture base and by simply rotating them to the de- 
sired cross-dimensions, the fixture can be used on mill 
tables without further change. This allows idle mill 
tables to be quickly put into use with a great saving 

sis SIGOURNEY JLM-100' 

VLIER keys are made of soft 
steel to prevent damage to table 
tops. Each key has three sides MAINTAINED 
step cut to different dimensions 
—e machined to a tolerance of « | ACCURACY 
0005” to assure perfect align- | IN PRECISION WORK 
ment when changing fixture from 
one table slot to another. Seven | The Sigourney M-100 Bench Drill- 
different keys are available. Keys ing Machine is extremely accurate 
with special cross-dimensions will | om precision jobs. It is unusually 
be provided on request. Send for sturdy and rigid in construction 
complete information on the . . has hardened and ground 
VLIER line spindles . . . and sealed ball bear- 

ings throughout. All mov- 
ing parts care entirely 
closed for maximum oper- 

TYPICAL USERS OF VLIER PRODUCTS INCLUDE: ator safety. M-100 is built 
Alumi Company of America for long and steady 
American Car and Foundry Corp. service 

Bell Telephone Laboratories 
ircraft . ammagy oo me oy Corp This sturdily constructed bench drilling machine is available in 1, 2, 3, 

McDonnell Aircraft Corp. and 4 spindle models . speeds from 4,000 to 10,000 r.p.m 
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc. 

\ Send for illustrated bulletin 

\WNQuE products THE SIGOURNEY TOOL CO. 

{or all industries 
Hartford 6, Conn. 

Sole Soles Agents 

VLIER MANUFACTURING CO. Bulk wns WHITNEY 
4552 Beverly Boulevard, Los Angeles 4, California | Division Niles - Bement- Pond Co - West Harthord. Connecticy 
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...lf you are not 

using Modern 

Hendey Machines 

you are not 

earning the 

profits that 

you should! 

1950 
12” UNIVERSAL CRANK SHAPER 

A comparison of the old Hendey Friction 

Shaper with the NEW Hendey 12” Univer- 

sal Crank Shaper will instantly reveal the 

profit possibilities that you may be missing. 

The modern Hendey Shaper offers the most 

complete, up-to-date shaper available to- 

day. Full standard equipment means that 

there are no “extras” to buy. This equip- 

ment includes table and vise for position- 

ing and indexing work to any angle — 

flanged mounted motor— mechanical con- 

trols on both sides — fully automatic lubrica- 

tion — quick change swivel head — adjustable, 

preloaded Timken bearings on the bull gear. 

The 12” Hendey covers a range which 

makes it ideal for tool room and production 

work. Hendey Shapers are also available 

with capacities from 16” to 28”, both stan- 

dard and heavy duty. Write for full details 

on the modern Hendey Shapers. 

” 

Siill using old 15” Hendey friction drive shap- 
ers? They have only 2 speeds, 21 and 30% strokes 

200 for 
the new 12” shaper. Surveys prove that the new 
12“ Universal High Speed Crank Shaper covers 
a majority of all jobs in most plants. Mechani- 

per min., as against 8 speeds from 14 

cal changes are almost too numerous to mention 
improved accuracy, speed and profits on the 

>" be 7 
new 12” shaper will easily convince you of the 
advisability of changing now! 

7 

Continuous, advanced engineering by 
Hendey is worth watching — and must be 

watched if you ore to eorn full profits 
from your lathes and shapers. For com 

plete particulars and prices, contact your 
necrest Hendey office THE HENDEY MACHINE COMPANY 

MAIN OFFICE & PLANT: TORRINGTON, CONN 
BRANCH OFFICES: New York, Chicago, Boston, Detroit, 

Rochester, Los Angeles, Sen Francisco 
REPRESENTATIVES. Philadelphiea, Cleveland, Pittsburgh 
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For High Production and 

Lower Unit Costs on 

Machine Tool Operations 

Here's a good example of 
the application of stand- 
ard machine units to a spe- 
cial production job. Drill- 
ing and reaming opera- 
tions of suspension sup- 
port holes are performed 
on both right-hand and left-hand parts 
simultaneously, Drilling and reaming 
king pin holes is also included. Six 
stations, five operating and one load- 
ing, handle all operations with a total 
of 16 spindles, Machines of this type 
can be furnished from standard basic 
units for special applications on most 
all metalworking operations. 

For Combined Operations 
or Single Purpose Machines 

Machines similar to this can be de- 
signed to handle dissimilar operations 
in the same parts or one operation on 
continuous production, An indexing ta- 
ble with ROTO-MATIC POWER HEADS 

& gow vis and 

is easily arranged to suit special ma- 
chining operations. 

Lower Maintenance Costs 
with ROTO-MATIC 

Mechanical Power Heads 
This machine is a good representative 
of the applications of D. &T. Roto- 
matic mechanical power heads. Six 
heads are used, three vertical and 
three horizontal. These new power 
heads lower maintenance costs through 
elimination of excessive servicing 

FREE DATA 
will be furnished upon request. Write 
today. Ask for Bulletin AM. 

fe . 
1Davis & Thompson Company 

6411 W. BURNHAM ST., MILWAUKEE 14, WISCONSIN 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

een your men that no 

‘X\ Jayoffs will result from 

job improvements. Fear and 

insecurity are your greatest 

obstacles to employee coop- 

eration on labor-saving de- 

vices. 

YREPARE the way for 
changes you  contem- 

plate. Show your men the 

benefits of the move. Keep- 
ing it under cover and spring- 

ing it suddenly only arouse 

suspicion as to your motives. 

QUICK 

SOLUTION 

to 

MANPOWER 

PROBLEMS 

through the SEARCH- 

LIGHT SECTION of 

this publication. The 

market place for those 

offering or wanting the 

services of men on tech- 

nical and specialized 

production executives, 

the SEARCHLIGHT 

SECTION offers a 

quick, effective solution 

to your manpower prob- 

lems. Because its read- 

ership is confined to 

just the type of men 

you need, waste circu- 

lation is avoided—vyou 

reach only the men you 

want. 

* 

Classified Advertising 

Division 

American Machinist 

330 West 42nd St. 

New York 18, N. Y. 
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@ Above and below shows 2 typical setups of 
Wales Equipment used by Remington Rand in 
the manufacturing of their Flexoprint 

American Machinist November 

anels. 

13, 1950 

b/3 More, more and more leading manufacturers 

are standardizing on Wales Equipment to bring the cost of production 

down. The many exclusive features incorporated in Wales Hole Punch- 

ing and Notching Units all add up to unsurpassed time-saving, money- 

saving advantages. It’s a story too big to tell on this page. As a sug- 

gestion, however, before deciding on the hole punching and notching 

portion of your tooling program, check with Wales-Strippit engincers 

who may solve your particular hole punching problems by using 

STANDARD adaptations of STANDARD Wales Equipment. Join 

the large group of leading manufacturers who have made it a rule to 

call on Wales-Strippit before putting holes in angles, channels, extru- 

sions and sheets by any method. 

WALES-STRIPPIT CORPORATION 
GEORGE F. WALES, Pressdent 

373 PAYNE AVENUE, NORTH TONAWANDA, WN. Y. 
Between Bufflale and Nragara bal. 

WALES-STRIPPIT OF CANADA, LTO., HAMMTON, ONTARIO 
Specialists in Punching and Notching Equipment 



AIGA SPEECH ERT TREATING 

IN YOUR OWN PLANT 

Zuich reeling 

No. 130A Hi-Speed. For steels 
requiring 1400 to 2300° F. Fire- 
box 734 x 13 x 1614, Complete 
with Carbofrax hearth and John- 
son Blower . $295.00 

No. 120 Hi-Speed. Reaches 1, 
500° F. in 5 minutes. 2,300° F. 
in 30 minutes. Firebox 5 x 73/4 x 
1344. Complete with Carbofrax 
hearth, Johnson Blower $145.50 

All Prices F.O.B. Factory 

JOHNSON FURNACES 

Heat treat high speed steels, harden high carbon 
steels, braze carbide tipped tools in your own plant. 
Save time and gas with Quick Acting JOHNSON 
Hi-Speed Furnaces on the job. 

Turn on the heat and they’re ready for action to 
produce high uniform temperatures FAST at low fuel 
cost. Temperatures are easily regulated with accuracy. 

Install Quick Acting JOHNSON units in your plant 
now. Their low initial cost is soon paid for in increased 
plant efficiency and operating economy. 

Write for Complete Catalog 

JOHNSON GAS APPLIANCE CO, 
589 E Avenue N. W., Cedar Rapids, lowa 

Pot Hardening, Melting & Annealing Furnaces — Burners — Torches — Blowers —. Mixers — Valves 

ECONOMY LUBRICANT 1888 
LIQGUID-TYPE WATER SOLUBLE FOR CUTTING AND GRINDING 

. wIGH DETERGENCY = —WESTAWEE To ODORS 

UNUSUAL STABILITY 

LUBRICANT 

1888 
Forms @ long-lasting ‘sweet emulsion 
ts mild and non-irritating 
bs unharmed by storage or freezing. 
Provides fast chip settling 
Keeps machines, tools, and work clean 
Produces smoother finishes—closer tolerances. 
Increases production—decreases costs 
Keeps coolant lines open 

Thewnite & BAGLEY COMPANY 
WORCESTER, MASS. ¢ DETROIT, MICH. 

Oncginal Producers of Grinding Lubricant 

SYVTRON 

“Vibratory” 

PARTS 

FEEDERS 

Speed up the processing of those 
“hard-to-handle” parts by auto- 
matic machines, assemblers, inspec- 
tors, etc 

Vibration moves the parts up and 
around the spiral track at the de- 
sired speed—and selectors orient 

the parts to their 
desired discharge 
position. 

Send us samples of your most trouble- 
some ports—our Engineering Depart- 
ment will be glad to make tests and 
submit recommendations and quota 
trons—write to— 

SYNTRON CO. 
311 Lexington Ave. Homer City, Pa. 
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How to make on 

PLANNED 

Rudd-Melikian, Inc., makers of this smartly de- 
Assem bly Savings i signed vending machine, considered weld nuts 

for fastenings. But careful study showed the cost 
PAY OFF ES ° of this method, in extra assembly time and equip- 

ment, was prohibitive, when compared with the 

K METHOD s AVES Cosy 0, s ne 

TRA OPeRaTions, EXTRA EQUIPME 

cost of using P-K Self-tapping Screws—the one 
operation method. Resuli—40 P-K Type A 
Serews are used, for a variety of fastenings of 16 
gauge cold rolled sheet steel parts to 20 gauge 
stainless sheet steel units. Strength of assembly 
is well beyond requirements, even where screws 
hold door hinge tight to 20 gauge metal through 
rubber sealing gasket. For other fastenings in- 
volving the assembly of aluminum die castings, 
25 P-K Type F Screws are used. 

Here’s another product planned for major 
savings with Self-tapping Screws, and 
assembled with savings assured by speci- 
fying Parker-Kalon. 

Don’t let screw failure cancel savings 

Once you have selected the most eco- 
nomical fastening method, it’s common 
sense to get the best Self-tapping Screws 
money can buy. To assembly-wise manu- 
facturers everywhere, that means P-K 
Parker-Kalon originated Self-tapping 
Screws, learned long ago how to main- 
tain the uniform quality, in every screw, 
that keeps assembly humming. 

Let P-K* fit the fastener to the job 

A P-K Assembly Engineer will help you 
fit the right fastener to your needs—not 
your needs to a certain type, because P-K 
makes a complete line. Find out why the 
makers of so many of the nation’s best- 
known products say——“If it’s P-K . . . it’s 
O.K.” Parker-Kalon Corporation, 200 
Varick St., New York 14, N.Y. Sold every- 
where through accredited Distributors. 

Type A Type F 
*TRADE MARKS REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

The Ohiginel 

K PARKER- -KALON: SELF-TAPPING SCREWS 

(/ veaoe mace A TYPE AND SIZE FOR EVERY METAL AND PLASTIC ASSEMBLY 
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By Installing 

CURTIS 

Air Compressors, 

Air-Operated 

Cylinders and Hoists 

Pla
it C

oory
uhir

ce 

Save 
manho

urs 

. Redu
ce produc

tion 
costs 

e Incr
ease 

plant 
effici

ency 

No better equipment is built for producing air at 

low cost, or for assuring efficiency in any lifting, 

pulling or pushing operation. 

Precision built by a company with 96 Years of 

“Know-How'’—Your assurance of proper per- 

formance from the moment of installation. 

CURTIS PNEUMATIC MACHINERY DIVISION 
of Curtis Manufacturing Company 
1924 Kienlen Avenue, St. Lovis 20, Mo 

| am interested in items checked below: 

STREET..... 

Als Compressors Si iedhcnvaccaseben .. STATE 

282 

% MODEL F 
AIR COMPRESSORS 

@ Timken-Bearing Equipped 
@ Self-Lubricating 
@ Centrifugal Unloaded Starting 
@ Nationally-Known Motor 

CURTIS AIR HOIST 
@ Accurate Finger-Tip Spotting of 

loads 
@ Low-Cost Lifting 

CURTIS MODEL C AIR COMPRESSORS 
@ Water-Cooled 
@ Up to 50 HP. 
@ Fully Enclosed 
@ Dust and Dirt-proof 
@ Timken-Beoring Equipped 

CURTIS AIR CYLINDERS 
For Any 

Pushing 
Pulling 

or 
Lifting Operation 

CURTIS PNEUMATIC MACHINERY DIVISION 
of Curtis Manufacturing Company 

1924 Kienlen Avenve St. Lovis 20, Mo. 
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How to 

Work 

Clad 

Materials 

Proper application of 

clad materials can cut 

costs and save scarce 

metal. Output of clad 

materials has more than 

doubled since 1946 

has climbed to more 

than 23,000 tons per 

vear and may reach l1,- 

000,000 tons by 1960. 

Clad materials offer ad- 

vantages that may well 

have profit-wise appli- 

cations in your business. 

Clad materials are not 

difficult to work, require 

only care and routine 

experience. “How to 

Work Clad Materials,” 

an American Machinist 

Special Editorial Re- 

port, contains all the 

latest facts on how to 

work clad materials 

most efficiently and 

profitably. This 16-page 

report, complete with 

informative drawings, 

diagrams, and_ photo- 

graphs, is still available 

for only 25¢ a copy. 

Write to Reader Service 

Department: 

American Machinist 

McGraw-Hill Building 

New York 18, N. Y. 

_ FASTER 

_ precision 

with fewer 

“rejects!” 

Procunier High Speed Tap 

Head shows consistently 

better performance 

When you have to produce—ond time is short 
put Procunier High Speed Tapping equipment on 
the job and watch production climb! Here is the 
secret here's why Procunier Tap Heads turn 
out precision tapping with fewer rejects, fewer 
broken taps: Tap driving pressure is outomoti 
cally regulated by the amount of pressure ap 
plied to the unique Procunier clutch. An operator 
can quickly detect dull or “loaded” taps—by the 
pressure needed to drive them. Blind tapping is 
done as easily as through tapping! Improved fea 
tures include: heat treated gear mechanism for 
long, trouble-free life; ball bearings for lifetime 
accuracy; simple, one-hole lubrication system 
as well as many others. WRITE TODAY for illus 
trated brochure giving complete details, speci 
fications and prices. Simply fill in and mail the 
coupon right now 

Also available—NEW! Procunier “TAP KING” 
for large hole tapping. Capacity—%" to 1” in 
steel; 1'/g" in softer metals 

Procunier 

Safety Chuck Company 
14-18 S. Clinton St., Chicago 6, Illinois 

The exclusive Pre 
cunier “Tru-Grig” 
tap holder s 
lighter, smaller nm 
diameter. It af 
fords easier tap 
ping close to 
walls or shoulders, 
eliminates 
“chewed” tap 

‘ a shanks. Holds tap 
Exclusive! true 
Procunier 

“Tap 

ge eecoeeooenaae sees eaaaesee? 
PROCUNIER SAFETY CHUCK CO 
14-18 S$. Clinton St., Chicago, Illinois 
Dept. 11 

price nt 
High Speed 
Name 
Addre 
City 

‘THE man who can't keep 
regular hours or follow 

regular habits may be too ex- 
pensive to keep, regardless of 
his ability. His effect on 
morale may be more costly 
than his extra value as an in- 
dividual. 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

Jy VEN when you are sure 
4 your solution to a prob- 

lem will work, have an extra 
one ready, just in case. You'll 
be surprised how many men 
are caught napping by the 
failure of “sure-fire” solu- 
tions, 

American Machinist * November 13, 



YESTERDAY'S PIONEER~-+-+ TODAY'S LEADER Ml « at one 4; 
ime, 

it removes rust, 

removes oil, 

prepares the metal 

for painting 

This FREE Folder 

Tells About Oakite’s 

Great New Pre-Paint Cleaner 

AKITE Compound No. 33 is a cleaning-phosphating 
material that simultaneously removes oil and rust 

and conditions the metal surface for painting. 

It’s a great soak cleaner for metal parts of moderate 
size; and great for hand-swabbing on large pieces like 

'S A SINGLE ORDER = cabinets, desks, doors and truck cabs. 

J Py y A Oakite Compound No. 33 saves money, frequently elim#- 
MAGe JOC nates pickling operations on moderately rusty steel 

WELDON End Mills FREE Write to Oakite Products, Inc., 24 Thames 
St., New York 6, N. Y., for your copy of 

Folder F7993 on “Oakite Compound No. 33' 

Technical Service Representatives in Principal Cities of U. S$. & Canada 
The 48—Count 'Em!—48 special large 

0 AKITE SPECIALIZED INDUSTRIAL CLEANING 
WELDON end mills above represent LEAS MATERIALS » METHODS - SERVICE 

a single order shipped to one of our 

enthusiastic customers. These are 

special husky, fast metal-removing 

WELDON end mills built for sturdy UTHMAN 

dependable service. . G U % 4 E R 

COOLANT PUMPS 

on your metal-cutting 

because he realizes that his profits de- equipment 

This customer orders in lots like this 

pend in part on the use of WELDON You are sure of operating efficiency and long 
trouble free service when you specify Ruthman 

. , . Gusher Coolant Pumps on your metal- -cutting 
end mills, noted for their quality, ac- machinery. For Ruthman Gusher Pumps are 

designed and manufactured by Ruthman, the 
originator of the vertical motorized machine-tool 
coolant pump, and their engineers combine years 
of practical experience with continuing research 
and development to maintain leadership and 

Weldon Distributors throughout U. S. A. and Canada bring you the best in coolant pumps 
Follow the leading manufacturers of machine 
tools and always specify Ruthman Gusher 
Coolant Pumps. You'll like their good appear- 
ance, sturdy, simple construction and their 
steady, dependable performance. Write for our 
complete catalog today. 

THE RUTHMAN MACHINERY CO. 
3000 WOODHILL ROAD 1818 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 

curacy and fast-cutting performance. 

carry complete stocks to serve you. 
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ERFECT bonding...the abso- 
lute requirement wherever qual- 

ity materials are cemented together, 
counts heavily on proper surface pre- 
preparation of mating members. 
Adjoining surfaces must be precisely 
finished with even, exacting ‘“rough- 
ness” into which the bonding cement 
can key, and also be completely 
clean of loose particles. 

To achieve correct and complete 
uniformity in the bonding surface 
at low cost, this leading manufacturer 
of decorative laminate sought to find 
a way of mechanically roughing the 
back of plastic sheets . . . to eliminate 
manual operations. The problem was 
solved by Osborn Power Brushing... 
industry's most versatile finishing tool. 

As shown above, unit sections seven 
feet long are now taped together to 
form a continuous strip and fed 
through the brushing machine at a 

LOOK FOR THE NAME 

American Machinist November 13, 

Backing on decorative laminate is “roughed up 

Before Brushing After Power Brushing 

automatically at low cost by 
Osborn Power Brushing 

rapid rate of speed. Millions of 
sharp steel wire ends of an Osborn 
Heli-Master® power brush rotate at 
1200 rpm, against the back, thus 
cutting or roughing in microscopic 
grooves tc which bonding cement 
can anchor. Thickness of the sheet 
is held to within two-thousandths of 
an inch. A second brush, an Osborn 
Master®-Strip Rotary Brush, then effi- 
ciently cleans the loose dust left by 
the roughing operation. 

Whether your work is roughing or 
precision-finishing metallic or non- 
metallic parts... or if your problem 
is cleaning or scrubbing ... it’s likely 
that your work can be done more 
efficiently, at lower cost, with new, im- 
proved Osborn brushing techniques. 
Why not have an OBA (Osborn 
Brushing Analysis) made of your 
present brushing methods. Wherever 
improvements can be made by power 
brushing, the Osborn Brushing 

ten million tiny claws 

to scratch its back automatically 

YOU CAN IMPROVE FINISH 
AND CUT COSTS BY BRUSHING 

Get 
with AN " 

Cum 

[jum 

Analyst will demonstrate how you 
can better the quality of your products, 
simplify your production and cut your 
costs. His services, backed by Os- 
born’s extensive technical facilities, 
are yours on request. Ask today for an 
OBA. Simply call or write The Osborn 
Manufacturing Company, Dept. 357 
5401 Hamilton Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio. 

RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE FOR 

THOROUGH APPLICATION ENGINEERING 
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Saves lume on deburring, facing, chamfering, 

center drilling, reaming operations .. . 

Designed to speed tube, pipe, and rod end-finishing 
work of any size or length up to 2’’ diameter. Has a 
new-type chuck and clamping unit, automatic swing- 
type stock stop, interchangeable jaw inserts, multiple 
tool holders, precision spindle bearings, 4% hp. motor, 
8-speed sheave. Portable, weighs only 170 Ibs. Fast, 
easy to operate, has quick change-over features. Forward 
movement of operating lever, clamps piece, removes 
stock stop, feeds work to cutters. Operator always has 
one hand free for loading. Saves time. Typical produc- 
tion: 400-500 tube ends per hour. Speeds output. 

— oenoime “ZPD cer.ore 
Get more facts today on this 

BENDING new cost-cutting tool. Larger 
PROFILING models up to 5” capacity also 

available. 
For long-run work ask for data 
on semi-automatic models with 
foot switch control. 

Ss ENGINEERING CO., Inc 
be } ling ¢ tippnrent 
AURORA, ILLINOIS 

From the American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

SOFT answer turneth away wrath—-and a sharp answer 

turneth away business. 

| O YOU believe in your own products? Do you use 

them yourself? These sound like specious questions, 

of course. But remember that your customers, prospects 

and visitors judge from appearances--so be sure that you 

“take your own medicine.” that your applications of your 

own products are obvious and evident in your shop. And 

be further sure that you’re proud of their appearance, 

sound in the results you get with them. 

How to Work 

Aluminum and 

its Alloys... 

Aluminum shipments 

today are at a rate seven 

times the prewar aver- 

age. Aluminum is the 

most widely used non- 

ferrous metal, and pres- 

ent demand for it keeps 

its producers busy 

round the clock . . . sup- 

plying enough to meet 

aluminum’s almost 4,- 

000 current commercial 

uses. 

Written expressly for 

plants considering new 

applications for alumi- 

num, this 16-page _ re- 

print of an American 

Vachinist Special Edi- 

torial Report offers in- 

formative new ideas on 

aluminum alloys, ma- 

chining, sheetworking, 

and joining methods, 

casting and _ forging, 

cleaning, and finishing. 

Explanatory photo- 

graphs and drawings 

are abundant. 

Reprints are available 

at 25«¢ each. Write to 

Reader Service Depart- 

ment: 

American Machinist 

McGraw-Hill Building 

New York 18, N. Y. 
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WHERE THERE IS A FLAT SURFACE TO GRIND 

THERE’S A MATTISON TO GRIND IT. 

40 hours before — now 4 hours. Pump case ground on Mattison 700 connecting rods per how, using 40 station fixture to fnish grind r 
Horizontal Spindle Precision Surtace Grinder crank and wrist pin end of assembled rod with Mattison No. 72 Grinder 

With the addition of the production grinding machinery 
formerly made by the Hanchett Manufacturing Company, 
Mattison is now in a position to work with you on all 
your surface, face and disc grinding problems. These . = 
machines are made in various types to handle a wide 
range of work. Experienced engineers are available to . ? 7 
give you best production efficiency, finish and tolerances, , 
with Mattison machines 

a 
7 

i a 

For any flat grinding ask for our recommendations on =] - 
the proper method and machine for your job. No ob- i 7 
ligation, of course 
For catalogs on any of the types shown or if you would 
like a copy of the general bulletin, let us know and we'll 
gladly send them to you 

Grinding Cast-lron Cams — 5” diameter, 1'4" thick stock removal 
each side .030 Production 120 surfaces per how on Mattison 5 

(Hanchett Type) Rotary Surface Grinder a 

{Ff 

~~) FTh. 

— > a. 

ie |i? i 

7 

200 Transmission Case surfaces ground per hour on Mattison (Hoo 
chett Type) Rotary Automatic Grinder. A special 8-station mechanical 
fixture permits one operator to grind each end of this large 35 Ib.) casting, fat and parallel. Stock removal .050 f: 320 surfaces of cast iron compression heads per hour, removing 1/32° 

Ae stock with Mattison No. 24 Rotary Surfece Grinder 
er 2 

iy ~ 

ACHINE WORKS 

ROCKFORD: ILLINOIS 
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HOPPER 

UNIT is a 

SELECTIVE FEEDING DEVICE 

WHEREBY PRODUCTION PARTS ARE SELECTED, 
ORIENTED AND FED IN A GIVEN POSITION FOR 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY OPERATIONS 

It represents the result of our years of experience in solving feeding and 
assembling problems with the view of speeding production and reducing 
costs and D.P.S. Hopper Units have proven just that in thousands of 
plants through the elimination of the manual handling of parts. They are 
widely adaptable to Presses, Centerless Grinders, Thread Rolling and 
Slotting Machines and special machines. They do a precision job of feeding 
screws, screw blanks, rivets, pins, nuts, discs, washers, steel balls, etc 
Sizes 8", 10°, 12", 16”, 24” and 30” diameters. Let D.P.S. Hoppers prove 
their indispensability in your plant. Send special parts for hopper-feeding 
information and adaptability to your special machine 

Wa Coupon for Catalog 
-------------------------7 

r DETROIT POWER SCREWDRIVER CO. 
2797 WEST FORT ST., DETROIT 16, MICHIGAN 

Yes, send along your new catalog .. . sounds interesting. 

COMPANY NAME 

STREET ADDRESS_.__._ - —— 

Eee) |) CITY - 

| 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| sy — eel ! 
| | 
| | 
| | 
t. J 

DETROIT POWER SCREWDRIVER CO. 

2797 W. FORT ST. DETROIT 16, MICH. 

ACCURACY 

Efficiency 

Economy 

These three factors are the key-note of our 

special tools and machinery. Columbus Die- 

Tool builds and designs the tool for your par- 

ticular purpose and will solve the toughest 

tooling problems effectively and promptly. 

Do not hesitate to consult us, our experience 

in this field is most comprehensive. 

NGS + FIXTURES + SPECIAL TOOLS 
BUILDING COMPLETE MACHINE TOOLS 

UNITS FOR MACHINE TOOLS 
PUNCHES AND DIES 

POCKET 

“ COMPARATOR 

Pays for itself quickly inspecting small parts 

536% > 

EYEPIECE MOUNT 

2 al Etched /}—— FOCUSING a patter 
THREAD of Pocket @ A precision optical measur Com 

ing instrument for fast accu parator 
rate inepection of «mall di 

PLASTIC mensions. The pattern or reticle is calibrated 
WINDOW for measuring lengths, widths, circles, radii 

Y, and angles 
/ The Pocket Comparator is ideal for measur- 

RETICLE — ing wear on all types of cutting tools—pays 
oe : for itself quickly by preventing premature 

LL F regrinding of expensive tools. Use it, too, for 
checking forms and dimensions of punches, 

ETCHED PATTERN dies, gauges, templates as well as radii, 
cross-section of Pocket angles, chamfers, threads and small holes 

1 suze on production parts. Order today 

4g product of BELL & HOWELL CO. distributed by 

+ Notioael Tool Co. Representative or Loca! Jobber 

NATIONAL TOOL CO. 4 
11205 Madison Avenue Cleveland 2, Ohio 
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Cross section illustrating 
the exclusive Mallory 
Fluted water hole.* 

REASONS WHY 

MALLORY FLUTED TIPS 

ARE SETTING 

WELDING RECORDS 

70% increase in cooling area. 

Faster heat dissipation. 

Reduced mushrooming. 

@ Less frequent dressing. 

@ More rigidity. 

{vailable in all types of tips with 

fi. £2, and +3 Morse tapers. 

Mallory Fluted and Bent Offset 

Tips for Resistance Welding 

Set New Standards for High 

Production and Low Cost 

Making news in the welding field is an old story at Mallory 
where new and practical ideas are the result of extensive research 
in resistance welding alloys, tips, holders and dies. 
Mallory cold bent offset tips with the cooling tube bent in place 
bring the cooling water directly to the welding area. This exclusive 
Mallory feature has established new records in offset tip life 
Mallory fluted tips give 70% more cooling area. These cooler- 
operating Mallory fluted tips are establishing new low cost-per- 
weld records in every application. 
Now you can have the ultimate in your welders 
tion of fluted water holes in bent offset tips 

Mallory and Mallory alone. They bring you 
startling new production records at no increase in cost 

a combina- 
and you can 

have them through 

That's value beyond ¢ rpectation / 
Mallory’s resistance welding know-how is at your disposal. What 
Mallory has done for others can be done for you! 

West Coast Office and Warchouse: 1338 So. Lorena St., Los Angeles 23, California 
1 Canada, made and sold by Johnson Matthey & Mallory, Lad., 110 Industry St., Toronto 15 Ontario 

Resistance Welding Tips, Holders, Dies, Rod and Bars, Castings, Forgings 

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH 

Capacitors 
Controls 
Rectifiers 
Special Power 

Switches Supplies 
Resistance Welding Materials 

Contacts 
Resistors 
Vibrators 

MALLOR’ 

P.R.MALLORY & CO. inc. 

*Potent Pending MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA -. Rk. 
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AMES PRECISION BENCH LATHE 

with UNIT DRIVE and TABLE 

Capacity through Collets and Draw 
Spindle 1 

Swing over 36” Bed 8%” 
Moximum distance between Centers 

7 
Travel of Tailstock Spindle 31/4" 
Headstock Spindle runs in ballbearings 
Clutch and brake drive gives various 

speeds with ', h.p. Motor 

The Ames Precision Bench Lathe, complete with Unit 
Drive and Table is compact, efficient and capable 
of doing the finest precision work. 
For more than 50 years, Ames Lathes have been 
used in many of the leading factories where accu- 
racy and dependable service are required. 
A complete set of attachments is available for turn- 
ing, drilling, milling, grinding, treading etc., and 
lever attachments that save time when producing 
quantities of duplicate parts. 

Write for bulletin 

AMES PRECISION MACHINE WORKS 

WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 

“OU can step up interest 
in company headaches by 

skits in which employees do 
the acting. Shop problems 
can be dramatized with topics 

selected by the players. Not 
only does the message go over 
better but the actors are hap- 
pier on their jobs. 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

| EWARE of being loo 
frank. If you always call 

a spade a spade, it’s difficult 
to avoid giving somebody a 
dirty dig. 

| ON’T have too much re- 
spect for the man who 

takes his time, because he’s 
taking vour time too. 

ARE YOU 

HAVING 

MANPOWER 

PROBLEMS 

at the supervisory and 

executive level? An ad- 

vertisement in Amert- 

can Machinist's classi- 

fied section (see page 

308) will bring your 

needs to the attention 

of the most likely pros- 

pects for that vacant 

position. Men, from the 

rank of Supervisor to 

Works Manager, read 

American Machinist 

regularly 

Low Rates. 

Write, phone or 

wire to our near- 

est branch office. 

© 

Classified Advertising 

Division 

American Machinist 

330 West 42nd St. 

New York 18, N. Y. 
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CHASE BRASS AND COPPER WIRE 

has the fine temper that makes better wire products 

You can, quite literally, bend Chase brass 
copper and bronze wire to your will be 
cause it has precisely adjusted temper, 
excellent ductility and great tensile 
strength 

For coining or embossing, heading and 
extruding, heading and drilling, making of 
rivets, screws, springs you'll find a just-right 
Chase wire because it comes in six standard 
annealed and eight standard drawn tem- 
pers with special tempers upon request. 

Ch
as
e 

WATERBURY 20 CONNECTICUT 

THIS 1S THE CHASE NETWORK 
ALBANY ATLANTA BALTIMORE BOSTON CHICAGO WCINWA EVELAND ODA 
MINNEAPOL NEWARK WEW ORLEANS MEW YORE PHILADELPHIA 
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But no matter what Chase wire you 
select, you can be sure that it will have 
accurate dimensions, true roundness, free 
dom from physicai defects, beautiful uni 
formity of surface, texture and color. 

For detailed information on Chase cold 
heading wire, write for free Chase Extruded 
Cold Heading Wire booklet. 

Sorry, but copper shortages make it 
impossible to fill all orders 

We Nabionds He jor 

BRASS & COPPER 

SUBSIDIARY OF KENWECOTT COPPER CORPORATION 

handiest way to buy brass 
OENVER OFTROIT~ HOUSTON WDIAMAPOLIS 

PITTSBURGH PROVIDENCE ROCHESTER ST LOUIS SAN FRANCIS 



THE SELECTION AND 

HARDENING OF 

TOOL STEELS 

1. With the aid of this practical manual, you can 
quickly and easily tell the properties of a certain steel, 
and how they compare with other steels in the same 
group or other groups. The book contains a compre- 
hensive listing of tool steel analyses classified accord- 
ing to their relative toughness and wear resistance. 
Shows how to select steels for specific applications, and 
illustrates these applications and the various steps in 
the heat treating of tool steels. Complete information 
is also given for heat treating all the 12 main groups 
of steel, while chemical analyses are given for 960 
different tool steels. By L. H. Seabright, Re 
search Eng’r., Vulcan Stamping and Mfg. 
Co., formerly Metallurgical Eng’r., Kellogg 
Switchboard and Supply Co. 263 pages, 
d0.00, 

CHECK LIST 
of other recent McGRAW-HILL books 

2. PRESSWORKING OF METALS 
Valuable reference for design of press tools and 
fabrication of metals in power presses. By C. W. Hinman. Second 
edition, 543 pages, $8.50 

3. CASTING AND FORMING 
PROCESSES IN MANUFACTURING 

Clear picture of every metal-forming operation except machining and 
welding for effective mass production. By James Campbell, Jr. 536 
pages, $5.00 

4. PRODUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL 
Principles, laws, and how to install and operate an efficient, low 
cost system of production planning and control. By Thomas E 
Landy. 436 pages, $5.50 

5. INSPECTION ORGANIZATION AND METHODS 
Proved methods for increasing effectiveness, simplifying procedures, 
and reducing costs in inspection departments. By James FE. Thomp 
son. 369 pages, $5.00 

6. RESISTANCE WELDING 
DESIGNING, TOOLING, AND APPLICATIONS. Scores of ideas 
on producing metal-made products more economically and efficiently 
By Wallace Stanley. 329 pages, $7.50 

7. PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR MACHINISTS 
Simple, inexpensive methods of performing many of the difficult 
and unusual machine shop jobs. Edited by H. E. Linsley. 268 pages, 
$4.50 

Examine them 10 days FREE — Mail this coupon! See eee eee aeaeaeaeneae See settee eeeeeeaaeananaeaes 
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18 

sponding to numbers encircled below for 
) days I will remit for book (s 

and return unwanted book(s) 
Send me book(s) corre 
10 days’ examination on approval. Ir 
I keep, plus few cents for deliver 
postpaid. (We pay for deliver f en with this ipon: same 
return privilege. ) 

~ 

Company 

Position A-11-18-50 
This offer applies to U.S. only 

Pete tee seseeese esses face eee naan een 
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SIZES: 0 to '«” 
3 16" te ‘2 
NO. 2 M.T. Socket Capacity 

Here's a light, compact tool with a wide range of adjustment 
Can drill on squares, rectangles, circles, triangles and irregular 
patterns. Head is fully geared. Grooved ball thrust bearings on 
all spindles. Needle bearings wherever possible. Simple locking 
arrangements. All moving parts hardened. Heads made with 3, 4 
and 6 spindles 

Write for Complete information 

ERRINGTON Mechanical Laboratory, Inc. 
Established 1891 

Main Office and Plant: STATEN ISLAND 4, NEW YORK 

W: TH Fulmer Honing Machines, stock 
can be removed from internal cylinders 
%)" to 30° diam., much faster, easier, 
cheaper, than by any other method, and 
maintain high accuracy. Stock re 
moval ranges over 90 cu. in. per hour 
Hold to + .0001° tolerances on bore 
Size, straightness, roundness, with 
any desired surface finish 

CHECK THESE TYPICAL PRODUCTION 
EXAMPLES OF FAST STOCK REMOVAL 
BY FULMER HONING MACHINES: 

DIAMETER [STO 
= } 

FULMER COMPANY NOW EXCLUSIVE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
ALEXANDER BALL HONING TOOLS 

Available in sizes from 4" te 50” diem. 
FuLMER Honing Machines offer the 
greatest value in the honing field. Write 
now for new, fully illustrated bulletin 
giving valuable data on honing appli- 
cations, Alexander Ball tools, and spec 
ifications and construction details on 
all models of Fulmer Honing Machines. 
Send for your copy today 

Ys C. ALLEN FULMER CO. 
1734 First National Bank Bldg, Cincinnati 2, Ghie 
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The bundle of sticks 

A wise old man called his quarrelsome 
sons about him. Taking upa bundle cf sticks, 
he commanded each in turn to break the 
sticks. All tried, but in vain, and said it 
could not be done. 
“And yet, my boys, nothing is easier to do,”’ 

said the father, as he undid the bundle and 
broke the sticks, one by one. “By this ex- 
ample, you can see that united you will be 
more than a match for your enemies; but if you 
quarrel and separate, your weakness will put 
you at the mercy of those who attack you.” 
The useful truth of this fable is just as timely 

today as it was when the Greek ex-slave 

Aesop told it 2,500 years ago. You, a patriot, 
believing in individual liberty and freedom 
for all, see our American way of life threat- 
ened by the menace of communism abroad 
and jeopardized at home by complacence, 
negligence, confusion and incompetence. 
As a business leader in your own commu- 

nity, you have a particular responsibility to 
help unify your fellow citizens and guide 
their thinking and action--for the strengthen- 
ing and preservation of the ideals that built 
America, in fact, made America the envy and 
goal of the very individuals now seeking to 
destroy it. In Union there is Strength. 

The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company 

General Offices -- Youngstown 1, Ohio 
Export Offices--500 Fifth Avenue, New York 

MANUFACTURERS OF CARBON ALLOY AND YOLOY STEELS 

RAILROAD TRACK SPIKES - CONDUIT - HOT AND COLD FINISHED CARBON AND ALLOY BARS - PIPE AND 
TUBULAR PRODUCTS - WIRE - ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE - COKE TIN PLATE - RODS - SHEETS - PLATES. 
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How To Save Time 

IN YOUR MILLING DEPARTMENT 

WITH A SUNDSTRAND GENERAL 

PURPOSE MAGNETIC FIXTURE 

Here's a new work-holding fixture for gen- 
eral purpose milling work. It saves on 
miscellaneous milling jobs by eliminating 
time losses for adjusting mechanical clamps 
and the cost of special jigs or fixtures. 
It is a complete unit with Sundstrand Mag- 
netic Chucks mounted on an adjustable 
fixture. Chucks are quickly positioned as 
required by the size of work piece and 
easily adjusted for angular milling cuts. 
If you have miscellaneous milling jobs re- 
quiring frequent changeover from one 
part or cut to another, it will pay you to 

Su te vdstra 1 Magnet 
g is performed 

re showing adjustments 
N amy vy throwing switch 

TYPICAL 

ET-UPS 
investigate the savings possible with this new 
magnetic holding fixture. Sundstrand Mag- 
netic Chucks are operated with an automatic 
demagnetizing control There is no tube in 
rectifier to burn out. Generally, the input of 
the control unit is 110 volt A.C., which is rec- 
tihed to 6 volt D.C 
the chuck. The low voltage eliminates possi 

produced to affect accuracy 
inputs other than 110 volt A.C 
nished when required. 

FREE 
Additional Data 

a 

can be fur- 

SUNDSTRAND MAGNETIC PRODUCTS CO, 
UE ° ROCKFORD TLLINOTS 

SUNDSTRAND 

, which in turn energizes 

bility of shock to the operator, and no heat is 
Controls with 

When the need for 

an electrical product 

arises in your plant, 

get the habit of 

referring to the 

McGRAW-HILL 

Pre-Filed 

ELECTRICAL CATALOGS 

Several hundred pages of 

manufacturers’ buying 

information will help you 

compare and select. 

The directory lists all known 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

T’S one thing to hate red tape and paper work, another 

to do without them. Some of each is necessary, the first 

to give people time to think, the second to protect you 

against people who can’t. 

io MBER that your employees need for recognition 

is a continuing appetite-—just the same as their need 

for food. A morsel once every six months won't satisfy 

either one 

manufacturers, classified 

alphabetically and by 

product. 

if the Pre-Filed 

ELECTRICAL CATALOGS 

are not available for 

buying reference at 

your plant, write to: 

McGRAW-HILL CATALOG SERVICE 

330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N.Y. 

There is no charge to qualified users. 
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The NILES 100” 
hydraulic-feed boring mill, 
equipped with side head. 

NILES hydraulic-feed boring mills 

Massive construction of Niles boring mills 
assures ample rigidity to take the stresses of 
high-speed cutting — yet with no loss of accu- 
racy. You will get considerably faster boring 
and turning, particularly with tungsten-car- 
bide tools. 

With fingertip control of the hydraulic 
feed, your operator can effortlessly and effi- 
ciently operate his mill. He has, for example, 
infinite feed selection while the machine is 
running —he can make fast tool placements. 
Reduced operating fatigue will tend to im- 
prove his accuracy. 

Eighty years of building large boring mills 
stand behind these new Niles machines. You 
will find them precision products in every 
respect, designed to give you better produc- 
tion — consistently. 

Niles Vertical Boring Mills are built in all stand 
ard sizes from 72 inches up, with either hydrauli 
or mechanical feed and with or without side head. 
For further information, call the Lima-Hamilton 
sales offices in New York, Chicago or other prin 
cipal cities, or write directly to Lima-Hamilton 
Corporation, Hamilton, Ohio 

LIMA 
HAMILTON p3 

DIVISIONS: Hamilton, Ohio —~ Niles Tool Works Co.; CORPORATION 
Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co. Lime, Ohio — Lima 
Locomotive Works, Inc.; Lima Shovel and Crane 
Division. Middletown, Ohio — United Welding Co 

PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS: Niles heavy machine tools 
Hamilton diesel and steam engines, Hamilton heavy 
metal stamping presses, Hamilton-Kruse avtomotic 
an- making machinery, Locomotives, Shovels and 
ranes, Special heavy machinery, Heavy iron castings, 
Weldments 
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THE MAN OR 

THE MACHINE 

IS BUSY 

IT MAKES 

A DIFFERENCE 

WHETHER &* 

A BUSY man 

at an IDLE automatic 

spells LOSS 

an IDLE man 

at a BUSY automatic 

spells PROFIT 

H & G INSERT CHASER DIE HEADS 
are mechanically right, functioning flawlessly at high speeds for 
hours on end. They minimize down time, gaining as much as an 
hour a day in net production 

There's nothing like a demonstration to convince the man who 
must be shown 

FREE Literature currently available 

Bulletin 32 "Selecting Proper Die Head for the Job” 

Decimal Equivalent Wall Chart 

Cost Reducing Suggestions on the Design for Threaded 
Parts 

Name 

Address 

THE EASTERN MACHINE SCREW CORP. 
Manutocturers of H & G General Purpose Die Head 

Heads, Threading Mach 
New Haven 6, CONNECTICUT 

insert Chaser Die 
20-40 BARCLAY STREET 

296 

Did You Identify 

this Picture on Page 209? 

It’s a group of hardened and precision ground parts ready 
for Profilometer inspection of surface roughness. Throughout 

all the Allied Products Corporation plants the finest inspection 
equipment is in use both in the production departments and 
for final inspection. Whatever your specifications may be, 
Allied makes sure that they are followed exactly 

SCAN-A-SCALE comprises a direct reading microscope of patented 
construction and a special precision scale providing a method of 
visual dimensional setting of distinct improvement over usual methods of 
measuring! NO loose standards or micrometers necessary! NO diol indi 
cators required for maintaining pressure or establishing a zero setting! 
The SCAN-A-SCALE unit completely eliminates these deficiences' 

For faster, more dependable results, use SCAN-A-SCALE. For complete 
information, write us today 

HNN F.T. Griswoup Mrc. Co. 
WAYNE @ PENNA. 
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For Fast, Efficient Pressing 

Bending, Forming, Straightening... 

Rodgers 300 Ton, 75° inclined, Stotionory 
Forcing Press, one of mony in the complete 
Rodgers line. In the application shown, the 
press is being used efficiently to press an 
ermature shaft 

... with these Features of 
. . 

Construction and Operation 

SEPARATE PUMPING UNITS—Choose from individual hand-operated 
or power-driven pumps to operate any model Rodgers Forcing Press 

REMOTE CONTROL OF POWER PUMPS—Operator can control press 
from any desired position 

REMOVABLE HYDRAULIC CYLINDER—Cylinder is easily removed from 
head member to permit servicing or use for other power applications fone Separate Power Pump 

INDIVIDUAL FRAME UNITS—tTracks, tension bars, abutment member Select your press operating unit from 
and head member are all separate units to facilitate handling and erec- hond-driven pumps or power-driven 
tion of press. pumps. Shown is ao Rodgers 2-cylinder 

EXPERTLY ENGINEERED AND CONSTRUCTED—Al! units of Rodgers Power Pump with remote control 
Forcing Presses are made strong, durable and dependable to give years 
of reliable service. 

...In these Types and Sizes Send for New Catalog... 

Rodgers Versatile Forcing Presses are available in portable or stationary For full details ond specifico Titgeae 
models—horizontal, vertical, 75° or 90° inclined—100 to 600 tons— Hions on the complete line of 
with hand-operated or power-driven pumps. In this broad selection, you'll 

find the ideal press to meet your requirements 

oe 

7407 WALKER ST., ST. LOUIS PARK, MINNEAPOLIS 16, MINN. MED A*) 2: VLG ee te) i a Me deli id. ag 
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Rodgers Forcing Presses send 
for Catalog 315 



LEADERS IN INDUSTRY MARK WITH NOBLEWEST 

ee 
world’s largest manufacturers of 
business machines to do a better 
job of scale marking on peper 
bail bors for typewriters 

HHH 11 CAM MH OHH M1 Me 

PRODUCTION GRADUATING 

at 300 linear inches per minute 

THis Noblewest precision graduating equipment roll-marks graduations into 
bar stock in lengths up to 3 feet at the high production rate of 300 linear 

inches per minute . .. does it better . . . and at lower cost than methods previously 
used. It is another example of how Noblewest Modern Marking Methods result 
in savings that often pay for the equipment within a year or less. 

Although developed especially for rolling graduations and numbers permanently 
into typewriter paper bail bars, it can be used for similar marking on any other 
type of metal bar stock or other materials including plastics, wood, hard rubber, 
etc. It employs the famous Noblewest roll marking process, where marking is ac- 
complished by single-point contact between the roll marking die and the work 
piece. Relatively low pressure produces minimum strain and negligible distortion. 
Pneumatic Pressure Compensator controls depth of inscription as well as compen- 
sates for slight variations in stock thicknesses or surface irregularities. The pre- 
cision graduating die is motor driven and interchangeable. For information on 
how to mark your products faster, better, at lower cost, write the Noble & 
Westbrook Mfg. Co., 17 Westbrook Street, East Hartford 8, Conn. 

Model 
No. 306 

EMBOSSING - NUMBERING 

American Machinist 

f 

‘FOR FORGING 

> Lengthens die life 

‘ Saves labor 

7 Improves working conditions 

ca Saves floor space 

+ Equipment low cost 

o Saves metal 

Metallurgical improvements 

* Cleaner forged parts 

* Press or hammer rates increased 

e Special holding atmosphere 

> Gas or Oil firing 

ry Low fuel cost per ton heated 

Explained 

in detail 

in 

BULLETIN 

SC-144 

Write for it today! 

SURFACE COMBUSTION 
CORPORATION 
TOLEDO 1, OHIO 

November 13, 



Thousands 

of busy men 

in industry find it 

a time-saving habit 

to use the 

McGRAW-HILL 

Pre-Filed 

ELECTRICAL CATALOGS 

when they want the answers 

to these buying questions 

about electrical products: 

Who makes the product? 

Who makes the product 

best suited to my needs? 

Where can | buy it? 

If the Pre-Filed 

ELECTRICAL CATALOGS 

are not available for 

buying reference at 

your plant, write to: 

McGRAW-HILL CATALOG SERVICE 

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.Y. 

There is no cherge to quelified users. 

Use "AMERICAN SWISS" 

Swiss-Pattern Files 
Sharp edges, close corners, tiny fillets, delicate curves . . 
the troublesome contours of intricate filing jobs . . . are best 
handled with ‘‘Americon Swiss'' Swiss-Pottern Files. You can 
cet these precision tools in widths os smoll os 1/16-in. thick- an 
nesses as small as .025 gauce, and in cuts os fine as No. 6 en ae 
The extensive “‘American Swiss'' line of more thon 3000 Alse Americon- 
shapes, sizes and cuts provides a selection to meet every in- Pottern Files, 
tricote filing need. Milled Curved 

Buy from our Authorized Distributor Tooth Files 
aad burs 

AMERICAN SWISS FILE & TOOL CO. Rotory Files, 
865 MT. PROSPECT AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J. gocisochartes 

WAU CGN >lWth5 x%x 

SWISS PATTERN FILES 

Correction! 

In the Buck Tool Company adver- 

tisement on page 273 of this issue, the 

statement in parentheses below the up- 

per illustration should read: “Men who 

have never used Chucks before have 

centered work within .0005 in 3 min- 

utes!”, as correctly shown elsewhere 

on the page. 
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is worth 

a pound of cure 

Eagle-Picher Industrial Floor 
Dry No. 85 is a granular mineral 
compound—chemically inert, non- 
combustible, and insoluble in oil, 
grease, kerosene or water. It can 
give you positive reduction in 
operating costs plus greater safety. 
Write for complete information. 

Here's proot that Eagle-Picher 

Floor Dry No. 85 1s tops in 

efficiency, economy 

Comparative Coverage ~*~ 
Costs af 

«eS, _ 

Cornparative Absorption Pay 
Costs i 

= 
Approsimate delta: cos! to absorb 100 pounds of oi! 

Packed in convenient 50-pound, 
multi-wall Kraft paper bags 

The Eagle-Picher Company 
GENERAL OFFICES: CINCINNATI (1), OHIO 

agile. Picher Company 
Department AM 
Cincinnau (1), Obso 
Gentlemen: Please send me mplete 
nformation about Eagle-Picher Indus 

trial Floor Dry No. 85 

Hit the jackpot 

with Sterling 

Speed-Trol 

Electric 

Power 

Drives 

LELILILIS 

ELECTRIC MOTORS 

PLANTS: NEW YORK SI, LOS ANGELES 22, HAMILTON, CANADA~OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
Write for Bulletin 

SPEED-TROL (Variable Speed) » SLO-SPEED (Geared) » KLOSED (Normal Speed) 

How You Can Cut 

Production Cost 22% to 35% 

Materials handling is the greatest single cause of factory 

expense with the wages of labor engaged in handling 

operations skyrocketing 200 per cent during the past ten 

years. 

“How Materials Handling Affects Plant Layout” points 

out how you can do much to improve materials handling in 

your plant reveals how higher production at lower 

costs can be obtained through good layout and efficient ma- 

terials handling including the rearranging of an 

existing plant or a layout for an entirely new plant. Selected 

case histories illustrate the application of plant layout 

procedures 

Complete with helpful photographs and drawings, this 

timely, 16-page report is available at only 25¢ a copy. 

Write to Reader Service Department: 

American Machinist 

McGraw-Hill Building New York 18, N. Y. 
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IT’S HERE! A LOW PRICE 

Hulomatic 

COIL CRADLE 

°235” 
roa NY 
800 LBS. CAP 

MARK IT FOR MARKET! 

Identification ROLLED into your products 
- will help you market them. 

HYDRAULIC Hack Saw blade above has been permanently 

Medelton Motor Driven 
“POWEROLL"” 

FEATURES 
© Eliminates hazards of lifting heavy 

rolls 
Roll on your coil and its ready to go 
Slack loop prevents drag on feed or 
dies 
30% to 40% higher daily production 
on hand or automatic feeds 
Re-loading time kept to a minimum 
No pulling of coils, avoids operator's 
fatigue, and results in faster feeding 

Write for circular 
Dealer inquiries invited 

WM. HALPERN & CO., INC. 
Machine Tools 

1 PARK PLACE 245 CONNECTICUT AVE 
NEW YORK 7, N. Y BRIDGEPORT, CONN 

marked in a Model 175 Hydraulic Marking 
Machine using a solid engraved lettering 
kourl. 

Your name, model number, part number, 
serial number or decorative designs can be 
rolled into your components to improve their 
appearance and facilitate identification. 

Send prints of parts, showing required mark- 
ing and its location on part with hourly pro- 
duction for free recommendation. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

F GEO. T. SCHMIDT, inc 

1810 W. BELLE PLAINE AVENUE 

CHICAGO e« 13. .e ILLINOIS 

ISION GUIDE 
Now! Carter introduces 
its new line of boll- 
bearing and Oilite Pre- 
cision Guides for all 
sized bandsows. Corter 
products universally ac- 
cepted as standard 
equipment by leading 
bandsow manvufactur- 
ors 
NOEL | LARGE | MED | SMALL! 

5.00 | $13 50 /$12.00) 
‘ 

»|$ 8 50/8 7.00) 
Saws it "fs or } For free iltustrated folder! PRICES SUBIECI TO CHANGE 

CARTER PRODUCTS COMPANY INC. 

65 Mount Vernon, N.W., Grand Rapids 4, Mich. 

From The American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

EEP your opinions of subordinates to yourself—or tell 

them directly. Don’t broadcast your opinions to their 

fellows, unless you have the rare case in which your opin- 

ion, repeated by others, is more effective than your direct 

statement. 

EEP your critical eye on time-hallowed systems. Times 

and needs change, and you may find some parts of 

your systems in need of drastic revision. 
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Siaplu TOOLS 

Pay Dividends 

in Top Performance 

USERS of Staples Carbide 
Cutting Tools reap profits from 
higher work output per tool 
and longer tool life. They know 
that Staples quality is never 
cheapened to meet a price. 

You can get immediate de- 
livery from a standing stock of 
over 28,000 standard Staples 
carbide-tipped circular and sin- 
gle point tools. 

If your requirements for spe- 
cial tools are slight alterations 
of standard tools, Staples can 
meet your special requirements 

wo ity oy 
Anp EVEL GEARS. y 

PLAIN AND NEN IE MODELS FO, 
SMALL AND LARGE GEARS WITH 
WITHOUT RE Combine AT. yin ye 

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER 

and ship within several days. 
Tell us your requirements. 

Send for complete tool catalog. 

THE STAPLES TOOL COMPANY, Cincinnati 25, Ohio 
Distributors in Major Cities 

Stapls CARBIDE-TIPPED CUTTING TOOLS 

A COMPLETE LINE OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE POINT CUTTING TOOLS 
EXPANSION REAMERS — FORM TOOLS CENTERS MASONRY DRILLS 

SPECIAL TOOLS 
GEORGE SCHERR CO., INC. 

COMPLETE LINE OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS __ 
200D LAFAYETTE ST, e NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 

Aluminum } Alloy rte a \ Lead Handles Hammers 
Hinged Hammer Moulds 

1, 24% and 5 Ib. sizes—order your alloy lead 
hammer requirements from your machine tool 
supply house 

or direct from: 

15410 STOEPEL AVE. DETROIT 21, MICH. 

. for precision work 

The cylindrical plungers in the Waltham Sub-presses slide in 
babbitted bearings. This bearing is tapered on the outside 
and can be forced downwards, thus reducing the inside diam- 
eter to fit the plunger when the latter becomes worn through 
use. Exact alignment and constant precision can be main- 
tained throughout the life of the die. Write for information 

Arch 
Sub-Press 

about the nine sizes 

WALTHAM MACHINE WORKS 
HIGH STREET, WALTHAM, MASS. 
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A More 
Wear-Resistant 
Drill-Jig- = All standard CO- 

LONIAL drill jig 
- bushings are now 

.* 
made from Colo- 
nial #3—a new oil- 

Fully hardening steel 
having many times 

Field-Tested the wear-resistance 7 of former bushin To reduce your & 
reer th g costs, specify 

m made fro m 

COLONIA 

greater uniformity. 

BUSHINGS INC. 
DETROIT 13. MICHIGAN 

FOR 

CONVENIENCE 

IN ORDERING 

American 

Machinist 

REPRINTS... 

Our American Machinist editorial 
reprint order form lists more than 
fifty currently available Special 
American Machinist Reports to 
Metalworking published since the 
war. If you would like a list of these 
Special Reports written specifically 
for metalworking production execu- 
tives, send us a postcard and ask 

r “Editorial Reprint Order Form.” 

READERS’ SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

American 

Machinist 

McGraw-Hill Building 
New York 18, N. Y. 

i SPINDLES 

' | mean 

MULTIPLIED 

OUTPUT 

athe ina ont 

16 DRILLS 
Six spindles, six different set- 
ups... up to six different drill- 
ing and tapping operations at 

That’s smooth production, flowing right down the line with these 
rugged, accurate, easy-handling “Buffalo” Sixteens! And that’s what puts 
the profit into your drilling. “Buffalo” builds a complete line of drills, in 
single and multiple spindle models, to fit any production requirement you 

Write for details on your particular problem. 

Ph ad a 

6-Spindie Buffalo No. 16 Drill 

once! 

may have. 

Pn 

BUFFALO FORGE COMPANY 
509 Broadway Buffalo, New York 

Canadian Blower & Forge Co., Ltd., Kitchener, Ont. 

DRILLING PUNCHING CUTTING SHEARING BENDING 

From the American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

Be careful neither to underestimate nor to overestimate 

the men you pick for promotion. A man may make an ex- 

cellent production executive dealing with details and con- 

crete things, but be out of his depth when he faces the 

intangibles of administration. He may be a whiz at watching 

the trees and no good at watching the forest. 

An essential to efficiency is regularity. The brilliant, but 

erratic—or the fast, but frequently absent—man will rarely 

show any efficiency. Remember the hare and the tortoise. 
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IT HAS BEEN DONE! 
WE ARE PRODUCING HIGH SPEED 

Stops automatically on completion of cut. Automatic relief of saw 
blade on non-cutting stroke. 6’' x 6° capacity using 10° x 14” blades 
12° x 3° clutch-Pulley. Pulley speed 120 r.pm coolant pump base 
Swivel vise for angle cuts. All steel welded base and table. V-belt drive 
Rigid frame. Gravity feed. Length gauge. Expanding clutch 
3-speed (90 to 130 r.p.m.) V-belt motor drive arrangement, $27.84, less 
motors. 42 H.P. 1725 ¢.p.m. motor recommended. Completely Motorized 
with Switch; Single Phase $356.95; Three Phase $363.40 

ae «38 : a Ve Bi: 

L-W CHUCK COMPANY * 

HOLMAN 

HELICAL 
TAPER PIN 
REAMLRS 

Scientifically made of selected steel 
under modern processes Long tived, 
economical, accurate. Details on request. 

HOLMAN REAMER CO. 
MANCHESTER, CONN. 

L Ute ®R S 

J). Milton luers 12 Pine St Mr. Clemens, Mich 

ATTENTION REAMER BUYERS 
70 YEARS CHOICE OF TOOL EXPERTS 
TN | SP, ve 

REAMERS, MILLING CUTTERS, END MILLS, SPECIALS 

ALVORD-POLK TOOL CO. Millersburg, Pa. 

CENTERING 

MACHINES 
@ HAND @ SEM! AUTOMATIC 

Special Machinery 
HEBERT Equipment Co. . 

@ AUTOMATIC 

Romeo, Mich. 

304 

Precision Die Made—Lowest Possible Cost 
DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO., Minneapolis 7, Minnesota 

Die-Making Machines 
b= 4 save 50% on a ovine, fling and }. 
|e ’ Ask for special bulletin—alse cir- 
eulars on Drill Grinders, Point Thinners, 
Tool and Cutter Grinders, Face Mill Grind- 
ers and Tool Bit Grinders. 
Oliver Instrument Co., 1414 Maumee 5t., Adrian, Mich. 

A SPECIALIZED CAM MILLING 
SERVICE, ROWBOTTOM .. JIG BORING 

SPOT WELDING. . CONTRACT 
‘PRODUCTION . . EXPERIMENTAL 

DEVE Lop MENT 

p.A. Stuart {Jil co. 

2729 SOUTH TROY STREET, CHICAGO 23 ILL. 

Cutting Fluids and Lubricants 

Complete line. Mechan- 
ical power presses 32 to 
500 tons. Since 1863. 

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO., Bridgeton. N. J 

BUILT RIGHT! 

PRICED RIGHT! 
Simple in design. Easy to operate Rigid 

construction including every worth 
while modern feature of milling 

machine development. With 18 spindle 
speeds (20 to 1000 R PM) both the 

universal and plain millers are readily 
odoptable for heavy duty or light precision 

production work. Send for bulletin 

GREAVES 
ech tecaves 

MILLING MACHINE seca non a 
enivaesas 2021 EASTERN AVE,, 

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 
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Ready Solutions 

To Your Everyday 

Welding Problems 

THE 

WELDING 

ENCYCLOPEDIA 

The enlarged, authoritative twelfth 
edition of THE WELDING ENCY- 
CLOPEDIA marshals every fact and 
every rule—every bit of the reliable 
guidance you need in: 

—handling any welding jobs, sim 
ple or complex. 

—selecting the right materials and 
equipment for your job. 

—answering your everyday weld 
ing questions. 

From “Abrasion” through “Zir 
conium,” you'll find more than 1ooc 
pages packed with helpful definitions, 
charts, illustrations and figures. 

Order your copy of the only au 
thoritative guide to maximum welding 
efficiency. As a reference, as a text, as 
a guide, there is no other volume that 
can compare with THE WELDING 
ENCYCLOPEDIA. Order yours now 
—only $6.50. Send check or money 
order today with the attached coupon 

THE WELDING ENCYCLOPEDIA 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 
Mail me the 12th edition of THE WELDING ENCY 
CLOPEDIA. | enclose check [) money erder 
for $6.50 to cover cost of book and mailing charges 

Address 

American Machinist November 13 

ACCURATE, LOW-COST 

STAMPINGS 

L&J No. 3 O.B.I. PRESS 
CAPACITY 22 tons 
STROKE 2% stenderd— others optional 
STROKES PER MINUTE 127 stendord 
DIE SPACE 8%" (standard) or 10% 

(bed to slide, stroke down, odjustment up) 
BOLSTER AREA 21%" « 12% 

(right to left x front to bock) 

Also, 11 other models, 6 
to 80 ton capacities 

Write for literature 

1629 STERLING AVENUE, ELKHART, INDIANA 

1950 

From the American Machinist Library 

of Tips for Top Shop Men 

You have no real right to the title “Boss” until you've 

trained subordinates to shoulder most of your responsibili- 

ties—-and learned further to give them credit for what they 

do. 
rh 
Lue more arguments you win, the fewer friends you 

have. You can be the right guy or a right guy, just as you 

choose. 

M EN are like steel——when they lose their tempers they're 

useless. Remember to keep your own usefulness 



FOR SMALL 

JIG BORING 
PUT SMALL JOBS ON THIS 
LINLEY MACHINE 

and save your larger machines for heavier 
wor 

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED! 
at the extremely low first cost and the vitally 
important jobs that this little precision ma- 
chine can do. It will pay you to get our ac- 
curacy information on this machine which has 
6" « 10° table movement and 7’ x 1714" 
table size 

Write TODAY For Full information 
LINLEY BROTHERS COMPANY 

664 State St. Ext., Bridgeport 1, Conn. 

1
2
)
 

makes precision 
products that stand up 

€ I] milled from 
the bar'’ screw machine 

under hord usage and whose uniformity and fine 
save assembly time and maintenance 

—p- 

finish costs 

Coup! ¢ Milled 
“—” Studs 

in all sizes and RA 

COSHCHSSSSSSSSSHOHSSHOSCE ° 

Snow Air-operated, Electrically 
Controlled Machines and Fixteres 
* Single Spindle Verticals + Two-Spindie 
Verticals « Two-Spindle Horizontals « Avte- 
matic Nut Tapping Machines + Drill Press 
Tap Heads + Automatic & Semi-Automatic 
digs & Fixtures 

Write for details 

 SN® 
SNOW MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
435 Eastern Ave. + Bellwood, Iilinols 

(Chie burb SSSERS Cccccccccccceeeeccece 

Set 

“ROCKWELL” 
HARDNESS TESTER 
Made Only by Wilson 

®@ Development and improvement of 
“ROCKWELL” Hardness Testers over 
the years have made “ROCKWELL” 
scales the universal standard of hardness. 
A reading on the “ROCKWELL,” the 
**ROCKWELL”’ Superficial or the 
“TUKON” Tester is the same in any 
language. 

WILSON MECHANICAL INSTRUMENT CO., INC 

AN ASSOCIATE COMPANY OF AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE 

230-8 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y 

Gm 

RIVETERS PIONEERS in 
their line—head rivets from 
smallest to 34” diameter 
either by NOISELESS SPIN 
NING or VIBRATING 
HAMMER method—Sizes to 

ill needs—Types in 
Vertical and Horizon- 

Multiple Spindles 
Write for literature and don't 

forget to send samples. 
THE GRANT MBG, & 

MACHINE Co. 
85 Silliman Ave., Bridgeport, Conn., U. 8. A. 

LELAND- 

GIFFORD 
COMPANY 

Worcester, Mass 

CHICAGO 6, ILI 

DETROIT MICH 

CLEVELAND HO 

NEW ARK 

ROCHESTER 

LOS ANGELES 

STOPS 

LOSSES 

making dies 

& templates 

Simply brush on right 
at the bench; ready 
for the layout in a 
few minutes. The 
dark blue background 
makes the scribed layout 

prevents metal glare. 
Write for full Information 

THE DYKEM COMPANY, 2301 B North 11 St., St. Louis, Mo. 

lines show up in sharp relief, and at the 
same time Increases efficiency and accuracy 

DUT NO BLOWER 
OR OTHER POWER 

NEEDED! 
+ « « JUST CONNECT TO 

GAS SUPPLY. 
Designed to solve in- 
numerable Heat applica- 
tions. Unexcelled for ef- 
ficiency, economy, sim- 
plicity, and flexibility. 
The Complete “BUZZER” 
catalog shows Gas Burn- 
ers, Furnaces, and other 
equipment. Write for 
your copy today. 

CHARLES A. HONES, inc 
121 So. Grand Ave. Baldwin, L. I., N. Y 
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HARDNESS TESTER— 

The Scleroscope is the only hardness 
tester that takes in the entire range 
from the softest to the hardest metals 
without any adjustments. im. diameter dial, with 60 or 100 divi- 

sions. Can be furnished in graduations 
MODEL D-1 DIAL TYPE ey ty FF TS 
Write for Circular! ; ie ou on all R. & S&S. Gauges are 

THE SHORE 

& MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 

‘ made from sturdy castings ™ case 
and plat re two > t te so 

INSTRUMENT '] that a Mpa sue cuniie, 

9025 VAN WYCK AVENUE 
JAMAICA, NEW YORK 

There is a R. & S. Gauge for practi 

TELEPHONE: JAMAICA 6-4090 

RANDALL and STICKNEY 

Dial Gauges and Indicators 
are accurate, reliable and built to stand 
the gaff of hard usage. 
This Model C Dial Indicator has «a 2% 

cally every purpose. Write for circulars 
describing our complete line 

FRANK B, RANDALL CO. INC 
248 Ash St. 

Waltham 64, Mass, U.S.A 
Makers of Diol Cues Since 1885 

eee ee eee ee ee ee ee 
HERCULES HOLDERS 

AND STEEL TYPE 
SEVERAL STRENGTH 

CONTRACT WORK ) 
. ~\ HAVE SE AND UTILITY ADVANTAGES 

PATTERNS in WOOD o -_ ilaee Je, MODEL 9AMP WRITE FOR ILLUS 
8 AN jain > MARKING MACHINES eA RICES. 

Are made for fast mark in reel ‘ »,)y\ \9"* ee ACROMARK | 
4 pa orice —y 

: 7-13 MORRELL ST., ELIZABETH 4, N. J. 
Fame a A ME SL eS | Sh - 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

EQUIPMENT 
USED OR RESALE 

WANTED 
AGENTS to work with HOLDEN 
District Managers (all States) on 

GENERAL PATTERN WORKS 
ee sts, Ob 

J. L. OVERHOLT 
WABASH EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

202 South State Street 
Chicage 4, Illinois WABASH—5020 
Specialize n pla g all types of aftsmen, de 

LMPLOYMENT 
BUSINESS 

| ENGINEERS & DESIGNERS 

EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 

General Electric Company 
has immediate opportuni- 1. 
ties for experienced equip 

SALARIED POSITIONS 100 ment development engi- Q 
jo Oh the ublaeignal. We eller tr artates neers and designers. 1 

each i Nay ga Must have thorough knowledge auto 
matic equipment and manufacturing 
processes for receiver tubes, television 
receivers and components Oils 
Men needed must be able to supervise Filter 
as well as know details of designing 
and developing automatic machinery Soluble Oil Clarifier 

rancidity Write Electronics Dept., General 
Electric os S $1122, ry . New Blacking Process — PERMA- 

MANUFACTURER'S REPRESENTATIVE tronics ark, syracuse, F : “econ BLACK for stainless steels, cast 
iron, malleable all ferrous 

in metropolitan New York and New giving detailed resume, work 

metals 

eers, technical men and ex 
OPPORTUNITIES Write for full information today 

REPLIES (Bo 
VE Ww YOR K: _ 

CHI AGO N. Mic 
SAN FRANCISCO: ¢ 

Holden Pot Furnaces and Con 
veyors 
Holden Salt Baths 
Holden Descaling and Cleaning 
Processes 
New Filter System for Soluble 

Central Systems — Portable 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

prevents 
SELLING OPPORTUNITIES WANTED 

e - . - pe record, references, salary re force. Interestec 
Reply to RA-7645 quirements and availability 

7. Equipment for Blacking Process 

write ... Mr. A. F. HOLDEN, Pres. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY MAJOR INDUSTRIAL 

CONCERN Government Defense 

PATENT ATTORNEY 

Patent Practice 
t Office 

American Machinist November 13, 

Has An Opening For 
MACHINE SHOP 

GENERAL FOREMAN 
Machinist bockground, with at least 12 yeors 
experience, capable of setting up shop and 
establishing new procedures. Applicent should 
hove five years supervisory experience ond a 
satisfactory record handling men. Considerable 
formal schooling desirable but not necessary 

Reasonable rental housing available Moving 
expenses paid 

Submit complete summary of experience and 
education to 
P.O. Box P, Oak Ridge, Tenn. (PY) 

THE A. F. HOLDEN COMPANY 
11300 Schaefer Highway 

Detroit 27, Mich. 

ENGINEER 
with experience in Development ond Design 
of Centrifugal Pumps for manufacturing plant 
in New England. Stete qualificetions end 
references 

P-7857, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18, WN. Y. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

ABSOLUTE PUBLIC AUCTION 

GIGANTIC 2 DAY SALE — ONE MILLION DOLLARS WORTH 
Over 300 Valuable Tool Room & Production Machine Tools 

Due to discontinuance of Contract Machining Division 
By order of Board of Directors 

HUPP CORPORATION 

Tuesday & Wednesday, November 28th & 29th, 1950 

starting ot 10:30 A.M. (E.S.T.) each day 
on the premises at 

3641 EAST MILWAUKEE AVE., DETROIT, MICH. 

consisting of: 
MILLING MACHINES: 6 Cincinnoti 24° Duplex Mills, 6 Cincinnati 18° Duplex Mills, 2 
Cincinnati Hydromatic Mills, 2 Cincinnati & Brown & Sharpe Vertical Mills, 6 Kearney & 
Trecker Simpiex & Duplex Mills, 3 Newton & Ingersoll Rotary Mills, 3 Kempsmith Hori 
zontal Mills, 4 Kent Owens & Whitney Hand Mills 
BORING MACHINES: 7 Excello =1212AJr Double & Single End Precision Boring Machines, 
3 Barnes & Snyder Double End Boring Machines 
GRINDERS: 2 Cincinnati 10x18 Cylindrical Grinders, 2 Cincinnati 22 Centerless Grinders, 
Colonial Broach Grinder, Heald 722 Rotary Grinder, 2 Pratt & Whitney Surface Grinders, 
2 LeBlond +1 & 2 Universal Cutter Grinders, 28 Blanchard, Heald, Excello Keorney & 
Trecker, Blount, Sellers, Hammond, Covel, Black Diamond & Van Dorn Tool & Cutter 
Grinders 
LATHES: 7 Gisholt Simplimatic Automatic Lathes, 18 Monarch, LeBlond, Hendey, Sidney, 
& Atlas Engine Lathes. 
MULTIPLE SPINDLE DRILLS: 15 Natco Type 13 Multiple Spindie Drills, 5 Natco Type 14, 
6 Natco Type 12 & 30 Multiple Spindle Drills, 3 Foote Burt & Baush Multiple Spindle 
Drills 
DRILL PRESSES: 3 Colburn & Baker 4 Spindle Drills, 4 Colburn & Allen 2 Spindle Drills, 
65 Colburn, Defiance, Barnes, Baker, Cincinnati, Rockford, Superior, Allen, Henry & 
Wright, Sipp & Avey Single Spindle Drills, 13 Walker Turner, Hammond & Western 3’ & 
4 Radial Drills 
MISCELLANEOUS: Micromatic Hydrohoners, Broaching Machines, Planers, Shapers, Punch 
Presses, Tapping Machines, Saws, Profilers, Woodworking Machinery Threading Ma 
chines, Welders, Arbor Presses, Moline Hole Hog Drilling Machines, Inspection Equipment, 
Material Handling Equipment, Perishable Tools, Steel, etc 

INSPECTION FROM NOVEMBER 20th to date of sale excepting 
THANKSGIVING DAY. 

WRITE <a: ; SS ee pearee WRITE 
WIRE OR { TNCINTERID L10U/DATID WIRE OR PHONE Os PHONE 
FOR PHO FOR PHO. 
TOGRAPH Z GRAPH. 
ICALLY ; : ICALLY 
ILLUS AUCTIONEERS LIQUIDATORS APPRAISERS - ILLUS TRATED TRATED 
BROCHURE Lafayette Bldg. Detroit 26, Mich. WO. 3-4980 BROCHURE 

WANTED 

MACHINE DESIGNERS 

A large middle west machine tool builder 
requires the services of several capable 
machine tool designers with a technical 
and practical background. Splendid op- 
portunities available for qualified persons. 
Give complete details of self, education, 
experience and salary expected 

P-7854, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

MACHINERY 

DESIGN ENGINEER 

for 
Permanent employment with a leading 
Connecticut facturer of hi tools. 
Must have extensive experience in the de- 
sign and engineering of Lathes, Grinders, 
and/or, Milling Machines. 

Send complete resume of qualifications 
and experience. Interviews for qualified 
applicants will be arranged promptly. All 
replies will be kept confidential. 

P-8100, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

JOSEPH M. COOK AND STAFF 
+ + INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS - - 

Specialists in economical metal removal 
on machining operations 

May we discuss with you our approach 
to this problem? 

1400 S. Penn Square - Philadelphia 2 
Rittenhouse 6-5273 

BENDING ROLL 
Model No. 60, Kane & Roach, Wrapping Type, 
with 40 HP Motor. Machine Serial No. 201784 Steel fabricating manufacturer, employing 

Pennsylvania town of 20,000, requires 
several Design Engineers for development 
work on new products as well as new 
applications for standard products. Ap 
plicants must be mechanical engineers, 
with some nrevious design experience pre 
ferred, and a practical knowledge of some 
phase of metal-working, such as machin- 
ing, forging, or blacksmithing 
These are new positions due to diversi 
fication and additions to our regular line 
of products, and are not related to war 
production. If you are interested in an 
opportunity for a permanent position, and 
are willing to relocate, send details of 
education and experience, together with 
salary requirements to Personnel Manager 
DRESSER MANUFACTURING DIVISION 

Bradford, Pa. 
ONE OF THE DRESSER INDUSTRIES 

700 people and located in a northwestern $2,750.00 
EXCELLENT CONDITION 

WINSTON MACHINERY COMPANY, INC. 
517 South Delaware Street, Indianapolis 4, Ind 

LINES WANTED 
New monufacturer’s agency and engineering 
office opening in Georgia wants lines as o 
manufacturer's agency starting Jon. Ist, 1951, 
on exclusive basis for either Georgia or Georgia 
and surrounding States. Hydraulic Devices and 
Machines, Mechanical and Electrical Power 
Transmission Equipment, Automatic Controls 
and Gages, items with a repetitive feature 
especially desirable. Present personnel con- 
sists of one Registered Engineer, one Textile, 
one Lubrication, one Sales Engineer. Send all 
details and proposition to 

RA-7954, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, lil. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE 
ATTENTION EXPORTERS! 

Unusual opportunity to procure modern Fellows Gear Shapers 615A and 645 as well as 12” Gleason 
Generators, 36 BM Gould & Eberhardt Rougher 27 Fellows Gear Shaper, #16 D. E. Whiton Ma 
chine. Write for full information 

FS-1633, AMERICAN MACHINIST 30 W. 42 Bt, N. ¥. 18, N. ¥ 

TEN TON CRANE 
Shepard Niles Cab Controlled Crane, 10 ton capac- 
ity, 40° span, enclosed gearing, 230 velt DC, EXCELLENT CONDITION 

CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION 
PRICE $6,500.00 
WINSTON MACHINERY COMPANY, INC. 

517 South Delaware Street, indianapolis 4, Indiana 

AMERICAN RING METAL 
TURNINGS CRUSHER 

Capacity—-Steel Turnings 24 te 3% tons per hr 
Feed Opening 31°37", Machine Ne. 2400, Type ST.T.. Sertal Wo. 1924 $1,500.00 
LATE TYPE EXCELLENT CONDITION 

WINSTON MACHINERY CO., INC. 
S17 Seuth Oeclaware St.. indianapolis 4, indians 

FOR SALE — 10 BENCH TYPE 
NEW THREAD GRINDING MACHINES 

Will erind © te 4” Dia, 2° in length All Threads English and Metric 
$3,500. 

FS-7871, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.Y 
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AARON FOR ONE OF THE LARGEST STOCKS OF MODERN 

MACHINERY AT LOWEST PRICES MONEY BACK GUARANTEES 

AUTOMATICS 
Cone 4 Sp. 1%" Autos 
Fay Automatic, 12"x81” 
Lodge & Shipley Duomatic 2A 
BORING MILLS 
Giddings & Lewis No. 0, No 
Lucas No. 31, 32 horiz. 
Heald #49 double spindle, Bore- 

matic 
Bullard 24”, 36”, 42” VTL 
King 72” , 42” vertical 
ORILLS ‘AND RADIALS 
Barnes No. 242, No. 6 Morse 
Carlton &8’-19” column 
Canedy-Otto 3'-9" col 
Defiance 112—21” No. 4MT 
Fosdick No. 5BM 
Sibley 24"-28", Power Feeds 
Hamilton, Langelier, Hi-Speed 
ENGRAVERS 
Gorton No. 3U, 3Z 
Deckel, 2 dimen. Gil 
Gorton Cutter Grinders 

265-6. 
GEAR EQUIPMENT 
Fellows #7, 72, 712, 725, 

High Speed. 
Fellows 645Y Spur & Spiral! 
Gleason #2 Surface Hardener 
Gleason 3” Straight Bevel Gener- 
Michigan, Gleason, Fellows Check 

ers. 
Mikron Gear Hobber 
GRINDERS, 
MISCELANEOUS 

Brown & Sharpe No. 6 cyl. 3” « 
B. & S. Nos. 1, 3 Univ. 
B. & 8. No. 13 Univ. & Tool 
Bryant #16 Internal 
Cinn. 12x48", & 12x36” 

Univ 
Covel No. 91A Univ. T. & C 
Dalzen Thread, latest 
Gardner 2226, 30” Disc 
Hanchett #228 Disc. Db! 

w. M.D. Feed 
Heald 72A3 Sizematic Int 

leas 
K.O. Lee Tool & Cutter 
Landis, 10x24” type C 

Filmatic 

opposed 
Center- 

Univ., 
t angu 

Nerten No. 2 Tool & Cutter, 
Oliver 610 Drill Grinder, 

6G, 4G Drill Grinder 
Wickman Profile 
GRINDERS, SURFACE 
Abrasive No. 33, 34 Vert. 8x24 
Blanchard No. 11, 16° Mag. Chuck 
Brown & Sharpe #5, 8x24” 
G @& L Hyd. 325, 6x18", 

8x24", 345, 12x24". 
Norton 6x18”, and 10x36” Hyd 
Reid No. 2A P.F. MIB 
Reid No. 2C Motor Spdl 

Hyd 
Sellers 

#36 

Hand 
Feed 

Thompson Hyd. 6 x 10 «= 18”, 
6x 12 x 18” 

LATHES 
Hardinge Evesiion. - 
Hendey 12” x 42” GH 
LeBlond Heavy duty 16"x78” 
LeBlond Regal 10°x3%', 13”x24" 

16°x30", 16°x48” TA. 19x48” 
TA, 21"x60” 

Lodge & Shipley 20°54” 
Spindle veeds latest 

Collet Cap. 

G.H. 24 

Bliss Double Crank Toggle Press No. 406—48" 

Bliss 23'2A Toggle Press Geared 
Bliss Ne. 304A, 782 (330 ton) Straight Side 

igh Production Presses. 
Cincinnati 36-72 Hydrote! Horis. Miller lotest 

resses. 
Bliss 650 H 

type. 

HYDRAULIC PRESSES 

DOWN MOVING RAM, SELF CONTAINED 

MANUFACTURER 
Loke Erie 
Watson Stiliman 

Shoft Straightener 
Denison 
Hannifin 
Southwark, D. A. 

Clamping Plote 
Oilgear Shoft 

Straightener 

DOWN MOVING RAM, 
Mesta 
Chambersburg 
Southwark 
Southwark 

UP MOVING 
Woterbury Farrel 
Watson Stiliman 
Watson Stiliman 
HPM 
Stokes tietiian 

Press and 

TON 
CaP 
500 

25/50 
50 
125 
35 

750 
300 
350 
550 

800 
300 
300 
160 

Pump 200 
Eimes— With Elec. Piotes = 
Stewart Boling 

WHEEL PRESSES 
wns = =, 000 Sse %" 

—48"'; 300 
toa — 48. 

INJECTION 
MOLDERS 

STR. OPENING PLATEN 
36"° 68." 35x36 

24° bed 
22 «20 
22 «30 
84x30 
4x11 

24" 57" 
1s" 23" 
20"" 30°" 
30°" 2 te4 
s" 2" 

WITHOUT POWER UNIT 
42" 8o"* 44144 
1o"" — 22% 36 
42" 73"° 28x 48 
23" 682 42%32 

RAM PRESSES 
6a" 
— 
12" 
15"° 
8" 
+” 

1o"" 

22524 

ACCUMULATORS 
Mfr. Sue 
HPM xv 
General Electric 15°' x 11° 
Watson Stilimon 

(13 gal) Hydr. 
Paeu. 

Pounds 
2000 

422948" 3000 

Lodge & Shipley 
etc., Collets, 

iH 
16 x 78” T.A.. 

20"x54" 24 speed 
Monareh 10”x20" EE. 
Rivett 608 QCG, TA, Precision 
South Bend Q.C.G., 18"x6", 10°x4’ 
MILLS, PRODUCTION 
Brown & Sharpe, No > Cineing 

hydr 

45 Crosby Street 

12, 21 

Rent Owens IV, 
.8 Muktiontier, : & 2 Spindles 

) ab, 00 Rigidm jdm ills 
MILLS, PLAIN AND 
UNIVERSAL 
Cincinnati 23 Plain Hi-Speed Dial 

Type 
Cincinnati No. 8 Plain, 2M Plain 
Cincinnati No, 4 niv 
Milwaukee 2HL, 2H Univ., HS 
Milwaukee No. 2H Plain, 2 HL 
Milwaukee #3K High Speed Dia 

Type 
Van Norman Duplex, 20 
MILLS, VERTICAL 
Cincinnati No. 8 Hi-Speed Dial 

ype 
Cineinnati No. 4, Hi-Power 
Gorton No. 8% D Profiler 
Morey No. 12M Profiler 2 ep 
Sipp MP6 Jig Borer 
Fosdick #30 Jig Borer. 
Pratt & Whitney #2 Jig Borer 
PLANERS 
Detrick & 

open side 2 
head 

Hamilton 30”x30"x10' double hous 

Harvey 48°x48"x18" 
Rail heads, 1 side 

ing 
Hamilton 36°x36"x22" double hous 

ing 
PRESSES 

18, 19, 20, 21, 
. BSO4A, 4” Str. 

OBI 
23"«24" 

Hi-Production, 58 
4% Double Action Cam 

Colton Tablet Presse: 
Gen. Flexible Screw Press 
Stokes Tablet Presses, Model R @ 

T. DD2. 
VaoO 301 
TURRET LATHES 
Acme No. 6 W Bar and Chuck, 

Acme Fox 
Bardons & Oliver No. 53, 1%” 

cap., No. 6, Chuck 
Brown & Sharpe 2F 
Foster No. 8B 
Gisholt No. 4, Bar and Chuck, 

L, Saddle Type Sliding 
Turret 
Warner & Swasey 25 Bar feed 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Band Saw; DoAll Zephyr, 

Tannewits No. 86M. 
Bending Roll: Webb %"x6', BR-3 
Centering Machine: Sundstrand. 
Die Casting Machine DCMT 
Hacksaw: Marvel — 6 and 6A, 

Cross 

Noble & Weet 
9A Automatic 
—-? Machine: 
Notehing Press: Ferracute C82 
Pin Machine: Nilson. 
Profilers: Oinn. 360° 4 Sp., Morey 

: Cinn, 24” Universal 
don 12” Brand New. 

hear: Quickwork 3/16” 
throat circle cutting 

h. 
Honer: Micromatic Hydrohoner, 
Supnen 

Keyseaters: Mitts & Merrill, Bak 
er, Burr, Davis. 

Lappers: Ultra 
Rivet Hammers: Hi Speed. 
Toolmakers png Gaertner, 

Bauseh & Lomb, Le 
Tapper: Bakewell #1, ral Haskins 

No. 8C, 8 Cam, lobe. 
Welders: Spot & Seam: Thomp 

son, Taylor, Winfield 
Wrapping Roll: 2% Boffale 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

AARON MACHINERY CO., Inc. 

New York 12, N. Y. 

WoOrth 4-8233 Cable: AARMACH, N. Y. 

American Machinist November 13, 1950 
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™ AERIAL VIEW OF OFFICE & PLANT 
48"x26' c.c, American “Super Productive,” lathes, 2. 
10x20" Monarch EE lathe, taper, collets, ‘41. 
36" Rogers Vert. Turret Lathe, ‘42. 
10x24" Landis Univ. Grinder, type C, ‘42. 
234 Abrasive Vert. Surface Grinder, late. 
6"'x18" Norton Surface Grinder, late. 
3" Gleason bevel gr. generator, *42. 
$75A Fellows gearshaper, ‘41. 
22MH Cincinnati Plain Mill, 1941. 

| WANTED: 

on JHE €©’BRI 
O'BRIEN 
PHILA. 

For: 

Quality 

and 

Integrity i 

Buy with complete confidence from one of Amer- 
ica's oldest and largest machinery houses—known 
the world over. 

_ Get the best! Good machinery, properly recondi- 
tioned and fully guaranteed. Here are a few repre- 

36"x36"x14" 
CINCINNATI 
“HYDRO” 
PLANER 

sentative items from stock. 

t2A Brown and Sharpe Univ. Mill, Timken, M. 
base. 

16" Gould and Eberhardt Univ. Shaper, 1941. 
2—16" x10" Lodge and Shipley lathes, taper, M. 

in base. 
245 Giddings and Lewis 4'/2" horiz. mill. 
3” Universal horiz. boring mill. 
£2MS Leland Gifford 3 spdie. drill. 

| 2—6" Oster “Rapiduction" pipe threaders, M.D. 

EN nee em 
T.M. REGISTERED U.S. PATENT OFFICE 

PHILADELPHIA’S LARGEST MACHINERY DEALERS AND EXPORTERS 

Yes, we want good machine tools in any 
quantity. Call or write us today. 

MACHINERY Co. PHONE 
GArfield 
6-1150 

1545 N. DELAWARE AVE., PHILA. 25, PA. 

Motch and Merryweather’s reputa- 
tion for fair dealing has been gained 
over a long period of years as 
proved by the consistently growing 
number of repeat orders received 
from our customers. Careful selection 
by men of long experience in the 
manufacture of machine tools assures 
you of quality machines—a better 
buy from Motch and Merryweather. 

BORING MACHINES 

No. 50 Giddings & Lewis Horizontal Mill 
42” King Vertical Turret Lathe 
42” Bullard Vertical Turret Lathe 
52” King Vertical Turret Lathe 
14° Niles Tool Works Boring Mill 

DRILLS 

No. BL-2 Natco Multiple Spindle Drill 
4° 12” Column American Radial Drill 
6' 17" Column American Radial Drill 
No. 2-KH 6-Spindle Allen Drill Press 

1350 East 222nd Street 

GRINDERS, CYLINDRICAL 
6" x 18” Norton Type C Plain Cylindrical 

Grinder 
10° x 36” Model “EA” Cincinnati 

Cylindrical Grinder 
16/20” x 72” Norton Type C Cylindrical 

Grinder 

GRINDERS, INTERNAL 
No. 16-16 Bryant Int 

Grinder 
No. 72A3 Heald Plain Int 

Grinder 
72 A5 Heald Plain Int. Hydraulic Grinder 

Plain 

Hydraulic Hole 

Hydraulic 

GRINDERS, SURFACE 
3B Abrasive Surface Grinder 
No. 11 Blanchard High Power Vertical 

Rotary 
No. 22 Heald Rotary Surface Grinder 
Model “B” Pratt & Whitney 

Grinder 
16 x 24 x 72” Mattison Surface Grinder 

Surface 

GRINDERS, UNIVERSAL 
No. 2 Brown & Sharpe Universal Grinder 
No. 3 Brown & Sharpe Universal Grinder 
10x36” Norton Universal Cylindrical 

Grinder 

Jt pays to buy from a house with a reputation... 

LATHES 
No. 3-A Lodge & Shipley Duomatic Lathe 
14” x 16’ Coulter Thread Cutting Lathe 
18x72" Monarch Tool Room Lathe 
20” x 72” Lodge & Shipley Engine Lathe, 

Model X 
Bridgeford 28 Swing x 30’ Bed Geared 

Head 

MILLING MACHINES, 
MANUFACTURING & PLAIN 

Model “O” Sundstrand Mill 
1-18 Cincinnati Manufacturing Type 

Mill 
No. 1H-18 Kearney & Trecker Manufactur- 

ing Type Mill 
30” x 30” x 14’ Ingersoll Adjustable Rail 

Mill 
1248 Kearney & Trecker Simplex Miller 
No. 3 Van Norman Plain Horizontal Mill 
No. 4 Cincinnati Dial Type Plain Mill 

MISCELLANEOUS 
No. 725 Fellows Gear Shaper 
No. 2 Cincinnati Centerless Grinder 
36” American “Heavy Pattern” Universal 

Shaper 
No. 214 Besly Disc Grinder 
No. 1 Norton Tool and Cutter Grinder 
No. 510 Oliver Drill Grinder 

MOTCH AND MERRYWEATHER MACHINERY CO. 

Euclid 23, Ohio 

310 American Machinist Noven 



i ere 
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nes. SS 

LATEST TYPE (net, IAW NA D>. 

AMERICAN 36360" centers Geore 
Head Engine Lathe—High Duty—Heavy 
Pattern—2 carriages; motor drive 

BROWN & SHARPE No. 2 Universal 
Grinder, Size of grinding wheel 14°x! 
motor drive 

WATCH THIS PAGE 

For MODERN high quality ma 
chine tools nearly al! built new 
since 1941. These tools ore 
priced well within your equip 
ment budget. Wire, write or 

GISHOLT No. 3 Ram Type Univer phone for pictures, details and 
sal Turret Lathe, TIMKEN bearing prices, today 

Hardened Steel Ways—Arranged 
for chucking; motor drive 

FELLOWS No. 7 Gear Shap 
er—High Speed—for spur 
gears only, motor drive 

DETRICK & HARVEY 48°x48"x16' Planer 
—4 heads With HYDRAULIC TABLE PRATT & WHITNEY “KELLER” Type BL 
FEED WITH OIL GEAR UNIT With HY 2416 Copying Machine for tracer con 
DRAULIC CLAPPER BOX LIFTS; motor trolled milling; Single Spindle, THREE 

DIMENSIONAL; motor drive drive 

Excellent Condition — Many Latest Type— Prompt Shipment 
America's Largest Stock — Send for Latest Catalogue 

FOR MORE VALUE... 



SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

EMERMAN OFFERS FROM STOCK 

t24 GLEASON STRAIGHT 

BEVEL GEAR GENERA- 

TOR. 

FOR ROUGHING AND 

FINISHING. 

35" PITCH DIA.—1'/2 D.P. 

PUSH BUTTON CON- 

TROL WITH ALL ELEC- 

TRICAL EQUIP. 

EXCELLENT CONDITION 

EMERMAN MACHINERY 

875 W. 120th St. 
Chicago 43, Ill. 

VALUES 
1 Ameri 

UNUSUAL 
Milling Machines—No. 1 

can (new) plain, No. 1 Vertical 
Drille—Large selection, single and multiple spin 

dies also bench types, many of them new 
Gear Cuttere—Brown & Sharpe No 3—26* 

& Whoerhardt 42° 
Grinders—Cylindrical B & S No. 11, Planer type Surface 13"x63", also new (small) Uni- 

bench and floor type. All with coolant 

Universal, No. 
AUTOMATICS 

49 New Britain Chucker. 1941 12*221” Fay Automatic, 194 
BOLT MACHINES 

No. 500C Manville Thread Roller Latest 
No. 250C Manville Header, SS8D. Latest 

BORING MACHINES 0° KK . N 42° King Vertical. 1942 \ 
N N 

No 
12” Monarch “‘Magna- Matic Gould 

LATHES, TURRET 
No. 4A Warner & Swasey. M.D 
844"x24" Acme | 4 0 Acme Ur 194 

> RK Gisholt. 194 o. 3H Libby. Late 6K Denver. 1942 
MILLS, PLAIN 

waukse 

Lathes—14°s6’, 8’, 10’—10°s6’, 3’, 10'—18*x6’, 8’, 10°—-26°x16’—all cone drive, severa] motor ized also 18°x8’ and 10° 
motor ized. 
Large stock 19° end 18" bench and floor type. 

18 & 49 Heald Single End. 194 
ORILLS 

5” American Hole Wizard. 194 
Ne 26HO Raker, 1942 

(new) 

SK Mi GEAR EQUIPMENT 
No. 6 Gleason Revacycle. 1941 
No. 6 & 17 Gleason Testers, 194 
8” Red Ring Internal Shaver. I No. GCL Red Ring Shaver. 194 No. 645A3, 615A 61A Fellows 
No. 72 Fellows Shaper. 194 
Red Ring Univ. Checker. 

GRINDERS, CYLINDRICAL 
2)"248" Landly. Crankshaft. Like New “26° Cincinnati Plain. 1942 ” Landie Univ. 1941 

2° Landis Plain. 1942 
10°x18" Norton Plain. 1942 

GRINDERS, SURFACE 
hard Rotar 4 Mattison. 194 

1943 

1944 

No. 18 Blar 
0° 324°s192" i"296" Pratt Whitney 

No. 2 mati. 194 

& Sharpe. 1941 
MILLS, PRODUCTION 

1942 

3B Bro 

0 Kent Owens 

MILLS, THREAD 
6° Lees Bradner. 194 

MILLS, UNIVERSAL 
2MH Cincinnati. 1942 

MILLS, VERTICAL 
iH Milwaukee. 194 H Milwaukee. 1942 

Planers—Single head 24°x6’, 24°x8', 26°x8’ 
Shapers—16", 20°, 24° B.G. crank 

w Turret (vertical) mills, 5 hole turrets, 30°, « 
SPECIAL—New totally enclosed dust 
cooled bell bearing saw arbor mot to size or threaded, and with collars only 3%° from center of shaft hp. to 15 hp.) 2 or 3 phase, 3600 r.p.m 
WOOD WORKING MACHINERY—a 
stock of new and re-built, practically all ised. New Motorized saw for wood, plastics, steel, 
metals. The above list is stock which changes «almost us definitely what you want since considerable number of machines to our 
which are too many to list. What 
may be sold tomorrow, so «a list is 

Turret Lathes—J & L 2°x34"—3°x36" also Acme 
y © ee and facing 

proof, ors, plain shafts 
te flatted top 

very large 
and miter 

we «are adding 
we have today really PRESSES 

GRINDERS, INTERNAL : picen a. Str. 194 
6 Bryant Hyd 194 

: SHAPERS Heald Gap. 1940 
A‘ Heald Rotar « ati I Late 

Pratt & Wh 194 Heald Hydraulte 1942 
LATHES, ENGINE WELDERS 

50 KVA Federal Seam. 1943 " LeBlond, 1942. Reed- Prentice. 60 KVA Federal Spot. New 
Write for latest stock list 

INDIANAPOLIS Machinery & Supply Co. 

1961 S. Meridian St. ¢« « Indianapolis, Indiana 

dependable 
Orill-Foote-Burt No. 25 24” Hi 

pacity in steel, Motor attached. 
PATTERN MAKING MACHINERY—42°x16' bed wood lathe, compound rest, rack and pinion feed 
to carriage; 16° heavy duty joiner, extra long front table tilts for giving draft to pattern tilting table also tilting arbor rip and eut saws; band sews; jointer; floor and bench type trimmers; and also many other machines for 
pattern work 

a 2 Duty 8° os 

1942 

THE OSBORNE & SEXTON 
MACHINERY CO. 

P. O. Box 88 Columbus 16, Obie 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 
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Three Used Machines in Excellent Condition 

MUST BE MOVED NOW TO MAKE ROOM 

FOR LARGER EQUIPMENT 

Machines Used in Production of Precision Machine Tools 

I—LIBERTY OPEN SIDE PLANER. Serial No. 320, 12’ width with 
adjustable outer column. 48” width table, 48’ long, 76” under the rail. 
Table in four—12’ sections and can be used in multiples. ‘Table has steel 
gibs running full length on both sides of box type construction, All steel 
gears running in oil. Forced lubrication to ways. Two off-set type heads 
on rail. Right- and left-hand side rail heads. Electric rail clamp. Built- 
in motors on rail, 220 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle. Driving motor is 35 h.p., DC 
reversing type. DC generator driven by 60 h.p., AC motor, 220 volt, 3 
phase, 60 cycle. Cutting speed 18 to 80 feet per minute by rheostat adjust 
ment. Return speed 160 feet per minute. Delivery in January, 1951. Can 
be seen in operation. Price $20,000.00 

CINCINNATI HYDROTELL MILLING MACHINE. Serial No. 
370759. Purchased new in 1942. Size is 36” x 36” x 120”. Power cross 
feed to spindle carrier. Speed range 15-900 r.p.m., single spindle. Hand 
control and electric jog on spindle. This machine was bought new and 
used only + years, single shift operation. Immediate delivery. Price 
$70,000.00. 

INGERSOLL MILLING MACHINE. Serial No. 15299. Size is 42” 
x +2” x 16’. Table is 36” wide, 18’ long. two heads on rail, right-hand 
and left-hand side heads. Spindle speed 16-360 r.p.m. 42” between ver 
ticals, +2” clearance rail to table. Includes all motors. Bought new in 
December, !937. Can be seen in operation. Immediate delivery. Price 
$20,000.00 

Will negotiate price if all 3 are sold to single purchaser. 

All machines F.O.B. delivery point. 

Subject To Prior Sale 48 Hours Option To Buy 

LANDIS TOOL COMPANY 

Waynesboro, Pennsylvania, U. S. A. 

American Machinist * November 13, 1950 
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MILLING MACHINES 
bles. CINCINNATI: 22M Vertical, Rotary table, PF 

: 6-8 Verti 
is or similar work 

mil—Hydraulic 

ob ie BARTON: — 
NORMAN: T Contour Miller 

"THREAD MILLERS & TAPPERS 
HANSON-WHITNEY one seneee Miller 

: aoper NATCO: Vertical Tapper 16 spindie 
TOOL SHARPENERS 

OLIVER: 2A Face Mill Grinder GLIVER: 510 Drill Sharpener OLIVER: (0 Tool Bit Grinder Template Type FELLOWS: Fiat Top Helical Gear Cutter 
RANSOM: 2-wheel grinder 5 HP 

GRINDERS—THREAD 
EXCELLO: #31 & £33 External 
JONES & LAMSON: TG848 External 
JONES & LAMSON: TG1245 Exter 

GRINDERS—CYLINDRICAL 
NORTON: Oxi6" & 10x18", Plain : ioxie + angle wheel head t 12°30" Universal 

2 16718" oo" Plain Hydraulic : 18°x32" T we “D" Crankpin, Hydraulic CINCINNATI: #2 orless CINCINNATI: 6*x18" Hyeraulle Filmatic BROWN & SHARPE: £10 & £23 Plain 
GRINDERS—INTERNAL 

BRYANT: #5 and Z5Y Internal 
na 

HEALD: 70A Piain Internal 

75 WEST ST. 

CINCINNATI: 2-spindle Vertical Hydrete! with 

it—Duplex (for milling 

YLOR-FENN: e TAYLOR. FENN: Vertical — Table, power feed 

Machine Tool Engineers Since 1919 

TRIPLEX MACHINE TOOL CORP. 

HEALD: 72A3, 72A5 Plain & ~~ 
HEALD: 72A3 Sizematie Center HEALD 72A5 Sizematic 172 Sizematiec for Cylindrical Cams 112 Universal, Hydraulic 

: 16-28 Hole Gri BRYANT: 24-36 Heavy Duty Internal RIVETT: £104 Tool Room Universal 
GRINDERS—RADIUS 

VAN NORMAN: 273, 639, 649 Oscillating VAN NORMAN: £3% Universal 
GRINDERS—SURFACE 

THOMPSON: 8°xi2"xi8" Type B 
THOMPSON: (2°«!8°x96" Type C HEALD: Rotary 8 dia. chuck HEALD: £22 Rotary—i2" Chuck 
GARDNER: 120A Opposed Head Dise 

HONING & LAPPING 
BARNES: 306 H Vertical Honing MICROMATIC: H-510 Double End Horizontal 
een case H-2 Single End Horizontal NORTON: 226C and 26F Hyproiaps NORTON = 2F x40" Diameter Lapper SCHRANER: External Cylindrical Lapper with six 

Heads 
GEAR & SPLINE GRINDERS 

PRATT & WHITNEY: 10 single & double wheel 
GEAR GRIND MACH: GG-I9 (10°«24"). Hydrau lie Spur Gears & Splines also internal GLEASON: #17 Spiral. Zeroi & Hypoid Bevel 
MAAG: 8830 11%" diameter 

GEAR CUTTING MACHINES 
BARBER. worn? 23 to BROWN & SHARPE: £6 Cutter—72° diameter 
CLEVE LAND? #140 Ween spindle ap: 4A, 7 & 72 Gear Shapers Ss: aight Line Generator 
GLEASON: r "Straight Bevel Gear GOULD & EBERHARDT: 12H Hobber, 18” dia GOULD & EBERHARDT: 368M Cutter HAMILTON: #1! Hobber 6 diameter 
SYKES: Gear Machinery (all sizes) 

GEAR FINISHERS & TESTERS 
FELLOWS: 8LS! & I3L8! Seer Lappers, External 

& internal, Spur & Helica FELLOWS: 24 Fime Pitch Shaver 4° diameter 

LATEST TYPES — GUARANTEED MACHINE TOOLS 1941-1950 MODELS 
FELLOWS: 212-C Spacing Tester 
GLEASON £13 Universal Gear Tes’ GLEASON: £4 & #6 Bevel Gear Testers, Hand 
& Power Operated GLEASON: 3° Bevel Gear Tester ILLINOIS: #224 Involute Checker and Recorder 

RED RING: SIC-12" Gear Tester ILLINOIS: No. 514 and 604 Gear Testers FELLOWS: £8M Red Liner 
PRECISION BORING 

BARNES: 2412 Horizontal 60° Travel 
HEALD: 48A Single End 2-spindle 
HEALD: 47A Single End 2-spindle 
HEALD: 468 Double End Borematic 

LATHES—PRODUCTION 
POTTER & JOHNSTON: #40 Automatle SUNDSTRAND: @xi5 & (2x22 Auto. Lathes 
LODGE & SHIPLEY: £3A Duomatie LIPE-ROLLWAY: 1(5°x30" Carbomatic 
LEBLOND: 25°x48" Engine Lathe, raised to 40° 

LATHES—TURRET 
BULLARD: 24°, 36” Vert. Spiral Drive 
WEBSTER & BENNETT: Vertical Turret Lathes 

36”, and 60° sizes GISHOLT: Ne. 4 and 5, Ram Type 
HERBERT: Turret Lathes (ai! sizes) 

DRILLING MACHINES 
LELAND-GIFFORD £2LMS Deep Hole Vertical BARNES: 201% 2 aoe on 4 spindle base 
Sanaa 30HO 2 spindle inverted 4” dia. cap ER: 217 Upright Heavy Duty 2” dia. cap 
OspIcK. 248M Upright High Speed PRovipEnce ENG: 6-spindle %” capacity PRATT & WHITNEY: ‘46x50 Deep Hole Reamer 

ARCHDALE: Radial, all sizes (New 
MISCELLANEOUS 

CINCINNATI: 2-36 Broaching Machine 
BLOUNT: Polishing Lathes (2x4 GARDNER: #6 Dise Grinder ALLEN #2 Stud Setter 
CAMPBELL: 2425 Abrasive Cutalator WILLIAMS: 10 Pipe Cut-on TANNEWITZ: GH-36 Band Saw High Speed H w Pointer and Chamfer 
GENERAL: £33 Flexible DENISON 918-AM Hydr. Test Stand OSBORN: 602 jJoit Rollover for Foundry 
GENERAL ENG.: Riveter 24° thr 

Inspection invited — write or phone — HAnover 2-4520 

Cable Address: ““TRIMACTOOL” NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 

EVERY ITEM GUARANTEED 
All Late Type 

54” Bullard Vert. Turret Lathes (2), latest 
type 

5° Giddings & Lewis Boring Mill, #45T 
with Detroit Universal Duplicator 

4” and 6” Sellers Horizontal Boring Mill 
3” Universal Horizontal Boring Mills (2) 

40x15’ LeBlond Engine Lathe, latest type 
Bullard Mulitaumatics, 16", 12°’, 8’, late 
Sgl. Spdi. Cleerman (1949) 
Sibley (1941) Drill Presses, #5 M.T 
#28 /60 Cincinnati Hydrotel 4 Spdi., ‘44 
9/16", 244", 2%)" RAG Acme Gridley Auto 
20” Gould & Eberhardt Shaper 
Hardinge Multipurpose Chucking Machine, 1950 
60°’ Bickford Vertical Boring Mill 
75 Ton Henry & Wright Dieing Press 
Kone & Roach 5 Station Roll Former 

CHUCKERS 
6 6 Spdi. Acme Gridley and 6" 8 Spdi 
#865 New Britain Chuckers. (3) 

PAULS MACHINERY COMPANY 

COLLETS & MACHINERY 
Visit Our Offices and 

arehouse at 
820 W. LAKE ST. 
Call Write or Wire 
GRAFF 
Shipment Feed Fingers 
Parts on all stock items Save Money—Save Time See Us Now 
Used COLLETS 
R._ A. 6 Gridley Auto 
matics ! 14 
159°, 2°, & 259". Ix 
5 fice Britain. Grid 
ley Model F v 
114, 1% 
24%, 3'4, 4% 
large stock of +g 
R.A. 6 Gridley parts 
and collets. Acme 515 
5), @, 33, 3, 3S 
and 56, Acme Grid 
ley, Cleveland, Cone 
Foster, No. 1, 2, 4 
and No. 6 Warner & 
Swosey, Bardons & 
Oliver Brown & 
Sharpe Garvin and 
Model 60 and 61 New 
Britains & Greenlee 

SPECIAL Large Stock of Collets, feed 
fingers and parts for late type | and 
159° Greenlee Automatic 

GRAFF MACHINE TOOL CO. 
820 W. Lake St TA. 9-5700 Chicago 7 

Shieffield No. 101 Thread Grinder 
Jenson-Whitney No. 247 Power Brake 
American 25-ton Vertical Broach 
Hanna 80-ton Yoke Riveter, 75" reach 

D. E. DONY MACHINERY CO. 
47 Laurelton Rd., Rochester 9%, N. Y. 

LEAF BRAKE 
12'x\/”" DREIS & KRUMP. AC MOTOR 

DRIVE 
WEST PENN MACHINERY COMPANY 

1210 House Bidq Pittsburgh, Po. 

314 American Machinist 

IN STOCK 
Luccs #43 Precision, Table Type Boring 

Mill 5” Bar, Table 36x72" 
Heald No. 49 Borematic, 2 Spin 

lic Cross Table 
Fisher, 5 Bar Floor Type Horizonte] Bor- 

ing Mill, AC-DC Drive 
Gorton 3L—Three Dimensional Pantograph 

with Cutter Grinder 
Bliss O.B.1. & Double Crank Presses 
U. S. Tool Nos. 22, 25, 33 Multi-Slides 
NILSON & BAIRD FOURSLIDES 

National Machinery Exchange 
128-138 Mott St., New York 13, N. Y. 

dle Hydrau 

GRINDING WHEELS FOR 

TOOL & CUTTER GRINDERS 
PLATE MOUNTED 

Size 10° x 2" x 5 
Silicon Carbide—Grits 60-100-200—Hardness 

al 

NEW—STANDARD MAKES 
Price $10.00 each f.o.b. Los Angeles, Calif 

20% discount on orders for 50 of more 

EPCO—Dept. A 
1527 E. Seventh Street 

Los Angeles 21, California 

row PRESSES 

© wr 

Tioge, Livingston and Almond Streets 
ee] 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

PLANERS 

P10 Coulter Crank Type Shaper-Planer, 1 head, m.d 
20°x20"x5' Whitcomb-Blaisdell Planer, belted m.d., | head 
24x24"x6' Cincinnati, m.d., 2 heads 
30x30"x10' Cincinnati, belted m.d., 2 heads 
30°x30"x10' Gray, 2 heads, belt 
32'x32"x16' Gray, 2 heads, belt 
36"x36''x8" Gray, belt 
36x36"x10' Cincinnati, belted m.d., 2 heads 
36"x36"x10' Niles, 2 heads, belt 
36"x36"x12' Cincinnati, belt 
36x36"x16' Cincinnati Hypro D.H., v.v.d., 2 heads on rail & 

2 side heads, latest 
36''x36"x16' G. A. Gray, reversing m.d 
36x36"x18' Niles-Bement-Pond, 2 heads, reversing m.d 
36''x36"x20' Cincinnati, 2 heads, belt 
36''x36'x20’ Gray, 2 heads, belt 

"36"x24' Cincinnati, belted m.d., 2 heads 
x38"x20' Gray Spiral Drive, 2 heads, belt 

"'x42"'x26' Gray, 2 heads, belted m.d 
'x48"x18' Detrick & Harvey, 4 heads, reversing m.d 

y 48x28’ Cincinnati, 4 heads, reversing m.d 
x48"x30' Cincinnati, 4 heads, m.d 
‘48x32’ Niles-Bement-Pond, 4 heads, reversing m.d 
x62"x40’ Cincinnati, 4 heads, reversing m.d 

“x60"x40' Niles-Bement-Pond, 4 heads, reversing md 
36"'x36"x16' Cincinnati Hypro Double Housing Planer, two 72''x72"x36' Niles, 4 heads, reversing m.d 
rail heads and two side heads. Complete, including 25/50 96''x72"x18' Pond, 4 heads, belted m.d 
H.P. variable voltage drive operative on 220 volt, 3 phase, 
60 cycle A.C. Variable cut and return speed range from 8 to 
240 ft. per minute. New 1944. Condition equal to new. Ship- 
ment same day order is received. 

EASTERN MACHINERY COMPA _ ae 
Ave Cincinnati 29. Oh Me P 12 a Viete) 

GUARANTEED 

TOOLS UNUSUAL PRESSES..... 

16"x60" PRATT & WHITNEY Toolroom Lathe No. 6 Bliss Straight Side Tie Rod Cam Action Press. 
20°96" CINCINNATI Lathe, Taper, 1942 
gel yt Rag: Aaya tnn ge Mia aamalliagaay No. 3% Bliss Straight Side Toggle Press. 
24°x24 LODGE & SHIPLEY Lathe, (8° centers € 
No 4 WARNER & SWASEY Turret Lathe, Full No. 174 Toledo Tie Rod Toggle Press. length leadserew, tooling, New | 
7 oe ee te, . 14 Buffalo Steel Billet Shear, 5'2" round capacity. 
Model R-i4 SENECA FALLS Le ing Lathe 

cS'uer. GotmEmS Careg. 100s . 10 Buffalo Steel Bar Cutter, 32” round capacity. 
No. 12 BROWN & SHARPE Automatic Milling Machine, 1942 
No 2MH CINCINNATI Plain Horizontal Mill 10%)” Cincinnati Universal Dividing Head, spiral 

attachment, like new 942 
Ne. 2M CINCINNAT! Universal Mill, rectangular 6C Manville Straight Side Back Geared Press. 

overarm, motor in base, dividing head 
He. 2 CINCINHAT! Biel Type Vertions Mitt, 194 No. 40-5 Minster Straight Side, Double Back Geared Press. No . ee Dial Type Plain Mill, Ver tica ead 1s 
4” TAYLOR & FENN Duplex Spline mill, 1942 ; ’ DISTRIBUTORS FOR CINCINNATI LATHES AND 
4°13" CARLTON Ball Bearing Radial Drill ~ —3\ CANEDY-OTTO DRILLS IN CHICAGOLAND. 
4 FOOTE-BURT HAMMOND iackknife Radial Drili with electric tapping attach 1942 sa 7 
No. 31 LUCAS “Precision” Table Type Horizonta “Sl yous TELEPHONE TAylor 9-8200 Boring Mill 

i SUULARE gt, Tar wee) LANL MACHINERY CONPANY 
“ai, § Caen tae OLBURN vert Pome | SS / 942 WEST LAKE STREET * CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS 

. 660 Toledo 100 Ton Knuckle Joint Straight Side Press. 

No. 5 GALLMEYER & LIVINGSTON i? Surface Grinder 
40° Type C LANDIS Semi-Automat Hydrau Camshait Griader 
xt PEERLESS Hacksaw a MD Landis 6x18 O.D. Grdr. N ond. Che 27°x36" AMERICAN Wheelabrator Tumblast Ma Keller 86-1 tee an ne a op HOBBING MACHINE chine, 1945 ene ce on: ow Price 

Pianer 3’x3'x10' Bed 20’ Excel. Cond #130 CLEVELAND RIGIDHOBBER 8” max 
Slitter 54” Tin Plate with Feed Tables gear dia, 8° travel. Lote Model—txcelient 

wo MACHINERY (0 Brakes, Shears, Rolls, Sht. Mtl. Equipt Cond 
NIAGARAST BUFFALOTN J & L MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO ROSENKRANZ, WEISBECKER CO. 

7906 Mack, Detroit, Mich. WA 5-0800 149 Broadway New York 6, N.Y 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

BORING MACHINES 
3°’ Universal horizontal 
3%" No. 32 Lucas horizontal 
414" No. 33 Lucas horizontal 
5’ Jones planer table type 
24” & 30” Bullard vertical 
52° King vertical 
84" Gisholt vertical 
100’ NBP heavy vertical 
Nos. 1128 & 2112 Excello precision 

BROACHES 
2 ton American horizontal 
No. 3 Lapointe, screw type 
15 ton, 42°° No. V3 Lapointe vertical 
10 ton, 36°° No. VA2-10-36 Colonial Surf 
15 ton, 36°’ American dual surf 
No. | Foote Burt dual surface 

DRILLS 
45 spdi. No. W7 Baush multiple 
42 spdi. No. B16 Natco multiple 
34 spdi. No. 30 Natco multiple 
22 spdi. No. 14 Natco multiple 
12 spdl. No. 39 Natco rail 
6 spdi. Foote Burt No. 2 sensitive 
Nos. 121, 217, 314A & 315 Baker 
No. 30HO Boker (inverted) 
21" & 24” Cincinnati 
4 Cint. Bickford radial 
6’ Dreses radial 
12 & 16 spdl. Moline adj. rail 
4 spdi. No. 210 Barnes, 21°’ swing 

GEAR MACHINERY 
Barber Colman Nos. 3 & 12, Type T 
Gould & Eberhardt:——-Nos. 8H, 12H, 16HS & 

18H 
Lees Bradner:—Nos. | & 5A 
Fellows:—Nos. 6 & 7125A 
Gleason :—3" spiral generator 
Gleason:—18°’ Lappers & Testers 
Red Ring:—12” shaver, 8°’ loppers 
Fellows:—8M Red Line Checker 
Cleveland:—No. 130 hobber 

GRINDERS 
Norton:—10°'x18", 10°'x36"’ 
Landis: —6''x18", 10x18, 10°%36" & 14°'x 36" 
B&S:—No. 1 Univ., No. 10 Elec. Hydr 
Heald:—12", 16” & 24” rotary surf 
Heald:—72A3, 72A5, 75A Internal 
Bryant:—16A16, 16 28 & 24-36 Internal 
Hanchett:—Nos. 228 & 230 opposed disc 
Gardner:-—15"', No. 115 opposed disc 
Blanchard—No. 10, 16 & 16A2 surface 
Excello:——-Nos. 33 & 35 thread 
Keller:—-No. R6 radius tool 
Ingersoll:—-30°' milling cutter 

LATHES 
40°'x88" centers Leblond 
36''x108" centers Bridgeford 
30°’x100°’ centers Leblond 
26''x10' centers Wickes 
25''x48"' centers Leblond 
20''x45'’ centers Lodge & Shipley 
18°'x48" centers Hendey 
18°'x26"' centers Lodge & Shipley 
16°'x78"" centers American 
16°'x25" centers Sebastian 
16’'x36" centers South Bend 
14°'x36" centers Lodge & Shipley 

MILLERS 
No. 3 Kempsmith Maximil vertical 
Nos. 3 & 4 Cincinnati verticol 
Nos, 1-12, 1-18, 2-18 & 2-24 Cincinnati 
Nos. 0-8 & 2-18 Cint. Rise & Fall 
Nos. 1H-—12" & 12-24 Kearney & Trecker 
Nos. 3-24, 3-36, 34-36, 4-36, 4-48, 5-48, 56 

72 & 56-90 Cincinnati Hydromatic 
Nos. 1, 2 & 3 Kent Owens 
Nos. 4, 6, 40 & CT36 Lees Bradner thd 
30", 42° & 84” Ingersoll rotary 
No. 34-36 Cint. duplex hydromatic 
24°’ No. 12 Brown & Sharpe Mfg 
Types C & D Hall planetary 

SHAPERS & PLANERS 
24" & 28" G & E shapers 

* Gemco universal shaper 
Columbia universal shap2r 

"x24''x6' Liberty openside planer 
“'x36"'x8' Gray planer 
*“*~48''x12' Cleveland openside planer 

MILES MACHINERY CO. 
BOX 770 SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 

for any Machine Tool 

WORCESTER 6-5175 

DRILLS 
Moline 4. 3°)” cap.. M.D 10 spdl. hole hog 

wkg. thi. 79°«8 2 taper Cincicnati 28° M.D. upright, sliding head, tapping attach power feed <4 taper 
GEAR CUTTERS 

Gleason 3° M.D. straight bevel gear generator. late 
Gould & Eberhardt £36 M.D. aute. spur gear cutter, 26° dia. x 12” face can 
Fellows 72 Hi-speed external and internal spur gear shaper late 7” dia. x 1%” face capacity 

TOOL & CUTTER GRINDERS 
Norton =2 Universe! hydr. tool & cutter, 1945 machine, complete with M.D. Universal work head cond ettachments 
Norte. 2 cutter & reamer, tate, complete with RH. & L.H. footstecks and attach merts Norton | Toot & Cutter Grinder (Late type 

with workhead and footstock—attachments 
MISCELLANEOUS GRINDERS 

Bryant 5 & 5A Hole & Face Grinders (late type 
Abrasive {2 Timken bearing knee type. pulley coriander 

LATHES 
Monarch 20°72" centers Mode! ™ sod. gr. hd. 22', swing Monarch 
sizing controls (late) 

Niles-Bement-Pond 48°x20' centers — quick mesee Gr —¢r. hd., heavy duty A.C. motor 
2 earriages—taper aitachmen’—powe traverse (6 spds. 2.04 to 90 RPM—tate 

Pratt & Whitney Model “‘B"’ 16°36" motor-in-base Briiceford 36°x56', 15 spd gr. hd. 38° swing 48 v4 mtrzd. carriage 
Lodge & Shipley 24°x2i' ectrs 12-Speed geared M.D.—with two carriages 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Loy & Nawrath |0 gauge x 10°6" power press brake s° stroke, (0°6',” between housings 

able 3 16°x12 mild steel 3.32712" slain (New) Rafter Alistee| Squaring Shears avail 
less steel. stock delivery 

No. 12 FELLOWS Gear Shaver. 
———— 

LATE MODEL 

TOOLS 

36"x36"x12" INGERSOLL Planer Type 
Miller. 3 heads, 40 HP AC Drive. Late 
Model. 

49" AMERICAN “Hole Wizard” Radial. 

18x30" LODGE & SHIPLEY Selective 
Geared Head Engine Lathe. 

NEW 250 Ton BLISS Knuckle Joint Press, 

No. 2HS CINCINNATI Vertical High 
Speed Dial Type Miller. 

Nos. 2K and 3H K&T Vertical Millers. 
No. 2BL NATCO “Holesteel” Multiple 

Spindle Drill, rectangular head. 

No. 2B P&W Two Spindle Reaming 
Machine. 

Model W-7 BAUSH Hydraulic Multiple 
Spindle Drills. 

No. 2 CINCINNATI Centerless Grinder. 
20° G6&E Industrial Shaper. 

Nos. 3 & 4 W4&S Ram Type Universal 
Turret Lathes. 

No. 5 JONES & LAMSON Ram Type 
Universal Turret Lathes. 

No. 3B B&S Dual Control Plain Miller. 
No. 145 CLEVELAND Rigid Hobber. 

|203 BENT ST. 
=U Tgglesworth me pamneeet “1 

“acuinery Co. or 

National type PT300.24. 600 KVA Throat 24 
60 eycle motor driven with air cushion on upper platen, cap. in aluminum two piews 3 16", steel two pieces %”. 550 volts transformer 110 volt 
controls complete Campbell <2 Beit driven Nibbler, %” Cutting cap 
punch dia Martin 12 M.D. hycraulic Marking machine- 
like new 

Complete Your Machine Tool Files 
— Send For Complete Listings 

4 Wan Yue 
WORCESTER 

GGI9 Grind 10 External and involut 
Spline Grinders 
25 Reed Prentice Vertical Mill and Di« 
Sinker 
27 Fellows High Speed Gear Shaper 
22712 Fellows High Speed Gear Shaper 
4MS Leland Gifford 24M7 Hydraulic Feed 
Step by Step Drill 
Wicaco Internal Precision Grinding Ma 
chine, Reasonable 
39A Excello Internal Thread Grinder 
6 Gleason Universal Tester 
218 Fellows Gear Finishing Machine 
New 
A3—12" Arter Rotary Surface Grinder 
Al—12” Arter Rotary Surface Grinder 
72A Heald Internal Grinder Ser. over 30,000 
220 Sunstrand Rigid-Mill Hand Type 
GLL Red Ring Gear Lapper 

JOHNSON MACHINERY CO. 
59 Edison Pi. Newark, N. J 

MODERN MACHINES 

#35 Landis Horizontal Boring Mill, 3! 
6°17" Carlton Radial Drill 
2174 Heald Internal Grinder 
4-36 Cincinnati Hydromatic Miller 
28 120 Cincinnati Horizontal Hydrote! 
24” Bullard Vertical Turret Lathe 
8''x48"' Jones & Lamson Thread Grinder 

HAZARD BROWNELL 
MACHINE TOOLS, INC. 

50 Waterman St. Providence, R. |. 

SAVE SAVE 
PINION STOCK 

all new—<standard Boston Gear mfgr 
48 piteh 18 teeth GS33 steel 14.000 ft 
24 piteh 10 teeth GB57 steel 1.500 ft 
32 pitch 10 teeth G42 brass 00 ft 
ALL NEW and CAN BE BOUGHT at 

EXACTLY ONE HALF f ACTUAL COST 
alse 

Pratt A Whitney. two wheel, (0 HYDRAL 
LIC HELICAL GRINDER ™ 1679, Ser 237 
very good cond. $2000.00 fob 

ALLIED MATERIALS HANDLING CO. 
4657 Spring Grove Cin'ti 32, O. 
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No. 

1, 

HILEL-CLARKE 

MACHINERY COMPANY 

AUTOMATICS 
49 New Britain, 4 Spdl. Chucker 

DRILLS 
2, 3. 4 S&. 6 Spdis Leland Giff Alien. 

Edlund, Aveys 
No. 
No. 

4BL Natco 36 Spdl. (1943) 
112 Defiance 

4’-15" Col. American Hole Wizard 

No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No 
No 
No. 

No. 

GEAR MACHINES 
61-A Fellows Gear Shaper (1942) 
71-A Fellows Gear Shaper (1942) 
7125 Fellows (1943) 
72 Fellows Gear Shaper 
5A Lees-Bradner Gear Generator 
12 Gleason Bevel Gear Generator 
5—-60" Brown & Sharpe Gear Cutter 
13 Brown & Sharpe Spur & Bevel 
1 Whiton Auto. Gear Cutter 
3 Barber-Colman Hob Sharpener 

BORING MACHINES 
31 Lucas 3° bar, M.D. 

Rockford—3e" Bar 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
24" 
36" 
42" 

32 Giddings & Lewis 3/5" Bar 
2 Lambert 4" bar 
46-B Heald Bore-Matic (1942 
112—C Excello 2 Spdl. (1942 
Bullard New Era 
Bullard New Era 
Bullard New Era 

42” King 
60" 
72" 
a4” 

Colburn, M.D. 
Niles-Bement-Pond 
Betts, M.D. 

GRINDERS 
3x12" Brown & Sharpe No. 5 (1944) 
4x12" & 4°x18" Landis, Model H (1942) 
6x18" & 6x30" Norton Type C Piain (1943 
10°°-14"'x36" Norton Type C Plain (1942) 
10°*x18" Norton Type C Plain (1943) 
10°'x48" Norton Type C Plain (1943) 
10x72" Landis Type O Hydraulic 
Norton Motorized Grinders ranging from 
6x18" to 24"x144" 

No. 5 Bryant Internal Grinder 
No. 34 Abrasive Surface Grinder (1943) 
16 Arter Rotary Surface Grinder 
No. 25-A Heald Surface Grinder 
No. 72-A-3 Heald Interna! (1942) 
No. 72-A-5 Heald Interna! (1942) 
No. 74 Heald Internal (1942) 
No. 16—38 Bryant Internal Gdr 
No. 81 Heald Centerless Internal 

LATHES 
18’’x6" American, Gdr. Head, M.D 
18'x8" American Gd. Had. 
24°°.27"'x22' Lodge & Shipley 
36x16" Betts—-Bridgeford Grd. Head 
10°'x22" Sundstrand, Model AA (1943) 
20° Fay Automatics (1942) 
Mode! R-14 Seneca Falls Lo-Swing 
No. 4 Warner 6 Swasey,. Bar Feed 
No. 4 Gisholt Univ. Turret Lathe (1942) 
No. 6 Warner & Swasey. Bar Feed 
No. 4R Libby (1942) 
No. 1A Warner & Swasey. Bar Fd. 
No. 4F Fastermatic (1942) 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

MILLING MACHINES 
No. 3B Milwaukee Piain 
No. 4 & No. 5 Cincinneti H.P. Plain 
No. 3 Cincinnati Unversal 
No. 08 Cincinnati Vert. 
No. 2'9-B Miliwaukee Vert. 
No. 2 Cincinnati Dial Type Vertical (1941) 
No. 3 Cincinnati H.P. Vertical 
No. 1-18 Cincinnati Mig. (1942) 
No. 2—18"' Sundstrand-Electromil (1942) 
No. 3-24 Cincinnati Hydromatic (1942) 
No. 4-48 Cincinnati Hyd. Tracer (1942) 
No. 45-48 Cin. Hyd. Tracer (1941) 
No. 56-72 Cincinnati Hydromatic 
6x36" Lees-Bradner—Mode! LT (1943) 
12°'x54" H.T. Lees-Brodner Thread Miller 
10°'x48" Hanson-Whitney Thread (1942) 
48°x24"'x12" Ingersoll Slab Miller 
26"x24"'x12" Ingersoll Duplex Miller (1946) 
No. 10 Ingersoll 72°x6’ Travelling Col. 

Millers (1942) 
No. 36—120 Cincinnati Horizontal Hydrote! 

MISCELLANEOUS 
20° American Hvy. Shaper 
36° Ohio Shaper 
18” Dill Slotter 
Micromatic Vertical & Horizontal Hydrohoners 

PLANERS 
«12° Cincinnati 
x18’ Gray Maxi Service, 4 Heads 

48°'x36"x14" Gray 
48°'x48"'x12 Cincinnati, 4 Heads 
144°'x76"'x48" Liberty Openside Planer 

(1943) 

Face 

36"'x36 
36°'x36" 

2, ae ae ~ CLARKE MACHINGRY ee ae MOM | 

PARTIAL LISTING — 

LATE TYPE EQUIPMENT 

BORING MILLS 
Table Type, Late Style Vertical, Thread Cutting Horiz Spiral Drive 

DRILLS 
Kingsbury Multi-Way Double End—i947 Fosdick 4-spdle, 25° Box Col. Heavy Duty 

GRINDERS 
Cincinnati +2 Centeriess Landis 24H Plunge, 4x!2 Norton 6x18 and 10x36 Plunge BAS £13 Univ. Tool & Cutter 
B4S #2 Universa Heald 28! and =72A5 Internal Galimeyer & Livingston 14°x'6"x60 Hyd. Surface Blanchard #1!—i6" Rotary Surface 
Exeello Universal Cam 

LATHES 
L & S 12°30" Selective Head Bridgeford 36°84" G.H.—M._D 

TURRET LATHES 
Midiand 24 Universal, Air Chuck 
W4&S SIA and 22A Universal Gisholt 23R—5S" bar capacity 

MILLERS 
Cine 06 Rise & Fall, 21-12 and 2 Hansen.Whitney 8°x16" Thread, with B&S =2 L.T. Swivel Head. Vertical Cine. 23 H.S. Vertical K&T “Milw’’ 22K Vertical 

MISCELLANEOUS 
46x48x12, 4234010, 36x36x12 older style 2128 2-spdie Profiler 

Sellers 4” Bullard 24 

24 Production relieving 

36x36x10 Planers 

100-tom C-frame Perkins 1')” str 
Foote-Burte 1%" Auto. Serew Machine 
Heald 749 Borematic Sundstrand 253 Centering Machine 
Foster Hdr. Cyl. Superfinisher 
Bakewell <1 and <2 Lead Serew Tapper 

UNITED MACHINERY & TOOL CORP. 
85 Central St., Worcester 8, Mass. 

SHINGT U 

LATHE—Engine, Mackintosh-Hemphill, 72"/110°x30' Centers (1943) 
VERT. MILL—Cinc. Hydrotel 228/60, 4-spindles, Tracer 
CRANE—150 Ton x 30’ span, Whiting, Bridge, 3 hook trolley 

1942 

BORING MILLS—D & H 3'/, 
Vertical Turret Lathe, 30’ 
Bullord, 72°, 2 swivel heads on 

old) 
CRANE—Overhead 

control 
DRILL PRESSES—Minster 

" horiz. floor 

rail 

floor 3 Ton x 30 

22D, 2'/2" cap 
Hvy 

Snyder, 1'/.", 28” 
GEAR SHAPERS (2 
GRINDER 

late 
INDUCTION HEATER—Lepel 7'/, KW 
LATHES—Engine 10’'x4’ cabinet 

late 
Engine, 

late 
Turret, 

2 

swing 
Fellows 26 

Reid Model 2.1 Surface, 

Logan 

Sebastion 16''x36 centers 

Foster 1B Universal, Chucker 

Turret, Midland 25 Air Chucker (late) 

408 Atlantic Avenue 

KINGS COUNTY 

MACHINERY EXCHANGE 

TRiangle 5-5237 Dept. “A” 

MILLERS—Newton, Vert 
Cinc. 23 Vert. Hi Power 
Br. & Sh. 23 Universal 
Cinc. 208 Vert. (late 

PUNCH—Sg. end, Smith 1-1/16" thru ¥% 
ROLLS, Angle—Bertsch 3’x3"x% 
ROLLS, Bending—H. & J. 30x34’ 

Southwark 15'x3”, Vert 
SHEARS—Square—Pexto 

(late 
Alligator 
Rotary 

late 
THREAD MiLLS—Morey 

late) 
Lees-Bradner 9x36 

THREADER—Bolt—Acme 2!/" cap 
WELDER—Spot, 75 KVA, Federal (late 
PRESSES—Z & H 27, 50 ton percussion 

Bliss 278! ma 450 ton, 18” stroke 

42” Rotary Hvy 

Pyr 

6x16 G, gap 

Rds 
sSOA, 48°%% 

£2) 24° blade, 3 
Quickwork 

12°x10° Centers 

centers 

Brooklyn 17, N. Y. 

FOR SALE 
industrial Deepfreeze ‘'Caseade’'—3 stage compres 
sor with 2-—') HP and i—‘e HP mot 
phase, 1/0 volts. Removes |.000 BTU's pe at—/20 24° « 30° deep chamber. Santoce! insu lation For shrinking testing and treating of metals. Excellent condition. Compl ) 

THE VAN KEUREN CO. (76 Waltham St Watertown, Boston, Mass 

WICKES CRANKSHAFT LATHE 
UNIVERSAL MODEL UH-4 

36"'x17'6" BED, DOUBLE END, NEW 1941 
BR MACHINERY CORPORATION 

28 Edison Pioce 
Newert 2, New Jersey 

| 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

IMMEDIATE 

SHIPMENT 

on all latest type NOLL 
REBUILT GUARANTEED 

MACHINES 
(Late—New Since 1935) 
Latest—New Since 1940 

AUTOMATICS 
Goss & DeLleeuw 7'2” 6-Sp. Work Rotating Ma chine, Latest 
National Acme 3/4” Medel “L"’ SS. Automatic ate 
(2) National Acme 1% Model GAR 4-Spindle Latest (3) New Britain 

BORING MILLS 
Betts 6 Floor Type Horizontal Boring Mill 
Cineinnati.Giibert 3°” Horiz., Table 43x60", Latest Giddings & Lewis 45 WHoriz. 4% T.T Table 4084" 
Lucas $i Horiz.—Platen area 22x42 75 MT 2) Niles 44° Vertical Boring Mills Niles (00° Vertical Boring Mill Oho SF Horizontal Boring Mill, 5° Bar Size 

DRILLS & RADIALS 
Avey 3 8.8. Drill Press, 73 M.T., Latest 
Allen 6-Spindte Drill Press 2 M.T., Latest Cartton 13” Rad't Drill 24°x30° Box Table 

GRINDERS 
Cincinnati 12x38" Universal Cyl. Gr., Late Heald £2212" Rotary Surface Grinder, Latest 
Ex-Cell-O 231 Plain Thread Grinder, Latest Bryant £5 Plain Chucking Grinder, Latest Cincinnati 6x18" Plain Cyl. Grinder, Latest Landis 6°x30° Type C Plain Grinder Landis 10"x18" Type “C"’ Grinder, Late 

3) Fitehburg 10°18" Angular Head Grds., Latest Brown & Sharpe *22—i0'x Cyl. Grinder, Latest 
Norton 45 , 10" x36" Model “C’' Cyl. Gr., Latest Cincinnati 10°72" Cylindrical Grinder, Latest Van Norman 20°x48" B.C. Crankshaft Re-Grinder Latest 

LATHES 
Lodge & Shipley $A Duomatic Lathe, Latest Monarch 20°.48" Engine Lathe LeBlond 21"x7' G.H. Engine Lathe 
Hendey 24°x72” B.C. Lathe, Latest Betts. Bridgetord 36°x8' B.C. Lathes, Latest 

*7 Geared Head Bar Feed Turret Lathe 

6! 1%” Automatics, Latest 

5 Turret Lathe, Latest 
Gisholt 4. Turret Lathe Denver 6.2 Turret Lathe, Latest 
Potter-Jonason 5DLX Aut. Turret Lathes, Latest 

MILLS 
Kearney & Trecker 3K Horizontal Mill, Latest Cincinnati 24 Vertical Hi-Power Mill 
Cincinnati > Hi-Power Horizontal Mill, Latest 
Brown & Sharpe 3A Universal Horiz. Mill, Late Cincinnati £38 Universal G.H. Mill 
Sheldon 0 Piain Horiz. Tool Room Mill, New 
Lees-Bradner (2°x36" Thread Mill Model H.T Latest 

PRESSES 
Toledo 1—*» SS. Single Crank 545 Ton, Bed Area 42°x42 Shut Height 24 Stroke of Slide 
Toledo 2£82C Double Crank Single Back Geared 

Blanking Press, 90 Ton Cir. Bed Area 44” in Diam. Stroke Slide 2 Tolede 95-B Double Crank Double Back Geared Press. 243 Ton, Bed Area 54 Diam Stroke Slide 3 
Ferracute 100 Ton SS. Punch Press, Bed Area 40°146 15 te 40 Strokes per minute, 9 Shut Height 
HPM (50 Ton Hydraulic Press, Pressing Area iaxi8 13° Stroke Shut Height 32 New 1947 

Ton Hydraulic Press, Pressing Area 
(2',” Stroke, Latest Toleda /O4E 5.5 Press Bed i510 Stroke 
MISCELLANEOUS 

Rasmussen 6°16" Hack Saw. Latest Pond 816118 DH. Planer, Table 647.18 Chandier 30°.30°«8'6" Planer, Table (2x2 Homilton 48°.48"112' DH. Planer. Table (2°x4¢ 
Cineinnat: 24° Heavy Duty Shaper, Latest Smith & Mills 16" Shaper 
Morten 30° Draw Cut Shaper Gleason } Spiral Bevel Gear Generators, Latest Cincinnati 3.48 Hydro Single Ram Vert. Breach Latest 0 KW 3.Station Toceo Unit, Latest 

Phone EXpress 1-0700 

NOLL EQUIPMENT CO. 
4537 St. Clair Ave. 
Cleveland 3, Ohio 

NEW — SURPLUS 

HIGH SPEED S.S. END MILLS TWO & FOUR FLUTE 
SINGLE END 

DIA PRICE 
! $1 

All size long Single End Mills in stock. All 32nds sizes up to '2” in stock at next higher list prices 
VICTOR MACHY. EXCH., INC., 251 CENTRE ST., N.Y.C. 

SHANK SIZE PRICE 
DOUBLE END 

SHANK SIZE 

bar Lueas 27584 Hor. Mill, Table Type. 48 high 96" long., table 54°x97", new Sept. ‘48 
BL-2416 Keller, 3 dim., 3 spin., Late 
18-36 K. & T. Simplex Miller, 1942 
36-90 Cincl. Duplex Hydro. Miller, '42 
No. 3 Cinel. Dial Vert. Miller, Late 
No. 2M Cinei. Vert. Miller, 1942 
No. 2LU Van Norman Univ. Miller, '42 
2%" bar #25T G. & L Table Hor. Bor. Mill 
3” bar Yoder Table Hor. Bor, Mill, ‘42 
6'17" col. Cariton Radial, new 1943 
5'14” col. Amer. Tri. Purp. Radial, AC, M.D 
4°11" col. Canedy Otte Radial, '42 
Barnes Combn. Boring & Honing Mach. up to 10 

bore x 6” hole, 1942 
30°x120" Hanchett Plano Surface Grinder 
12°x30" cen. Pratt Whitney Model B La., ‘43 
14°/16%4"x30" cen. L. & 8S. Lathe, T.A., "43 
14/16%"x54" cen. Bradford La, T.A., '43 
30°x20’ con. Axelson La., T.A., 24" swing 
48°x20'6" cen. Simmons Lathe, 1942 
48°%26' con. Amer. La., 2 cart., 2 T.A 
16” Gemeo Univ. Shaper, '43, near new 
20° Smith Mills Univ. Shaper, New 
No. 2G Morey Univ. Turret La., New 
10x10 ga. Cinci. Press Brake, 50 Series 

BENNETT MACHINERY CO 

30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y. 
Piant—Route 5-3, Clifton, New Jersey 

McDONALD 

USED MACHINERY 
Baush 44” Hvy. Duty Vert. Boring Mill, 2 Hds Bullard 36° New Era Vert. Turret Lathe with side 

head Hilles & Jones 2” Cap. Guillotine Shear Brown & Sharpe No. 2 High Speed Vert. Miller ' 942 American 4’ Ene. Head Radial Drill 12” col 
Dill (8 Str. A.C. M.D. Vert. Stotter adj. head G L and Universal 3° Bar Horiz. Boring Millis 
20° All Grd. Camel Baek Drill Cin-Bick 3’ & Morris 32° Arm Radial Driils Blanchard M.D. Vert. Sp. Surface Grinder 26” 

ehuck L & S$ 20° x 8’, 18" x 21", 20° x 10’, 26" x 12 
Monarch 20° x 8’. Amer. 20° x {2° ord, hd. @.c¢.9 

3-B, Cin No. 3 Mil, No 
3-8, 5 LeBlond No. 4, Grd Hd. Plain Millers 2 3-A, Mil, No. 2-B, Cin. No Grd. Hd. Univ. Millers Avey 2-Spindie MAG Drill Press lat e Cin, 24” M.D. Univ. Shaper Cleveland 48” x 12’ Table Open 

wewste side Planer, 3 ds 
McDONALD MACHINERY CO. 

1531-35 No. B'way., St. Lowis 6, Mo. 

FOR SALE 

INGERSOLL 

36” x 36” x 12’ 

PLANER MILLER 

Adjustable rail, three heads, 40 HP AC 
Motor Drive. Excellent condition 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

WIGGLESWORTH MACHINERY CO. 
105 Bent St. Cambridge 41, Mass. 

FOR SALE 
PIPE MACHINES MOTOR ORIVEN 

Oster #304—1" to 4” Oster #8-——-2%" to 8” 
Eaton, Cole and Burnham—6” to 

#2 Savage Roller type Nibbling Machine, com plete with 1 tact V-belt drive 
HP motor iit 

PHILA. TRANSFORMER CO., 2829 Cedar St 
Phila. 34, Pa. GArfield 6-1800 

WANTED 
HENRY & WRIGHT DIEING PRESSES 

10 to 100 Ton Cap. 
Also Steel Sheets, Strip Stee! Coils 

Please send lists 
W-7377, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

330 W. 42 St., New York 18, N. Y 

MACHINERY FOR SALE 

Bertsch Straightening Roll, 48” ca- 

pacity, 6’ between housings. Con- 

dition like new. Price $9,750.00 

FAIRFIELD EQUIPMENT CO. 
JO Sanford St. at RR Station FAIRFIELD.CONN 

WANTED 
Late Model 

Pellow Nut-Slotter 
Anti-Corrosive Metal Products Co., Inc., 

P.O. Box 870, Albany, New York 

WANTED 
jones and Lamson Thread Grinder TG 636 Late 
Model, Advise, Serial Number, List of Equipment 
Condition and Price 

CARVER COTTON GIN 
200 Whitmon St., East Bridgewoter, Mass 

SHEET METAL MACHINERY 
NEW and USED HAND and POWER. 
Apron Brakes, Press Brakes, Shears, Form 
ing Rolls, Power Pre: Pittsburgh Lock 

Machine Spinning Lathes 
Spot Welders, etc 
B. D. BROOKS, INC. 
361 Atlantic Ave., Boston 10, Mass 

WANTED 
Warner & Swasey taper turning lath 

equal 
Turner or Milwaukee cock grinding machine 6 

or 8 spindi 
Advise price and condition 

W-8133 AMERICAN MACHINIST 
520 N. Michigon Ave., Chicago 11, il! 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

om FALA Phill 

BAKER 9887 MACHINERY COMPANY 

AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE, Acme-Gridiey MILLING MACHINE. Van Norman SP Worlz 2G— Spdie. 5 h.p. 5 sets of collets. Tooling PARTIAL LISTING OF LARGEST STOCK $4xi2019. Late Type 
Exeelient condition IN THIS AREA MILLING MACHINE. Cincinnati Vertical £3 H.8 

” Vert. Turning & Boring Dial Type. W/ Rotary Table 
Electricals = MILLING MACHINE. U. 8 MMI.6 Com Con Bullard MAXI-MILL. 2 Has diameter gear, 15° between centers. Full Set of Off trolled Automatic Horiezntal, 240 taper, Late Type BORING MILL. £0 Giddings & Lewis, 3'5° Bar Set and ight Contact Dial Indicator 220/440 motors. TWO 

T. 220 440 volts. TWO Tailstocks and Leatherette Cov MILLING MACHINE, Van Norman £3V Ram Type BORING MILL, Bullard 54” Vert Spiral Drive THREAD ylata 1 & Lamson =16-615 Auto Vertical, Late Type, 220/440 motors, Alse stub BOREMATIC, Heald 749 Sele. End. W i Fix matic. Late arbors, arbor, vise, collets & cutters ture, 220/440 volts GRINDER Blanchard #16, 26° Chuck Vert Rotary TURRET LATH was Univ. Gra. Wa tt BROACH, Oileear 10 Tons Moriz. 56” Str GRINDER, Landis Crank (0:32 Hydraulic speed, Bar Feed W ‘tooling 
BROACH, LaPointe £38. 25,0002 56 Str. 2-speed GRINDER, Brown & Sharpe =2 Auto. Horiz. Surtace 0.8.1. PRESS, Bliss £218 2 Stroke BUFFER & POLISHER, U. 8S. Electrical Multi GRINDER, Cincinnati ZEA, 10° x 36” Hydraulic 0.8.1. PRESS, Bliss-Con 2 ” Stroke Speed Double End £95, 5 h.p.. 220 volts, Four Cylindrical, Filmatic Bearings. 220 volts motors POWER 5 ene. Bliss = 164 Open Back SS.S.A Soeeds up to 2700 r.p.m. Floor model Built-in electrics, . ro infeed 65 tens, 4° 

Avey-Matic #3 Hvy. 2-Spd!. 23 M.T. 24 GRINDER, Norton 18 Hydraulic Vert. Rotary POWER PRESS. Bliss 258 Reducing. 17 tons, 6 c Auto. Exeello Sadie Stroke DRILL, Cincinnati 21” Bord. Drilling & Tapping pple ag Norton 6 x 18 Hydraulic Horiz. Surface POWER PRESS. Bliss 
DRILL. Radial, Cingi-Bick. 5’ Arm, 13° Col. 25 Stroke, 20° between uprights 
MT. 24 speed gearbox. 7', hp. 3/60/220 Pratt Whitney 22° Vert. Rotary. 64 POWER PRESS, Bliss S') SSSA. 120 tons DRILL, L. Giffords 22M8 14" J C.C. 3-Spdle vel im we Gn . y P 2” Stroke. 24° between uprights DRILL, Baker 2314 Hvy. Pattern igh Speed Ver x oter riven Jniversa . 
tical Goring & Drilling Machine. 7% hp. 220/440 Surface, 220/440 volts motor with centralized push oe as ee ae ee = Rig BE. 6A 5 2 .* i" v Sa ee ee a_i... CU ee 6 WHEEL PRESS, Niles B & Pond 200 Tons Hy 
DRILL. Leland Gifford 2LMS Upright Sliding KEVSEATER, Mitts & Merrit £5 Giant Motor Sees Cee eee ote Cen Te Head Twe Spindle, £2 taper . erhang 440 ve motor, Capacity—24" long tunger Type. 7.5 b.p. 220/440 motor 

220 volts, 4-speed motors Feed POWER PRESS, Bliss-Conselidated £77 Dpen Gack 
16° Grd. Hd. 12 speed Gap Frame Sele. Crank Sele. Action Back geared 212 steen hn & uek 175 toms, 10° stroke, Bed a—24" « 42", With Roll 

vara > 220/440, moter, Arranged fer 18 220/440 motor, \2 speed Feed and Roll Straight 
spindles, Rectangular head, With Natee 24” Rotary head. taper attachment steai . ete. #86 Double Crank & Table rd 26°x Qc.G. 8s" CC. 22 . a ae 85 tono, 1%" stroke, Bed area 

¢ r . x *" RADIAL DRILL, Cariton 4’-15". Motor Dr. P gh Geced Gesend Opers POWER PREDS — Blles - Consslideted 108 . 
STRAIGHT BEVEL GEAR GENERATOR 3” Glee t c 7 Automatic Collet Mech Straieht Gide Bbie. Crash Slnele Action, 45 tone 
son, Serial 218884, NEW — 220/440 volts snism, eollets, collet chucks. * ake bed Gunede’ 2 at 16 & MgB. motors. Gear Cabinet. Full Set of y® Gears. See LATHE, Monarch (87x48" , . ey adie _ ments, Auto-Index Attachment, Pneumatic Chuck TURRET Lathe—Gisholt #4 Univ SHAPER—Columbia 32° B.G. Crank 
Equipment, Cutter Setting Gauges & Segment Setting TURRET LATHE, Gardons & Oliver £7 Universal SHAPER—American 24° BG. Crank 
Gauges, Duplete Cutting Cam & Duplete Feed Cam Grd Hd. Ram Type. Hydraulic Speed Selector, 2'» SHEAR, Gap Squaring, Niagara £91268. 10'x 
BASE PITCH & SPACE MEASURING MACHINE Cap. 10 h.p. 220/440 motor, With Chuck, teothold Overdriven. 18° Gap. 20 h.p. motor, 220 V. spring 2337 Illinois, Late Type—Like New. Capacity—i2 ers, ete hold-down and extra blades 

284 S$5.5.A. 56 tons, 10 

WIG FEATURES 

ENGINEERED 
#50 EXCELLO HEAVY PRECISION 
THREAD Grinder (Largest made) will IM MONS 
Thread 3” shaft any length through 
spindle, 68° centers 28 swing. REBUILDING 

— — — LL - 
2124 Gardner Dis Grinder with Rotoclone SIMMONS MACHINE TOOL CORPORATION + MAIN OFFICE AND PLANT 1758 6 BROADWAY & 

4 Spdl. Allen Drills Hand Feeds 
500 Ton Erie Hyd. press 40x54", 28°" st. 
8*’x108" LoSwing Lathe, AC motors TO 0 LS 
4—3” Gleason Strait Beve! Gear Generators ) y SPECT TH ESE oe ACH | uy tb 
Model 61A, 71A, 7A Fellows gear shapers 
6x18 Norton plain cylindrical 
34/36 Cinc. Hydromatic Duplex mill, late 120” x ™%"’ No. 6 HILLES-JONES GATE SHEAR, with 36 
Model 2L Gisholt 16" turret lathe 
45/48 Cinc. tracer controlled hydromatic throat, between housings 124”, length of shear blades 132 

mill. 4 
5 . ‘ o/ f " approximate BL 2416 Keller Die Sinking Machine area of bolster 21” x 133”, height of gap 15”, app 

30 HO Baker Drill inverted 
10G Sellers single end drill grinder weight 95,000-LBS. Inspect ot Albany 
10x36" Cine. “EA” Hyd. Cyl. Grinder, late 7 
3° Cleveland 4 spindle Automatic rebuilt 
a mish 1x Tle No. 5 HILLES-JONES SINGLE END PUNCH, 

312" 4 spindle Cone Automatic, 1942 A . nspect at 
e 4 spindle Cone Automatics 60’ throat, approximate weight 50,000-LBS | P 

=6 Warner & Swasey turret iathe seria! 
287,000 Albany. Ajax 22 Swedging Press 

=31L & 33 & 39 Excello thread grinders 
10x18" Landis plunge cut grinder 212" x 2\2"' No 4 CANTON ALLIGATOR SHEAR, right 
615 ] 6 L bearing race grinders P a ‘ us fl ts per minute 35 6 = Footburt rail drill <5 taper heavy hand, low knife, length of blades 22 , Ww p 

motor H.P. 10. Inspect at Albany. 
#17 Gleason Hypoid Gear Grinder for 
fast precision finishing of hardened ET 
spiral bevel, zerol bevel, & hypoid NEW YORK CITY OFFICE — 50 EAST 42ND STRE 

-3133 ee PHILADELPHIA REPRESENTATIVE — PHONE — VICTOR 8-3 
& — PENHURST 1-3700 PITTSBURGH REPRESENTATIVE — PHON 

T. R. WIGGLESWORTH MCHRY. CO. 
1719 Superior Cleveland, Ohio 
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Cut-away 
howing th 
floating driv 

promot 
running greater i¢ 
uracy ina longer 

wear. Note the 2 ball 
bearings that support 

5 J 

STANDARD 
| ' 

FLOOR TYPE 

the ste 
if top o il 
lle bearing 

FOOT LEVER 
FEED CONTROL 

FOR 15 
FLOOR TYPE 

rt 

1 
BENCH MODEL WITH OIL TABLE 

ull Paua 

With New Exclusive Features 

To Stand Long, Hard Runs 

Jew performance and design standards have been developed for sen N form id tandards | f if 
sitive drill presses Today Atla ¢ the pa Take a look at this 
partial list of important features 

Bigger, heavier head, with bearing surfaces 7%" apart on column for 
greater rigidity; Neoprene quill stop bumper that eliminates clanking jar 
and prolongs drill life; exclusive quick-adjusting feed stop; wider spaced 
spindle bearings for greater accuracy on deep holes—two more ball bearings 
in head support the drive sleeve for longer service; steel to steel drive that 
stands the rigors of continuous production runs; full tilting table; coordinate 
type quill lock for greater accuracy; and, of course, the famous Atlas “Float- 
ing Drive” design. 

Atlas drill presses arc available in high (580-5200 RPM) or slo 
speed (400-4400 RPM) models, choice of full tilting o1 production oil 
table, and choice of Jacobs Chuck or No. 1 or No. 2 Mors« taper sp ndle 
Write for latest literature today 

FLOOR TYPE 
WITH PRODUCTION 

Ow TABLE 

2-3-4 MULTIPLE 
SPINDLE MODELS 

SEND FOR 

CATALOG 

DRILL HEADS 

ATLA 
1104 N. Pitcher St., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

TeMED PRECISION TOOLS FoR 
AT WOODWORKING AND merai worKiNG 
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INDEX OF PRODUCTS ADVERTISED IN THIS ISSUE” 
=. ie eae.. 4 ar 

Abrasives, Coated 

& Attachments (Machine 
48, 80, 88, 94, 108, 

238, 251, 268, 270, 288, 301 

Accessories 
Tool) 
207, 215, 

Arbors & Mandrels 

Bearings 

Bending Machines 

Books, Technical 

Boring, Drilling & Milling Machines 
( Horizontal) 16-17, 

Boring Machines Internal 2nd Cover 

Boring & Turning Machines 
( Vertical) 16-17, 32, 

Broaching Machines 36, : 

srushes 

Castings 

Machines Centering 

Chucks 201, 215, 230, 249, 273, 274, 

Cleaning & Drying Machines & 
Supplies 

Collets 

Electrical 37, 67, 68, 77, 78, Controls 

Coolant Systems, Filter & Supplies 

Cut-Off Machines; 
Machines 
23, 228, 

Sawing 
45, 74, 187, 

302, 304 
213, : 

266, 268, 

Dressers, Grinding 
Wheel 

Drill Jig Bushings 

Machines 
118, 124, 

278, 303, 

Drilling 
64, 
276 

66, 
306, 320 

Dust Collectors 

netrant for Metal Inspe 

al Parts & Equipment 

ring & Production 
30-31 

Methods & 
Services 102 

Fabricating 
209 227, 288, 

Fasteners 208, 209, 236, 256 
76, 281. 296, 306 

Finishing Machines 

Floor Drying Compounds 
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A BIG JOB... planed! quickly and casdly on the 

GRAY OPENSIDE PLANER CUE 

proved on this powerful, high-speed planer. Here, 
a Gray Openside Planer Cub produces as much 
as 3 old machines. Its versatility and productivity 
make the new Gray Planer a real cost cutter. 

The R.A. Jones Co., Inc., Cincinnati, has many 
small lot planer jobs. The Jones Cartoner side 
frame pictured is typical. Carbide Tools are 
regularly used and planing accuracy is greatly im- 

ploners * milling planers 
jhe C4 sad planer type milling machines 

horizontal boring machines 

CIMCIMNMATI 7,0HIOCO. VU BA 
SOLD IN CANADA BY UPTON, BRADEEN AND JAMES, LTD. * SOLD IN LATIN AMERICA BY MACHINE AFFILIATES 

American Machinist * Novem 13, 1950 



Grob Brother 
Gulf Oil Cory 

Halpern & Co 
Hamilton Tool 
Hanchett Magna 
Hardinge Brothers 
Harnischfeger Cory; 
Harrington & King 
Hartford Special Ma 
Hieald Machine Cx 
Hebert Equipment Co 
Hendey Mac hine Co 
Holman Reamer Co 
Hones, In Charle 
Horton & Sons Co., I 
Howe & Fant Inc 
Howell Electric Motors Cs 
Hyy 

i 

& 
arvis ¢ Charles 
ohnson Bronze Co 

Avey Drilling 
» & Lamson Mac} 

mes & 
on 

J 
J 
J 
Johnson Gas Appl nee 
J 
J Baker Bros., 

Barber 
Kasenit Company 
earney & Trecker ¢ 

Kempsmith Machine 
Kennametal Inc 
Kitzman Mfg. Co 
Knight Machinery ¢ 

tarnes Co 
Bay State Abras 
Beatty Machine & Mi 
Bethlehem Steel ( 
Blar hard Ma } 
Blum & Co. Ih } 
Bodine Corp 05 rr ton ¢ ' I i itor 292 L & J Press Cory 
Boston Gear rk " ell 0 on l L-W Chuck Co 
Braun Gear C Landis Machine Co 
Bridgeport Machin ee eee ‘ Landis Tool Co 
Brown & Sharp ‘ owe maper Lo S LaPointe Machine Too 
Bryant Chucking Grinder Co 4 dream me , La Salle Steel ¢ 
Bryant Machinery § , ahr eBlond Machine Too 
Buck Tool Co , 
Buffalo org 

ME&N Mact 
Mallory & Co 
Manheim Mf 
Ma 
M 
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You CAN CUT HOLE GRINDING COSTS 

THIS WAY. A look at the balance sheet proves the 

importance of machine power 

The Bryant No 

as opposed tO man 

power 2209 Internal Grinder offers 

machine power all the advantages of | to the mass 

production of precision holes. It is fully automatic so 

can run several machines. Small 

he No 

ata single Opel wor 

ire place lin an auromatic loader 

loads, rough grinds, 

ro size, then eects the 

only Saves man } ower, 

« » « 8& wens cost te inquire! 

production, 2) saves floor space, 3) costs less initially 

than several semi-automatic grit ders necessary to pive 

the same production, 4) saves on wheel costs, 5) pro- 

duces parts consistently to specified tolerances, G) re- 
, F duces scrap loss 

Progressive management will want such facts trans- 

lated into the investment return which they can expect 
} 1 j t e} . I by improving production on their own work. May 

atest "Bryant Report’’? It sh 

just what the N 

. If Won't Cost fo inquire 

BR YANT 

CHUCKING GRINDER CO. 

SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U.S.A 
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McGraw-Hill Boox 
Mechanite Metal Corp 
Meisel Press Mfg 
Michigan Too! { 
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This Cleveland Two-Point is used by Advance Die and Tool Co. to check performance of a close tolerance die. 

Don’t take (U/R word alone! 

We know that there are important design features incor- 
porated in every Cleveland Press giving you continued 
accuracy, Minimum maintenance and downtime. 

We know that the clean, compact design of a Cleveland 
Press saves valuable floor space .. . that there are no bother- 
some overhanging brackets... that its ragged construction 
assures accuracy and longer die life. 

We know that for safe, efficient, trouble-free operation you 
can't beat a Cleveland—but don’t take our word alone! 

Before you select your next Press—whether you are re- 
placing one that is inefficient or adding to those you already 
have—let us arrange for you to study a Cleveland in actual 
operation at a nearby plant. Find out for yourself what 
Operating economies you gain with a Cleveland. Constant 
accuracy... close control ...easy maintenance... flexibility of 
use and ease of die change—contribute towards a Cleveland’s 
record for true operating economy. Verify this yourself! 

Note the clean, rugged lines of this 
Cleveland Two-Point Press. 

THE 

CLEVELAND : 

puncning 100s & OF ipeoectmary tesemaneey FABRICATING Tools 

OFFICES T 
namnenestteuniil Established 1860 CLEVELAND 14, OHIO 

DETROIT... PHILADELPHIA a ee wz POWER PRESSES eee?” . J 

PITTSBURGH 
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THIS LATHE USES ITS HEAD 

to give you full power 

at all twelve speeds DUAL-DRIVE 

from 28 to 1800 r.p.m. FEATURES 

15” swing 

Combination belt and gear drive 

Twelve speeds from 

28 to 1800 r.p.m. 

Ninety-six feeds from 

0004” to .106” 

Forty-eight threads from 

4 to 224 

Single-lever speed control 

Totally-enclosed feed box 

Electric brake, forward and re- 

verse spindle control at apron 

Single-lever positive 

LeBLOND DUAL-DRIVE jaw feed control 

Automatic lubrication through 

Dual-Drive headstock design combines belt and gear headstock and feed box 
drive to give you the widest range of speeds in the 

Hardened steel gears and 

anti-friction bearings 
medium-price class —all at full horsepower. 

Result? Smooth fu// power at high speeds—ideal for carbide 
and fine-finish turning. Rugged fu// power at low and inter Multiple automatic length stops 
mediate speeds —for fast, efficient rough turning. Add convenient, , 
single-lever speed contro! and the widest feed range in its class One-piece apron 
and you have a lathe that does more jobs, faster, better, easier 

Hardened and ground 

replaceable steel bed ways 
than any comparable machine. 

Sixty-three years of machine tool leadership stand behind Le- ’ : 
Blond’s complete line of 76 lathe models to give you day-in, Taper key drive spindle nose 
day-out dependability. Your nearby LeBlond Distributor will 
tell you about the Dual-Drive and other late models. Call him 
or write— 

THE R. K. LeBLOND MACHINE TOOL COMPANY, CINCINNATI 8, OHIO 
Soles offices in New York, 

Chicago 
Detroit 

[; i LO 5 D World's largest builder of a 
iA. g complete line of lathes. 

oe 
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Table so flat that it’s “sticky” 

is made from Graph=-Mo 

HE surface plate in this picture is finished to within 
& fifty-one millionths of an inch for flatness over its 

entire fifteen square feet of area. It’s so flat that when 
Johansson gage blocks are placed on the table they cannot 
be lifted from it but must be slid off the edge. 

This three foot by five foot plate owes its extreme flat- 
ness to the unusual stability of Graph-Mo in the hardened 
condition. Graph-Mo can be machined accurately, it 
hardens uniformly, and it holds finished dimensions with a 
minimum of distortion. 

Because it is a Graphitic-type tool steel,Graph-Mo takes 

YEARS AHEAD— THROUGH EXPERIENCE AND RESEARCH 

an extremely smooth finish when ground or polished. Due 
to the diamond hard carbides in its structure, Graph-Mo 
stubbornly resists wear. And this Graph-Mo table stays flat! 

Graph-Mo has won wide acceptance asa general purpose 
steel for dies, gauges, and machined parts. To learn more 
about Graph-Mo and other graphitic steels, write on your 

Steels”. It contains new, improved data on applications, 
properties, heat treating of all four Graphitic steels. The 
Timken Roller Bearing Company, Steel and Tube Divi- 
sion, Canton 6, Ohio. Cable address: ““TIMROSCO”. 

Specialists alloy stee nelud hot rolled and co 
steel bare 2 comple ange at on yraphit ar 

analyses nieas seam/exs stee! tub 


